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Preface 

An unnecessary opaqueness surrounds quantitative trading strategies 
jknown to many as black boxes), despite their importance to the capital 

markets and the sensational, widely known examples of their successes and 
fa ilures. This opaqueness, which quants themselves frequently ~rpe{uate, 
exacerbates an already widespread misunderstanding of quan(ilativ(' tfading 
in the brooder investment community. 

This book takes you on a tour through the black box, inside and out. 
It sheds light on the work that quants do, lifting the veil of mystery that 
surrounds quantitative trading and allowing those interested in doing so 10 

evaluate quants and their str;lIegies. 
The first th ing that should be made clear is that people, not machines, 

are responsible for most of th~ int~~sting aspt'cts of quantitati v~ trading. 
Quantitat ive trading can be defined as the systematic impl~mentation of 
trading strategies that human beings cr~a te through rigorous research. In 
th is COnt~xt, systematic is defined as a disciplined, methodological, and au· 
tomat~d approach. Despit~ this talk of automation and systematiza tion, 
people conduct th~ research and d~cid~ what the st rategies ,,~II be, peo· 
pie se le.:t the universe of securiti es for the system to trade, and people 
choose what data to procure and how to clean those data for use in a 
systematic COntext, among a great many other things. These pt'ople, the 
ones behind quant trading strategies, ar~ commonly refer~d to as quants or 
qllant traders. 

Quants employ the scienti fic method in their research. Though this re· 
search is aided by technology and invo lv~s math~mat ics and formul a~, the 
research process is thoroughly dependent nn human decis ion making. In 
fact, human de.:isions pt'rvade nea rly every aspt'ct of th~ design, implem~n· 
tation, and monitoring of quant trading strategies. As it turns out, quant 
strategies a nd traditional discretionary investment st rategies, which re ly on 
human decision makers to manag~ portfo lios day to day, a re rath~r similar 
in what they do. 

The differ~nces betw~en a quant strat~gy and a disc~tionary strategy 
can be seen in how the strategy is created and in how it is implemented. 
By carefu lly researching thei r strategies, quants are ab le to assess their 
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.. PREFACE 

id~as th~ same way that scientists test theories . Furthermore, by utilizing 
a computerized, systematic implementation, quants eliminate the a rbitrari
ness that pervades so many discretionary trading strategies. In essence, deci 
sions driven by emotion, indiscipline, passion, greed, and fear- what many 
consider tbe key pratfalls of ~p l aying the markel "- are eliminated from 
the quant's investment process. T hey are replaced by an analytical and sys
tematic approach tha t oorrows from the lessons learned in SO many o ther 
fields : If something needs 10 be done repeatedly and with a great deal of 
discipline, computers will virtually always outshine humans. We simply 
aren't CU I out for repetit ion in tbe way tbat computers are, and Ihe~'s 
nOlbing wrong wilb tbat . CompUiers, after all, ar~n't CUI out for creativity 
the way we arc; without humans t~ lIing comput~rs what 10 do, computers 
wouldn't do mucb of anytbing. The differ~nces in bow a stra tegy is designed 
and imp l~mented playa large part in the consistent, favorab le risk/reward 
profil~ a well-run quant strategy enjoys rdative to most discretiona ry 
StrategIes. 

To clarify the scope of this book, it is importan t to note tha t I focus 
on ~alpba ~ -orient~d strat~gies and largdy ignor~ quantitat ive index trad~rs 
Or otber implementations of "beta" strategies. A/pha strategies a ttempt to 
generate returns by skillfully timing the selection andlor sizing of various 
portfolio holdings; heta strategies mimick or slightly improve On the perfor
mance of an inde X", such as the S&P 500. T hough quan titative indeX" fund 
management is a la rge industry, it r~qu ires litd~ explanation. Neitb~r do I 
spend much time on the fidd of fi nancial engineering, which typically p lays 
a role in creating or managing new financial products (e.g., CDOs). Nor 
do I address quantitative analysis, wbich typically supportS discretionary 
investment decisions. Both of these arc interesting subjects, but they are 
so diff~rent from quant trading as to be desaving of tbeir own, separate 
discussions carried out by experts in those fields. 

This book is divided into three parts. Part One (Chapters 1 and 2) pro
vides a general bu t useful background on quantitative trading. Part Two 
(Chapters 3 through 9) details the contents of the black box. Part Three 
(Chapt~rs 10 through 13) provides an analysis of quant trading and t~cb
niques tha t may be useful in assessing quan t traders and thei r stra tegies. 

It is my aspiration 10 ~xpla in quant trading in an intuitiv~ mann~r. I 
describe what quants do and how tbey do it by drawing On the economic 
rationale for their strategies and the theoretical basis for their techniques. 
Equations are avoided, and the use of jargon is limited and explained, when 
required at all. My aim is to demonstrate tha t what many call a black 
box is in fact transparent, intu itively sensible, and readily und~rstandabk. 
I also explore the lessons that can be learned from quan t trading about 
investing in general and how to evaluate quant trading strategies and their 
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Prefau ., 
practitioners. As a resu lt, ["5ide the Rlack Box may be usdul for a va riety 
of part icipams in and commemators on the capita l markets . For portfo lio 
managers, analysts, and traders, whether quantitative Or discretionary, this 
book will help contexrualize whal quanls do, how Ihey do ii, and why. For 
investors, the financial media, or anyone with a reasonable knowledge of 
capital markets in genera l, this book wi ll engender a de<:pcr understanding 
of Ihis niche. 

RISHI K NARANG 
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1 
Why Does Matter? 

Look into their minds, at what wise men do and don't. 
-Marcus Aurelius, Meditations 

J ohn is a quant trader running a midsizcd hedge fund, He completed 
an undergraduate degr~ in mathematics and computer science at a lOp 

school in the ea rly 1990$. John immedi,ltcly staned working On Wall Street 
trading desks, eager IOcapita lize on his quantita live background. After seven 
years on the Street in various quant-oriented roles, John decided to STa r( his 
own hedge fund, With partners handling business and operations, John was 
able to c~ate a quam st rategy thai rceemly was trading ovcr $1.5 billion 
per day in equity volume. More relevant [0 his inv(,SlOrs, the strategy made 
money on 60 percent of days and 85 percent of montbs----a ratber impressive 
accomplishment. 

Despite trad ing billions of dollars ofstock every day, there is no shoming 
at John's hedge fund, no orders being given over the phone, and no drama 
in the air; in fact, the only sign that the re is any trad ing going on at a ll 
is the large flat-scrc.:n television in John's office that shows the strategy's 
performance throughout the day and its trading volume. John can't give 
you a fantastically interesting story about why his strategy is long this stock 
or short that one. While he is monitoring his universe of thousands of 
stocks for events that migh t requi re intervention, for the most part he lets 
the amomated trading strategy do the ha rd work. What John monitors quite 
carefully, however, is the health of his Strategy and the market environment's 
impact on it. He is aggressive aOOm conducting research on a n ongoing basis 
to adjust his models for changes in the market tha t would impact him. 

Across from John sits Mark, a recently hired partner of the fund who 
is researching high-frequency trading. Unlike the firm's first strategy, which 
only makes money on 6 out of 10 days, the high-frequency efforts Mark and 
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• THE QUANT UNIVERSE 

Jobn a~ working on target a much more ambitious task: looking for smaller 
opportunities {hat can make money every day. Mark's first attempt at high
frequency stra tegies a lready makes money nearly 95 percent the time. In 
fact, their target for this high-frequency business is even loft ier: They want 
10 rep lica te the success of those firms whose trading strategies make money 
every hour, maybe even every minute, of every day. Such high-frequency 
strategies can't accommodate large investments, because the opporluni
ties they find arc small, fleeting. Nonetheless, they a f C highly a«ractive for 
whatever capital they can accommodate. Wilhin their high-frequency trad
ing business, John and r..-la rk expect their strategy to genera te at least 200 
percent a yea r, possibly mncb more. 

There are many relatively small quant trad ing boutiques that go about 
tbeir business quietly, as Jobn and Alark 's firm does, but tba t bave demon
st rated top-notch results over reasonably long periods. For example, Quan
titative Investment r.,·lanagement of Charlottesville, Virgin ia, averaged over 
20 perunt per year for the 2002-2008 period- a track r~ord that many 
discretionary managers would envy.' 

On the opposite end of the spectrum from tbese small quant sbops arc 
the giants of quant investing, with which many investors are already quite 
familia r. Of the many impressive and successful quantitat ive firms in this 
category, the one widely regarded as the ~st is Renaissance Technologies. 
Renaissance, the most famous of all quan t funds, is famed for its 35 per
ccot average yearly returns (after exceptionally higb fees), witb extremely 
low risk, since 1990. In 2008, a year in which many hedge funds strug
gled migh tily, Renaissance's Aagship ;\-ledallion Fund gained approximately 
80 perunt.2 I am personally familia r with the fund's track record, and it 's 
actua lly gotten ~tte r as time has passed-despite the increased competit ion 
and potential for models to M stop working. ~ 

Not all quants are successful, however. It seems that once every decade 
or so, qnant t raders canse--or at least are perceived to cause--markets to 
move dramatica lly ~cause of their failures . T he most famous case by far 
is, of cou rse, Long Term Capita l Management (L TC1I.·1), which nea rly (but 
for tbe intervcotion of Federal Reserve banking officia ls and a consortium 
of Wall Street banks) brought the financial world 10 its knees. Although 
tbe world markets survived, LTCM itself was not as lucky. The. finn, 
which averaged 30 perunt returns aner fees for four years, lost nea rly 100 
percent of its capital in the debacle of August-Octo~r 1998 and len many 
investors both skeptical and afraid of quant traders (a lthougb it is debatable 
whether th is was a quant trading failure or a failure of human judgment in 
risk management, and it's questionable wbetber L TeM was even a Quant 
t rading fi rm at all). 

Not only have quan ts been widely panned ~cause of L TCr.-I, but they 
have also been blamed (probably unfairly ) for the crash of 1987 and (quite 
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Why Does Quant Trading Matter? • 
fairly) for th~ eponymous quant liquid.uion of 2007, the l alt~r having 
se.v~rely impacted many quant shops. Even som~ of th~ [arg~st nam~s in 
quant trading suffued through August 2007's quant liquidation. For in· 
stanc~, Goldman Sachs' [argely quanti tati,'~ Global Alpha Fund was down 
an ~stimated 40 percent in 2007 ahu posting a 6 percent loss in 2006.] 
In less than a week during August 2007, many quant traders losl betw~en 

10 and 40 percent in a few days, though some of th~m rebound~d strongly 
for th~ r~mainder of the momh. 

Spectacular success and fai lure aside, th~re is no doubt that quants cast 
an ~normous shadow on the trading marketplace virtually ~very trading day. 
Across U.S. equity markets, a significant, and rapidly growing, proportion 
of all trad ing is don~ through algorithmic ~x~cu tion, one footprint of 
quam strat~gi~s . (A lgorithmic execrltion is the us~ of computu software to 
manag~ and "work~ an investor's buy and se ll orders in electronic mark~ts ,) 

Although th is automated ~xecut ion technology is not t h~ exclusive domain 
of quam strat~gi~s-any trade that n~ds to be done, wh~ther by an index 
fund or a discr~tiona ry macro trad~r, can be worked using ~xecution 
algorithms---<:ertainly a substantial portion of all algorithmic trades are 
done by quants, Furthumore, quants wer~ both th~ inventors of, and 
primary innovators of, algorithmic trading engin~s . A mu~ fiv~ such quant 
trad~rs account for abou t 1 billion shar~s of volum~ per day, in aggr~gat~, in 
th~ Unit~d States alon~. It is worth noting that not on~ of these is we ll kno\>\'tl 
to th~ broader inv~sting public. Th~ TABB Group, a res~arch and advisory 
firm focused ~xclusi"ely on th~ capital mark~ts, estimates that, in 2008, 
approximately 58 percent of all buy.s ide orders wer~ algorithmically trad~d. 
TASS also estimat~s that this figur~ has grown some 37 perc~n t per year, 
compound~d, since 2005. More directly, the Aite Group published a study 
in ~arl y 2009 indicating thar more than 60 perc~nt of all US equity transac
tions are attribntab[e to short term quant traders.4 These. statistics hold true 
in non-U,S. mark~ts as well. Black-box trading accoullt~d for 45 perc~nt of 
the volume on the European Xetra electronic order-matching system in the 
first quarter of 2008, which is 36 percent more than it represented a year 
earl ier,s 

The large presence of qnants is not limited to eqnities. In futu res and for
eign exchang~ markers, the domain of commodity trading advisors (CT As), 
there is a significant presence of quants, The Ihrclay Group, proprietor of 
the most comprehensive commercia lly available database of CT As and CT A 
performance, estimates that we ll over 85 percent of the assets under manage
ment among all CTAs are managed by quantitative trading firms. A[though 
a gr~at many of the largest and most ~stablish~d CT As (and hedg~ funds 
generally) do not report their assets under management or performance 
statistics to any database, a substantial portion of these firms are actually 
quants a lso, and it is likely that the "rea l ~ figure is sti ll over 75 percent, As 
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of the end of the thi rd quarter of 2008, the amount of quanti tati.·c fu tures 
money under management, including only the firms that repon to Rarclay, 
was $227.0 billion. 

It is clear tbat the magnitude of quam trading among hedge funds is 
substamial. Hedge fundsa r.: private investment pools {hat arc accessible only 
10 sophisticated, wealthy individua l or institutional clients. T hey can pursue 
virtually any investment mandate one can d~am up, and they are allowed to 
keep a portion of the profits they generate fortheirdienls. But th is is only one 
of several arenas in which quant trading is widespread. Proprieta ry Irad ing 
desks at the various banks, boutique proprietary trading firms, and various 
"rnul tistra tcgy" hedge fund managers who utilize quantitative trading for a 
portion of their overall business each cont ribute to a much la rger estimate 
of the size of the quant trading universe. 

With such size and extremes of success and failure, it is not surprising 
that quallIs take their share of headlines in the financial press. And though 
most press coverage of quants seems to be markedly negative, this is not al 
ways the case. In fact, not only have many quant funds been praised for their 
steady returns (a hallmark of their disciplined implementation process), but 
some experts have even argued that the existence of successful quant sttate
gies improves the marketp lace for all investOrs, regardless of their style. 
For instance, Reto Francioni (chief executive of Deutsche B~rse AG, which 
runs the Frankfurt Stock Exchange) said in a spttch that algorithmic trad
ing ~benefits a ll market participants th rough positive effects on liquidity.~ 

Francioni went on to rde«nce a «cent academic study showing ~a posi
tive causal relationship between algo trading and liquid ity."6 Indeed, th is 
is almost guaranteed to be true. Quant ttaders, using execution algorithms 
(hence, "algo trading"), typically slice their orders into many small pieces to 

imprO"e both the cost and efficiency of the execution process. As mentioned 
before, a lthough originally developed by quant funds, these algorithms have 
been adopted by the broader investment communiTy. By placing many small 
orders, other investors who might have different views or needs can also get 
their own executions improved. 

Quants typica lly make markets more efficient for other participan ts by 
providing liquidity when other traders' needs cause a temporary imbalance 
in the supply and demand for a securiTy. These imbalances are known as 
~inefficiencies," after the economic concept of ~efficient markets." T rue in
efficiencies (such as an index's price being different from the weighted basket 
of the constituents of the same index) represent ra re, fleeting opportuni ties 
for riskless profit . But riskless profit, or a rbitrage, is not the only--or even 
primary- way in which quants improve efficiency. T he main ineffici encies 
quants eliminate (and, the«by, profit from) arc not absolnte and nnassail
ab le but rather probabilistic and requiring risk taking. 
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A classic example of this is a strategy called statistical arbitrage, and 
a classic statistical arbitrage example is a pajrs trade. Imagine two stocks 
with similar market capitalizations from the same industry and with similar 
business models and financial Status. For whatever reason, Company A is 
included in a major market index, an index that many large index funds are 
tracking. Meanwhile, Company B is not included in any major index. " is 
likely that Company A's stock will subsequently outperform shares of Com
pany B simply due to a greater demand for the shares of Company A from 
index funds, which are compelled to buy this new constituent in order to 
track the index. This outperformance will in turn cause a higher PIE multiple 
on Company A than on Company B, which is a suhtle kind of inefficiency. 
After all , nothing in the fundamenta ls has changed-only the nature of 
supply and demand for the common shares. Statistical arbitrageurs may step 
in ro sell shares of Company A and buy shares of Company B, thereby pre
venting the divergence between these two fundamenta lly simila r companies 
from getting out of hand while improving efficiency in market pricing. 

This is not to say that quants are the only players who attempt to profi t 
hy removing marker inefficiencies. Indeed, it is likely that any alpha-oriented 
trader is seeking simila r SOrtS of dislocations as sources of profit. And of 
course, there are times, such as August ZOO7, when quants actua lly cause the 
markets 10 be less efficient. Nonetheless, especia lly in smaller, less liquid, and 
more negie.:ted stocks, statistical arbitrage players are often major providers 
of market liquidity and help estahlish efficknr price discovery for all marker 
partICipants. 

So, what can we learn from a quant's approach to markets? The three 
answers that follow represent important lessons that quants can teach 
us--lessons that can be applied by any investment manager. 

THE BENEFIT OF DEEP THOUGHT 

According to James Simons, the founder of the legendary Renaissance Tech
nologies, one of the greatest advantages quants bring to the investment 
process is their systematic approach to problem solving. As Dr. Simons puts 
it, "The advantage scientists bring into the game is less their mathematical 
or computational sk ills than their abi lity to think scientifically. ft 7 

The first reason it is useful to study quants is that they are forced to 
think deeply about many aspects of their strategy that are taken for granted 
by nonquant investors. Why does this happen? Computers arc obviously 
powerful tools, but ,,~thout ahsolutely precise instruct ion, they can achieve 
nothing. So, to make a computer implement a " black-box tfading strategy" 
requires an enormous amount of effort on the part of the developer. You 
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can't te ll a computer to "find cheap s {ocks.~ You have to spe.:ify what 
find means, what cheap means, and wbat stocks are. For exampk, finding 
might involve ~arch ing a data bast with information abou t stocks and then 
ranking the stocks witbin a market sector (based on some classifica tion of 
stocks inlQ sec tors). Cheap might mean PIE ratios, though one must specify 
hOlh the metric of cheapness and wha t le"d will be considered cheap . As 
such, the quan t can build his sys tem so thai cheapness is indicated by a 10 
PIE or by those PIEs thaI rank in the bottom decile of those in their seCIQL 

And stocks, the universe of tbe model, might be all U.S. stocks, all global 
stocks, a ll large cap stocks in Europe, or wha tever o ther group the quam 
wan ts to trade. 

All Ihis defining I~ads to a 101 of deep thought about exactly what one's 
strategy is, how to impl~ment it. and so on, In the preceding example, the 
quant doesn't hav~ to choose to rank stocks within th~ir sectors. Inst~ad, 
stocks can be compar~d to t h~ir industry peers, to t h~ market overa ll, Or to 
any oth~r reasonab l~ group. But th~ point is that the quant is ~ncourag~d to 
be in telllional abou t these d~cisions by virtu~ of th~ fact tha t th~ comput~r 
will not till in any of these blanks on its OWTl. 

The benefit of this should be self-eviden t. Do:p thought about a strat~gy 
is usua ll y a good thing. Even beuer, this kind of deta iled and rigorous 
working out of how to divide and conqu~r the probl~m of conceptualizing, 
defining, and implem~nting an inv~st melll s trat~gy is usefu l to quants and 
discre tionary traders a lik~. These ben~tits la rgely accrue from thoroughness, 
which is generally held to be a k~y ingr~dient to inv~stment or trading 
success. By contrast, many (though certainly not a ll ) discre tionary traders, 
because they ar~ not forced to be so precise in the specification of their 
strategy and irs implementation, seem to take a grea t many decisions in an 
ad hoc manner. I hav~ been in countless mo:tings with discretionary traders 
who, when I ask~d th~m how t h~y decided on the sius of their posi tions, 
responded wi th varia tions on the theme of, "Whatever seemed reasona ble. ~ 
This is by no means a damnation of discr~lionary investment sty l~s . I merely 
point ou t that precision and deep thought a bout many details. in addition to 
the bigger-picture aspects of a stra tegy, can be a good thing, and this lesson 
can be learn~d from quallls. 

THE MEASUREMENT AND 
MISMEASUREMENT OF RISK 

As mentioned ear lier in this chapte r. the history of LTC M is a lesson in the 
dangers of mism~asuring risk. Quants are naturally predisposed toward con
ducting all sorts of measurements, including of risk exposure . l b is activity 
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itself has pot~ntial bendtts and downsid~s . On the plus sid~, ther~ is a catain 
int~n tiona lity of risk taking that a we ll -conc~iv~d quant strategy encourages. 
Rather than acc~pting accid~ntal risks, the disciplined quant attempts to iso
late exac tly what his edg~ is and focus his risk taking on thost areas that 
isolat~ this ~dge . To root out these risks, the quam must first have an id~a of 
what these risk ar~ and how m~asur~ them. For ~xamp l~, most quant equity 
traders, recognizing that they do not have sufficient capabiliti es in forecasting 
the direction of the market itself, measure their exposure to the market (using 
their net do llar or beta exposure, commonly) and actively seek to limit this 
exposure to a triv ially small level by balancing their long port folios against 
their short portfolios. On t h~ ot h~r hand, th~re are v~ry valid conurns about 
false precision, measu rement error, and incorrect sets of assumptions that 
can plagu~ attempts to measure risk and manag~ it quantitatively. 

All the blowups we have mentioned, and most of those we haven't, 
stem in one way or another from this overreliance on flawed risk mea
surement techniques. In the case of L TCM, for example, historical data 
showed that certa in scenarios were likely, mhers unlikely, and still others 
had simply neva occurred. At that tim~, most mark~t participants did not 
expeCt that a country of Russia's importance, with a substantial supply of 
nuclear weapons and materials, would go bankrupt. Nothing like this had 
ever happened before. Nevertheless, Russia indeed defaulted on its debt in 
the summer of 1998, sending the world's marke ts into a frenzy and render
ing useless any measur~m~nt of risk. Th~ naj"ve ov~n'elianc~ on quantitative 
measures of risk, in this case, led to the near->:ollapse of the fi nancial markets 
in the autumn of 1998. But for a rescue orchestrated by the U.S. government 
and agreed on by most of the powerhouse banks on Wall Str~t, we would 
have seen a very different path unfo ld for the capita l markets and all aspects 
of financia l life. 

Ind~d, the credi t debacle tha t began to overwhelm markets in 2007 
and 2008, 100, was likely avoidable. Banks relied on credit risk models 
that simply were unable to capture the risks correctly and in many casts 
seem to have done so knowingly, because it enabled them greedily to pursue 
outs iud short -term profits (and, of course, bonuses forth~msdves) . It should 
be said tha t most of these mismeasurements could have been avoided, or at 
least th~ resulting problems mitigated, by th~ applicat ion of better iudgm~nt 
On the part of the praCtitioners who relied on them. JUSt as one cannot 
justifi ably blame weather- forecasting modds for the way that New Orleans 
WaS impacted by Hurricane Katrina in 2005, it would not make sense to 
blame quantitative risk modds for the failures of those who created and use 
them. Trad~rs can ben~fit from engaging in the ex~rcise of understanding 
and measuring risk, SO long as they are not seduced into taking ill -advised 
actions as a result. 

Andrey
trading software col
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DISCIPLINED IMPLEMENTAnON 

Perhaps the most obvious lesson we can [earn from quants comes from the 
discipline inhercm to their approach. Upon designing and rigorously t('sting 
a strategy that makes economic sense and seems to "work." a propedy run 
quam shop simply tends to IN the modds run ,,~thout unnecessary, arbitrary 
interfe rence. In many areaS of life, from sports to science, the human abi lity 
10 extrapola te, infer, assume, create, and learn from tbe past is beneficial 
in the planning stages of an activ ity. But execution of the resu lting plan is 
also cri tical , and it is here that humans frequently arc found to be lacking. 
A significant driver of failu re is a lack of discipline. 

Many successful traders subscribe to the old trading adage, "CUI losers 
and ride winners." However, discretionary investors often find it very dif
ficult to realize losses, whereas they are qu ick to realize gains. This is a 
well -documented behavioral bias known as the disposition effect. 8 Comput
ers, however, are not subjeCt to th is bias. As a result, a trader who subscribes 
to the aforementioned adage can easily program his trading system to be
have in accordance with it every time. This is nOt because the systematic 
trader is somehow a better person than the discretionary trader, bu t rather 
because the systematic trader is able to make this ~ rational" decision at a 
time when there is no pressure, thereby obviating the need to exercise disci
p line at a time when most people would find it extraordina rily challenging. 
Discretionary investors can learn something about discip line from those who 
make it their business. 

IUMMARY 

Quant trade rs arc a diverse and large portion of the global investment uni
verse. T hey are found in both large and small trading shops and traffic 
in multiple asset classes and geographical markets. As is obvious from the 
magnirude of success and failu re that is possible in quam trad ing, this niche 
can also teach a great deal to any curious investor.1-.l ost traders would be 
well served to work wi th the same kind of thoroughness and rigor as is 
required to properly specify and implemem a quant trading st rategy. Just 
as usefu l is the quant's proclivity to measure risk and exposure to various 
market dynamics, though this activity must be undergone with great care 
to avo id its flaws. Finall y, the discipline and consistency of implementation 
that exemplifies quant trading is something from which a ll decision makers 
can learn a great deal. 
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An Introduction to 

You see, wire telegraph is a kind of a very, very long cat. YOII pldl 
his tail in New York and his head i$ meowing in Los Angeles. Do 
you II"dfmtand this? And radio operates exactly the sam e way: 
YOII send .igllals hue, they receive them there. The only difference 
is that there is no wt. 

- Anriblllcd to Albert Einstein, when asked to explain the radio 

The term black box conjures up images of a Rube Goldberg device wherein 
some simple inpUi is rigorously wrtured 10 a rrive at a mysterious and 

distant output. \Vebster 's Third New International Dictionary defines a 
Rube Goldberg device as Maccomplishing by extremely complex rounda bout 
means what actually o r seemingly could be done simply. " Many observers 
in both the press and industry usc markedly similar "crbiage to describe 
quams. One \'(/asliillgtoll Post article, "For Wall St reet's Math Brains, Mis· 
calcula tions; Complex Formulas Used by 'Quam' Funds Didn't Add Up in 
Market Downturn," contains tbe following definition: " ... a quant fund is 
a hedge fund that relies on complex and sophisticated mathematical algo· 
ri thms to search for anomalies and non·obvious lXl uerns in the markets. ~ 1 
In the New York Post 's "Not So Smart Now," we learn that "Quant funds 
run computer programs that buy and se ll hundreds and sometimes thou' 
sands of stocks simul taneously based on complex mathematical ratios .. . ,,1 

Perhaps most revealing, this view is held even by some of the world's best· 
respected investors. David Swensen, tbe renowned cbief investment officer 
of the $ 17 billion Yale Universi ty endowment fund and au thor of Pioneer· 
illg Portfolio Mallagemellt, said in an interview witb FortllllelCNN Malley, 

11 
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"We also don't inveST in quantitative-black box models because we simply 
don'r know what they're doing.") 

The term black box itself has somewhat mysterious origins. From what I 
can te ll, its first known use was in 1915 in a sci-fi serial ca lled The Rlack Box, 
starring Herbert Rawlinson. The program was about a criminologist named 
Sanford Quest who invented devices (which themselves were placed inside 
a black box) to help him solve crimes. Universal Studios, which produced 
the suial, offered cash prizes to those who could guess the contents of the 
black box.~ 

This connota tion of opaqueness st ill IX!sis(s today whenever the ( Cf m 

black box is used. ;-'·i OST commonly in the sciences and in fi nance, a black OOX 
refers to any system tbat is fed inputs and produces outputs, bu t wbose inner 
workings are either unknown or unknowable. Appropriately, twO favorite 
descriptors for quant strategies are complex and secretive. However, by tbe 
end of this book I tbink it ,,~ll ~ reasonably obvious to readers that, for 
tbe most part, quantitative trading strategies arc in fact clear boxes that arc 
fa r easier to understand in most respects tban the capr ice inberent to most 
buman decis ion making. 

For example, an esoteric-sounding strategy called statistical arbitrage 
is in fact simple and easily undustood. Statistical arbitrage is based on tbe 
theory that simi la r instrumen ts (imagine two stocks, such as Exxon ~ I obil 

and Cbevron) sbould ~have similarly. If their relative prices diverge over 
the short run, they are likely to converge again. So long as the stocks are sti ll 
similar, tbe divergence is more likely due to a sbon-term imbalance ~tween 
the people buying and se lling the instruments rather tban any meaningful 
fundamenta l change that would warrant a divergence in prices. This is a 
dear and straightforward premise, and it drives billions of dollars' wortb 
of trading volumes daily. It also bappens to ~ a strategy that discretionary 
traders use, though it is usually called pairs trading. But wbereas the dis
cretionary trader is frequently unable to provide a curious investor with a 
consistent and coherent framework for determining when two instruments 
are similar or what constitutes a divugence, these are questions tba t tbe 
quant has likely researched and can address in great deta il. 

WHAT II A QUANT? 

A quan! systematica lly applies an alpha-seeking investment strategy that was 
specified based on exhaustive researcb. What makes a quam a quant, in otber 
words, almost always lies in how an investment strategy is conceived and 
implemented. It is rarely tbe case tbat quants arc different from discretionary 
traders in what their strategies are actua lly do ing, as illustrated by the earlier 
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example of pairs trading and statistical arbitrage. There is almost never any 
a(tempt to eliminate human contributions to the investment process; after a ll , 
we are ta lking aoout quants, not rooots. As p re viously mentioned, though 
quants app ly a systematic approach to a wide variety of strategies, whether 
a fund designed to track the S&P 500 or to trade exotic options strategies, 
this book will remain focused on quants who pursue alpha, or returns that 
are independent of the dir~t ion of any market in the long run. 

Besides conceiving and researching the core in"estment strategy, hu
mans also design and build the software and systems used to automate the 
implementation of their ideas. But once the system "goes live," human judg
ment is generally limited in the day-to-day management of a ponfolio. Still , 
the importance of human di.scretion in such a setup should not be under
stated. Good judgment is actually what separates the best quants from the 
mediocre. The kinds of issues listed in the stat arh example are just a small 
subset of the kinds of decisions that quants almost a lways have to make, 
and these fundamental decisions, above all else, drive the stra tegy 's behavior 
from that time forward. As such, good and bad judgments are multiplied 
over and over through time as the computer faithfu lly implements exactly 
what it was told to do. T his is no different than many other fields . Imagine a 
guided missile system. If the engineers make bad judgments in the way they 
design these systems, there can be disastrous results, which are multiplied as 
more missiles are fired using the faulty guidance systems. 

To understand the systematic nature of quants belter, it can be helpfu l 
to examine the frontiers of the systematic approach-in other words, the 
situations in which quants have to abandon a systematic approach for a dis
cretionary one. When a quant intervenes with the execution of her strategy, 
it is most commonly to mitigate problems caused by information that drives 
market behavior but that cannot be processed by the model. For example, 
the 2008 merger between Merrill Lynch and Bank of America, which caused 
Merrill 's price to skyrocket, might have led a naIve quant strategy to draw the 
conclusion that Merrill had suddenly become drastica lly overpriced relative 
to other banks and was therefore an altractive candidate to be sold short . But 
this conclusion would have been flawed because there was information that 
justified the spike in Merrill's price and would not ~m to a reasonable per
son to lead to a short sale. As such, a human can step in and simply remove 
Merrill from the universe that the computer modds .see, thereby eliminat ing 
the risk that, in this case anyway, the model wi ll make decisions based on 
bad information. In a sense, this is merely an application of the principle of 
"garbage in, garbage out." If a portfo lio manager at a quant trading shop 
is concerned that the model is making trading decisions based on inaccu
rate, incomplete, Or irrelevant information, she may decide to reduce risk by 
eliminating trading in the instruments affected by this information. 
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Note thaI in Ihis example, Ihe news of ,he merger would already have 
been announced bdo('(O tbe quant decides (0 override tbe system. Some shops 
are more a~ssive, prumptivdy pulling names off the lisl of tradable 
SCl:u riries a t the first sign of credible rumors. Sy contrast, some quants do 
not remove names undn any circumstances. Ahoy quants reserve the right 
to reduce the overall siu of Ihe pOrlfolio (and therefore levuage) if, in 
their discretion, Ihe markets appear 100 risky. For example, aflcr the a!tacks 
of &ptember 11, 2001, many quants reduced their leverage in the wake 
of a massive event that would have unknowable repercussions on capital 
markets. Once things Sttmed to be opt'rating more normally in the markets, 
they increased their leverage again to normal levels. 

Though the operating definition of quants at the ~ginning of this sec
tion is useful, there is a full S~trum between (ully discretionary strategies 
and (ully Irystematic (or fully automated) strategies. The key determina tion 
that pUIS quallls on one side of th is spt"ctrum and everyone else on the other 
is whether da ily decisions about the se lection and sizing of portfolio posi
tions are made systematically (allowing for the exceptions of ~emergency" 
overrides such as those JUSt descri~d) or discretionarily. If both the ques
tion of what positions to own and how much of each to own are usua lly 
answered systematically, that's a quant. Ifeitherone is answered by a human 
as standard operating procedure, that's not a quant. 

It is interesting to note that, alongside the growth in quantitative trading, 
there a re a lso a growing num~r of quasi·quan! traders. For instance, some 
of these traders utilize aUTomated systems to screen for potential investment 
opportunities, thereby winnowing a large number of potential choices down 
to a much smaller, more manageable list. From the re, human discretion kicks 
in again, doing some amount of ~fundamental " work to determine which 
names se lected by the computer are actually worth owning and which are 
not. Less commonly, some traders leave tbe sourcing and selection of trades 
entirely up to humans, instead us ing computers to optimize and implement 
portfo lios and to manage risk . Still more rarely, a few traders a llow the 
computer to pick all the trades, while the human trader decides bow 10 

allocate among these trades. l bese quasi·quants make use of a subset of 
tbe tools in a proper quant's toolbox, so we will cover their use of tbese 
techniques implicitly. 

WHAT II THE TYPICAL STRUCTURE OF A 
QUANTITATIVE TRADING SYITEM? 

Tbe best way to understand botb quants and tbeir black boxes is to examine 
the components of a quant trading system; this is the structure we will 
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use for the remainder of the book. Exhibit 2. 1 shows a schematic of a 
typical quantitative trading system. This d iagram pOrt rays the components 
of a li'·e, "production" trading strategy (e.g., the components that decide 
which ~curities to buy and sell, how much, and when) hut d~s not include 
everything ne.:essary to creale the strategy in the first place (e.g., re~a rch 

tools for designing a trading system). 
The trading system has three modules-an alpha model, a risk model, 

and a transaction cost model- which feed into a portfolio construction 
model, which in turn interacts with the execution model. The alpha model 
is designed to predict the future of the instruments the quan t wants to 
consider trading for the. purpose of generating returns. For example, in a 
trend-following strategy in the fu tures markers, the alpha model is designed 
to forecast the direction of whatever fumres markets the quant has decided 
to include in his st rategy. 

Risk models, by contrast, are designed 10 help limit the amount of 
exposure the quant has to those factors that are un likely to generate returns 
hut could dri.-e losses. For example, the trend follower could choose to limit 
his directional exposure to a gi.-en as~t class, such as commodities, because 
of concerns thai too many forecaSIS he fo llows could line up in the same 
direction, leading to excess risk; the risk model would contain the levels for 
Ihest commodily exposure limits. 

The TransactiOn cost model, which is shown in the hox to the right of 
the risk model in Exhibit 2.1, is used to belp determine tbe cost of whate.-er 
trades are needed to migrate from the current portfo lio to whale.-er new 
portfolio is desirab le 10 tbe portfolio construction model. A Imost any trading 
Iransaction costs money, wbClher the trader expects to prolll gready or a 

Alpha Model Risk Model Transaction Cost Modet I 

/ 
PortICliio Construction Model 

EX9Gution Model 

UHIBIT 2.1 Basic Structure of a Quant Trad ing Strategy 
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link fro m the trade. Staying with the example of the trend fo llower, if a 
trend is expected to be small and last only a short whi le, the transaction 
cost model migh t indicate tbat tbe cos t of entering and exiting the trade is 
grea ter than the expected profits from the ttend. 

The alpha, risk, and transaction cost models then feed into a portfo lio 
construct ion model, which balanus the tradeoffs p~med by the pursui t 
of profits, the limiting of risk, and the costs associa ted with both, thereby 
determining tbe best pon fo]io to hold. Having made this determination, 
the system can compare the current portfoliO to the new target pou fo]io, 
wilb the differences between tbe current portfolio and tbe ta rget portfo lio 
«presenting the trades that need to ~ execUied. Exhibit 2 .2 ill ustrates an 
example of this process. 

The current port folio reflects the positions the quant trader currently 
owns. After running the portfolio construction model, the quant trader gen
era tes the new target portfolio weights, shown in the New Target Portfo lio 
column. The difference ~tween the twO indicates the trades tha t now need 
to ~ executed, which is the job of the execution a lgorithm. The execution a l
gori thm takes the required trades and, using va rious other inpUis such as the 
urgency with which the trades need to ~ executed and the dynamics of the 
liquidity in the markets, executes trades in an efficient and low-cos t manner. 

The structure shown in Exhibit 2. 1 is by no means universal. For ex
ample, many quant stratcgics are run without a transaction cost model, a 
portfolio construction model , or an execution model. Others combine vari
ous components of these models. One can bui ld wha tever risk requ irements 
and constraints considered necessary into the alpha model itself. Another 
variation is to create more recursive conneCtions among the pieces. Some 
traders capture da ta about their aCtual executions and utilize these data to 
improve their transaction cost models. However, the diagram is usdul ~
cause, for the most part, it captures the va rious d isc rete functions within a 
quam trading system, regardless of whether they are organized precisely in 
this manner. 

EXHIBIT 2.2 Moving from an Ex ist ing Port folio 10 a New Targel Portfolio 

c.rr~, Now Tarsel 
Portfolio Portfolio Trades 10 Execule 

S&P500 Index ShonJO% Shon25% Buy 10 Cover 5% 
EUROSTOXX Index Long 20% Long 25% Buy 5% 
U.S. 10-Year Treasury Notes Long 40% Long 25% Sell 15% 
German lO-Ycar Bunds Short 10% Short 25% Sell Shorl 15% 
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-, -,1 
Alpha Model Risk Model Transaction Cost Model 

D •• 

Portlolio ConslllJ(:tion Model 

Research 

Execution Modal 

EXHIBIT 2. ' The Black Box Revealed 

Exhibit 2. I captures only part of the work of the quan t trader because 
it considers only the live production trading system and ignores two key 
pieces required to build it and run il: data and research. Black boxes are iner! 
and useless witbout data- accurate dara, moreover. Quant traders genera lly 
build input/output models that take inputs (data), make some calculations 
about these da ta, and then process trading decisions. For example, a trader 
utilizing a trend-following stra tegy usua lly requires price data 10 determine 
what the trend is. Without data he would have nothing to do, because he'd 
never be able to identify tbe trends he intends to follow. As such, da ta are tbe 
lifeblood of a quant and determine much abou t their strategies. Given data, 
quants can perform research, which usually involves some form of testi ng 
or simulation. Tbrough resea rch, the quant can ascertain whether and bow 
a quant strategy works. We a lso note that each of the other modules in our 
scbematic, wben bnilt correctl y, usually requ ires a great deal of research. 
We can therefore redraw our d iagram to include these other critical pieces, 
as sbown in Exhibit 2 .3. 

SUMMARY 

Quants are perbaps not so mysterious as is genera lly supposed. They tend to 
sta r! with ideas that any reasonable observer of the markets might also have, 
hut ra ther than using anecdotal, experiential evidencc-or worse. simply 
assuming that these ideas are true--quallls use market data 10 feed a research 
process to de te rmine whe ther thei r ideas in fact hold true over time. Once 
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they have a rrived at a satisfactory strategy, they build thdr strategy into a 
quan t system. T hese systems take the emotion out of investing and ins tead 
impose a disciplined implementation of tbe idea tbat was rested. But tbis 
should not be read as minimizing the importance of human beings in the 
Quant trading process. They come up .... ~Ih ideas, leSI strategies, and decide 
which ones to use, what kinds of instruments to trade, 3 1 what s~ed, and 
so on, H umans a lso Icnd to control a "panic button," which allows them to 
reduce risk if tbey determine tbat markets are behaving in some way tbat is 
outside the scope of their models' capabilities. 

Quant strategies are widely ignored by investors as being opaque and 
incomprehensible. Even those who do focus on this niche lend to spt"nd 
most of their t ime understanding the core of the stra tegy, its a lpha model. 
But we contend thai the~ arc many other parts of the quant trading process 
that deserve to be understood and evaluated. TransaClion cOSt models help 
determine the correct rurnover rate for a strato:-gy and risk models help keep 
the Stralo:-gy from betting on Ihe wrong exposures. I'ortfolio construction 
models balance the conflicting desires to generate rerums, eXpt"nd the right 
on transaction costs, manage risk, and deliver a larget portfolio to execution 
models, which implement the portfolio model·s decisions. All this activity is 
fed by data and driven by research. From afar, we have begun to shed light 
On the black box. 

Next, in Part Two, we will dissect each of these modules, making our 
way methodica lly Ihrough Ihe inside of the black box. AI the end of each of 
these chapters, as a reminder of the structure of a quant system and of our 
progress, we will indicate the topic just completed by removing the shading 
from it. 
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Prediction is very difficult, especially "hour the future. 
- Niels Bohr 

Hav ing surveyed it from the outs ide, we begin our journey through the 
black box by understanding the heart of the actual trading systems tha i 

quanrs usc . This first piece of a quam trad ing system is itslllphiJ model, which 
is the part of the model that is looking to make money and is whc('(O much of 
the research process is focused . Alpha, the spelled-out version of the Greek 
letter 0. generally is used as a way to quantify the skill of an in'-CSlOr or the 
return she delivers indqxndently of the moves in the broader markct . Sy 
conventional definition, a lpha is the pOllioo of the investor s r('turn no t due 
to tbe market benchmark, or, in OIb.:r words, the value added (or lost) so lely 
be<:aust of the manager. For inSlance, if a manager is up 12 percent and her 
respective benchmark is up only 10 percent, a quick back-of-the-envelope 
analysis would show that her alpha, or value added, is +2 percent_ T his 
va lue added could be a resu lt of luck, or it could be because of skill. Alpha 
models are therefore the quant's approach to adding skill to the investment 
process in order to make profits. For example, a trend-following trader's 
abili ty to identify trends that will persist into the future represents one type 
of skill that can generate profits . 

What is common to a ll pursuits of a lpha is that they a re in essence 
designed to time the selection and/or sizing of portfolio holdings. They hold 
as a core premise that no instrument is inherently good or bad, and therefore 
no instrument is wonh always o"vning or perpetually ignoring. So again, the 
trend fo llower determines when to buy and sell va rious instruments, as d~s 
the value trader. Each of these is a type of alpha. In the fi rst case, alpha 
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is genera ted from the ski ll in iden ti fying trends, which a llows the trend 
follower to know when it is good to ~ long or short a given instrument. 
The instrument itself is neither good nor bad, neither always worth being 
long nor always warranting a short position. The key for the trend follower 
is to determine when to be long or short. Similarly. a value trader d~s 
not say that a given stock is cheap now and therefore is worth owning in 
pt'fpt'luity. In facl, if a stock is always cheap, it is almost certainly 'lOt worth 
owning, because its valu;lIion never improves for the investor. Instead, the 
idea behind value investing is to buy a stock wben it is undervalued and to 
sell it when il is fairly valued or overvalued. Again, Ihis represems an effort 
10 time the stock. 

The software that a quam builds and uses to conduct this timing is 
known as an alpha model, though the re are many synonyms for this term: 
forecasts, factors, alphas, modds, strategies, estimators, or predictors. All 
successful alpha modds are des igned to have some "edge,"' which allows 
them to amici pate the future with enough accuracy that, after allowing for 
them Ixing wrong at least sometimes and for the cost of trading, they can 
still make money. In a sense, of the various parts of a quant strategy, the 
alpha modd is the optimist, focused on making money by predicting the 
futu re. 

To make money, generally some risk, or exposure, must be accepted. 
By utilizing a strategy, we directly run the risk of losing money when the 
envi ronmem for that strategy is ad'·erse. For example, Warren Buffett has 
Ixaten the market over the long term, and this differential is a measure of 
his alpha. But there have bffn times when he struggled to add value, as he 
did during the dot-com bubble of the la te 1990s. His strategy was out of 
favor, and his underperforrnance du ring this period reflected th is fact. This 
chapter wi ll address the kinds of a lpha models (a lso known as expos!l res) 
that exist and the ways that quants actually use the forecasts their models 
make. 

TYPES OF ALPHA MODELS: THEORY DRIVEN 
AND DATA DRIVEN 

An important and not widely understood faCt is that there are only a small 
number of trading strategies that exist for someone seeking a lpha. But these 
basic strategies can Ix implememed in many ways, making it possible to 
create an incredible diversity of stra tegies from a limited set of core ideas. 
The fi rst key to understanding quant trading stra tegies is to understand the 
perspectives quants take on science. 
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Ikcause most quams are trained first in the sciences and only later in 

finance, quants' scientific backgrounds frequently determine the approach 
tbey take to trading over tbeir en tire careers. The two major brancbes of 
science, which also serve as a he lpful way 10 diffe rentia te scientists, a re the
Q('etica l and empirica l. Theoretical scientists try to make sense of tbe world 
around them by hypothesizing why it is the way it is. This is the kind of 
science with which people a re most familiar and interact most. For example, 
viable, controllab le, long-dis tance airplanes exist largely because engineers 
apply theories of aerodynamics. Empirical scientists believe tha t enough ob
servations of the world can allow tbem 10 predict fu ture pa tterns of behavior, 
even if the re is no hypothesis to ra tionalize the behavior in an imuitive way. 
In othe r words, knowledge comes from experience. T he H uman Genome 
Project is one of many important examples of the applica tions of empirical 
science, mapping human traits 10 the sequences of chemical base pairs that 
make np buman DNA. 

The distinction between theoretical and empirical science is germane 
10 quan tita tive trading in that there a re a lso two ki nds of quan t trade rs. 
The first , and by far the more common, are theory driven. They start with 
observations of the markets, think of a generalized theory tha t could explain 
tbe observed behavior, then rigorously test it witb market data to see if tbe 
theory is shown to be either untrue o r supported by the outcome of the 
test. In quan t trading, most of these theories a re things tha t wou ld make 
sense to you or me and that seem sensible when expla ined to friends at 
cocktail pa rti es. For example, ~cheap stocks outperform expensive stocks" 
is a tbeory tba t many people hold. Tbis explains tbe existence of countless 
"value" funds . Once precisely defined, this theory can be tested. 

The second kind of scientist, by fa r in tbe minority, be lieves tba t cor
recdy periornled empirica l observation and analysis of the data can obviate 
the need for theory. Such a scientist 's theory, in short, is tha t there a rc rec
ognizable pa tlerns in the da ta that can be de tected ,,~ th careful applica tion 
of the right techniques. Again, the example of the Human Genome Project 
is instructive. Tbe scientists in tbe Human Genome Project did not believe 
tha t it was necessary to theorize wha t genes were responsible fo r particular 
human traits. Rather, sc ientists merely theorized that the relationships be
tween genes and traits can be mapped using statistical techniques, and they 
proceeded to do exaCtly tha t. Empirical scientists a re sometimes derisively 
(and sometimes just as a ma tter of faCt) labe led data miners. T bey don 't es
pecially care if they can name the ir theories and instead attempt to use data 
ana lys is techniques to uncover behaviors in the market tha t aren't intuiti ,'cly 
obvious. 

It is worthwhile to note tha t theory-driven scientists (and quan ts) a rc 
also relian t on observations (da ta) to derive tbeories in the fi rst place. Just 
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li ke {he empiricists, {hey, 100, be lieve that something o ne can o bserve in the 
dala will be re~a tabk in the future. Empiricists, however, are less sensitive 
10 whethe r their human minds can synrhesiJ.t a " Story" to explain the data 
even if, in tbe process, tbey risk finding relationships o r palterns in the da ta 
{ha t an~ emirely spurious. 

THEORY-DRIVEN ALPHA MODEll 

Most quan ts you will come across a rc theory driven. l bey stan wilh some 
economica lly feasible explanation of why the markets behave in a ccnain 
way and lest rhcS(" theories to ~e whether they can be used to predict the 
fu ture wi th aoy success. Many quan ts think tha t their theories are somewhat 
unique to them, which is part of why so many of them a re so ~cretive . But 
this turns OU I, a lmost a lways, to be a de lusion. Meanwhile, many outside the 
quant trading world believe tha t the kinds of stra tegies quan ts use a re com
plex and based on complica ted mathematical formulae_ But this generally 
a lso turns out to be fa lse. 

In fact-and in defiance of both the presumed need for secrecy and the 
claims that what quams do cannot be unde rstood by those withou t doc
to ral degrees- most of wha t theory-driven quan ts do can be re latively easily 
fi t into one of five ca tego ries of phenomena: trend, reversion, value/yield, 
growth, and qua lity. It is worth noting that the kinds of stra tegies tha t 
quams utilize are actually exactly the same as those that can be utilized hy 
discre tionary traders seeking alpha. T hese five categories can be fu rther un
derstood by examining the da ta tha t they use: price-related data and funda 
mental data. As we will see throughou t this book, understanding the inputs 
10 a strategy is extremely important to understanding the strategy itself. The 
first two categories of stra tegies, trelld and mean reversion, a re based on 
price- re la ted data. T he remaining th ree stra tegies, value/yield, growth, and 
quality, are based on fundamenta l da ta . 

Many successful quants utilize more than one type of alpha model in 
conjunction, bu t 10 gain a prope r understanding of these stra tegies, we 
will first break them down individually and discuss the combining of them 
afterward. Exhibit 3. 1 provides a summary and outli ne for understanding 
the types of a lpha models tha t quams use. 

SlP,tlglll Utilizing Prlce-RlI,tlll O,t, 

First we will focus on alpha models tha t utilize price- rela ted da ta, which 
is mostly ahout the prices of various instruments or other information tha t 
generally comes from an exchange (such as trad ing volume). Quams who 
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EXHIBIT 3.1 A Taxonomy of Theory· Driven Alpha Models 

seek to forecast prices and to profit from such forecasts are likely to be 
exploiting one of two kinds of phenomena. l be first is tha t an established 
trend will continue, and the second is that the trend will reverse. In o ther 
words, the price can either keep going in the direction it was going a lready, 
or it can go in the opposite d irection. We ca ll the first idea trend following 
or momentum, and we call the second idea cormter-trend or mean reversion_ 

Tr ... F,II,.II, Trend following is based on the theory that markets some
times move for long enough in a given direction that one can identify this 
trend and ride it. The economic rationa le for the existence of trends is based 
on the idea of consensus-building among market participants . Imagine tha t 
there is uncertainty about the medium-term outlook for the U.S. economy. 
The labor picture looks fine, but inflation is running rampant and trade 
deficits a re blooming. On the other hand, consumers are still spending and 
housing is strong. This conflicting information is a regular state of affairs for 
economies and markets so that some of the informat ion available appears 
favora ble and some unfavorable. In Our example, let's fu rther imagine that 
the hears have it righ t--lha t in fact inflation will get out of control and 
cause problems for the economy. The earliest adopters of th is idea place 
their trades in accordance with it by, for example, se ll ing bonds short. As 
more and more data come out to support their thesis and as a growing mass 
of market pa rticipan ts adopts the same thesis, the price of u.s. bonds may 
take a considerable amonnt of time to move to its new ~equilib rium, ~ and 
this slow migration from one equilibrium to the next is the core opportunity 
tha t the trend fo llower looks to captnre. 
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It bears m~nlioning that (he re is an a lt('rnale explana tio n of why trends 
hap~n; it is affectiona tely known as the greater fools theory. The idea he~ 
is that, becau~ lX'0pk bdieve in (rends , they lend to sta rt buying any thing 
tha t 's been go ing up and sel li ng anything tha t's been go ing down, which itself 
JX rpetuates the trend. T he key is always to sell your posit ion 10 someone 
mort "foolish," and thereby to avoid being the last fool. Ei the r theo retical 
explana tion, coupled wi th tbe evidence in marke ts, seems a valid enough 
reason to believe in t«ods. 

Trend fo ll owers ty pica ll y look for a "sign ifica nt ~ move in a given dire.:
rion in an inst rument. They bet tha i, once a significan t move has occurred, 
it will JXrsist becaust this sign ificant move is a likely sign of a growing con
sensus (or a parade of fools) . There are many ways of defining whal kind 
of move is significant, but the idea is the same regardless . J>erhaps the mOSt 
o bvious and well-known example of a strategy tha t depends on t rends is 
in the world of futures trading, or commodities trading adllisors (erAs) . 
Exh ibit 3.2 ill ustra tes the downward t rend in equ iti es that began in the 
fou rth qua rter of 2007. One way to define a trend for trading purposes, 
known as a moving overage crossover ind icato r, is to compare the average 
p ri ce of the inde x o'·er a shorte r time period (e.g. , 60 days) 10 that of a longer 
time period (e.g ., 200 days ). When the shorter-term average price is be low 
the longer-term average pr ice, the inde x is sa id to be in a negati ve t rend, 
and when the shorter-te rm average price is above the longer-term average, 

S&P 500 Index, 
October 3, 2007- Deeember 9, 2008 , .. ,-------------~--------~-----------, 

'"., Crossover point 01 moving averages 

"., 1---------''''-----'''''' ... -

ElHIBIT a .1 S&P 500 Trend 
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the index is in a positive trend. As such, a !rend fo llower using this kind of 
strategy might have gotten short the S&P Index around the end of 2007, 
as indicated by the point at which the two moving a"erages cross over each 
other, and remained short for most or all of 2008. 

Some of the largest quantitative asset managers engage in trend fo llow' 
ing in futures markets, which also happens to be the oldest of all quant 
trading strategies, as far as I can tell. Ed Seykota built the first computerized 
version of the mechanical trend·fo llowing strategy that Richard Donchian 
created some years earlier, utilizing punch cards on an IBM mainframe in 
1970, a year after he graduated from MIT. He was a strong be lic-'er in doing 
ongoing research, and over the course his first 12 years, he turned $5000 into 
$15,000,000. He wen! on to a highly successful three-decades· long career, 
over which he annualized some 60 percent returns. 1 

Larry Hite represen!s another interesting example of an early praCli
tioner of trend following. Previously, Hite was a rock promoter in New 
York who, after experiencing three separate nightclub shootings on a single 
night, decided a change of career waS in order. In 1972, he coauthored a 
paper that suggested how game theory could be used to trade the futures 
markets using quantitative systems.2 After turning his atten!ion to trend fol
lowing, he created Mint Investments in 1981 with two partners; it became 
the first hedge fund to manage $1 billion and the first fund to pan ncr ,,~th 
the Man Group, which effectively put Man into the hedge fund business. 
Mint annualized north of 30 percent per year, net of fees, for its investors 
over the t3 years it existed under Hite's stewardship. Notably, Mint made 
some 60 percent in 1987, in no small part by being on the right side of the 
crash tha t October.3 

Lest it seem like this is an overly rosy picture of trend following, it should 
be stated clearly: These strategies come ,,~th a great deal of risk alongside 
their lofty returns. l be typical successful trend fo llower carns less than one 
point of return for every point of do\Vtlside risk delivered. In other words, 
to earn 50 perCent per year, the investor must be prepared 10 suffer a loss 
greater than 50 percent at some point. In short, the returns of this strategy 
are streaky and highly variable. 

This is not only true of trend following. Indeed, each of the major classes 
of alpha described in this chapter is subject to relatively long periods of poor 
returns. This is b«ause the behaviors they seek to profit from in the markets 
are not ever' prescnt but rather are unstable and episodic. The idea is to make 
enough money in the good times and manage the downside well enough in 
the bad times 10 make the whole exercise worthwhi le. 

Perhaps quant trading's most important trend follower in terms of 
laSting impact WaS a firm called Axcom, which later became Renaissance 
Technologies. Elwyn Bcriekamp, a Ph.D. in engineering from r-.IIT, in 1986 
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~gan to consult for Axcom regarding strategy development. Axcom had 
been struggling du ring those years, and Bcrlekamp bought a controlling io
lerest. In 19S9, after doing considerable research, Axcom resumed trading 
wilh a new and improved strategy. For its first year, the firm was up 55 per
cent after charging 5 percent management fees and 20 percent incentive fees. 
At the end of 1990, Bcrlekamp sold his imerest to Jim Simons for a sixfold 
profit, which might have been onc of the worst trades in hislOry. Renaissance, 
as tbe fi rm was called by then, is now the most successful quant trading firm 
and probably the most impress ive trading firm of any kind. it has evolved 
a great deal from tbe trend-following sirato:gies it used in the mid-19S0s 
and even from the more sophisticated futu res stra tegies it employed in the 
early I 990s. It stopped accepting new money with less than SJOO million in 
1992 and went on to compound this money to approximately SS.S billion 
some to years later, despite eye-popping 5 percem management fees and 
44 percent incentive fees. They have annua lized approximately 35 percent 
per ycar net of these fees, from 1989 onward, and perhaps most astonish
ingly, have gotten better over the years, despite the increased competition in 
tbe space and tbe significantly la rger capital base_· 

It is worth pointing oUi that quan ts are not the only ones who have a 
fondness for trend-following stra tegies. It has always been and will likely 
remain one of the more important ways in which traders of a ll stripes 
go about their business. One can find trend following in the roots of the 
infamous tu lip mania of the Dutch in the seventeentb cemury, or in the dot
com bubble of the late twentieth century, neither of which is li kely to have 
been caused by quams. And, of course, many discretionary traders bave a 
strong preference 10 buy what's been ~hot" and sell what"s ~n "cold." 

IIIln RlVlrll.. When prices move, as we have a lready said, they move 
in either the same direction they've been going or in the opposite. We have 
JUSt described trend following, whicb bets on tbe former_ Now we tum our 
attention 10 mean reversion strategies, which bet on prices moving in the 
opposite direction than that wbich had been tbe prevailing trend_ 

The theory behind mean reversion strategies is that there existS a cemer 
of gravity around which prices flucruate, and it is possible to identify both 
this center of gravity and what fluctuation is sufficient to warrant making a 
trade. The rationale behind this theory can be found in a few ways. First, 
there arc sometimes short -term imbalances among buyers and se llers due 
simply 10 liquidity that leads to an instrument being "over-bought" or "over
sold." To return to the example mentioned earlier, imagine that a stock has 
been added 10 a well-fo llowed index, such as the S&f> 500. This forces any 
fund that is a ttempting to track the index to run out and buy the stock, 
and, in the short term, there might not be enough sellers at the old price 
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to accommodate them. Therefore, the price moves up somewhat abruptly, 
which increases the probability that the pr ice will reverse again at some 
point, when the excess demand from index buyers has subsided. Another 
rationale to explain the existence of mean-reverting behavior is that market 
participaOlS are nOt all aware of each other'S views and actions, and as they 
each place orde rs that drive a price toward its new equilibrium level, the price 
can overshoot due to excess supply or demand at any given time. Rega rdless 
of the cause of the short-term imbalance between supply and demand, mean 
reversion traders are frequently being paid to provide liquidity because they 
are bucking current trends and can therefore often buy on the bid and se ll 
on the offer, thereby capturing the bid/ask spread. 

Interestingly, trend and mean revers ion strategies are not necessarily 
at odds with each other. tonger-term trends can occur, even as smaller 
oscillations around tbese trends occur in the sborter term. In fact, some 
quants use both of these strategies in con junction. Mean reversion traders 
must identify tbe current ~mean" or ~equilibrium" and tben must determine 
what amount of divergence from that equilibrium is sufficient 10 warrant 
a trade. As in the case of trend following, there are a large number of 
ways of defining tbe "mean" and tbe reversal. It is wortb noting tbat when 
discretionary traders implement mean reversion Strategies, they a re typically 
known as contrarians. 

Perhaps the best-known strategy based on the mean reversion concept 
is known as stati5tical arbitrage (stat arb, for short), which bets on the 
convergence of the prices of simila r stocks whose prices have diverged. While 
Ed Thorp, founder of PrincetonlNewport Partners was probably one of the 
earliest quantitative equity traders, tbe trading desk of Nunzio Tartaglia at 
Morgan Stanley was a pioneer of Stat a rb and would prove to have lasting 
impact on the world of finance. Tartaglia's team included scientists like 
Gerry Bamberger and David Shaw, and together they develo~d and evolved 
a stra tegy that was based on the relative prices of similar stocks. Stat arb 
ushered in an important change in world view, one that focused on whetber 
company A was over- or undervalued rdati/le to company B rather than 
whether company A was simply cheap or ex~nsive in itself. T his important 
evolution would lead 10 the crea tion of many strategies hased on forecasts 
of rdative attractiveness, which is a IOpic we wi ll address in greater detai l 
sbortly. 

Exhibit 3.3 shows a simplified example of the mean-reverting behavior 
evident between simila r instruments, in tbis case Merrill Lynch (.~IER) and 
Charles Schwab (SCH W). As you can see, the spread between these two 
companies oscilla tes rathe r consistently in a reasonably narrow range for 
long ~riods. T his effect a llows a trader to wait for significant divergences 
and then bet on a reversion back to the equilibrium level. 
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ElHIBIT a.' Mun Reversion &tween SCHW and MER 

Trend and mcan reversion strategies represent a large pOrlion of a ll 
quam trad ing. After all, price data are plentiful and always changing, pre
senting the quant with many oppon unilies to trade. It may ~ inter~ling 10 
note that trend and mean reversion, though they are theoretically opposite 
ideas, both seem to work. How is Ibis possible? Largely, it's possible because 
of different limeframes. II is obvious ly correct thaI both strategies can'[ pos
sibly be made to be exactly opposite wbile both making money at the same 
rime. However, there is no n~ason to crealc bOlh strategies 10 be exactly the 
same. Trends tend to occur over longer time horizons, whereas reversions 
tend to hapJXn over shorter-term lime horizons. Exhibit 3.4 shows this d 
feCI in aClion. You can sec Ihal there arc ind~d longer-term trends and 
sborter-Ierm mean reversions Ibal take place. In facl, you can also sox thai 
the strategies are likely to work well at different times. From 2000 to 2002 
and aga in in 2008, a trend strategy likely exhibits berter performance, since 
the markets were trending very strongly during these JXriods. From 2003 10 
2007, mean-reverting behavior was more prevalent. Yet both strategies are 
likely 10 have made money for the period as a wbole. 

1II'IIIgIII Ullllzing FUIIII.lnlll 0111 

Most strategies utilizing fundamen lal data in their alpha models can be 
easily classified into one of th ree groups: value/yield, growth, or quality. 
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EXHIBIT 3.4 Trend and Reversion Coexisting 

Though these ideas are frequendy associated with the analysis of equi ties, 
it turns out that one can apply the exact same logic to any kind of instru
ment. A bond, a cu r~ncy, a commodity, an option, or a piece of real estate 
can be bought or sold because it offers att racti"e value, growth, or qua lity 
characteristics. While fundamentals have long ~en part of the discretionary 
trader s reperlOire, quamitative funda mental strategies are relatively young. 

In quan titative equity trading and in some forms of quantitative fu 
tures or macro trading, much is owed to Eugene Fama and Kenneth French 
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(known better collectively as Fama-French) . In the early 19905, {hey pro
duced a series of papers {hat gOI quants thinking about kinds of faCtors that 
quan ts frequen tly use in strategies ut ilizing funda mental data. In p<lf{icu
lar, ~The Cross Section of ExpeCl<~d Stock RNums~ coaksced more than a 
decade of prior work in the area of using quantitative fundamental factors to 
predict stock prices and advanced {he field dramatica lly.l Fama and French 
found, simply, that stocks' betas to the market arc not sufficient to explain 
the differences in the returns of various stocks. Rather, combining betas wi th 
hislOricai data aboUi the book-to-price rat io and the market capitalization 
of the stocks was a better determinant of fu ture returns. 

II is somewhat ironic that an entire domain of quantitative alpha trading 
owes so much to Eugene Fama, ~callse Fama's most famoliS work advanced 
the idea that markets are efficient. But if markets are in fact efficient, alpha 
should ~ impossible over the long haul. 

VIII, lY llld Value strategies are well known and are usually associated 
with equity trading, though such strategies can be used in other markets as 
well. There are many metrics that people use to describe value in various 
asset classes, hut mOSt of them end up ~ing ratios of some fundamental 
factor versus the price of the instmment, such as the price- to-earn ings (PIE) 
ratio. Quanrs tend to invert such ra tios, keeping prices in the denominator. 
An inverted PIE ratio, or an EIP ratio, is also known as earnings yield. 
Note that investors traditiona lly already do this with dividends, hence the 
dividend yield. another commonly used measure of value. The basic concept 
of value strategies is tha t the higher the yield, the cheaper the instrument. 
The benefit of the conversion of ratios to yields is that it allows for much 
easier and more consistent analysis. 

Let's take earnings as an example: Earnings can (and frequently do) 
range from large negative numbers to large positive numbers and everywhere 
in between. If we take two stocks that are hoth priced at $20, but one has 
$1 of earnings while the other has $2 of earnings, it's easy to see that the first 
has a 20 PIE and the second has a 10 PIE, so the second looks cheaper on 
this metric . Rut imagine instead that the first has -$1 in earnings, whereas 
the second has - $2 in earnings. Now, these stocks have 1'lEs of - 20 and 
-10, and -20 sounds worse than -10. But it's clearly better to only have 
51 of negative earnings than 52. In the case that a company happens to have 
produced exactly $0 in earn ings, the PIE ratio is simply undefined, since 
we would be dividing hy $0. Because ra tios "'~th price in the numerator 
and some fundamental figure in the denominator exhibit of this sort of 
misbehavior, quants tend to use the inverted yield forms of these same 
ratios. l bis idea is demonstrated in Exhibit 3.5, which shows that the f1P 
ratio is well behaved for any level of earnings per share for a hypothetica l 
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stock with a price greater than $1 (in the example, we used $20 per share 
as the stock price). By contrast, the PIE ratio is rather poorly behaved and 
does not lend itself well to analysis and is not even properly defined when 
earnings per share are zero. 

Most often, value is thought of as a strategy that is defined by -buy
ing cheap." BUI this strikes me as being toO shallow a defin ition. In reality, 
the idea behind value investing is tha t markets tend 10 O"erestimate the 
risk in risky instruments and possibly to underestimate the risk in less risky 
ones. l berefore, it can payoff to own the more risky asset andlor sell the 
less risky asset. The argument for this theory is that sometimes instruments 
have a higher yield than is justified by their fundamenta ls simply because 
the market is requiring a high yield for that kind of instrument at the mo
ment. An investor who can purchase th is instrument while it has a high 
yield can profit from the movement over time to a more efficient, "fair" 
price. Ray BaH, a professor of accounting at the University of Chicago's 
Booth 5<:hool of Business, wrote a paper, Anomo/ies in Re/otionships Be
tween Securitie5' Yield5 and Yield-Surrogotes, which e>:hoes the idea that 
higher-yielding stocks-lhose with higher earnings yields-are likely those 
for which investors expect to receive higher returns and greater risks.6 

When done on a relative basis, that is, buying the undervalued security 
and selling the overvalued one against it, this strategy is also known as a C<lrry 
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trade. One receives a higher yield from tbe long position and finances tbis 
wilh the shorl position, on which a lower yield must be paid. The spread 
between the yield received and the yield paid is the carry. For instance, 
one could sell short $1,000,000 of U.S. bonds and u~ the proceeds (0 

buy $1,000,000 of higher-yielding :-'-lexican bonds. Graham and Dodd, in 
their landmark book Security Analysis, propose that value trading offers 
inveslQrs a margin of safety. In many r('Spt<:IS, Ihis margin of safelY call be 
seen dearly in the concept of carry. If nOlhing else happens, a carry trade 
offers an investor a base line Tau of rNum, which acts as the margin of safety 
Graham and Dodd were ta lking aoout. 

Carry trading is an enormously popular kind of strategy for quants 
(and discretionary traders) in currencies, where the currency of a country 
with higher short-term yields is purchased against a short position in the 
currency of a country with rdatively low short-term yields. For example, 
if the European Centra l Bank's target inte rest rate is set at 4.25 percent, 
whereas the U.S. Federal Reserve has set the Fed Funds rate at 2 percent, a 
carry trade would be to buy Euros against the U.S. do llar. This is a dassic 
value trade because the net yield is 2.25 percent (4.25 percent gained on 
the Euro position, less 2 percent paid in U.S. interest), and this provides a 
margin of safety. If the trade doesn't work, the first 2.25 percent of the loss 
on it is eliminated by the positive carry. 

Another imponant example of va lue trading is in equities, where many 
kinds of traders seek to define metrics of Mcheapness," such as earnings 
before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) versus en
terpr ise value (EV) or book value to price. Book va lue per share versus 
price (b(K)k yield or b(K)k-to-PTice) is also a fairly common factor, as it has 
been among quants since Fama and French popularized it in their papers. 
Most quant equity traders who use va lue strategies a re seeking relative value 
rather than simply making an assessment of whether a given stock is cheap 
or expensive. This strategy is commonly known as qlUmt iOllgfshoTt (Ql.S). 
Ql.S traders tend 10 rank stocks according 10 their attractiveness based on 
various factors, such as va lue, and then buy the higher-ranked stocks while 
selling short the lower-ranked ones. For example, assume that we ranked the 
major integrated oil companies by the following hypothetical book-to-price 
ratios: 

Company Book-to- Price Ratio (Hypothetical) 

Marathon Oil (MRO) 95.2% 
ConocoPhillips (COP) 91.7% 
Chevron Corp. (CVXI 65.4% 
Exxon Mobil Corp. (XOM) 33.9% 
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According to this metric, the higher-ranked stocks might be candidates 

for long positions, whereas the lower- ranked might be candidates for short 
positions. T he presumption is that a stock ,,~th a higher book-TO-price ratio 
might outperform stocks wi th lower book-to-price ratios over the coming 
quarters. 

Growl. Grolol'th stra tegies seek to make predictions based on the asset in 
question's expected or historically observed level of economic growth. Some 
examples of such ideas could be gross domestic product (GDP) growth or 
earnings growth. T hat a given stock is a grolol'th asset implies nothing abou t 
its valuation or yield. T he theory here is that, a ll else equal, it is better to 

buy assets that are experiencing rapid economic grolol'th and/or to sell assets 
that are experiencing slow or negative growth. Some growth metrics, like 
the pricdearnings-to-growth (PEG) ratio (PE ratio vs . EPS growth rate), are 
basically a forward-looking concept of value, that is, they compare growth 
expectations to value expectations to sec whether a gi'·en instrument is fai rly 
pricing in the positive or negative growth that the trader believes the asset 
will likely experience. If you expect an asset to grow rapidly but the market 
has already priced the asset to account for that grolol'th, there is no growth 
trade to be made. In fact, if the market has priced in a great deal more growth 
than you expect, it might even be reasonable to short the instrument. But 
certainly many forms of growth trading are simply focused on huying rapidly 
growing assets regardless of price and se lling assets with stagnam or negative 
gro\>,1h, even if they are very cheap (or offer high yields) already. 

The justification for growth investing is that growth is typically experi
enced in a trending manner, and the strongest growers are typically becoming 
more dominant relative to their competitors. In the case of a company, you 
could see the case being made that a strong grower is qu ite likely to be in 
the process of winning market share from its weaker-growing competitors. 
Grolol1h investors try to be ea rly in the process of idemiiying growth and, 
hence, early in capturing the implied increase in the future stature of a com
pany. We can see examples of both macroeconomic growth strategies and 
microeconomic gro\\.1h strategies in the quant trading world. At the macro 
level, some foreign exchange trading concepts are predicated on the idea that 
it is good to be long currencies of countries that are experiencing relatively 
strong growth, because it is likely that these will have higher relative. interest 
rates in the future than weaker-growth or recession economies, which makes 
this a sort of forward -looking carry trade. 

In the quant equity world, the QLS community frequemly also utilizes 
signals relating to growth to help diversify their alpha models. Note that an 
important va riant of growth trading utilized by a wide variety of quant and 
discretionary equity traders focuses on analysts' earnings estimate revisions. 
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Sell-side ana lysts working at various brokerage houses publ ish their esti
mates and release occasional reports about the companies they cover. The 
thesis is identical to any other growth str,lIegy, but the idea is 10 try to get 
an ear ly glimpse of a company's grov.'th by using the analysts' expectations 
rarhu than simply waiting for the company itself to teporl its official earn
iogs results. Because this strategy depends on the views of market ana lysts or 
economisTs, it is called a sentiment-based strategy (as opposed to (IIndamett. 
tal stTotegies that use official rd eases by corpoT'l(inns or governments) , The 
quant community does not universally agree that sentiment-based strate
gies, such as the estimate revision idea juSt memioned, are nothing more 
than va riants of growth su ategies, bUl it is my experience that these tWO are 
highly enough correlated in practice to warran! their bdng treated as dose 
cousins. Afte r all, too often Wall Street analysts' future estimates of growth 
look a lot like extrapolations of recent historical growth. 

Quilty The fina l kind of theory-driven fundamental alpha is what I call 
q,wlity. A quality investor believes that, all else being equal, it is better to 
own instruments that a re of high qua lity and better to sell or be short instru
ments of poor quality. T he justification for this strategy is that capital safety 
is imporran!, and ne ither growth nor value strategies really capture this 
concept. A strategy focused on owning higher-quality instruments may help 
prOt~t an investor, parricularly in a Stressful market environment. Not co
incidenta lly, these are frequently termed flight·to-quality env ironmen ts. T his 
kind of strategy is easily found in quant equity trading but not as commonly 
in macroeconomic types of quant trading, for reasons that a re unknown 
to me. A typical kind of QLS signal focused on quality might look at the 
debt-to·equity ratios of stocks to help determine which ones to buy, the idea 
being that less-leveraged companies areconsiderc:d higher qua lity than more
leveraged companies, all else equal. Another example is an earnings quality 
signal, which attempts to measure how close are a company's true economic 
earnings (as measured by, say, the frcc cash flow) to the repon ed earnings
per-share numbers. Such strategies especi<llly gained prominence in the wake 
of the accounting scandals of 2001 and 2002 (Enron and WorldCom, for 
example), which high lighted that sometimes publicly traded companies are 
run by folks who are uying harder manage their financial statements than 
m<ln<lge thdr comp<lnies. Some qU<llity signals focus on the diversificat ion 
of a company's sources of earnings (or of the drivers of GOP growth for 
an economy), with the idea being tha t higher-quality companies will have 
more diversified earnings sources. Recently, quality h<ls been a particularly 
important issue, and a particularly successful factor, in predicting the rel
ative prices of b<lnking stocks, probably because of the credit crisis-roiled 
markets in ZOOS. In particular, some qua lity factors helped uaders detect, 

Andrey
trading software col
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avoid, andlor sell shon those banks wi th the most leverage o r the most 
exposure to mortgage-rela ted businesses, thereby a llowing these Iraders to 
avoid or even profit from the 2008 credi t crisis. 

We now have a summary of the ways tha t theory-d riven, alpha-focused 
traders (including quants) can make money. To recap, price information can 
~ used for trend or mean reversion strategies, whereas funda mental infor
ma tion can ~ used for yie ld (better known as vallie ), gro",h, or qua lity 
strategies. This is a usefu l framework for understanding quam stra tegies but 
also fo r understaoding all alpha-seeking trad iog strategies. The framework 
proposed herein provides a menn of sons, from which we can ascenain 
which items have been ordered by a panicular quant in crea ting his stra t
egy. It is a lso usefu l framework for quants themselves and can help them 
ra tionalize and group the signals they use in to families. Sometimes quan ts 
can even fool themselves ioto thinking tha t there are a broader a rray of core 
alpha concepts than there really are. 

DATA-DRIVEN ALPHA MODEll 

We now rurn our attention to da ta-d riven strategies, which were not in
cluded in the taxonomy shown in I:'.xhibit 3. 1. These strategies are fa r less 
widely prac ticed for a variery of reasons, one of which is that they arc sig
nifican tly more difficu lt to understand and the mathematics are far more 
complica ted. Data mining, when done well, is based on the premise tha t 
the data tell you what is likely to happen next, based on some patterns that 
are recognizable us ing certain analytical techniques. When used as a lpha 
models, the inputs are usua lly sourced from exchanges (mos tly prices), and 
these strategies typically seek to iden tify patterns tha t have some explana tory 
power about the fu ru re. 

There are two advamages to these approaches. First, compared with 
theory-d riven strategies, data mining is conside rably more technically chal
lenging and far less widely practiced. This means tha t there a re fewer com
petitors, which is helpful. Because theory-driven stra tegies are usually easy to 
understand and the math involved in building the re levant models is usua ll y 
not very advanced, the barriers to en try a re na turally lower. Neither con
dition exists in the case of dara-driven strategies, which d iscourages eotry 
in to this space. Second, data-driven strategies are able to discern behaviors 
whether they have ~en already named under the banner of some theory or 
not, which allows them to discover that something happens withou t having 
10 understand why. By contrast, theory-driven strategies capture the kinds of 
~hav ior tha t humans have identified and named already, which may limit 
them to the five ca tegories described earlier in this section. 
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For example, maoy high-frequency traders favor an entirciy empi rical, 
data-mining approach when designing their short-term trading strategies for 
equity. futures and foreign exchange markets. These data-mining strategies 
may be more successful in high frequency because, if designed well, tbey arc: 
ab le to discern how the market behaves without having 10 worry about the 
economic theory or rationa liza t ion behind this behavior. Since there is not 
much good lilcralUre at this time aboUi the IheorNicaJ underpinn ings of hu
mao and compuleriud trading behaviors at very shorl-term time horizons 
(i.e., minutes or less ), an empirica l approach may actually be able 10 outper
form a theoretica l approach at this timescale. Funhermore, at this timescale 
there is so much more da ta to work with that the empi rical researcher has a 
Ixttu chance of finding statistically significant results in his testing. 

Howe"er, data-mining stra tegies also have many shortcomings. The re
searcher must decide what data to feed the modd. If he a llows the modd to 
use data that have li u le or nO conneCtion to what he is trying 10 forecast-for 
example, the historica l phases of the moon for every day over the past 
50 years-he may find r~ults that are seemingly significant but are in reality 
entirely spurious. Furthermore, if the researcher chooses the set of a ll data 
generally thought to be useful in prediCting markets, the amount of searching 
the algorithms must conduCt is so enormous as to Ix entirely impractical. 
To run a rdativdy thorough searching algorithm over, say, two years of 
intraday tick data, with a handfu l of inputs, might take a single computer 
processor abou t three months of continuous processing Ixfore it fi nds the 
combinat ions of data that have predictive power. If this was not difficult 
enough, whatever Strategies are found in this manner require the past to 
look at least reasonably like the future, although the future docsn't tend to 
cooperate with this plan very often or for very long. To adjust for this prob
lem, the data-mining strategy requires nea rly constant adjustment 10 keep up 
with the changes going on in markets, an activity that has many risks in itself. 

A second problem is tha t generating a lphas using soldy da ta-mining 
algorithms is a somewhat dubious exercise. The inputs are noisy, containing 
a great numlxr of false signals that act like traps for data miners. In general, 
strategies that use data-mining techniques 10 forecast markets do not work, 
though there are a few exceptions. It is worth noting that the strategies 
employed by most successful da ta miners end up looking a lot li ke trending 
or reverting strategies. 

IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGIES 

There are not many ways for alpha-focused tradus to make money, whether 
they are quants or not. But the limi ted selection of sources of alpha docs 
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not imply that all quams choose on~ of a handful of phenom~na and then 
have a pc<:r group to which they arc substantively id~n tica l. There is in fact 
considerable diversity among alpha traders, far more so than may be evid~nt 
at first glance. 

This div~rsity stems from th~ way quants i mplem~nt their strategies, and 
it is 10 this subj~ct that we now turn our a tl~ntion . There arc many char
acte ristics of an implementation approach that bear discussion, including 
the forecast ta rget, tim~ horizon, bet structur~, investment universe, model 
specification, and run frequency. 

Forle .. t Tarllt 

The first key component of implementation is to understand exactly what 
the model is trying to for~cast. r-,-Iodels can forecast the direction, magni
tude, and/or du ration of a mov~ and furthermore can includ~ an assignm~nt 
of confidence or probability for their forecasts. Many models forecast direc
tion only, most notably th~ majority of tr~nd -fo llowing strategies in fUlur~s 
markets. They seek to predict whether an asset price will rise Or fall, and 
nothing more. Still others have specific forecasts of the size of a move, ~ith~r 
in th~ form of an ~xpect~d return or a pric~ targ~t . Some models, though 
they are fa r less common, a lso seek to identify how long a move might take. 
If th~ for~cast~d behavior is not exhibit~d within th~ ddin~d time window, 
the trade is considered a failure and is exited. 

Fina ll y, the signal strength is an important (but not ubiquitous) aspect of 
the quant model. Signal strength is defi ned by a larger expected return and/or 
by a higher likelihood of a retu rn. The la rger the e:<pected return (i.e., the 
further the priu target is from th~ current priu), th~ gr~ater t h~ strength of 
the signal, holding confidenu levels constant. Similarly, the more confidence 
in a signal, the gr~ater th~ signal strength, holding expected r~turns constant. 
In general, though certainly not always, a higher level of signal strength 
resu lts in a bigger bet being taken on a position. This is only rational. 
Imagin~ that you believe two stocks, Exxon Mobil (XOM) and Ch~vron 
(CVX), ooth will go up, but you have either a higher degree of confidence 
or a larger ~xpect~d return in the for~cast for XOM. It stands to r~ason that 
you will generally be willing 10 take a bigger bet On XOM than on CVX 
because XOM offers a mor~ u rlain and/or larger potential r~rurn. The same 
holds for quam models, which generally give gr~ater credenu to a forecast 
made with a relatively high degree of confi dence or large expected rerurn. 

TIIII Horizon 

The next key component to understanding implementa tion of the al
pha model is tim~ horizon. Som~ quant models try to forecast literally 
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rnicrOsel:onds into the fu ture; o thers attempt to predict behavior a year 
or more ahead. AIDs! quan! st rategies have forecast horizons that fall in 
the range of a few days to several months. Notably, a strategy applied 
10 the very shorl term can look quile different than it would if the ex
aCT same idea was applied to the very long tcrm, as illuSltat('d by Exhibit 
3.6. As you can see, a "medium-term ~ version of the moving-avcrage-based 
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fo llowing stra tegy would bave bc.:n sbort tbe S& P 500 index during tbe 
emirety of April and May 2008 because of the downn end in the marketS 
tha t began in Oerober 2007. By contrast, as shown in the lower graph 
in Exhibit 3.6, a shorter-tern! version of the same strategy would have 
been long on the S&P for all but three days in mid-April and for the last 
days of 1.-lay. This exbibit ill ustra tes tbat tbe same stra tegy, applied over 
different time horizons, can produce markedly different--even opposi te-
positions. 

In general , there is more variability between the rerurns of a one-minute 
strategy and a one-hour strategy than be tween a three-month and a six
montb strategy, even though the interval between the laner pair is signifi
cantly longer than that between the first pair. This general rule especially 
holds true in more risky environments. This happens because tbe sborter
term strategies are making very la rge numbers of trades compared to the 
longer-term '·ersions of the same strategies. Even a small d ifference in the 
time horizon of a strategy, when it is being run at a short time scale, can 
be amplified across tens of thousands of trades per day and in the millions 
per year. By contrast, three- and six-montb versions of tbe same strategy 
are simply making a lot fewer trades, so the difference in time horizon 
docs not get amplified. So, for example, a ISO-day moving average versus a 
300-day moving average trend-follo,,~ng strategy would produce the ex
aCt same constant shorr position in the 5&1' 500 during April and 1.Iay as 
the trend-following strategy that nses 60- and lOO-day moving averages. 
By COntraSt, taking merely 10 days off of the longer moving average from 
the shorter-term system so that it now uses 5- and lO-day moving averages 
causes the system to be shorr the S&P for several extra days in mid-April 
and to add another short trade in mid-May that the 5-120·day vers ion would 
not bave done. Instead of being sbort the S&P for eigbt trad ing days out 
of the IOtal of 43 during these twO months, the 5-1l0·day version would be 
sbort for 15 out of tbe 43 days. 

The cboice of time horizon is made from a spectrum with a literally 
infinite number of choices, that is, for«asts can be made for two weeks 
into tbe future, or for two weeks and 30 seconds, or for two weeks and 
31 seconds, and so on. Yet adding 30 or 31 seconds 10 a forecast of twO 
weeks might not cause a great deal of differentiation. Along this line of 
thinking, a classificat ion may be helpful in understanding the distinctions 
among quant trad ing sn ategies by time horiwn. High-frequency stra tegies 
are the fastest, making forecasts that go no further than the end of the 
current trading day. ShOTt-term strategies, the second category, tend to 
hold positions from one day to two weeks. Medil/m-tam stra tegies make 
forecastS anywhere fro m a few weeks to a few months ahead. Finally, 
long-term strategies hold posi tions for several months or longer. The lines of 
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demarcation herwten these groups arc nOt firm, but this shorthand Can be 
helpful in thinking about bow va rious quan! strategies might compare with 
one another. 

BllllrlCll r. 

The next key component of an alpha model is bet structure, which, in turn, 
is based on how the alpha model generates its forecast. Models can be made 
10 forecaST either an instrument in itse lf or an instrument rda tive to o thers. 
For example, a model could fo«casl thai gold is cheap and its price is likely 
10 rise or that gold is cheap Telative to silver, and thaI gold is therefore 
likely to outperform silver. When looking al relative forecasts, one can 
forecast the behavior of smaller clusters (e .g., pairs) o r larger clusters (e.g., 
sectors). Smaller dusters have the advantage of being easier to understand 
and analyze. In particular, pairs are primarily attractive because, in tbeory, 
one can carefully se lect instruments tbat are directly comparable. 

However, pairs have several comparative disadvantages. Very few assets 
can actually be compared so precisely and directly witb one o ther instru
ment, rendering a major benefit of pairs trading impracticable. Two Internet 
companies might eacb depend significantly on revenues from tbeir respective 
search engines, bu t they may differ along o ther lines. One could have more 
of a content-driven business while tbe otber uses advertising to supplement 
the search engine revenues. Meanwhile, one could find o ther companies witb 
strong adve rtising or content businesses, each of which shares some char
acter istics and sector-dfects witb tbe first pair. Here tbe trader is presented 
wi th a dilemma: which pairs are actua lly the best to use? Or to put it another 
way, bow should tbe trader's pairs best be structured? 

Another approach is to make betS based on larger clusters Or gro ups. 
Researchers group securities together primarily in an effort to isolate and 
eliminate common effectS among the group. A large pan of the point of 
grouping stocks within their market sector, for example, is to eliminate the 
impact of a general movement of the sector and thereby focus on tbe ,e/atil//! 
rno,·ement of stocks within the sector. It turns out to be extremely difficult 
to isolate group dfects with a group size of merely TWO. On the o ther hand, 
larger clusters a llow for a cleaner distinction between group behavior and 
idiosyncratic behavior, which is beneficial for many quant stra tegies. As a 
resu lt , most quants who trade in groups tend to use larger groups than 
simply pairs when they make relative bets. 

Researchers also must choose how they create these clusters, either us
ing statistical techniques o r using heuristics (e.g., fundamentally defined 
industry groups) . There a re many statistical techniques aimed at discerning 
wben tbings are similar to each other or when they belong togetber as a 
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group. However, statistical models can be fooled by the da ta, leading to bad 
groupings. For example, there may be periods during which the prices of 
Internet stocks beha"e like the price of corn. T his may cause the statistical 
modd to group them IOgether, hut Internet stocks and corn arc ultimately 
more different than they are similar, and most fundamental grouping ap
proaches would never put them together. Furthermore, any time that the 
market regime changes, the relationships among instruments frequently also 
change, which can lead the system 10 mistakenly group things together that 
no longer will behave like each other. 

Alternatively, groups can be defined heuristica ll y. Asset classes, sectors, 
and industries are common examples of heuristically defined groups. They 
have the advantage of making sense and being defensible theoretically, but 
they are also imprecise (for instance, to what industry docs a conglomer
ate such as General Electric belong?) and possihly too rigid. Rigidity in 
particular can be a problem because o,'er t ime, similarities among instru
ments change. Sometimes stocks and bonds move in opposite directions, 
and sometimes they move in the same direCtion. Because the correlation 
between these two asset classes moves in phases, it can be very tricky to ana
lyze the relationship theoretically and make a sta tic, unchanging declaration 
that they belong in the same group or in different groups. As a result, most 
grouping techniques (and by extension, most strategies that arc based on 
re/4ti"", forecastS), whether statistically driven or human·made, suffer from 
changes in market regime that cause drastic changes in the relationships 
among Instruments. 

In evaluating alpha-oriented strategies, th is distinction among bet struc
tures, most notably between in tr insic (single security) bets versus relative 
(multi-security) bets, is rather important. T he behavior of a given type of 
alpha model is very different if it is implemented on an instrument by itself 
than it would be if implemented On a group of instruments relative to each 
other. It is critical to balance the risks and benefits of the various approaches 
10 grouping. In general, rda tive alpha strategies tend to exhibit smoother 
retu rns during normal times than intrinsic alpha strategies, bu t they can also 
experience unique problems related to incorrect groupings during stressful 
periods. Some quants attempt to mitig:ne the problems associated with any 
particular grouping technique by utilizing several grouping techniques in 
concert. For example, one could fi rst group stocks by their scclOrs but then 
refine these groupings using a more dynamic statistical approach that reflects 
recent corrdations among the stocks. 

Also, it is worth clarify ing one piece of particularly unhelpfu l, but widely 
used, hedge mnd industry jargon: relati"e vallie. This term refers to strategies 
that utilize a rclativc bet struCture, but thc vallie part of thc tcrm is actually 
not useful. Certainly strategies that make forecasts based on a notion of 
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, he relative vaJu;lIion of instrumentS art quite common. However, most 
strategies ca lled re lative value have little to do wilh va lue investing. Relative 
mean fl'version strategies, rdative momemum strategies, and other kinds of 
relative fundamental strategies a re a ll commonly refe rred to as relative value. 

A given strategy can ~ implemented in a variety of instruments, aod the 
quant must choose which ones 10 include. o r exclude. The first significant 
choice a quan! makes abou t the investment universe is geography. A short
lerm re la tive mean reversion strategy traded on stocks in the United States 
might not behave simila rly 10 the same strategy applied to stocks in Hong 
Kong. The researcher must decide where [ 0 apply the strategy. The second 
significant choice a quant makes about the investment universe relates to its 
asset class. A growth stra tegy applied to foreign exchange markets migh t 
behave d ifferently than one applied to equ ity indices. T he quant must decide 
wha t asset classes to trade with each stra tegy. A third significant choice a 
quant must make abou t the inves tment universe relates to the instTflment 

class . Eqnity indices, as accessed through the fmuteS markets, behave differ· 
ently than single stocks, even though both belong to the equ ity asset class. 
Also, the liqu idity characteristics and nature of the other participants in 
a given market diffe r from one instrument class to another, and these are 
some of the considera tions quan ts must make regarding what kinds of in· 
struments to trade. Finally, in some cases, quan ts may include or exclude 
specific groups of instruments for a variety of reasons. 

The choice of an in'-estment universe is dependen t on severa l strong prcf· 
e f<~nces tha t quan ts tend to have. First, the quam generally prefers liquidity 
in the unde rlying instruments so that estimations of transactions costs are 
re liable. Second, quants genera lly requi re large quan tities of high-qua lity 
data. In general, such da ta can be found in highly liquid and developed 
markets. Third, quants tend to prefer instruments tha t behave in a man· 
nc r conducive to being predicted hy sys tematic models . Returning to the 
example of biotechnology stocks, some quan ts e:<clude them because they 
are subject to sudden, violent price changes based on events such as govern· 
mem approval Or rejection of their latest drug. Although physician with a 
biotech specializa tion may have some intuitions on this subject, it's simply 
not something that most quants can model. As a result of these preferences, 
the most typica l asset classes and instruments in which one can fin d quan ts 
part icipating a re common stocks, fu tures (especia lly on bonds and equity in· 
dices), and foreign exchange markets. Some strategies might trade the fixed 
income asset class using instruments o ther than fmu res (e.g., swaps or cash 
bonds), though these are significantly less common today than they were in 
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the middle or [ate 1990s. Geographically, the bulk of quanttrading occurs in 
the United States, developed E.urope, and Japan, with lesser amountS done in 
other parts of North America and developed As ia. Quants are almost com
pletely absent from illiquid instruments, or those traded ~over the counter" 
(OTC), such as corpora te or convertible bonds, and are rarely found in 
emerging markets. 

This last fact may change going forward as OTC markets become bener 
regulated and elec tronic. But that also implies that the liquidity of these 
markets will improve. As such, this not ion of liquidity is perhaps the simplest 
way to summarize in one dimension the salient characteristics of the trading 
universe. for a strategy. After all, more liquid instruments also tend to offer 
more high-quality data and to be more conducive to being forecast, on 
average. 

MIIIII I.aclflcitlil 

It is all well and good to come up with an idea for a trading strategy, but the 
quant must specifically define every aspect of the stra tegy before it is usable. 
Furthermore, any differenus in the way a Quant chooses 10 specify or define 
an idea for her stra tegy might lead it to behave quite differently than o ther 
choices would have. For example, there could be multiple ways to define 
a trend. Some simply compute the IOtal return of an instrument over some 
historical period, and if that number is positive, a positive trend is identified 
(a negative return would constitute a negative trend). Other trend traders 
use moving average approoches, such as the ones illustrated in Exhibits 3.1, 
3.3, and 3.4, to look for prices 10 rise above or below recent average prices 
and so determine the presence of a trend. Still other trend strategies seek to 
identify the breakout of the very ear ly stages of a trend, found using specific 
price patterns they be lieve are present in th is critical phase, bu t they do not 
attempt 10 determine whether a long-term trend is actua lly in place or not. 

These are but a few of the more common ways a trend can be defined. 
Just so, each kind of alpha strategy can be defi ned in various ways, and it 
is a significant part of the quant's job to decide precisely how to specify the 
strategy mathematically. This is an area for an investor in quant trading to 
study carefully because it is often a source of differentiation- and potentially 
of comparative advantage-for a quant . In the "Time Horizon" section of 
this chapter, we saw tha t even a specification about the time horizon of a 
strategy for timing the stock market can have dramatic impact on whether 
it is long or short at a given point in time. Given the importance of time 
horizon, it is easy to understand the impact of using an entirely different 
definition of the strategy on its behavior. However, it may be challenging 
to get a quant to share wi th an outsider detai ls on exact ly how his model is 
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s~cified . For the nonquant, then, model s~cificatjon may remain a more 
opaque aspect of the black box, but exploring this idea as much as possible 
wilb a quant trader could, in fact, highlight tbe reasons for differences in 
performance that are observed versus the quanT's peef group. 

The specification of the deta ils of a model is also an area in which some 
quams utilize machine learning or data-mining techniques. In the sect ion 
~Data-Driven Alpha Models," we mentioned the idea of fitti ng models to 
the data and setting parameter values. This is a problem to which machine 
learning techniques, which I described earlier as being ne ither easily nor 
commonly applied to the problem of finding alpha, a~ belter suited and 
more widely used. In essence, machine learning lechniques are applied to 
determine the optimal set of specifications for a quanl model. Machine 
learning algorithms are designed to provide an intelligent and scientifically 
valid way of testing many potential sets of specifications without overfitting. 

A subset of Ihe problem of specify ing a model relates 10 how often the 
models themselves are adjusted for more recenl data. T his process is known 
as refitting because some of the same work thai goes on in the original 
~search process is repea led in live trading in an a tlempl lO refresh Ihe model 
and make it as adaptive as poss ible 10 current market conditions. Because 
this can be a computationally intensive process, sometimes involving millions 
Or even billions of calculations, many qUalllS refil their models infrequelllly 
or not at all. Refitting a lso leads to a greater risk of o,·erfitti ng, a very 
Ireacherous problem indeed, since spurious and fleeting rela tionships may 
be mistaken for valid, lasting ones. 

Run Freuency 
A final componelll of build ing a given a lpha model is determining the run fre
quency, or the f~qucncy with which the model is acmally run to seek new 
trading ideas. Some guants run their models relatively infrequently- for 
example. once per month. At the o ther extreme, some run their models 
more or less continuously, in realtime. There is an interesting tradeoff that 
quants must manage here. Specifically, increasing the frequency of model 
runs usually leads to a greater number of transactions, which means more 
commissions paid to brokers and higher transaction costs. Also, more fre
quent model runs lead to a grea ter probabili ty that the model is moving the 
portfolio around based on noisy data that doesn't actually mean that much. 
This, in turn, would mean that the increased transaction costs would cause 
lit tle or no inc~mellla l improvement in tbe alpba generated by tbe strategy 
and would thereby reduce its overall profitability. 

On the o ther hand, less frequent model runs lead to a smaller number of 
larger-sized trades. These are expensive in a diffe~nt way, namely in terms 
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of the impact these trades can have on the marketplace. If models are run too 
infrequentl y. then al those times when Ihey are run they could want to make 
very significaOl changes 10 Ihe cunendy held portfolio. T his would mean 
Iransacting la rger blocks of trades, which would likely COSI more in terms of 
"moving Ihe marke!. ~ Less frequeOl model runs are also prone 10 problems 
associa ted with Ihe momenl of observation of markelS. If a stra legy is run 
once a mOOlh, il could miss opportunities to trade al more favorable prices 
Ihal occur du ring Ihe mOOlh while the model is dormaOl. Aller0a1ively, the 
model may attempt in vain to trade at attractive, but quickly flccling, prices 
Ihat occur if Ihere has been some aberration juSt around the time of the 
model being run. Whether more frequent or less frequent model runs are 
belter depends on many OIhu aspects of the strategy, most especially the 
time horizon of the forecast and Ihe kinds of inputs. In the end, most quan ts 
run their models no less than once a week, and many run continuously 
Ihroughout Ihe day. The slower-moving the Slrategy, obviously, the more 
leeway there is, whereas shorter-Ierm stralegies tend loward continuous, 
real-time runs. 

AI Expliliol 01 Dlurllt, 

We have described a few of the kinds of important decisions thai qnants 
must make in building a given alpha model. To succeed in quant trading, 
each of Ihese decisions requ ires good judgment on the p<l rl of Ihe quant. In 
short, successful quants arc characterized in part by an incredible attention 
10 delail and tirelessness in seeking the righ t questions to ask and the best 
solutions 10 address Ihem. Nevertheless, for those who do nOI bnild quant 
Ira ding systems but who are interested in understanding them, the kinds 
of issues discussed in this section are straigh tforward to understand and 
provide a useful way to distinguish one quam from another. 

A final, importanl implication of these delai ls of implementation is that 
Ihey lead to an explosion in Ihe variety of quam trading strategies that 
actua lly exisi. You can easily sec Ihat the number of permutations of a 
stra legy focused on the concept of "value, ~ for example, is enormous when 
accounting for differences in Ihe type, l ime horizon, bet sl ruclure, inveslable 
universe, specifica tion, and frequency of model run. Just tak ing the first 
four types of implementation details listed hue and using the simplify ing 
categories we described in this section, there are twO types of forecastS (di
rection and magnitude), four types of time horizon (high freqnency, short 
lerm, medium lerm, and long term), IWO types of bet structu res (intrinsic and 
relative), and fou r asset classes (stocks, bonds, currencies, and commodi ties). 
Therefore one could build 64 differem value models (2 x 4 x 2 x 4 = 64 per
mutalions), and th is exdudes Ihe question of how many ways one can define 
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flIHIIIT 3.7 Taxonomy of Theory-Dr iven Alpha Models 

, he idea of value and how ofren one can look for value. l b is num~r might 
seem daunting a t first glance, but the framework established here can help 
anyone in te~sted in understanding what's inside a black box. Exhibit 3.7 
revisits the taxonomy of a lpha models, expanding it to include the imple
mentalion approaches discus~d hue. 

BLENDINg ALPHA MODELS 

Each of the decisions a quan t makes in defining a trading strategy is an im
portant driver of ils Ixbavior. But there is another ext«mely important ~t 
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of choices the quanl must make in constructing a trading strategy. Speci fi 
cally, the quam is not limited 10 choosing just one approach 10 a given alpha 
model. Instead, he is equally fr~ to choose 10 employ m ultiple types of alpha 
models. Even the melhod used 10 combine Ihese alpha models is an arena 
rich with possibilities. l be most sophiSlicated and successful quams lend to 
utilize several kinds of alpha strategies, including trend and reversion, and 
various kinds of fundamemal approaches across a variety of time horizons, 
Irade Slrucrores, instruments, and geographies. Such quants benefit from 
alpha diversification in exacdy the same way Ihat diversification is helpfu l 
in so many olher aSpeCIS of financial life. 

Blending or mixing alpha signals has many ana logues in discrelionary 
Ira ding (and decision making) in general. Imagine a mutual fund portfolio 
manager who has two analysts CO"ering XO~1. One analYSI, focused on 
fundamenlal va lue in Ihe classic Graham and Dodd sense, expeels XO}"llo 
rise by 50 percenl over the next year. The other analyst, laking a momentum 
approach, Ihinks XOM is likely to be flal over the neXI year. Whal is the nel 
expectalion the portfolio manager should have of the price of XOM, given 
Ihe two analysts' prediclions? This is the core problem that is addressed by 
blending alpha models, each of which can be likened to an ana lys!. 

The Ihree mOSI common quant approaches to blending forecasts are via 
linear models, nonlinear models, and machine learning models. There is also 
a significant fourth school of thought tha i be lieves Ihat alpha models should 
nOI be combined a t a ll . Instead, se"eral porl folios are construc ted, each 
based on the output from a given alpha model. These factor portfolios are 
Ihen combined using any of the portfo lio constrUClion techniques discussed 
in Chapter 7. 

Each of these four approaches to signal mixing has its disciples, and 
as with most e"erything else we've discussed, the best way 10 blend alphas 
depends on Ihe model. In general, as in the case of an alpha model, the 
purpose of a melhod of mixing alpha models is to find Ihe combination of 
Ihem that best predicts the futu re. All other things being equal, il is very 
likely that any reasonably intelligent combination of alphas will do a belfer 
job together than anyone of them could do individua lly over time. Consider 
Exhibit 3.8. Here we can see Ibat Forecasts A and R each occasionally 
predicls future e"ents correClly. This is illustra ted in that there is some 
overlap betw~n Forecast A and Ihe acrnal outcome and betwec:n Forecast 
R and the actual oUlcome. RUI each forecast has only a small amount of 
success in predicting Ihe futu re. However, together, Forecasls A and Rare 
abom twice as likdy 10 be corree! about tbe futu re outcomes as eitber is 
separately. 

Linear modds are by far the most common way in whicb quants com
bine alpha factors 10 conslruCt a composite forecasl. A linear model is 
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a reasonable facsimile for one of the more common ways that humans 
normally think abou t cause·and-effec t relationships. In linear models, the 
inclusion of one faClor is independent of the inclusion of other factors, and 
each factor is expected to ~ additive, independently of the other faerors 
that might ~ included or excluded. For example, for a high school student 
try ing to get into a good university, she can think of her grades, standard
ized test scores, extracurricular activi ties, re>:ommendations, and essays as 
being these independent factors in the linear model that predicts her odds of 
gaining admission. Regardless of the other factors, grades are always im
ponant, as is each other faClor. As such, a linear model is relevant. If, on 
the other hand, it was the case that, ,,~th high enough test sco~s, her essays 
wouldn 't matter, a linear model is no longer the correct way to predict her 
chanc~ of getting in. 

The first step in using a linear model in this way is to assign a weight 
to each alpha factor. To return to our example, if we were trying to pre· 
dier university admissions, this step would requ ire us to define the relative 
importance of grades versus, say, test scor~. This is typica lly done using 
a technique known as multiple regression, which is aimed at finding the 
combination of alpha faCtors that expla ins the maximum amount of the his
torical behavior of the instruments being traded. The presumption is that, if 
a model reasonably explains the past, it has a reasonable chance of explain
ing the fu ture well enough to make a profi t. These weights arc then applied 
10 the outputS of their ~spective alpha factors, which are usually a forecast 
or score of some kind. The weighted su m of these mul tiple fore>:asts gives 
us a combined fo~cast. O r, to be more specific, by summing the products 
of the weights of each factor and the outputs of each faCtor, we arrive at a 
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composite forecast or score. l bis composite can then ~ used to help deter
mine the target portfolio. 

Imagine a trading system with two alpha factors. One of the alpha fac
tors focuses on EIP ratios (and is therefore a yie ld model), and the o ther 
focuses on price trends (and is therefore a trend model) . The yield fac
tOr forecasts a return of +20 perCent over the next 12 months for XOM, 
whereas the trend factor forecasts a return of - IO percent for XO}"I over the 
next 12 months. Based on a historical regression, the models are weighted 
70 percent toward the yield factor and 30 percent toward the trend factor. 
Taking their scores and weights together, the total 12-month return forecast 
of Our two-faeror model is computed as follows: 

70% weight x 20% return forecast for the yield factor comes to + 14%. 

30% weight )< - 10'''10 return forecast for the trend factor comes to - 3%. 

The sum of these tWO products comes to + II percent, which is the total 
expected 12-month return for XOM using the example above. 

A special case of linear models is the equal-weighted model . Though not 
highly quantitative, equal-weighting methods abound among quant traders. 
The general idea behind equal weighting is that the trader has no confidence 
in his ability to define more accura te weightS and therefore decides to give 
all the alpha factors equal importance. A variant of this approach gives tach 
factor an "equal risk ~ weighting, which incorporates the concept that giving 
a dolla r to a highly risky strategy is not the same as giving a dolla r to a less 
risky strategy. In Chapter 6 we cover both these approaches in more detai l 
as they apply to portfolio construerion. 

There are many forms of nonlinear models that Can ~ used to com
bine alpha factors with each other. In contrast to linear models, nonlinear 
models are based on the premise that the relationship between the variab les 
used to make forecasts either is not independent (i.e., each variable is not 
expected to add value independently of the others), or else the relationship 
changes o'·er time. As such, the two main types of nonlinear models arc con
ditional models and rotation models. Conditional models base the weight 
of one alpha faCtor on the reading of another factor. Using the same twO 
factors as earlier, a conditional model might indicate that EIP yields should 
drive forecasts, but only when the price trends are in agreement with the 
ElP yields. In other words, the highest-yielding stocks would ~ candidates 
to ~ bought only if the price trends of these stocks were also positive. 
The lowest-yielding stocks would be candidates to be sold short, but only 
if the price trends of these stocks were also negative. When the agreement 
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condi tion is met, {he yield factor ent irely drives the forecast. Bm if the price 
trend doesn't confirm the Ell' yield signal, the yield signal is ignored en
ti rely. Revisiting {he linear factor combination demonstrated earlier, our 
conditional modd would generate no signal for XOM ~cau~ the price 
trend forecast a negative return, whereas the yield fac tor forecast a posi
t ive return . If, instead, xor-.-I had a positive return forecast from {he trend 
factor, the combined nonlinear model wo uld have a targeted return of + 20 
percent over the ne:<t 12 months for that stock because Ihis is the return 
expected by the value factor, which now has bttn ~aclivaled" by its agr~
rnent with the t rend factor. An cX"a mple of a conditional model is shown in 
Exhibit 3.9. 

The s«:ond nonlinear way to blend alphas uses a ro tation approach. 
Rather than following trends in markets themselves, this type of model 
follows trends in the performance of the alpha models. These are similar to 
linear models except that the weights of factors fl uctuate over time based 
on upda ted calculations of the various signals' weights. As time passes, the 
more reCent data are used to determine weighting schemes in the hope thac 
the model's weights are more relevant to current market conditions. This 
method usua lly resu lts in giv ing higher weights to the factors that have 
performed better recently. As such, this is a form of trend following in the 
timing of alpha factors . 

Machine learning models are also sometimes used by quants [Q deter
mine the optimal weigh ts of various alpha factors . As in the case of determin
ing optimal parameters, machine learning techniques applied to the mixing 
of a lpha factors are both more common and more successful than machine 
learning approaches used to forecast markets themselves. These techniques 
algorithmically determine the mix of a lpha fa ctors that bes t explains the 
past, with the presumption that a good mix in the past is likely to be a 
good mix in the future. As in the case of ro tational models, many machine 
learning approaches to mixing alpha factors periodically update the optimal 
weights based on the ever-changing and ever-growing set of data available. 

Value and Momen tum Disagree 
Value Momentum Signal 

Long Short None 

Value Momentum Signal 
Valne and Momen tum Agree Long Long long 

EIIHIIIT a.1 A Simple Conditional (Nonlinear) Model for Blending Alpha. 
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Unlike the example of using machine learning for the generation of actua l 
alpha signals, applying machine learning to determine the weights of various 
alpha forecasts is more common and significamly more successful. Never
theless, machine learning remains less widely used than the other techniques 
for hlending alphas descrilxd here, and only a relatively small proport ion 
of the universe of quant traders employ these methods. 

We have briefly summarized common approaches to mixing signals, or 
combining alpha forecasts. This is a part of the quam trading process that has 
received precious linle attention in the academic li terature and trade press, 
but pt"rsonally I rind it one of the most fascinat ing questions about quant 
trading--or any trading. It is exactly the same problem any decis ion maker 
faces when looking at a variety of sources of information and opinions: 
What is the best way to symhesize all available and relevant information 
into a sensible decision? 

It is worth noting tha t signal mixing shares some similarities with port
folio construction. Both are questions of sizing and combining, after all. 
However, they are moslly distinct and separate processes. Signal-mixing 
models size multiple alpha signals to arrive at one composite fore<:ast pt"r 
security, which is then used in port folio construction. Portfo lio construc
tion models take multiple kinds of signals as inputs, including alpha sig
nals, risk models and transaction cost models (which we cover in the next 
two chapters), and attempt to size individual positions correctly, given 
these inputs. 

IUMMARY 

Having made so many decisions about what sort of a lpha should be pur
sued, how to specify and implement it, and how 10 comhine th is alpha ,,~th 
others, the quant is left with an OUtput. The OUtput is typica lly either a 
return forecast (expected return = X percent) or a directional forecast (ex
pt"cted direction = up, down, or fiat). Sometimesquams addelemems of time 
(expected return over the next Y days) and/or probability (Z percent like
lihood of expected return) to help utilize the output effectively in trading 
decisions. See Exhibit 3.10 for a recap of the structure of a quam trading sys
tem. As we continue our progress through the black box, we will highlight 
the components discussed. 

I am consistently amazed by the juxtaposition of the simplicity and 
relatively small numlxr of concepts used to manage money quamitatively 
and the incredible di"ersity of quant trading strategies as appl ied in the rea l 
world. The decisions quallls make in the areaS discussed in this chapter 
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EXHIBIT 3. 10 s<;hema{ic of the Black Ilox 

arc ma jor sources of the significam differences in the re!UrnS of traders 
who may be pursuing the same SOurCeS of alpha. l bosc evaluating quam 
traders (or quams who arc evaluat ing trading strategies of their own) can 
usc the framework provided in this chaptCf to help determine the natu re 
of the strategies being traded. We now tum Our allemion to risk modeling, 
another key cornpon"nt of a quan{ trading strategy. 



The market CIln remain irriltional/onger than ro" um remain 
solvent. 

4 

- John Maynard Keynes 

Risk management should not ~ thought of solely as the avoidance of risk 
or reduction of loss. it is abou t the in tentional selection and sizing of 

exposures to improve the qua lity and consistency of returns. In Chapter J , 
we defined il /pha as a lylX' of exposure from which a quam trader exlX'cts 
to p ro fit . 8U1 we a lso noted that, from time 10 t ime, there can be downside 
to accepting this exposure. This is not wha t we classify as risk per 5<: . By 
pursuing a specific kind of alpha, we an~ explicitly saying that we want 
to be invested in the ups and downs of that e:<posure because we be li eve 
Wtc will profit from it in the long run. Though it would be grea t fun 10 

accept on ly the upside of a given a lpha strategy and reject the losses that 
can be associated wi th it, sadly, tha t is no t possible. However, there are 
other exposures tha t a re frequently linked to the pursuit of some kind of 
alpha. These other exposures are not expected to make us any money, bu t 
they frequen tly accompany the return-d riving exposure. These exposures 
a re rish. 

Risk exposures genera lly will not produce profi ts over the long haul, 
but tbey can impac t the retu rns of a stra tegy day to day. More important 
still, the quant is not attempting to forecast these exposures, usua lly because 
he cannot do so successfully. Rut the fact remains that one of the great 
strengths of quan t trad ing is to be ab le to measure va rious exposures and 
to be in ten tional ahout the sd ection of such exposures. This chapter dea ls 
witb how quanrs define, measure, and control risks. 

Imagine a relative alpha strategy that focuses on the value (yield) of va r
ious stocks, buying bigber-yidding stocks and selling short lower-yielding 
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stocks. T his strategy clea rly can lose money if ~cheap" (h igher-yie ld) stocks 
undcr~rform "ex~nsive" (lower-yield) stocks, according 10 whatever def· 
inition Ihe quant chooses for "cheapness" (o r yield). That risk is inher
ent to the pursuit of a value strategy, even if the quam bas reason to 
be lieve that value strategies should make money in the long tCrm. How
ever, a value strategy wi thout further spe.:ifica tion can end up taking sig
nificant sector bets in addition 10 the imentional bel on value. After all , 
it's easy to ste thou stocks within a sectOr tend 10 move together. $0 if 
one technology stock bas golten very cheap, there's a reasonable chance 
that many other technology stocks have also gotten cheap. This means 
tha t an unconstrained value-hunting strategy is likely to end up with a net 
long position in the technology sector. BUI there is no evidence tha t there 
exists a long-term beneht of o,·erweigh ting one industry or sector versus 
anOlher. 

More important, assume that the strategy has neither the intention nOr 
the capability to forecast the performance of va rious sectors. Therefore, 
sector exposure would be considered a form of risk in our framework, 
because sector peTformance is not being in tentionally forecast, but having 
net exposure to various sectors can alter the strategy's results day to day. 
So the key to understanding risk exposures as they relate to quant trading 
stra tegies is that risk exposures are those that are not intentionally sought 
OUi by the na ture of wha tever forecast the quant is making in the a lpha 
model , 

If alpha models are like optimists, risk models are like pessimists. Risk 
models exist largely to control the size of desirable exposures or to deal with 
undesirable types of exposures. Thei r job is to raise he ll about things that can 
cause losses or uncertainty, particularly those bets that are unintentionally 
made or are incidenta l byproducts of the alpha model. It both high lights and 
attempts to remove undesirable exposures from a pon folio. 

There are, however, only a few things you can do with a given type 
of exposure, aside from simply accepting it ou tright. Al ostly you can 
limil irs size or eliminate il altogether. The function of risk management 
in the investment process is to determine which of these courses of aC
tion is mOSI prudent for each kind of exposure and 10 provide that in
put to the portfolio construction model. In general, risk models reduce 
the amount of money a quant can make, but this is a tradeoff many 
quants are willing to accept. Managing risk has the day-to-day benefit 
of reducing the volatility of a strategy's returns. But it also has the far 
more importam benefit of reducing the likelihood of la rge losses. In many 
ways, the failures of quants, as in the cases of both LTCM in 1998 and 
the August 2007 quam liquidation, are usually p«cipitated by failures to 
manage risk. 
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LIMITING THE AMOUNT OF RISI 

Siu limiting is an imporranl form of risk management. It is easy to imagine 
having a tremendollsly good trad ing idea, seemingly a ~sure thing," but 
withollt some sense of risk management, there can hi' a temptation to put all 
one's capital into this single trade. T his is almost always a bad idea. Why? 
ikcause, empirically, a sure thing rard y exists, so the correct way to size a 
trade in general is certainly not to put all your chips on it. Otherwise it is 
likely that in the process of "going all in, ~ at some point the trader will go 
bankrupt. In OIher words, it is prudent to take just as much exposure to a 
trade as is warranted by the considerations of the opportunity (a lpha) and 
the downside (risk). Quant itative risk modd s focused on limiting the size of 
betS are common, and many are quite simple. The following sections explain 
how tbey work. 

There are several kinds of quantitative risk models that limit size, and 
they vary in three primary ways: 

1. The manner in which size is limited 
2. How risk is measured 
3. What is having irs size limited 

LlIlItII.lly Clnltrilit I .. PUllly 

Approaches to the size limits come in two main forms : bard constraints 
and penalties. Hard constraints a re set to "draw a line" in terms of risk. 
For instance, imagine a position limit that dicta tes tha t no position will 
hi' larger than 3 percent of the portfolio, no matter how st rong the signal. 
However, this hard limit may be somewhat arbitrary (e.g., imagine a 3.00 
percent position size limit; wby is a 3.01 percent position so much worse?), 
so quantS sometimes build penalty functions that a llow a position to increase 
beyond the "Iimi t~ level, but only if the a lpba model expects a significantly 
larger return (i .e., a much la rger expected return than was required to a llow 
the position mere ly to reach the limit size in the first place). T he penalty 
functions work so tbat tbe fu rt ber past tbe limit level we go, tbe more 
diffi cult it becomes to increase the position size additionally. So, us ing our 
example, it would be far easier to see a 3.01 percent position tban to see a 6 
percent position, hl'cause the latter is further from the limit than the former. 

In this way, the model attempts to address the idea tha t an opportunity 
can sometimes hi' so good as to warrant an ~exception" to the rule . In a 
sense, penalty functions for size limits Can be thought of as making rules to 
govern exceptions. 
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The levels of limits and/or penalties can be delermioed in the same 
ways as most o ther things in the quan t world, namd y ei ther from theory 
or from Ihe da la (the latter via data-mining approaches) . T heory-driven 
approaches mostly look like an arbitrary level tha t is set, tested, and, if 
needed, adjusted un til it produces an acceptable outcome. So, [0 {('!Urn 10 

the earlier example of a 3 percent limit on pos ition si1.ts, lhe quam researcher 
could have starled with a risk limit of 5 percent. But through tes ting and 
simulating the historical resulls of this st rategy, he could have come 10 realize 
tha t a far more appropr iate level is 3 percent, which bener balances the 
ability 10 make sizeable bets when attractive opportunities appear against 
the necessity of recognizing that any given trade could eas ily go wrong. 
Data-driven approaches are more va ried and can include machine learning 
techniques to test many combina tions of limits Or simply testing various 
limit levels and letting the histo rical data empi ri ca lly de termine the fi na l 
outcome. Either way, these levels and the severity of any penalty functions 
are parameters of the ri sk model that the quant must set, based on either 
research or heuristics. 

MII.urlll till 1I ... nt II RI.k 

There are two generally accepted ways of measuring the amount of risk in 
the marketplace. T he fi rst is longitudinal and measures risk by computing the 
standard deviation of the returns of various instrumentS over time, which is 
a way of getting a t the concept of uncenainty. ln finance circles, this concept 
is usually referred to as !IOlali!ity. The more volatility, the more risk is said 
to be present in the markets. \ 

The second way to measure risk is to measure the level of similarity in 
the behavior of the various instruments wi thin a given investment un iverse. 
This is frequently calcula ted by taking the cross-sectional standard devia tion 
of a ll the relevant instrumentS for a given period. The larger the standard 
deviation, the more varied the unde rlying instruments are behaving. This 
means that the market is less risky because the portfolio can be made of 
a larger number of d iversified bets. T his can be seen easily at the extreme: 
If all the instruments in a portfolio are perfectly correla ted, then as one 
bet goes, so go a ll the other bets . This conCept is known among quants as 
dispersion . Dispersion can also be measured by the correlation orcovariance. 
among the instruments in a given universe. Here, too, the more similarly the 
instruments are behaving, the more risky the market is sa id to be. 

Size-limiting models such as these can be used to govern many kinds of 
exposures. One can limit the size of sing le positions and/or groups of 
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positions, snch as sectors or asset classes. Alterna tively, one can limit the size 
of exposure IQ various types of risks. For example, in equity trad ing, one 
can limit the exposure of a model to market bets (such as a +'- 5 percent 
net exposure limit) or to market capitalizat ion bets. In general, risks that are 
subjected to limi ts or penal ties are those that are not being fore.:ast explicitly 
by Ibe alpha model. If an alpba model attempts 10 forecast individual stocks 
bUI makes no attempt to forecast tbe stock market as a wbole, it may be 
prudent to cons train the size of the bel that Ihe portfolio Can ul timately take 
on the stock market . 

Still another componenl of a risk model may be 10 govern tbe amount of 
overall port folio leverage. Leverage can be controlled in a variety of ways. 
For example, one can manage money under the premise that when opportu
nities abound, more leverage is desirable, whereas wben fewer oppornmities 
are present, less leverage is desirable. Alternatively, many quants attempt 
to offer their investors or bosses a rebti,·ely constant level of risk. Using 
volatility and dispers ion as proxies for risk, quants can measure the amount 
of risk in markets and vary their leverage accordingly to produce a more 
stable level of risk . The most common 1001 used for Ihis purpose is known 
as a lIalue at risk (VaR) model, but there are others that are simila r philo
sophically. These models typically consider the dollar amount of exposures 
in a portfolio and, based on current levels of volatility, forecast how much 
the portfoliO Can be expected to gain Or lose within a given confidence inter
val. For inslance, most VaR models calculate wbat a daily single standard 
dev iation move in portfo lio returns will be, based on current volatility levels. 
The way that these models contro l risk in the face of rising vobti lity is to 
reduce leverage. Therefore, in general, the higher the reading of risk in a 
VaR model, the lower the level p rescribed for le,·erage. 

In Chapter 10, we will discuss some of tbe. significant problems witb 
these kinds of risk models. For now I will simply point out that the core 
purpose of sucb risk models seems to me to be flawed. Otber kinds of 
investments, such as stocks, bonds, mutua l funds, private equity, or fine 
wine, do not attempt to offe r fixed levels of vola tility. Why should quants 
want to manage risk in this manner, or be asked to do so? Furtbermore, 
if a quant is good at forecasting vo latili ty Or dispersion, there are far more 
interesting and productive. ways to utilize tbese forecasls (for example, in 
the options markets) than there are in a risk model that governs leverage. 
These kinds of mode ls often cause traders to take too li llie risk in more 
nornlalt imes and too much risk in very turbulent times. Nevertheless, they 
are wildly popular. 

A more tbeoretica lly sound approacb, tbougb substantially barder to 
implement practiCally, seeks to increase leverage when the strategy has beller 
odds of winning and to de.:rease risk when the strategy has worse odds. The 
trick, of course, is to know when the odds are on one's side. Some quants 
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so lve this problem by allowing the level of leverage [0 vary with the o verall 
strength and certainty of the predictions from the alpha model, which seems 
10 Jx, a reasonabk approach,l 

LIMITING THE TYPES OF Rill 

Though li mit ing {he amount of an exposure is important, some approaches 
10 risk modeling focus on eliminating whole types of exposure entirely. 
Imagine that an inveslOr'sanalysis indicates that CVX is likely to outperform 
XOM . Em {he trade the investor makes is simply to go long CVX while 
ignoring XO}..!. If the market drops precipilOusly afterward, it is likely 
that the inves tor will lose money on the trade, even if his original thesis 
proves correct. This is because tbe investor is exposed to market directiona l 
risk, even though he dido't have any pan icular foresight as to where the 
market was going. The in"estor could have substantially eliminated the 
unintentional or accidental market dir~tion risk if he had expressed his 
analysis by buying CVX and shorting an equivalent amount of XOM. This 
way, whether the market rises, falls, or does nothing, he is indifferent. He is 
only affeered by being right Or wrong that CVX would outperform XOlo.l . 

As a general rule, it is always better to eliminate any unin tentional ex po
sures, since there should be no expectation of being compensated sufficiently 
for accepting them. Quantitative risk models designed to e liminate undesi red 
exposures come in two familiar navors: theoretical and empirical. Each is 
discussed in detail later in th is chapter. 

It is also worth noting that alpha models can (and often do) incorporate 
risk management concepts. Let's assume tha t a quant is building a relative 
alpha strategy. A significant amount of work is requ ired to match wbat 
Mrelative~ means to the exposures he intends to take or hedge. Revisiting an 
earlier example, if the quant is building a relative alpha strategy to forecast 
equities, he might not belie.ve he has a valid way to forecast the sectors to 
which equities belong. In this case, the quant may design his bet structures 
so that he is making forecasts of stocks relative to thei r sectors, which means 
that he never has a bet on the direction of the sector itsdf, only which stocks 
will ou tperform and which stocks will underperform the sector.lbis, in turn, 
helps him eliminate sector bets, which is dearly a risk management exercise 
as much as it is alpha generation. As such, it is theoretically possible (and 
occasionally seen in practice) to incorporate all the needed components of 
his risk modd fully into his alpha model by specifying the alpha model such 
that it only forecasts exac tly the exposures from which it expects to make 
money and structures its bets to avoid exposure to nonforecasted factors. 
Although not all quant Strategies do this, it is worth remembering to look 
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inside the alpha model for elements of risk management, especially for those 
evaluating a quant. 

Thlll'y-DrlVln Rllk Miliell 

Theory-driven risk modeling typically focuses on named or systematic risk 
fa(tors. Just as in the case of theory-driven alpha models, systematic risks 
that arc derived from theory are those for which the quant can make a 
reasonable, economic argumelll. Theory-driven risk modeling uses a set 
of pre-defined systematic risks, which enables the quan t to measure and 
calibrate a given portfolio's exposures. 

It is important to note that the use of the term systematic in defining 
risk is completely different from the use of the te rm systematic in describ
ing quant strategies. Systematic risks are those that cannot Ix- diversified 
away. In the world of single stocks, the market itself is a systematic risk Ix-
cause no amount of diversification among various single stocks eliminates an 
investor's exposure to the performance of the market itself. If the market 
is up a lot, it is extremely likely that a portfolio that is long stocks is also 
going to Ix- up. If the market is down a lot, it is extremely likely thai a 
portfolio that is long stocks will Ix- down. Sector risk is another example of 
systematic risk, as is market capitaliza tion risk (i.e., small caps versus large 
caps). A practical example of such a problem, and one that has been we ll 
documented by the hedge fund replication crowd, is that an unconstrained 
market neutral value model will very likely Ix- making a Ix-t on small caps 
outperforming la rge caps.) 

The world of fixed income, simila rly, contains a host of systematic risks. 
For example, whether one OWTlS corporate bonds or government bonds, 
owners of these bonds are all subject to interest rate risk, that is, the risk that 
rates go up, regardless of the level of diversification of the actual portfoliO 
of bonds. Similar examples can be found in any asset class and frequently 
also across asset classes. Any economically va lid grouping of instruments, 
in other words, can be said to share one or more common systematic risk 
factors. An investor who traffics in any of those instruments, then, should 
be aware of this risk factor and should be either making intentional bers on 
it or eliminating his exposure. 

Ellplrlul RIIII Modlll 

Empirical risk models are based on the same premise as theory-driven mod
els, namely tha i systematic risks should Ix- measured and mitigated. How
ever, the empirical approach uses historical data to determine what these 
risks are and how exposed a given portfolio is to them. Using statistical 
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w:hniques such as principal component analysis WCA), a quant is able to 
usc historical da ta to discem sys tematic risks that don't have names but that 
may wdl correspond to named risk factors. 4 For example, a PCA run on 
bond market data us ing Treasury bonds across various maturi ties usually 
shows that the first (mos t important) risk factor statistica lly corresponds 
to the levd of interest rates, or what a theory-driven risk modd might call 
interest rate risk. PCA and other sta tistical modd s arc commonly used in 
equity markets as well, and these models typically find that the market itself 
is the first, most important driver of retums for a given stock, usua lly fol
lowed by its sector. These statistical risk models arc most commonly found 
among statistical arbitrage traders, who arc betting on exactly that compo
nen t of an individual stock's rerums that is "01 explained by systematic risks. 
It is important to note that such statistical methods may discover entirely 
new systematic risk faCtors, which a reasonably observer might be inclined 
to acknowledge exist but for which namcs have not been assigned_ On the 
other hand, stat istical risk modd s are subject to being "fooled~ by the da ta 
into fi nding a risk factor tha t will not persist for any usefu l amount of time 
into the futu re. It is also possible for a statistical risk modd to find spurious 
exposures, which are juSt coincidences and not indicative of any rea l risk in 
the marketplace. This is a delicate problem for the researcher. 

How Qualtl CIIIIII a Rllk Mldll 

Quants arc attracted to theory-driven risk models because the risk factors 
they encapsulate make sense. It is hard to make the argument tha t mar
ket risk does not exist as a strong systematic risk faCtor in equities. Note 
that this is much the same reasoning that supports theoretical approaches 
to alpha modeling: Any reasonable person can understand the theory and 
sec tha t it is likely to be true. T his in tum can gi"e the quan t fai th in the 
modd s when it isn't performing very wdl. Warren Buffett, for example, 
didn't change his stripes JUSt because he dramatically underperforrned the 
stock market du ring the Internet bubble. He was able to ~keep the faith" in 
nO small part because his approach to markets has very strong theoretical 
underpinnings. 

Quants that choose empirical risk modds typically seck the benefits of 
adaptive ness. T heoretical risk models are re latively rigid, meaning that the 
risk faCtors are not altered often (otherwise the theory would not have been 
very strong in the first place). Yet the factors that drive marketS do change 
over time. For awhile in ea rly 2003, da ily reports about the prospeCt, and 
later the progress, of the U.S_ invasion of Iraq drove stock, bond, cur
rency, and commodity markets a lmost singlehandedly. More recenriy, in 
early 2008, commodity prices were a significant factor. At other timcs, 
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expec ta tions of how much the Federa l Reserve might cut or raise rates are 
the key drivers of market ~havior. As markets evolve , the data that the 
markets produce reflec t this evolution, and these data drive empirical risk 
models. For these reasons, an empirical model may ~ more adaptive to 
ever·changing market conditions by deteCting through new data whatever 
factors are implicitly d ri ving markets. There are two stages to this adap· 
ta tion. During the early phases of a market regime change (for example, 
when equity investorS rapidly change the ir behavior from risk seeking to 
risk aversion), the quant is using now irrelevant historical data to determine 
relationships and measure risk factors. l bus, during this phase, the empir· 
ical risk model will ~ modeli ng market risks incorrectl y. Later, if the new 
~havior pt'csists, the empirical risk model eventually will catch up to the 
newly prevailing theme d ri ving markets and a ll wi ll ~ wel l aga in. 

Besides exhibiting a weakness du ring a regime change, a basic under· 
standing of sta tistics reveals another problem with empirical risk models. 
To achieve sta tistical significance and reduce tbe potentia l for measurement 
ertor in computing relationships among various instruments, empirical risk 
models require a ra ther la rge amount of data. But this leads to a tradeoff 
tba t could squelch most of tbe adaptivcoess benefi ts of empirical risk mod· 
els. The more data tha t are used, i.e., the fu rthe r back into history we must 
look, tbe less adaptive a model can be, because eacb new data point is but 
one of a very la rge num~r . 1f we use two years ' worth of rolling dai ly data, 
or approximately 520 trading days, each new day adds a new da ta point and 
causes the oldest one to fa ll oUI of the sample. So fo r every day tha t passes, 
only two days' data have changed out of 520. It will therefore take a long 
time to ~turn tbe sbip ~ and bave tbe empirical model find the new drivers 
of risk from the da ta. However, if the quant a ttempts to improve adaptive· 
ness by shortening the historica l window used, the power of the sta tistics 
diminishes significantly so that the re cannot be sufficient confidence in the 
measurements to ac t on them. 

Still, tbere may be benefits to empirical risk models. If tbe tbeoretical 
risk models are any good at being right, an empirical model should Capture 
these effects wi thou t having to know the names of the factors beforehand. If 
market risk is indeed a big driver of stock prices, an empirical model should 
pick this up from the da ta. If the data don 't bear it out, wha t good is the 
theory? Furtbermore, tbe competing objectives of sta tistical significance and 
adaptiveness can ~ dealt with in part by us ing intra day data. For example, 
if a quan t uses one-minute intraday snapshots of price act ivi ties instead of 
simply a single dosing price for each day, he is ahle to extract almos t 400 
data points fo r each day in his sample, which a llows him to use fa r fewer 
days 10 achieve the same statistical significance as another quant using a 
single data point for each day (the dosing price). 
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Ultimately, ~,au~ of th~ comfort level ,,~th the concepts involved in 
theory-driven risk modeling, most quants tcnd to usc theory-driven risk 
models rather than empirical risk models. It is wOrlh noting that these IWO 

kinds of risk models a rc not mutually exclusive. Quanrs may perfeCtly rea
sonably use a combination of both, if they deem it appropriate. A small 
minority of managers also attempt to use their judgment and discrNion 10 
monitor market behavior and, should it become d car to them-for eXam
ple, from the way that the financial media and their peers in the business 
are behaving---(hat there is a ~new" risk faCtor thou is driving markeTS, 
they jump into action and build a ~made -Io-order" risk faclOr 10 measure 
this temporary phenomenon. When they see that the new driver has faded 
in importance, they can remove it from the risk model, again using their 
judgment. 

It is worth mentioning that quants have the option, as is the cas<: with 
most of the modules of the black box, to build their own r isk model or to 
purchase one that is ~off the shelf." Most premade risk models are not of 
the empirica l variety because empirical solu tions require a speci fically set 
universe of inst ruments, and the analytical techniques are usually relatively 
easy to implement with simple price data. Also, the vaSt majority of premade 
risk models are useful only for equity trading stra tegies. Several purveyors 
of risk models-such as BARRA, Northfield and Quantal-have made a 
heal thy business of licensing their software to Quant t raders. The advantage 
of buy ing risk models is that they are premade and usually at least reasonably 
we ll thoughllhrough. However, they are a lso by na ture somewhat generic. 
There are advantages to building risk models as well, primarily because they 
can be customiud to the specific needs of the particular quant t rader. 

IUMMARY 

Risk management is frequently misunderstood to be an exercise designed 
to reduce risk. It is rea lly about the selection and sizing of exposures, to 
maximize rcturns for a given level of risk . After all, reducing risk almost 
always comes at the cost of reducing return. So, risk management activities 
must focus on eliminating or reducing exposure 10 unnecessary risks but 
also on taking risks that are expc<;ted to offer attractive payoffs. This is 
true whether one uses a systematic investment process or a discretionary 
one. The main difference between the two is that quants typically use soft
ware 10 manage risk, whereas discretionary traders, if they usc software in 
the risk management process at a ll , primarily attempt merely to measure risk 
in some way, without any systematic process for adjusting their positions in 
accordance with predefined guidelines. 
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EXHIBIT 4.1 &hematic of the Black Box 

Whether a quan t uSeS a theoretical or empirical risk modd or some 
hybrid thueof. the goal is the same: The quant wants to identify wha t sys· 
tematic exposures are being taken, measure the amount of each exposure in 
a portfolio, and then make some determination about whether these risks 
are acceptab le. What is good about these kinds of analyses, a long witb many 
of the other quantitative risk-mode ling approaches, is that they require the 
quant to be intentional about risk-taking, ratber tban slapping togetber some 
positions that seem like good trades and more or less ignoring the inciden
ta l exposures these trades may share. For example, if oil prices become a 
dominant theme in investors' sentiment about the markets, positions across 
a va riety of sectors and asset classes can be dr iven by oil. T his Can lead to 

significant downside if a longstanding trend in tbe price of oil reverses. A 
risk modd may allow the quant to see this kind of exposure and make a 
choice about whether or not to do something abour it. This is an important 
point. Quantitative approaches to risk management, by virtue of seeking to 

measure and make explicit what exposures arc driv ing a portfolio, put the 
power into tbe hands of the portfolio manager to make ra tional, intentional 
decisions. Of course, whether this intentionality is helpfu l or hu rtfu I depends 
on the judgment of the portfolio manager, even among quants. Bur at least 
quantitative risk management techniques offer the opportunity to see what 
risks are present in a portfolio and to what extent. 

In the next chapter, we examine transact ion COSt modds, which are the 
fina l providers of input to he lp de termine the most desirable target portfolio 
for a quant. Before doing so, let's look at Exhibit 4. 1 to examine our progress 
through th is journey inside the black box. 
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Transaction Cost 

\Vithouf ("'gality, none can be n"ch, and with it, very few would 
be poor. 

5 

- Samuel Johnson 

SO far we hav~ examined alpha models and ri sk modd s, bOlh critical 
elements of the black box. The alpha model p lays Ihe role of the sta rry

eyed optimist, and tbe risk model plays the role of the nervous worrier. In 
Th is liTtle play, transaCTion cost models would ~ {he fruga l accnunlant. 

The idea behind transaction cost models is tbat it costs money to trade, 
which means thai one should not trade un less there is a very good ~ason 10 

do so. T his is nOI an o'"crly d raconian vicw of trad ing cos ts. ~lany highly 
successful quanlS estimate tha t their transaction costs eat away be tween 20 
and SO per~nI of their rerurns. 

In tbe world of quant {rading, tbere are only two reasons to make 
a trade: first, if it improves the odds or magnilUde of making money (as 
indicated by the a lpha model), o r se.:ond, if it reduces the odds or magnitude 
of losing money (as indicated hy the risk model). T hese reasons, however, 
are subjeCt to a caveat: A tiny, incremental improvement in Ihe reward or 
risk prospects of a ponfolio might not be sufficient to overcome the COSI 
of Ira ding. In other words, the benefitS of the trade need to d ear the hurdle 
of the cost of transacting. Neither the market nor your broker care what 
the benefi ts of a trade are . Rather, making a given trade utilizes services 
tha t COSt the same regardless of the purpose o r value the trade holds fo r the 
trader. A transaction cost model is a way of quan tifying the cos t of making 
a trade nf a given sile so that Ihis information can be used in con junction 
with the a lpha and risk models to de termine the best portfolio to hold. 

Note tha i transaction cost models a re not designed to minimize the 
cost o f trad ing, only to inform the portfo lio construCtion engine of the 

" 
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costs of making any given trade. The pan of tbe black box tbat minimizes 
costs is the execution algorithm, which we discuss at length in Chapter 7. 
It is less glamorous to dcscrilJ<, costs than it is to minimize them, but the 
former remains critically important. If a trader underestimates the cost of 
transacting, this can lead to tbe system making too many trades that have 
insufficient benefit, which in rum leads to a problem of ~bleeding" losses 
as a resuit of the constant acceptan~ of trading costs. If the trader over
estimates the cost of transacting, this can lead to too linle trading, which 
usually resulls in hold ing positions 100 long. Either way, the trader ends up 
wi th suboptimal performance, which highlights the importance of correctly 
estimating transaction costs. But there is a lso a tradeoff between using more 
complex models that more accurately describe transaction COSts and using 
less complex models that are faster and less computationally burdensome. 

DEFINING TRANI ACTION COITI 

It is useful to understand what the costs of trading actually are, since we 
are describing ways to model them. Transaction costs have three major 
components: commissions and fees, slippage, and market impact. 

Commissions and fees, the first kind of transaction costs, are paid to bro
kerages, exchanges and regu lators for the services they provide, namely 
access 10 OIher markct participants, improved security of transacting, and 
operational inrrastructure. For many quants, brokerage commission costs 
are rather small on a peNrade basis. Qualll traders typically do not utilize 
many of the services and personnel of the bank hut instead use only the 
bank's inrrastructure to go diro::tly to the market. The incremelllal cost of 
a trade to a bank is therefore very small , and even very low commissions 
can be profita ble. Given the volume of trad ing that quants do, they can 
be extremely profitable clients for the brokerages, despite the diminutive 
commissions they pay. Some quantS utilize significantly less of the bank's 
infrastructure and therefore pay even lower commission ra tes than others 
who use more and pay higher rates. 

Commissions are not the only costs charged by brokerages and 
exchanges. Brokers charge fees (which arc usually a componelll of the com
missions) for services known as clearing and 5ettlement. Clearing involves 
regulatory reporting and monitoring, tax handling, and handling failure, all 
of which are activities that must take place in advance of settlement. Settle
ment is the delivery of securi ties in e:<change for payment in full, which is 
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the fina l step in the life of a trading transaction and fulfills the obligations of 
both panies involved in the transaction. These services take dfort and there· 
fore cost money. And, given that many quants are doing tens of thousands 
of trades each day, the re can be a signi ficant amount of work invol,·ed. 

Exchanges and electronic matching networks provide a different kind 
of service from brokers, namely access to pools of liquidity. Exchanges 
must attract traders to their noors for trad ing, and this trading vo lume then 
a({racts other traders who are seeking liquidity. Exchanges, too, have some 
operational effort to make by virtue of their roles, and they also guarantee 
that both counterpan ies in a given trade uphold their contractual respon· 
sibilities. As such, exchanges also charge small f<,<, s for each transaCtion to 
cover their costs and risks (and, of course, to profit as a business). 

SlIplllII 

Commissions and fees certainly are nOt negligible, But nei ther are they the 
dominalll pan of transaction costs for most quallls. They are also basically 
fixed, which makes them easy 10 modeL If the all-in commissions and f<,<,s 
add up to, say, $0.001 per share, the quant mnst simply know that the trade 
in question is wonh more in terms of alpha generation Or risk reduction 
than this $0.001 per-share hurdle, On the other hand, slippage and market 
impact are considerably trickier to measure, modd, and manage. 

Slippage is the change in the price between the time a trader (or quant 
system) decides to transact and the time when the order is acmally at the 
exchange for execution. The market is conStantly moving, but a trading 
decision is made as of a speci fic point in time. As time passes between the 
decision being made and the trade being executed, the instrumelll being 
fo recast is likely to be moving away from the price at which it was quoted 
when the forecast was made. In fact, the more accurate the forecast, the 
more likely it is that the price of the instrument being forecast is aCtually 
going toward the expected price as more time passes. But the instrument 
makes this move without the trader benefiting, because he has not yet gotten 
his trade 10 market. Imagine a trader decides to sell 100 shares of CVX 
while the price is at $100.00 per share. When the trader finally gets the order 
through his broker and to the exchange, the price has gone down to $99.90 
per share, for a decline of $0.10 per share. This $0.10 per share is a COSt of 
the transaction because the trader intended to sell at $ 100.00, but in fact the 
price had already moved down to $99.90, In the event tha t the price actually 
moves up from $100.00 to $100.10, the trader gets to sell at a higher price, 
which means that slippage can sometimes be a source of positive return. 

Strategies that tend to suffer most from slippage are those that pur
sue n end·following strategies, because they are seeking to buy and se ll 
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instruments that (Irc already moving in the desired direction. Strategies that 
Icnd 10 suffer least from slippage, and for which slippage can sometimes ~ 
a positi!le, are Iho~ that arc mCan ,ev<'rl ing in orient.uion, because these 
stra tegies are usually trying to buy and sell instruments tbat are moving 
against them when Ihe order is placed. A quant trader's latency or speed to 
market has a large effect on the level of slippage his strategy will experience 
over time. This is becau~ slippage is a function of the amount of time that 
pas~s betw~n the order being decided and the order reaching Ihe market 
for execution. The mo~ latency in a trader's system or communications with 
Ihe marketplace, the more lime passes before her order gets to the market 
and the furth er the price of an instrument is likely to have moved away 
from the price when the decision was made. Worse still , the more accurate a 
fore.:ast, particula rly in the near te rm, the more damaging slippage will be. 

In addition to time, slippage is also a function of the volatility of the 
instrument being forecast. If we a re forecasting 90-day Treasury bills, which 
tend to move very slowly throughout the day and which can go some weeks 
without much movemem at all , it is likely that slippage is not a major factor. 
On the other hand, if we a rc fore.:asting a high-volatility Internet stock, 
sli ppage can be a ma jor issue. Google, Inc. (GOOG), has had an average 
daily range of 2.6 percem of its opening price, which is abou t 16 times la rger 
than its average move from one day to the neXT. Clearly, slippage makes a 
huge difference if you're trading GOOG. 

Market impact, the third and final major component of transaction COSIS, 

is perhaps the most important for quams. lbe basic problem described by 
market impact is that, when a trader goes to buy an instrument, the price of 
the instrument tends 10 go up, partly as a result of the trader's order. If the 
trader sells, the price goes down. At small order sizes, th is price movement 
usually bounces between the current best bid and offer. Howe.'er, for larger 
orders, the price move Can be substantial, ranging in the extremes, even to 
se"eral percentage points. r.-la rket impact, then, is a measurement of how 
much a given order ~moves" the market by its demand for liquidity. Market 
impact is normally defined as the difference between the price at the time a 
market order en ters the exchange and the price at which the trade is actually 
executed. 

The basic idea behind market impact is simple enough and is based 
on the ubiquitous principle of supply and demand. When a trader goes to 
market to execute a trade for some sile, someone has 10 be wi lling to "take 
the other side," or supply the size he is looking to trade. The bigger the size 
of the demand by a trader, the more expensive the trade will be because the 
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trad~r must access mor~ of the supply. A!. simple as the idea of markN impact 
is, quan tifying it is actually not so straightforward. On~ doesn 't know how 
much a particular trade impacts the market until the trade has already been 
compleT~d, which may be too late to be useful. Also, there are many other 
factors that can drive a given observation of market impact and that can 
complicate its measuremelll. For ~xamp l e, the number of other trades that 
are being made in th~ same direction aT th~ sam~ tim~ or whether news 
in the stock is causing impact to behave differently than normal are both 
issues that would affect measuremems of market impaCt and are nontrivia l 
to quantify. These other factors are also usua lly impossible to predict, much 
less COlllrol. Th~refore, market impact as used in transaction cost modding 
usua lly does not account for th~se factors bUT raTh~r focuses on the size of 
t h~ order relative to the liquidity present at th~ t i m~. Liquiditycan be defined 
in a number of ways, whether by the size ava ilable at the bid or offer or by 
measurements of the Mdepth of book," which relate to those bids or offers 
that have been pla~d away from the best bid/offer prices. 

In add iTion, t her~ could be some interaction between slippage and mar' 
ket impact that makes it tricky to segr~gate th~se two con~pts in a model. 
A stock might be trending upward while a trader is try ing to sell it, for 
example. In this case, both slippag~ and impact could look like negative 
numbers. In other words, the trader might deduce that he was actually paid, 
not charged, to sell the stock. For instance, assum~ thaT a trader decides to 
elll~r a market order to sell a stock he owns, and at that mom~nt, th~ stock's 
price happens to be S 100.00. But by the time his ord~r hiTS the mark~t , the 
stock, continuing its trend upward, is now trading at $100.05. Slippage is 
actua lly negative $0.05 because his order emered the marketplace at a morc 
favorabl~ price than the one at which he decided to se ll. But now assume 
that th~ pri~ continues to drift upward as his ordu mak~s its way to the 
front of the line of sale orders, simply because the markeTplace's demand to 
buy t h~ shares might simply overwhdm t h~ orders, including his, to sell it. 
The trader ultimately sells his stock at $100.20, generating negative market 
impact of 50.15 on top of the negative slippage of $0.05. Clearly, entering 
sdl orders does not usually mak~ stocks go up, but in this case, it might not 
be possible to differentia te impact from slippage or either concept from the 
mov~ the stock was making independ~ntly of the trader's order. Did his sdl 
order slow the rise of the stock somewhat, and if so, by how much? These 
are the kinds of complications that traders must account for in building 
transaction cost modds. 

Some kinds of trades further complicate the measurement of transaCTion 
costs. We have discussed trades that demand liquidity from th~ marketpla~, 
and these behave as one might expeCT intuitive ly: If a trader demands liquid· 
ity, there is a cost charged by those providing it. Looking at this from the 
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opposite perspective, someone gels paid 10 s"pply liquidity. HislOrically, {he 
pany [hal supplied liquidity was a market maker Or specialist whose job ;1 
was 10 make Su re thal l raders can execute an order when [hey wam 10. More 
recently, volumes aCr OSS many electronically t radable instruments have 
increased sufficient ly 10 allow for well-functioning marketplaces without 
the presence of a market maker in {he middle. 

Electronic Comrmmicalion Networks (feNs) are examples of plat forms 
for customers 10 trade dire.::d y with one another. T he main jobs of ECNs are 
10 atlrac! enough customers so that there is abundant liquidity in their ex
change and to provide robust technology so that their exchange can continue 
10 function without disruption. To allract providers of liquidity, ECNs have 
established methods to pay traders who provide liquidity and take payment 
from traders who demand liquid ity." might COSt something like three-ten ths 
of a penny per share for a trade r who buys shares at the offer or seUs shares 
at the bid, whereas those providing the bids and offers that are getting" hit" 
are earning closer to two-tenths of a penny. The ECN keeps the difference, 
around one-tenth of a penny per share, as its source of revenue. Some kinds 
of trading st rategies (usually mean reversion strategies) actually call for a 
mostly passive execution approach in which this act of providing liquidity 
is modeled as a source of profit due to the rebate programs that ECNs put 
in place to a ttract liquidity providers. 

TYPES OF TRANSACTION COST MODELS 

There arc four basic types of transaction cost models-flat, linear, piecewise
linear, and quadratic-all of which are t rying to solve the basic problem of 
how much it will cost to transact a given trade. Some of these costs arc fixed 
and known-for example, commissions and fees. r.-IodcJs of t ransaction 
costs use these fixed costs as a baseline, below which the cost of trading 
cannot go. Other costs, such as slippage and impact, arc va r iable and cannot 
be known precisely until they have b«n incurred. Slippage is affected by 
a number of factors, such as the volatility of the inst rument in question 
(i.e., the higher the volatility, the greater the expectation of slippage) or its 
prevailing trend (i .e., the stronger the trend, the more slippage is likely to 
cost if one attempts to transact in the direction of the trend). Impact also has 
many drivers, including the size of the order being execu ted, the amoun t of 
liquidity that happens to be available to absorb the order, and imbalances 
between supply and demand for the instrumen t at the moment. T raders use 
t ransaction cost models in an attempt to develop reasonab le expectations 
for the cost of an order of various sizes for each name they trade. 
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It is worth m~ntion ing that ~ach instrum~m has its own uniqu~ charac

teristics based on the investor base that tends to transact in it and the amount 
of liquidity and volatility present in the instrument over time. GOOG doesn't 
trade exactly like Amazon (AMZN), and CVX doesn't t rad~ exactly like 
XO}"1. As a result, in an effort to constantly improve their estimates of 
transaction COStS, many quams build separa te models for transaction costs 
for each instrument in thei r portfolios and allow each of these models 10 
evolve over time based on the trading data the quam collects from his 
execution syst~ms. In other words, many transaction cost models are highly 
empirical, allowing the actual, observable, recorded transaction data from 
a quant's own strategy to driv~ and evo lv~ th~ model over tim~. 

The total cost of transactions for an instrument, holding a ll else (such 
as liquidity, trend or volatility) constam, can be visualiz~d as a graph with 
the size of the order (in terms of do llars, shares, COntraclS, or the like) on 
the x-axis and the cost of trading on the y-axis. It is generally accepted 
by the quant community that the shape of this curve is quadrot;c, which 
means that the cost gets higher ever more quickly as the size of the trade 
gets larger (du~ to markN impact). Certainly many quants do model trans
aCtion COSts as a quadratic function of the size of the trade (more on this 
later). However, modding transaction costs this way can be more compli
cated and computationally intensive, whereaS the other choices of mode ling 
transaction costs are simpler and less intensive. 

With advanc~s in computer ha rdware and proc~ssors, the ~xtra compu
tational burdens arc now rather easily managed, but that does not al ter the 
fact that a proper quadratic cost function is inherently more complicated. 
These functions, from the simplest to most complex, are described in the 
following sections. 

Fill Trunclill CIII Modlll 

The first kind of transaction cost model is a {lot model, which means that 
the cost of trading is the same, regardless of the size of the order. This 
is ext remely straightforward computationally, but it is ra rely correct and 
is not widely used. A graph of a flat transaction cost model is shown in 
Exhihit 5. 1. 

As you can ~, this graph models the COSt of a trade as being fixed, 
regard less of the size of the trade, which is an assumption that seems obvi
ously incorr~CI in most circumstances. The main circumstance in which such 
a model is reasonable is if the size being traded is nearly always abou t the 
same and liquidity remains sufficiently cons tam. In this case, one can simply 
figure out the total cost of such a trade and assume that it will always COSt 
the same. This assumption is wrong, but its being wrong has no consequence 
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flINIIIT 5. 1 Flat T ransacrioll Cost Function 

because Ihe size of the trade is always the same. Note that where the so lid 
line crosses the dashed line, the modd is ~dose" to a cor~ct estimate of 
transaCtion CO$t$ . So, if tbis point of intersection corresponds IQ the siu of 
trad ing nonna lly done, and if the range of that trade size is within the region 
where the flat line is dose IQ the curved line, a flat {-cost modd may not be 
so problematic. 

U . .. r Trlu.etl • • Cllt Mldels 

The second kind of ttansaction COSt model is line"r, which means that the 
COSt of a transaction gets larger with a constant slope as the size of the 
transact ion grows larger, as shown in Exhibit 5.2. This is a better fit «[alive 
10 the {rue transaction cost, but it is sti ll mos tly us<:fu l as a shortcu t to 
building a pro~r model. 

As you can see, the linear transaction COSt model must trade off over
estimating costs at smaller trade sizes with underestimating costs at larger 
trade sizes. He«, again, the model is correct where the solid line crosses the 
dashed li ne and is ~dos<: to correct~ in the immediate vicinity of tha t in ter
section. As such, as ,,~th the flat t-COSt model, if the trades being done are 
always within that region, a li near t-cost model is reasonable. In any cas<:, 
aCross the curve, it ap~ars to be a better estimator of the real transaction 
COSt than is given by the flat transaction cost model. 
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EXHIBIT 5.Z Linear T rallSa~tion Cost Fun~tion 

Pllel.III-Lln.r Tr .... etln C .. t Modll. 

Piecewise-iiI/ear transaclion cost modds arc used 10 hdp wi th precision 
while using reasonably simple formulas to do so. The idea of a piecewise
linear Iransaclion COSI model is Iha l, in certain ranges, a linear eSlimale is 
aboul righi, bUI al some poinl, the curvature of the quadratic eSlimator 
causes a significant enough rise in Ihe slope of Ihe reallransaction COSI line 
Iha t it is worthwhile 10 use a new line from Iha t poin t on. This concepl is 
illustrated in Exhibit 5.3. 

As yon can see, the accuracy of Ihis type of model is significan tly beller 
Ihan wha t can be achieved wilh fl at o r linear modds across a much wider 
range of lrading sizes; as a resu ll, Ihis model is ralher popnlar among qnanls 
as a happy medium between simplicily and accuracy_ 

q •• dntle Tr . . .. etlo. Colt Mldel. 

Fina ll y, quanls can build qlladratic models of lransaclion COSIS. Th~e are 
computationa ll y the mOSI intensive because the function involved is not 
nearly as simple as whal is used for a linear model , or eVen for a piecewise
linear model. It has multiple terms, exponentS, and generally is a pain to 
build. A plo t of a quadratic transaction cost model is shown in Exhibi t 5.4_ 

This is dea rly the most ~accura te" estimate we have seen of ([ansaction 
costs. And yet it is nOI perfect, and it is significan tly more difficu lt 10 build 
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and utilize than a linear or piecewise linear model. You might be wondering 
how it is that we have estimated a quadratic funerion using a quadratic 
function and sti ll ended up with a less than perfect estimate of the true 
transact ion cost. The reason is that the solid line reflects wha t is expected, 
whereas the dotted line reflects what is actually ob5erved aner the fact. T his 
is a significant difference because the solid line must be specified before one 
trades, whereas the dOlled line is what is observed empirically after one 
trades. Because the actual transaction cost is an empirically observable fact 
and any estima tion of transact ion costs is a prediction, the prediction is 
unlikely to be perfect. Causes of differences between estimated and realized 
transaction costs might ind ude changes in liquidity or volatility in the in
strument over time or changes in the types of traders (e.g., market makers, 
hedge funds, mutual funds, or retail investors) who a re transacting in the 
same stock over time. Of course, the quant is trying as hard as possible to 
make good forecasts, but given that it is known that the forecast is very un
likely to be perfect and that speed and simplicity arc both also desirable, the 
tradeoff between accuracy and simplicity is one which requ ires the judgment 
of the quant. 

Regardless of the type of model used, the quant muSt describe the cost 
of trading each ins trument in her un iverse. After all, a less liquid small cap 
stock is likely 10 be more expensive 10 trade than a more liquid mega cap 
stock, and that must be a faeror in deciding how much of each 10 trade. 
Funhermore, the quant should refresh empirical estimations of transaction 
costs both to keep the model current with the prevailing market conditions 
as well as to indicate when more research is required to improve the model 
itself. 

IUMMARY 

The role of transaction cost models is simply to advise the portfolio construc
tion model how much it might cost to transact. lis job is not to minimize the 
cost of trading, just as the job of the alpha model is not to generate returns 
bu t rather to make forecastS and to provide these forecastS to the portfo lio 
cons truction model. Cost minimization happens in two phases. First, the 
portfolio const ruction model, using the input provided by the transaction 
cos t model, accounts for cost in genera ting a target portfolio. Second, the 
target portfolio is passed along to the execution algorithms, which explicitly 
attempt 10 transaer the desired portfoliO as cheaply as possible. 

There are several kinds of transaction model, ranging from extremely 
simple to rather complex. The simpler models a rc useful for traders who 
either do trades of roughly the same size in a given instrumen t all the time or 
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who trade in such small size that they can simply assume a modest cost and 
be close to correct most of the time. The more complex mode ls are useful for 
quanls who have the potential to trade significant, or significantly variable, 
quamilies of a given instrument in a shorl period. Any of Ihe four models 
described hc('(O can be valid in the right set of circumstances. The question 
10 consider is whether the modd chosen fits the app lication and facls of the 
situation. 

We turn our altenlion next to portfo lio construction models, which 
ul ilize the inputs provided by Ihe alpha, risk, and IransaClion cOSt models 
described over the past three cbapters, and come up wilh a la rgel porlfo lio 
designed 10 maximize returns relalive to risk. But first we check Our progress 
on {he map of {he black box in Exhibit 5.5. 
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No sensible decision can be made <lily longer without takillg into 
account not only the woTId as it is, but the world as it will he. 

- Isaac As imov 

Tbe goal of a portfolio construction mood is to determine what portfo lio 
the quant waots 10 own, The model acts like an arbitra tor, hearing the 

argumems of the optimist (alpha model), the ~ssim ist (risk model), and the 
cost-conscious accoun tan t (transaction cost model) and then making a deci
sion about how to proceed. The decision to allocate this or tha i amount 10 

the various holdings in a portfo lio is mosdy based on a balancing of consid
erations of expected rerum, risk, and transaction costs. Too much emphasis 
on the opportunity can kad to ru in by ignoring risk. Too much emphasis 
on the risk can lead to underperformance by ignoring the opportunity. Too 
much emphasis on transaction COStS can lead to paralysis ~cause this will 
lend 10 cause the Trader to hold positions inddinitely instead of taking on 
the cost of refreshing the portfo lio . 

Quantitative port foliO construction models come in twO major forms. 
The firST fam ily is ru le based. Rule-based portfolio conSTrUCTion models arc 
based on heuristics defined by the quant trader andean be exceedingly simple 
or rather complex. The heuriSTics thaT arc used arc generally rules {hat arc 
derived from human experience, such as by tria l and error. 

The second fa mily of quantitative portfolio construction models is opti
mized. OpTimizers UTilize a lgori{hmS--STep-by-step se{S of ru les designed to 
get the user from a starting point 10 a desired ending point-to seek the best 
way 10 reach a gool {ha t the quan{ de fi nes. This goal is known as an objective 
{unction, and the canonical example of an objeCTive function for an opti
mizer is 10 seek the portfoliO that generates the highest poss ible return for a 

7B 
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unit of risk. By th~ir natu~, optimiurs can ~ mor~ difficult 10 und~rstand 
at a great level of detail, but th~y a re straightforward conceptua ll y. 

As in the case of blending alpha models, discussed in Chapter 3, portfolio 
cons truction models are a fascinating area to study. Furthermore, portfo lio 
construction turns out to be a critical compon~nt of the investm~nt process. 
If a trader has a variety of investment ideas of varying quality but allocates 
t h~ most money 10 the worst ideas and the l~ast money to the ~st ideas, 
it is not hard to imagine this trader deli v~ring poor resnlts over time. At 
a minimum, his results would ~ greatly improved if he could improve his 
approacb to portfolio construction. And y~t actual solutions to tbe problem 
of how to allocate assets across the various positions in a portfolio are not 
exceedingly common. T his subject r«eiv~s rather a lot l~ss time and space 
in the academic journals and in practitioners' minds than ways to make 
a new alpha model, for example. This chapter will give you the ab ility to 
understand bow most quant practition~rs tackle tbis problem. 

RULE-BASED PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION MODELS 

Tbe~ a~ four types of rule·based portfolio construction models: ~qual posi· 
t ion weighting, equal risk weighting, alpha·driven weighting, and decis ion' 
tr~e weighting. The first two are t h~ simplest and have at thei r cor~ a philoso· 
phy of equal weighting; they differ only in what spt'cifically is being equally 
we ight~d. Alpha· dri.-en portfolio construction models mainly re ly on the 
alpba model for guidanc~ on tb~ corr~ct position sizing and portfolio con· 
struction. Decision·tree approaches, which look at a defined set of rules in a 
particular order to d~termin~ position sizing, can be rather simp l~ or amaz· 
ingly complex. I descri~ these approaches from simplest to most complex. 

Equ.1 Pllillo. W.lghtl •• 

Equal positi on ·w~igbted models are surprisingly common. These models are 
used by those who implicitly (or explici tly) ~lieve that if a position looks 
good enough to own, no oth~r information is need~d (or e v~n helpful) in 
determiniog its size. Tbe ootioo of the strength of a signal, which, as already 
discussed, is related to the size of a for~cast for a giv~n instrument, is ignored 
except insofar as the signal is strong enough to be wortby of a position at 
all. At first glance, this might seem like an overs implification of the problem. 
However, some serious quants have arriv~d at Ihis conclusion. Th~ hasic 
p~mise ~bind ao equal·weightiog modd is that any a ttempt 10 differentiate 
one posi tion from anoth~r has two potentially adv~rse consequ~nc~s, which 
ultimately outw~igh any potential benefit from an uo~qual w~ighting. In 
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OIher words, they choose an equal-weighting model because of the many 
disadvamages they see in unequal weighting. 

The first pntential problem with unequal weighting is that it assumes 
implicitly that there is sufficient statistical strength and power to predict not 
nnly the direction of a position in the futu re bu t also the magnitude and/or 
probabi lity of its mo,'e relative to the other forecasts in the portfolio. Quants 
utilizing equal-weighting schemes believe, instead, that the alpha model is 
only to be trusted enough to forecast direCtion, and as long as the forecast 
of direction is sufficiently large to justify trading the instrument at all, it is 
worth trading at the same size as any other position. 

The second potential problem with unequal weighting of a portfo lio 
is that it generally leads to a willingness to take a few large bets on the 
~best~ forecasts and many smaller bets on the less dramatic forecasts. T his 
weighting disparity, however, may lead to the strato:-gy taking excess risk of 
some id iosyncratic event in a seemingly auractive position. This can be the 
case rega rdless of the type of alpha used to make a forecast. For instance, 
in momentum-oriemed strategies, many of the strongest signals are those 
for which the unde rlying instrument has already moved the most (i.e., has 
showed the strongest trending behavior). In other words, it might be too late, 
and the trader risks getting his Strongest signals at the peak of the trend, 
just as it reverses. Simila rly, for mean reversion-oriented strategies, many of 
the largest signals are also for those instruments that have already moved 
the most and are now expected to snap back aggressively. But frequently, 
large moves happen because there is real information in the marketp lace 
that Iuds to a prolonged or extended trend. l bis phenomenon is known to 
statisticians as adverse selection bias. Mean reversion bets in these situations 
are characterized as "picking up nickels in from of a steamroller," which 
is a colorful way of saying that betting on a reversa l against a very strong 
trend leads to being run over if the trend continues, which it sometimes dexs. 
Analogous arguments can be made for almost all alpha strategies, making 
it easy to construct good arguments against unequal-weighting positions. 
Therefore, the basic a rgumem in favor of an equal-weighted approach is 
one of mitigating risk by diversifying bets across the largest usefu l number 
of positions. It is worth mentioning that equal weights are sometimes subject 
to constraints of liquidity, in tha t a position is weighted as d ose to equa lly as 
its liquidity will allow. Such liquidity considerations can be applied to each 
of the other rule·based allocation methodologies discussed in this chapter. 

EquI' Rllk Wlllllllng 

Equal risk weight ing adjusts position sizes inversely to their volatilit ies (or 
whatever other measure of risk, such as drawdown, is preferred). r.,·lore 
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EIIHIIIT 1.1 A Simpl~ Equal-Risk W~igh{ed Portfolio 

GOOG 
XOM 

Equal Weigh! 

50% 
50% 

Volatility 

2.5% 
2.0% 

INSIDE THE BLACK BOX 

Volatility-Adi uSlcd Weight 

39% 
61% 

volatile positions arc given smaller allocations, and less volatile posi tions 
are given larger allocations. In this way, each position is equa[iud in the 
portfolio, not by the size of the " lJ oc.Uian bu t rather by the amount of 
risk that tbe allocalion contribUies to the portfolio. An example is shown 
in Exhibit 6.1, which shows an example of a two-stock portfolio. As you 
can sec, the morc volatile stock (GOOG) gets a smaller a llocation in the 
portfolio than the less volatile stock (XOM). 

The rationa le is straightforward. A smalJ-.;:ap stock with a significant 
amount of price volatility mighl not deserve quite the same allocation as a 
mega cap stock with substantially less volatility. Pu{[ing an equal number 
of dollars into these two positions might in fact be taking a much larger 
and inadven ent real bet on the small cap stock. This is because the small 
cap stock is much more volati le, and therefore c,·cry do llar allocatcd to that 
stock would move the portfolio morc than the same dollars allocatcd to the 
larger cap (and, likely, less volatile) position. As such, some quants who 
be lievc that equal weighting is the most appropria te method will utilize an 
equal risk-weighting approach in an effort to improve the true diversificat ion 
achicved. 

Howevcr, thc equal risk-wcighting approach also has its shortcomings. 
Whatever unit of risk is equaliJ.td, it is a lmost always a backward-looking 
mcasurement, such as volatili ty . Instrumcnts with highcr volatili tics would 
have smaller allocations, whereas lower-volatility instruments would have 
larger alloca tions. But wha t if thc Icss volatilc instrumcnts suddenly became 
the more vo latile ? This is not merely a hypothetical question. For many 
years, bank stocks were very stable . Then, in 2008, they suddenly became 
highly volatile, more so even than many technology stocks. Any backward
looking analysis of the volatility of stocks that didn't emphas iJ.t the last 
debacle among financia l stocks (10 ycars ca rl ic r, in 1998) would likely have 
been misled by the steady behavior of these stocks for the several years prior 
to 2008, and therefore an equa l-risk model is likely to ha'·c held much largcr 
positions in banks than were warranted once volatili ty spikcd in 2008. 

IIlphl-Dl'lv •••• Ighll •• 

A third approach to ru le-based portfolio construction determincs position 
sizes based primarily on the alpha model. The idea here is that the alpha 
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model d iclates how a[(ractive a position is likely to be, and this signal is the 
best way to size the position correctly. Still, most quants who utilize this 
approach would not allow the size of the largest position to be unlimited. 
As such, they would use the risk model to provide a maximum size limit 
for a single position. Given the limit, the st rength of the signal determines 
how dost to the maximum the position can actually be. This is much like 
grading on a curve, where the "best score ~ receives the largest position size, 
and the scores below the best receive smaller sizes. 

The types of constrain ts used with this approach to port folio construc
tion can also include limits on the size of the total bet on a group k .g., sector 
or asstt class). For example, one could constrain ind ividual positions to be 
less than 3 percent of the portfolio and each sector to be less than 20 percent. 
There still needs to be a function that relateS the magnitude of the forecast 
to the size of the posi tion, hut these functions can genera lly be straightfor
ward, and in general, the bigger the forecast, the larger the position. Alpha 
weighting is favorcd hy somc quants because it cmphasizes making money, 
which is after all the goal of the whole exercise. However, quant strategies, 
such as futures trend following, that utilize this method can suffer sharp 
drawdowns rela tively frequcntly. This is because thcse models usually have 
the largest signals when a price trend is a lready well established. A!. the trend 
proceeds, thc size of thc position grows, but this will oftcn lea"c the tradcr 
with his largest position just when the trcnd reverses. Caution is thcrefore 
adv isable when utilizing an alpha-driven portfoliO construction algorithm, 
because such an approach causes a heavy reliancc on thc alpha model being 
right- not only ahout its forecast of the direction of an inst rument but also 
ahoutthc size of the movc the instrumcnt will make. 

Dlclllon-T"'1 MIIIIII 

The fou rth rule-based approach to portfolio cOnstruction is known as a de
cision tree. It might be easiest to explain a decision-tree portfolio allocation 
modd hy example. Imagine an alpha modd based on trend following that 
ou tputs + I if it is cxpecting an instrument's price to risc, ° if it is expect
ing no significant change in price, and -1 if it is expecting a decline in the 
instrument's price. Now imagine we want to inco rporate a second type of 
alpha model--say, a va lue. strategy, which provides the same format of out
put as we JUSt described for the trend model (i.e ., +1, 0, or -1). Assume 
furth er tha t we have th rec assets: Asset A is a "cry low-Tisk asse t, Asset B is 
a medium-risk asset, and Asset C is also a medium-risk asset but with less 
liquidity than Asset B. As the final output of Our model, we want to know 
the percentage of our portfolio to allocate to each asset (i.e ., the position 
size for each aSSet in percentage terms). A decision-tree allocation system for 
this rramework might look likc Exhibit 6.2. 
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flINIIIT 8.Z Example of a De.:ision-T l ee Portfolio Construction Model 

In Ihis example, we sec that there is a decision path to arrive at the per
centage allocation for a given instrument, depending on what rhe alpha mod· 
els (trend and value ) arc forecasting and what instrument it is lA, E, or Cl. To 
ill ustrate how 10 read the tree, assume that Asset A gOI a trend score of + 1 
and a va lue score of 0, meaning that the trend model predicted Asset A would 
go up and the va lue model predicted Asset A to be unchanged. How much 
of Asset A should we have in our pon folio? The answer is 5 percent, and;1 
comes from following the + 1 branch of the trend alpha, then the 0 branch 
of the value alpha, and then find ing Ihe largel size of Assel A al 5 percenl. 

It is worth nOling Ihat the percenlage IimilS themselves can be functions 
of the risk modd and/or transaction cost model. For example, Asset A 
might be the least risky and most liquid, but an unconstra ined t re<: may 
have wanted to give il a 15 percent allocation in the case that both Ihe va lue 
and lrend models had Ihe same scores. BUI if we assume Ihal Ihe risk modd 
constrains the la rgest position of any securiry 10 be not more than 7 percent 
of the portfolio, rega rdless of its merits, the position is limiled to 7 percenl 
instead of 15 percent. Or imagine the case where Asset C and Asset B are 
equally volatile but Asset C is less liquid than Asset B. In this scenario, the 
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transaction COSt modd might constrain the maximum sile hdd in Asset C, 
because larger position sizes in less liquid names imply larger transactions 
costs from inc~ased market impact. 

This example was a fairly simple portfo lio construction decision tree 
with me~ly tWO alpba modds and three ty~s of assets . You can easily 
imagine that the number of outcomes can grow dramatically if we indude 
more alpha models or mo~ types of positions. It is impossible, given the 
variety of decision-tree algorithms that can be imagined and effectivdy used, 
to give a broad judgment as to their strengths or weaknesses. Certainly there 
are tradeoffs 10 consider between simpler t~es, which may oversimplify the 
problem of portfolio construction, and more complex trees, which may be 
very difficult to troubleshoot or even build correctly. 

" •• II'Y 01 Rull·hlld POI'Ullio 
Cln.trlCllon MIIIII. 

Regardless of wbicb type of rule-based portfolio construction model is used, 
the alpha model, risk model, and t-COSt model can be incorpora ted in POrt
folio building. In an equa l-weigh ted model, for example, constrain ts on the 
equal weighting can exist because certain instruments are too ex~nsive to 
transact in, according to the transaction cost mode l. Obviously, the exact 
nature of tbe interaction between tbe other componeuts of the black box and 
the portfo lio construction model depends entirely on the type of portfo lio 
construction model. For example, a decision-tree model may make usc of a 
risk modd in an emirely different way than a portfolio construct ion model 
tha t relies primarily on the alpha model, subject to constrain ts from the risk 
model. 

To summarize, rule-based portfolio construction models can be 
extremely simple (as in tbe case of an equal-weighted portfolio) or ratber 
complex (in the case of a decision tree with many layers). The cballenge 
common to all of them is to make the ru les that drive them rational and 
well ~asoned . We will discuss more about the way quants choose portfolio 
construction methods later in th is chapter. 

PORTFOLIO OPTIMIZER I 

Portfolio optimization is one of the most important topics in quantitative 
linance. This is one of the first areas in Quant finance to receive the atten
tion of serious academic work; in fact, the case could eas ily be made that 
tbe father of quantitative ana lysis is Harry Markowitz, wbo publisbed a 
landmark paper entitled "Portfolio Selection."l He invented a technique 
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known as mean variance optmllzatioll, which is still ubiqu itous today, 
though much sophistication has been built around its core. In 1990, he 
shared a Nobel Prize with William Sharpe for bOlh their contributions to 
the understanding of the quantitative ana lysis of portfolio construction. 

Portfo lio optimizers a rc based on the principles of modern portfolio 
theory a.,IPT), which a~ canonical in the asset management industry. The 
core T<~nel of MI'" is thaI investors are inheren tly risk averse, meaning that 
if two assets offer the same return but different levels of risk, investors will 
prda the less risky asset. A corollary is tha i investors will take on extra risk 
only i f they e xpect to fe>:civ(' extra return as compensation. This introduced 
tbe concept of risk-adjusted retllrn. Mean variance optimiwtion is a fonna l 
way of building portfolios based on 1o.1l'T. Mean and variance are two of 
tbe inputs to tbe optimizer, and tbe output is a set of porlfolios tbat bave 
the highest return at each level of risk. The mean in question is the aver· 
age e:<pected return of each asset being evaluated. Variance is a proxy for 
the expected risk of each asset and is computed as the standard dev iat ion 
of the returns of the various assets one is considering owning. A third input 
to tbe optimizer is tbe expected correlation matrix of tbese same assets. 
Using these inputs, the optimizer delivers a set of portfolios that offer the 
highest possible return for va rious Ie"ds of risk, known as the efficient fran· 
tier. Several other inputs are utilized by quams in real trading app lications, 
including (a) the size of the portfolio in currency terms; (b) the des ired risk 
levd (usually measured in terms of volatility or expected drawdown); and (c) 
any other constraints, such as a "hard to borrow" list provided by a prime 
broker in equity trad ing, which reduces the si1A: of the universe with which 
the optimizer can work. T bese inputs are not required by the optimizer, and 
the first two are a lso mostly arbitrary, but they help yield a port folio that is 
practical and useful to tbe quant trader. 

The reason these strategies a re ca lled optimiUT$ is that they are seeking 
to find tbe maximum (optimal ) va lue of a function tba t bas been specified 
by the researcher. Tbis function is known as the ob;ectille flll/ctiol/, where 
objective is used in the sense of goo/. The optimizer seeks this goal by an al· 
goritbm tbat conducts a directed search among tbe various combinations of 
instruments available to it. As it examines the return and risk characteristics 
of a given combination, it compares tbis with previously examined combi· 
nations and detects what seems to cause the porlfolio's behavior to improve 
or degrade. By this method, the optimizer is able to rapidly loca te a series 
of optimal portfolios, which are those for which returns cannot be bested 
by those of any Other portfo lio at a given level of risk. What is allowed or 
disa llowed is determined by tbe alpba model, risk model, and transaction 
cost model. l be objective function that many quaots use is the same as 
the original: max-imizing the return of a port folio relative to the vola tility 
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of th~ pOrl folio's returns . How~v~r, an infinite a rray of objeCtive funClions 
can be used. For example, one could specify an objective. function tha i will 
cause Ihe optimizer to maximize portfolio return rdative to peak-to-valley 
drawdown instead of return vola tility. The use of retu rn versus risk is itself 
entire ly optional, and one could very easily optimize an ob jective function 
focused ~ntirel y on the tOlal ~xpect~d r~tum of a portfo lio. 

In.ltl t. OplllllZlllu 

The inputs required for an optimizer, as already mentioned, are expected 
returns, expected volatility , and a corrdation matrix of the va rious instru
ments to ~ considered for the portfo lio. It is worth understanding where 
practitioners get the es timales and ~xpecta tions used in optimiza tion fro m, 
since th~y are critical to the model itself. We consider each of the aforem~n 

lioned inputs in order . 

EX.lclld Rilurl In more traditional finance, such as priva te wealth man
agem~nt, ~xpecled r~tums ar~ usually set 10 equal v~ry long-term historical 
re turns because usually the goal is to crea te a strategic asset a llocation that 
won'l need to ~ dynamically readjusted. By contrasl, quams tend to use 
their a lpha models to drive expected return. As we mentioned in our d iscus
sion of alpha models, the output of Ihe alpha model typically includes an 
expec t~d return and/or an expected direc tion. For~casts of direction can ~ 
used as forecasts of retu rn simply by making all positive forecasts equal and 
all n~gali ve fOreCaSIS equal. 

EX.lcUd 'olalllll, Many practitioners, whether in traditional finance or 
in quan t trading, tend to use historical measures fo r the sc.:ond input to 
the. optimizer, namdy volatility. Some, however, develop and usc their own 
fo r~asts of volatility. l be most common approaches 10 fo r~casting vola til
ity utilize stochas tic volatility models. Stochas tic, in Greek, means random. 
In statistics , a stochas tic process is one thai is somewhat predictable hut tha t 
has some element of unpredictability or randomness built in. The bas ic idea 
behind the stochaslic family of vo latility forecasting methods is thai vola til
ity goes through phases in which it is at high levels, follow~d by periods in 
which it is at low levels (i.e., the somewhat predictab le phases of the vola til
ity cyd~), with OCcasional jumps (Ihe som~wha t random and unpredictable 
part). The most widely used such t~hnique is ca lled Generalized Autore
gressive Conditiollai Heteroskedasticity (GARCH ), which was proposed in 
1986 in the joumai of Econometrics by the Danish econometrician Tim 
BoiJers lev.2 Other approaches to stochastic vo latility modeling and va riants 
of Ihe original GARCH fo recast abound. All these techn iqu~s bas ically share 
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ElIHIBIT 8. ' Historical S&P 500 Volatility 

the notion that volatility goes through clustered periods of rdative calm, fol
lowed by periods of swings, fo llowed by a ~turn 10 calm, and so forth . T his 
can ~ seen in Exhibit 6.3 as being a relatively useful way to describe market 
volatility. From 2000 to ZOO3, tbe S&P 500 was rather volatile . This was 
followed by a period of calm from mid-2oo3 [0 mid-lOO7, and after that 
by another period of extreme volatility from mid-2oo7 through 2008. Even 
during tbe relatively calm period, short, ~mingly periodic bursts in volatil· 
ity occurred. GARCH types of models do a rtasonable job of forecasting 
volatility in this sort of petlern. 

Indeed, there exiSt many other approaches to forecaSting volatility, and 
they Can be understood in much the same way that we evaluated strategies 
for forecasting price. They tend 10 make forecasts based on ideas of trend, 
re'·ersion, or some fundamenta l model of volatility; they Can be made over 
various time horizons; they can forecast either the volatility of a single 
instrument or the relative volatility of more than one instrument, and so 
forth. GARCH forecasts, for example, combine elements of trend and mean 
reversion in forecasting volatility. 

Ellllciid ClrPlIIII.. T he th ird input to the optimizer is the correlation 
matrix, which offers researchers few approaches 10 compUlingor forecasting 
it. Corre lation is at hea rt a meaSu re of the similarity of the movements 
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of two instruments, exp«ssed In a number between -1 and + 1. A + 1 
correlation implies exact similarity, whereas a - I correlation implies that 
the two instruments arc exactly opposite, or anti-cor«[ated. A 0 cor«[ation 
is perfect non·correlation and implies that the two instruments are entirely 
dissimilar but not opposite. 

The« are a number of problems ,,~th using standard cor«lation mea· 
sures in quan t trading, most of which we will address a t various points 
later. Alost relevant for the moment, the measu«ment of the relationships 
between twO instrumentS can be very unstable over time. They can even be 
un«[iab[e over long time periods. For example, imagine a portfolio with 
tWO investments: one in the S& P 500 and one in the Nikkei 225. Taking the 
data on both since January 1984, we can see that these two indices correlate 
at a level of 0.37 since inception. The range of cor«lations ohserved using 
weekly returns over any consecutive 365 calendar days (a Tolling year) is 
shown in Exhibit 6.4. 

You can see tbat tbe level of correlation observed between the S&P 500 
and tbe Nikkei 225 depends quite a [Ot on exactly when it is measured. 
Indeed, tbis corrdation reaches tbe lowest point in tbe sample 1+0.01) in 
Oerober 1989 and by mid·2oo8 was at its highest point 1+0.66). What's 
worse, the correlation between these indices went from +0.02 to + 0.58, 
and then back to +0.0 1 all du ring the course of about fou r years, from 
NO"ember 1985 un til October 1989. Even using a rolling fi ve·year window, 
the range is + 0.21 10 + 0.57. 

If the strategy specifies appropriate groupings of instruments, as in our 
earlier example of industry groups, the stability of the correlations over time 
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improves. T his speci fication can be made either in the defini tion of relative in 
a rdative alpha st rategy and/or in the specificat ion of the risk model. So, for 
example, if Ihe model groups together companies such as XOM and CVX, 
this can be seen as reasonable, because these two companies have much in 
common. Both have market capitalizations on the same general scale, both 
are oil companies, bOlh arc based in the United States and have global opera
t ions, and so on. Meanwhile, a comparison Ixl",.:.:n CVX and Sun Microsys
('rns (JAVA) might be less defensible based on fundamental faCtors, such as 
the fact that JAVA isn '{ an oil company bu t is a much smaller capitalization 
company in Ihe technology seCtor. Somewh;lI prediCtably, this theoretical 
difference in the comparability between these two pai rs o f stocks (XOM vs. 
CVX, CVX vs. JAVA) also bears out in the data, as shown in Exhibit 6 .5. 

As you can see, CVX and XOl\·1 correlate relatively well over the enti re 
20+ ·year period shown. The lowest correlalion level observed belween Ihis 
pair is approximately 0.40, and the highest is 0.S9. l be correlalion over the 
entire period is 0.70. Meanwhile, CVX and JAVA correlale poorly, 011 a level 
of only 0 .14 over the whole sample, with a minimum Iwo·year correlat ion 
of - 0.14 and a maximum of 0.36. Furthermore, the correlation between 
CVX and XOM changes more smoolhly over lime Ihan Ihal between CVX 
and JAVA. Though both pairs can be said to be somewhat unstable, it is 
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quit~ cl~a r that grouping CVX ,,~th XOM is I~ss likely to ~ problematic 
than grouping CVX with JAVA. To ~ clear, the instabi lity of correlations 
among financial instrum~nts is more or less a fact of tbe world. It is not the 
fault of optimizers, nOr of correlation as a statistic, that this happens to ~ 
tbe. case in tb~ finance industry. 

O.lililulion Tlcllnllll .. 

Th~re are many types of optimizers. They range from basic cop i~s of 
Markowitz's original specification in 1952 to sopbisticat~d machine learn· 
ing t~cbn iques. This section provid~s an overvi~w of the most common of 
these approaches. 

Uicolilralo.~ 0.111111.1110 Th~ most basic form of an optimizer is one 
tbat has no constraints; for example, it can suggest putting 100 percent 
of a portfolio in a singl~ instrum~nt if it wants. !ndud, it is a quirk of 
unconstrained optimizers that they often do exactly that: propose a single· 
instrum~nt portfolio, whue all the money would ~ inv~st~d in the instru· 
ment with th~ highest risk·adjusted return. 

Clilirailid 0.11.1111111 To address th is problem, quantS figur~d out 
how to add constraints and penal ties in the optimization process, which 
forces mor~ ~r~asonab l e~ solutions. Const raints can incJud~ position limits 
(e.g., not more than 3 percent of the portfolio can ~ allocated to a given 
position) or limits on va rious groupings of instruments (e.g., not more than 
20 perCent of tbe portfolio can ~ invest~d in any seCtOr). An inter~sting 
conundrum for tbe quant, however, is tbat, if tbe unconstrained optimiz~r 
would tend to choose unacceptable solutions, to tb~ extent tbat const raints 
are applied it can hccome the case that the constraints drive the portfo lio 
construct ion more tban the optimizer. For ~xample, imagine a port folio of 
100 instrum~n ts, witb the optimizer limited to allocating no more than 1.5 
percent to any single position. The average position is naturally 1 percent 
(11100 of tbe portfolio). So, the very ~st positions (according to the alpha 
mooel ) are only 1.5 times the average position, which is re latively dose 
10 equal·wdgbt~d . This is fin~. bur it somewhat dd~a ts tb~ purpose of 
optimizmg. 

Ilnk·Uttlr •• 1 0.11111111111 Fischer Black, of Black·Scholes fame, and 
Bob Litterman, of Goldman Sachs, in 1990 produced a n~w optimiza ' 
tion m~thod tbat was first introduced in an internal memo at Goldman 
but was later publ ished in 1992 in the Financial Analyst5 JOllma/.J Their 
Black·Litterman optimizer addr~sses some of tb~ problems associated with 
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errors in {he measurement of inputs to an optIm Izer, r.,·lost important, 
they propo~d a mNhod of blending an investor's expt'ctalions ,,~tb a de
gree of confidence about thost ('xpecr;lIions, aod these with the historical 
precedent evident in the data. For example, imagine that CVX and XOM 
correl,He at 0.7 historically, but going forward, a trader's alpha model fore
casts that XOr.! wi ll rally while CVX will fall. In this case, the correlation 
~tween CVX and XOM ovu the ('("riod bdog forecast may Ix quile low, 
perhaps even negative, desp ite Ihe evidence from hiSlQry. Black-Liuerman 
provided a way to adjust historically observed correlation levels by utilizing 
Ihe inveslQr's forecasts of r<'lUrn for the various instruments in question. 
Furthermore, to the extent that the investor has greater confi dence in some 
forecasts and less in others, this fact can be incorporated. If the investor 
forecasts significant di'·ergence between instruments that historica lly have 
correlated at a high level but has a low level of confidence in the forecast, 
something much closcr to the historical level of correlation is uscd. To the 
extent that the investor has greater confidence, the forecast returns playa 
more important role in determining the correlat ion c~fficient ut ilized by the 
Biack-Litterman optimizer. Some quants prefer th is method of optimization 
becausc it allows for a more holistic approach to combining the alpha model 
with the other inputs to optimization. 

Srl.old I'~ "h'l "~PrlU~: O~II.III'1 flcllr 'Irll,1I1I Another kind 
of optimizer that bears mentioning is described in Grinold and Kahn's sem
inal Active Portfolio Management: This kind of portfolio opt imizat ion 
technique is di rectly aimed at building a portfo lio of signals, whereas most 
optimizers try to size positions. The method of optimizing proposed by Gri 
nold and Kahn is fairly widely used. The idea of this approach is to build 
factor portfolios, each of which a re usually rule-based (in fact, very often 
equal-weighted or equal risk-weighted) portfolios based on a single tylX" of 
alpha forecast. So, for example, one could imagine bui lding a momentum 
portfo lio, a value portfolio, and a gro\\1h portfo lio . Each of these port fo
lios is in turn simulated historically, as though it were making stock picks 
through the past. For instance, the value factor's portfolio would look back 
at the historical data and simulate the results it would have achieved by buy
ing undervalued instruments and shorting overvalued instruments through 
this historical sample, as though it were reliving the past. In this way, a time 
series of the returns nf these simulated faCtor port folios is generated. These 
simula ted factor portfolio returns are then treated as the instruments of a 
portfo lio by the optimizer. 

One benefit of this approach is that the number of factor portfolios 
is typica lly much more manageable, usually not more than about 20, cor
responding to the number of individual factors. What is therefore being 
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optimized is not a portfolio of thousands of instruments bUl rather the mix
ing of a handful of factor pou folios. This is ceu ainly an easier hurdle to 
d ear in terms of the amount of data needed. Factor portfo lio optimization 
allows for the inclusion of the risk model, transaction cost model, portfo lio 
size, and risk target as inpUlS, in much the same way as described for other 
optimizers. 

Given the weight of each model, we ultimately need to ascertain the 
weight of each position. The way that each position's weight is compUled in 
this approach is puhaps easiest to understand by example. Imagine we have 
two alpha faClors, both of which yield only a directional forecast (i.e., + 1 
for a buy signal or -I for a sell signal). We have tOO stocks in the faClor 
portfolios, which are equally weighted for simplicity's sake. This means that 
each stock is 1 percent of each faClor portfolio. Let's assume that the faClor 
optimization procedure dicta ted that we should have a 60 percent weight 
on the fi rst faClor portfo lio and a 40 percent weight on the second. The 
allocat ion to any stock in this example is I percent (the weight of each name 
in each factor portfolio) times The signal given by that factor (i.e., long Or 
short) times the weight of each faClor portfolio. Let's say that the first alpha 
faClor's forecast for a given company is +1, and the second is -1. So the 
total allocation to The comlXlny is [(1 %) • (+ I) • (60%)] + [( 1 %) • (- I) • 
(40%)] = +0.2%, meaning that we would be long 0.2 percent of our port
fo lio in this company. 

RIII.III.~ EfII,lln,y In Efficient Asset Management, Richard 1.Iichaud 
proposed yet another approach to portfolio construClion models! Rather 
than proposing a new type of optimization, howevu, Michaud sought to 

improve the inputs to optimization. His " Resampled Efficiency" technique 
may address oversensitivity to estimation error. Michaud argues that this 
is in faCt the single greatest problem with optimizers. Earlier, we gave the 
example of the instability of the correla tion between the S&P 500 and 
Nikkei 225. This implied that, if we used the past to set expectations for 
the future-in other words, to estimate the correlation between these two 
instruments going forward- we arc reasonably likely to have the wrong 
estimate at any given time, relative to the actua l correlation that will be 
observed in the futu re. A quant will have such estimation errors in the alpha 
forecasts, in the volatility forecasts, and in the correlation estimates. It turns 
oUI that mean variance optimizers arc extremely sensi ti ve 10 these kinds of 
errors in that even small differences in expectations lead to la rge changes in 
the recommended port folios. 

Michaud proposes to resample the data using a tcchnique called MOllte 
Carlo simu[atiollto reduce the estimation error inherent in the inputs to the 
optimizer. A MoniC Carlo simulation reorders the actua lly observed results 
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many [im~s. thereby crea ting a large number of lime series all based on 
tbe same unde rlying observations. For example, imagine we are testing a 
trend.following strategy tha t is based on the d osing prices of the S& P 500 
from 1982 through 2008. But now we want to get a sense of how rohust 
the strategy might be if the futu~ d~sn'l look exactly [ike the past. So, we 
call lake the r('turn distribution of the 5&1' 500, which tells llS how often 
tbe S& P gains or loses va rious amouuts, and use it to creatc a large number 
of alternate hislOries for the index. Sy reshuffling the returns in Ihis way, 
we have less dependence on the past looking just like the fu ture, because we 
now have thousands of "pasts H over which [0 tes t our strategy. Interestingly, 
the average return and the volatility of returnS will remain the Same across 
all these alternate histories because they a« based on tbe same underlying 
return d islTi bu tion. But now we Can see how often Our strategy performs 
well or poorly across a ll these hypothetical scena rios and therefore how 
likely it is to work well or poorly in a future that migh t not resemhle the 
past precisely. This technique is thought to produce more robust predictions 
tban a« possible from simply using only tbe actual sequence of returns the 
instrument exhibited, in that the researcher is Capturing more aspects of the 
behavior of the instrument. It is this intui tion that is at the heart of r.,·lonte 
Carlo simulations. 

Dltl-MI.I •• A •• rlle ... tl O.U. luUI. As a final no te on tbe types of 
optimizers, we turn our attenrion brieRy to data-mining approaches ap
plied to port folio construction models_ Some quanrs use machine learning 
techniques, such as supervised learn ing or genetic algorithms, to help with 
the problem of optimiza tion. The argument in favor of machine learning 
techniques in portfolio cons truction is that mean va riance optimiza tion is 
a form of data mining in that it invo lves searching many possible POrt
folios and attempting to find tbe ones tba t exhibited tbe best cbaracteris
tics, as specified by the objective funCtion of the optimizer. But the field 
of machine lea rning aims to do much the same thing, and it is a field 
that has received more rigorous scientific attention in a wide variety of 
disciplines than portfo lio optimization, which is almost exclus ively a fi 
nancia l topic. As sucb, tbere may be good a rguments for considering ma
chine learning approaches to finding the optimal portfo lio, especia lly due to 
the qua lity of those algorithms relative to the mean variance optimiza tion 
tecbnique. 

FI.,I Thol._11 In D.II.lullon 

O ne inreresting byproduct of portfolio optimization is tbat there are in
stances in which an instrumenr that is fo recast to have a positive return in 
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Ihe fUlUre by Ihe alpha modd migbl end up as a short posilion in Ihe fina l 
portfolio (or vice versa). How can Ihis happen? Imagine we are Irading a 
group of equilies in Ihe Uni led Siaies and Ihal one of Ihe conSlrainlS imposed 
on Ihe optimizalion by Ihe risk modd is Ihal the portfo lio muSI be neUira l 
10 each indUSlry group. In o lher words, for every dolla r of long posi lions 
wilhin, say, Ihe software industry, we mUSI have a corresponding dollar of 
short posilions wilhin Ihe same induslry (TO Creale a uro neT posilion in Ihe 
software industry). But whal if we have posiTive return expectations for ev
ery stock in the software induslry? The optimizer would likdy be long those 
software companies wiTh The highest posiTive re turn e:<peCTations and short 
Ihose software companies wilh the lowest positive return expeCTations. 

O rta inly, among sophislicaled qUaOl$ Ihal use oplimizers 10 build Iheir 
portfolios, the most simplislic optimization lechniques (particular ly uncon
strained) are in the minority. Still, though Ihe intu ition behind optimization 
is sound, the technique itself is perhaps the mOSI properly labeled "black 
box~ part of the quant Irading system. The OUiput is sometimes confusing 
relalive 10 Ihe inputS because of Ihe complexily of Ihe iOleraCTions among 
an alpha model, a risk modd, and a transaction cost model, along with 
Ihe constraints of size and des ired risk level. Compounding the complexity, 
we have 10 consider the in teraction among various kinds of alpha facrors 
wilhin Ihe alpha model. That said, it is highly likely thai the larger posilions 
in Ihe portfolio are Ihose wilh Ihe strongeSI expecled relurns. The strange 
behavior described here-having a position in the opposite direclion as the 
alpha model' s forecasl- is observable mainly with Ihe smaller positions in 
Ihe portfolio because it is among These Tha t Ihe expecled relUrns can be 
overcome by transaction cost or risk management considualions. 

OUTPUT OF PORTFOLIO CONITRUCTION MODELl 

Regardless of Ihe type of pon folio const ruction approach used, the output 
of The quantitalive portfo lio constrUCTion model is a targeted portfo lio: the 
desirab le individual positions and the targeted sizes of each. This ta rget port
folio is compared to the current portfoliO, and the differences are Ihe Ira des 
Ihat need 10 be done. In the case that a brand-new portfolio is being built 
from scratch, all the posilions recommended by the portfolio construct ion 
model wi ll need TO be executed. If, instead, the quant is rerunning Ihe port
folio construction model as she would do periodically in the normal course 
of business, she would need to do only the incremenlal trades that close the 
gap between Ihe newly recommended portfo lio and the existing portfo lio 
she holds . It is, as you have guessed by now, also interesting to consider how 
often the quan t reoplimizes her portfolio. 
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HOW qUANTI CHOOSE II PORTFOLIO 
CONITRUCTION MODEL 

INSIDE THE BLACK BOX 

I hav~ ob~rv~d thai th~ significant major ity of quants using ruJ~-ba~d allo
cation systems S«'m to take an "intrinsic ~ alpha approach (i .c., they forecast 
individual instruments rather than forecasting instruments rdative 10 each 
other). Most, bu t not all , of these are actually fu tures traders. Meanwhile, 
quanls utilizing optimizers tend 10 ~ focused on a ~ rela{jve ~ alpha ap
proach, most typica ll y found among equity market oC UI.al strategks. There 
is no obvious reason for the d ifference in the preferred pou folio construction 
approach for rdative and intrinsic traders. However, it is likely that quan ts 
that use rdative alpha str;lIegies already believe implicitly in the stability 
of tbe relationsbips among tbeir instruments. After all, in a relative alpba 
paradigm, the forecast for a given instrument is as much a function of that 
instrument's behavior as it is abou t the behavior of the other instruments, 
10 which the first is being compared. If these relationships are unstable, the 
strategy is doomed to start with, because ilS first premise is thar certain com
parisons can be made reliably. If tbe relationships are stable, however, it is 
entirely logical and consistent that the quant can rely on them for portfo lio 
construction as we ll . 

Meanwhile, if a quant takes an intrinsic alpha approach, he is making 
an implicit statement that his portfoliO is largely made up of a series of 
independent bets, so relying on a correlation matrix (one of tbe key inpnts 
10 the optimizer) might not be very useful. Instead, this kind of quant would 
focus efforts more di rec tly on risk li mi ts and alpha forecasts subject to 
transact ion costs. This more direct approach to pon folio construction is 
usua lly best implemented with a ru le-based model. It is interesting to note 
tbat tbe kind of alpba model a quant builds is likely to impact tbe cboice of 
portfolio construction model that makes the most sense to use. 

IUMMARY 

We have described the twO major families of port folio construCtion models. 
Rule.-based models take a heuristic approacb, wbereas portfolio optimizers 
ntilize logic rooted in modern pon folio theory. Within each family are nu
merous techniques and, along with these, numerous cha llenges. How does 
the practitioner taking a ru le-based approach justify the arbitrariness of 
the rules he chooses? How does the practitioner utilizing optimization ad
dress the myriad issues associated witb estimating vo latility and correlation? 
In choosing the "correct" portfolio construction technique, the quam must 
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Alpha MOO8I Risk Mode l Transaction Coot Model 

Data 

Porlfolio Conslruc1ion Model 

Research 

Execution Model 

EXHIBIT B.I 5.:hematic of the Black Box 

judge Ihe problems and advanlages of each and delermine which is mOSI sui l
able, given Ihe type of alpha, r isk, and transaction COSt models being used. 

We have completed the penultimale stop on the trip through the inside 
of Ihe black box, as seen on our roadmap (Exhibi l 6.6). Nexi we will see 
how quan ts aClua ll y implement Ihe portfolios Iha t Ihey derived us ing their 
ponfolio conslruClion models. 
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Qlwlity is /lever all accident; it is a/ways the result of high 
intention, sincere effoTt, intel/igent dirution and skillful execution. 

- William A. Foste r 

Sn far in Our [Our through the black box, w e have seen how qU3n1S deter
mine what portfolio they wan t to OWn. Quants build alpha models, risk 

modds, and transaction COSI models. The~ modules an~ fed into a portfolio 
construction modd, which determines a ta rget portfolio. But having a target 
portfolio on a pieu of pa~r or compUier screen is considerably differem 
than actually owning tholl portfolio. l be final pari of the black box itself is w 
implement the portfo lio decisions made by the porlfolio construction modeL 

There are two basic ways to execute a trade: The first is dectronic, 
the second is through a human in termediary (e.g., a broker ). Most quants 
dect to utilize the dectron ic method, because the number of transactions is 
frequently so large that it would be un reasonable and unnecessary 10 expect 
people to succeed at it. Electronic execution is accomplished through direct 
market access (OMA), which allows traders to utilize the infrastructure and 
exchange connectivity of their brokerage firms to trade direct ly on elect ron ic 
markets such as ECNs. 

Se"eral points bear clarificat ion. First, Ol\·IA is available 10 any trader, 
whether Quant or discretionary, and in fact, many discretionary traders also 
utilize OMA platforms offered by their brokers 10 execu te trades. Trades 
submitted via OMA can still be done manually if so desired, bu t they arc 
manua ll y entered into computer software, which then directly communi
cates with the elect ron ic exchanges. In the past, traders would call their 
brokers, who would "work" orders, which meant the latter trying to pick 
the best t imes, sizes, and prices or occasionally contacting other counterpar
tics to negotiate a better price on a larger block trade. Now, particularly on 

" 
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d~clron ic exchanges, execution algorithms are far more commonly r~pon· 
sible for working orders. 

One can acquire execution algorithms in one of Ihe« ways: build them, 
use the broker's, or use a th ird-party sohware vendor's. This chapter will, in 
pan, dctail the kinds of things eXO::Ulion algorithms are designed 10 handle. 
A brief overview of high-frequency trading follows thereafter. We will then 
discuss more recent developments rela ted to the infrastructure quanrs utilize 
10 execute trades. 

Though most orders executed by quants a rc algorithmic, traders occa
sionally utilize a service most brokerages offer, namely, portfolio bidding. I 
descri~ this idea only briefly, sinu it is not a particularly quant itative way 
lO execute trades. In a portfolio bid, a ~ bl ind~ portfo lio tha t the trader wants 
10 transact is descri~d by its characteristics in terms such as the va luat ion 
ratios of the longs and shorts, the sector breakdown, market capita lizations, 
and tbe like. Based on tbese cbaracteristics, brokers quote a fee, usually 
in terms of the number of basis points (100 basis points = 1 percent) of 
the gross market va lue of the portfolio being traded. In exchange for this 
cost, a guarameed price is given to do the transaction. The quant using this 
arrangemem, in Other words, is buying certainty of the prices of his trades 
and in excbange is paying tbe broker for providing tbat certainty. Once 
an agr~ment is reached between the broker and the quam, he receives the 
transactions from the broker at the pre-agreed price, and the broker r«eives 
his fee for the service and assumes the risk of trading Ou t of the portfo lio 
at future market prices, which may be better or worse than the prices they 
have guaranteed. ~Human~ execution of quant portfo lios generally looks 
like a portfo lio bid rather than a series of indiv idual orders being worked. 

ORDER EXECUTION ALGORITHM I 

Order execu tion algorithms determine the way in which systematic execu
tion of a portfo lio is actua lly done. We can examine the kinds of decisions 
the algorithms must make in real time in much the same framework in 
which we'd think abou t how discretionary traders implement their orders. 
The kinds of considerations are the same in both cases, and as has been 
the theme throughout this book, we find that quants d iffer here fro m their 
discretionary counterparts principa lly in tbe me.::hanics and not so much in 
the ideas. The principal goal of execution algorithms, and the function of 
most execution desks in general, is to minimize the cost of trading into and 
OUI of port folios. 

As a quick refresher, there are twO kinds of orders one can use: market 
orders and limit orders. A market order is submitted to tbe marketp lace and 
is genera lly unconditional, but it must be filled. it can be fi lled in pieces or 
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in full at wha tever price prevails at the market at the time the order's tum 
10 ~ executed arrives. In cont rast, limit orders allow the trader to control 
the worst price at which he is willing to transact, but the trader must accept 
that his order might not get executed at all or that only a part of it might ~ 
executed. Various versions of these orders, such as market-on-dose orders 
or stop-limit orders, e )Cist. There arc a lso modifiers to orders, such as ~ fill or 
kill, ~ "all or none, ~ and ~good till cancdled. ~ A {ill-or-kill order is a limit 
order in which all the shares for the order mUSt be filled immediatdy Or 
the order is automatically cancelled. An all-or-none order is like a fill -or-kill 
order without the cancellation featu re, so if an order is not immediatdy 
completed in its full size, it remains unlOuched. A good-till-cancelled order 
is a limit order tha t is not automat ically cancdJed at the end of the day but 
remains in effeCl for days or weeks, until explicitly cancelled by the trader. 

In the process of executing orders, the quant must determine the kind of 
orders thar will be used in various circumstances. The main benefit of market 
orders is that they are likely to be executed very quickly and, in any case, arc 
virtually certain to be executed at some pr ice. However, the price received 
is variable and cannot be controlled. On the other hand, the main benefit of 
limit orders is that the trader has control over the worst price at which he is 
willing to transaCt, bu t there is nO guarantee that the order will get executed 
at all, because the price the trader specifies might not ~ competiti ve relative 
10 what others are hidding and offering in the marketplace. 

The collection of all ava ilable bids and offers for a gi'·en security is 
known as the limit order book, which can be thought of as a queue of limit 
orders to buy and sell. In electronic markets, each order that is placed On the 
exchange is prioritized. Highest priority is given to orders at the best prices 
(the beSt hids for huy orders and the beSt offers for se ll orders), whereas 
lower priority is given to those who are bidding or offering worse prices. 
For two traders offering the same price, traders who show their orders are 
given higher priority than those who hide them (more on this shortly), and 
for traders who are still tied, the tiebreaker is, not surprisingly, which one 
came first.' 

IIlurnllvl VlrlUI PI .. lve 

The first kind of decision an execution algorithm must make is how passive 
Or aggressive to be. Passivity and aggression represent how immediately 
a trader wants to do a trade. r..-la rket orders are considered aggressi'·e, 
because the trader is saying to the market tha t he just wams his order filled 
immediately, at whatever the prevailing marke t price is. As such, a market 
order to buy is likely to pay at least the offer, whereas a market order to 
sell is likdy to receive, at most, the CU Hem best hid. If the order size is 
larger in share size than the current best bid and offer, the transaction will 
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lak~ out multi ple bids and off~rs at incr~asingJy advuse prius. Paying Ibis 
kind of cost to transact might be worthwhi le if the trader rea lly wants the 
trade done immediately. But if nOI, this much aggressiveness in the order 
placement might not be necessary, and the transaction can be ex«:uted in a 
different manner. 

Limit orders can be placed 3 1 d iffering levels of aggressiveness as well. 
For example, a limit order to buy a t the cu rren t best offer is a fa irly aggressive 
limit order because at any lime there could be some sellers in tbe market 
who might be willing to sell at Ihe (lower) bid price. However, this kind of 
order immedia tely attempts (0 transact 01 1 tbe higher ~selJers' price~ and is 
in thai sense an aggressive limit order. By contrast, a limit order to buy well 
below the current bid is passive because the trader is effectively saying he is 
fine ,,~th tbe low probability of being executed, but if be does execute, he is 
at least only paying the price he's s~cified. 

To complicate matters further, as we discussed in the discussion of 
transaCtion COSt models, many exchanges actually pay providers of liqu id ity 
for placing passive orders whi le they charge traders for using liquidity being 
provided. To phrase it another way, orders that cross the spread (orders to 
buy that are executed at the offer, or orders to se ll that are executed at the 
bid) are using, or "taking, ~ liquid ity in tbat eacb sbare or contract executed 
in this manner is taking out a passive order that's been placed by another 
trade r, which reduces the liquidity available. T he practice of paying for 
liquidity sweetens the deal for a passive order, but only if the order is actually 
execu ted. Not only does the passi"e trader get a better transaction price, but 
he also receives a commission rebate from tbe exchange (typically on the 
order of two-tenths of a ceut ~r share) . But again, the tradeoff is a reduction 
in certa inty of being filled . It is generally true tbat alpba stra tegies that are 
based on a concept of momentum will be paired ,,~th execution strategies 
that arc more aggressive, because the market can tend to run away from the 
trader if he is not aggressive. It is also genera lly the case that mean reversion 
strategies utilize more passive execution strategies because they are taking 
tbe risk that tbe prevailing trend ~rsists, and at least by executing at a better 
price, this mitigates the downside risk of ~standing in front of the bulldozer _ " 

Another factor driving the use of passive or aggress ive execution strate
gies is the strength of the signal and the model 's confidence level in the 
signal. A stronger, more certain signal probably will be executed with greater 
aggressiveness tban a weaker or less certain signal. T bis idea is easily demon
strated by extreme examples. If you had inside information that a stock was 
going to dou ble in the next day because of a merger, and if trading on inside 
information was legal (which it, of course, is not), you should be ~rfectl y 
happy to pay a lot of money to the marke tplace to fill a large order to buy 
tbis stock. It would be illogical to fret over a few ~nnies ~r sbare when 
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many dollars are the upside. On the Other hand, if you have no view on a 
stock but were being asked what you'd be willing to pay for it by someone 
who wams to sell it, you are likely 10 offer a low enough price that there is 
some margin of safety. 

A fairly common "middle ground" is 10 put out limit orders somewhere 
between the beSt current bid and offer. This way, the trader jumps to the 
front of the queue for executions, and though he pays a bit more than he 
would have to if he simply waits for his order to get executed passively, 
the limit order caps the amount by which he is worse off. At the same time, 
he has a higher probability of execution than he would if he simply added 
his order to the CU Hem beSt bid Or offer. In market parlance, adding an 
order to the best bid or offer is known as joining it; placing an order that 
constitutes a new best bid or offer is known as improving. 

To summarize, the first characteristic of an order e:<ecution algorithm is 
its level of aggressiveness, and this can be thought of as a spectrum. At the 
most aggressive end of the spectrum are market orders; at the least aggressive 
end of the spectrum are limit orders with prices that are fa r away from the 
currem market. l be level of aggressiveness is usua lly a function of the type 
of strategy being employed and depends on the strength of the signal and 
the system's confidence in that signal. 

Lar .. Orlllr verll. I.all Ordlr 

Whether for market orders or limit orders, the quant has to determine how 
much of a total order to send at a time. Recall from our discussion of 
transaction cost models that a la rge order costs a lot more to execute than a 
small order because demand for liquidity starts eating into more and more 
e:<pensive supplies of liquidity. As such, a popular technique for automated 
execution involves taking a large transaction for, say, 100,000 shares of a 
stock, breaking it into 1,000 orders of 100 shares each, and spreading the 
orders out over a window of time. Of course, by spreading the order out 
over time, the trader runs the risk that the price moves more while the order 
is being spread out than it would have if it had been e:<ecuted right away, 
even with the extra COSt of market impact . Generally, however, it is agreed 
that spreading out trades is a useful way 10 reduce the COSt of transacting, 
and this is an extremely common feature in execution algorithms. The exact 
size of the chunks that are sent to market 10 be executed depends on the 
transaction COSt model's estimate of the transaction cost of variously sized 
orders for the inst rument in question. The determination of the size of each 
order is related to the analysis of the co rrect level of aggressiveness. Again, 
a highly attractive trade warrants taking on more of it quickly than a trade 
that is relatively less appealing. 
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Hlddn Orllll' VIrsl. VI.Ulle 01'1111' 

Hidden orders are a way of masking ont 's limit orders from the market 
al tbe cost of losing priority versus visible orders at tbe same price. The 
goal hue is to ~hjde one's hand" in terms of buy/sdl imentions from other 
market players while still being able to trade. Any t ime a t rader pUIS into 
the queue a visibk order-(bat is, an order that he has allowed the rest of 
the market to see-he gives away a bit of information. If many units are 
already being bought, and another trader submits anOlber order to buy, 
you can imagine a scenario where the price gexs up qu ickly and results 
in the transaction costing a significant amount more. In other words, the 
markNplace bas a broad-ba~d sen~ of markN impact, based on the IOtal 
imbalance beTween the buyers and se llers at the moment. Placing a hidden 
order provides no information to the market, which helps stave off these 
imbalances. However, it reduces the priority of the trade in the queue, 
leading to a lower probability of execution. 

One algorithmic trading technique tha t utilizes hidden orders is known 
as icebergi"g, which takes a single large order and chops it inTO many smaller 
orders, most of which are posted to the order book as hidden orders. In this 
way, the bulk of the order is hidden from other traders, JUSt as only the tip of 
an iceberg is visible above sea level. It is worth noting thaT not a ll exchanges 
allow hidden orders. 

Whirl t. Sl.~ II OI'~11' 

In some markets, There are severa I pools of liquidity for the same instruments. 
For example, Island and Archipelago are cur«ntly two alternative pools 
of liquidity for trading U.S. stocks. There is a whole field of work in the 
area of smart order routi"g, which involves determining to which pool of 
liquidity it is beSt 10 send a given order at the current moment. Typica ll y, 
the deTerminaTion itself is stra ightforward. If one pool of liquidity has the 
units of a security you walll for a better price than another pool of liquidity, 
you route the order to the first pool. More recently, U.S. regulators have 
attempted to mitigate the perceived problem ofhavingdiffe«nt Mbest" prices 
for a given stock in different pools of liquidity. One of the consequences of 
this rule is that the beSt bid and offer for a STock across any valid pool 
of liquidity must be displayed by all pools of liquidity concurrelllly. This 
somewhat mitigates the purpose of smart order rOUTing, but there remain 
differences (for example, in the depth of liquidity for a given name on various 
fCNs or connectivity speeds), so intelligence still needs to be applied even 
in this circumstance. 
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In other marketS that continue to bt accessible via multiple, somewhat 
independent pools of liquidity for the same exact instruments, smart routing 
continues to bt an interesting area of work. 

ClnClmnl 1111 RI,laclng Ordel'l 

Traders have every right to cancel orders if they are unfi lled. This leads to 
all sortS of shenanigans among quants. Some will intentionally place la rge 
numbers of orders they ha'·e no intent of ever seeing executed, then rapidly 
cancd them and replace them ,,~th other orders. This can be done to gain 
information about how the market responds to the changing depth of the 
book, which can provide more information about how to profit from that 
pattern of reaction. It also masks the true intentions of the trader who is 
looking to transact. If a trader is trying to buy a la rge numbtr of shares, it 
might make sense to also enter a large number of small orders to sdl the same 
shares, further away from the market, because he can cancel those quickly 
while improving the market's perception of the overall balance bttween buys 
and sells. It should be noted that for a variety of reasons, many exchanges 
do not like to have orders canceled aod replaced and therefore can peoalize 
traders whose cancellat ion rates are high. 

HIGH-FREQUENCY TRADING: BLURRING THE LINE 
BETWEEN ALPHA AND EXECUTION 

Some quants attempt to make extremely near-term bets (e.g. , seconds or less 
into the future) about markets. The alphas that drive these strategies are typi
ca lly called mi(TostruC/" T(aiphIJ$ and focus on liquidity patterns in the order 
book for both the target instrument and rela ted securities. Larger quants also 
use these microstructure forecastS to guide their execution models, thereby 
improving their costs of entering trades that their portfolio construction 
modd has deemed necessary. For example, if two trades are equally appeal
ing over the expeCted lik of the trade, but one is significantly more appealing 
in the extremely short term, this can lead to grea ter aggressiveness in the 
more appealing name and more passivity in the less appealing one. 

This kind of nuance can make a small difference in a given trade, but in 
the long run, these savings can add up to a significant improvement in long
term performance. Some quants actually trade these microstructure a lphas 
as independent high-frequency stra tegies, which are characterized by very 
small, short-term, high-probabiliry bets. To do so, they must be prepared 
to invest rather substantially in infrastructu re and research while only being 
able to manage small sums due to the problems presented by market impact. 
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In OIher words, if a high-frequency strategy is 100 large, it will ~gin to move 
Ihe market so much ,hat the prices at which it finally execlItes trades are so 
close to the forecast prices that {here is no room leh for any actua l profit 
from the trade. 

Oficn, high-frequency forecasts are not so different fro m the oncs used 
on longer timescales, especially momenrum or mean reversion. However, 
some re~archers who specialize in Ihis area have ideas that are some
what different than typica l momentum or mean reversion concepts. High
frequency t rading strategies a re a sort of cutt ing-("dge computer game in 
which the a lgorithms have flames like guerilla, 5"iper, and wark. For in
stance, tbe shark strategy is designed to dete.::t tbe presence of a large order 
that has bten icebtrged and hidden. It works by sending a series of very small 
trades. If the result is that each of those small orders gets tilled quickly, this 
may bt the sign of a large and icebtrged order. To take advantage of this 
discovery, the shark can simply front-run this large, hidden order by plac
ing visible trades, which will pop in front of the hidden icebtrged order 
with preferable queue placement (because of exchange priority rules). To fill 
itself, the iceberging strategy will then have to push prices up (for a buy 
order; down for a sell) to get sufficient supply for the rest of its trade to 
be executed. ;\'leanwhile, the shark keeps bidding ahead of the iceberged 
order and then rides on its coattails, hoping to huild a small position as the 
price trends. When the large iceberged order is finally complete, it will have 
pushed prices favorably for the shark, which can then exit the position with 
a quick and relatively riskless profit. 

Still other high-frequency traders utilize machine learn ing techniques 
10 discern patterns in the execution of other players' orders in the market. 
Because execution algorithms tend to repea t their behavior over and over, 
they may leave behind a footprint that can be detec ted by a machine learning 
technique. The more inferior the execution models, the more easily they are 
found out. And once patterns are uncovered, the machine learning stra tegy 
can profit from a cont inuance of these patterns in the future . 

Machine learning techniques have been app lied more successfully in the 
high-frequency trading arena than in the longer-term space. One probable 
reason for this heller success is that the amount of data available is massive 
for a high-frequency trader utilizing intraday ticks and order book data. 
Another reason is tha t the kinds of bthaviors tha t are exhibited in the very 
short term arc less easily captured by ideas such as momentum and mean re
version. Furthermore, as already mentioned, the patterns of bthavior at this 
timescale are somewhat stable due to the fact that they are driven by com
puter algorithms. Indeed, so much of the broader market's decision making 
in the timeframe of milliseconds is done by machines (other panicipants' 
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execution models) that statistical learning algorithms may actually ~ well 
suited to figu re out the best way of profiting in this space. 

All of the above might sound [ike a robot war game, with slower-moving 
or more conventional robots (such as icebergs) being preyed upon by sharks 
and spied upon by machine learning agents . It sounds that way ~cause it ba
sically is that way. High-frequency trading has often ~en labeled an "arms 
race, ~ wbe~ tbe abi[ity to sbave off a bandful of microseconds constirutes 
an enormous edge, at least until a competitor shaves off a handfu l more. 

TRADING INFRASTRUCTURE 

We have already mentioned that to execute and process electronic trades, 
connectivity needs to be set np between tbe trader on one end and tbe ex
change on the other. Furthermore, a protocol for messages between these 
two parties is requ ired. T he hardware and software quan ts utilize in imple
menting their trading strategies are the fina l pieces of infrastructu~. As in 
most th ings, quants face a choice between building or buying infrastructu re 
in all tbree of tbese areas. Due to regu latory and otber constraints, most 
traders utilize the services of independent brokerage firms that act as the 
trading agents for their strategies. One of the benefi ts of using a broker is 
that the infrastructu~ requirements are handled by that broker, and this 
infrastructure can be costly to replicate. 

Tbe most common type of excbange connectivity offered to a trader is, 
as already discussed, DMA access. T his involves using the broker's servers 
and routing orders through them to the various pools of liquidity being 
traded. However, some quants, especially those engaged in high-frequency 
strategies, utilize a more recently avai lab le form of connectivity called c%
wtioll or spol15ored access. Brokers offer easy access to markets tbrough 
DMA platforms, but they add a fair amount of latency 10 the process. Quant 
strategies that are sensitive to tbis latency utilize tbe colocation option as a 
way of improving their executions. In a colocation setup, the trader attempts 
to place his trading servers as physically d ose to the exchange as possible. 
In many cases, tbis means bosting servers in tbe same exact data centers 
as tbose of tbe exchange. The reason for tbe desire for proximity is quite 
litera lly to cut down to as sbort as possible tbe distance. tbat the order must 
travel-at the spe<cd of light--over tbe communication lines ~twan the 
quan t's server and the e:<cbange. A typical and relatively bigh-quality D r.-IA 
platform tends to cause ~tween 10 and 30 milliseconds of delay between 
tbe time tbe order is sent from the quant's server and tbe time the order it 
~acbes tbe excbange. By contrast, a we ll-designed co[ocation solu tion can 
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have an order travel from the quan t's server to the exchange in abom a 
quarter of a millisecond (250 microseconds) or even less. In the arms race 
, ha l is high-speed ttading, Ihis can be a usefu l improvement. 

In terms of communication, tbe most imporlan! piece of infrastructu re 
in electronic trading is known as the "'intlncialln(OTmtltion eXchange (FIX) 
protocol. The FIX protocol began in 1992 as a communica tions framework 
between Fidelity Investments and Salomon Brothers and has grown to be
come the method of choice for real -lime electronic communication among 
most of the world's banks, money managers using electronic executions, 
and exchanges offering electronic equities or futures trading. The FIX pro
IOcol is a standardized way for various participants in the trading process 
10 communicate information. Considering thai the number of FIX messages 
is measured in bill ions per day, it is obviously critical 10 have a standard 
format for these communica tions. The software tha t implements the FIX 
protocol, which itself is free and open sour~, is known as a FIX engine. 
Quants must choose whether to build or buy such engines, and a fair number 
of quants land in each camp. In general, quants who a re extremely sensitive 
to la tency, such as high-frequency microstructure traders, will like ly bui ld 
their 0\0\'11 cus tomized FIX engines to ensure optimal speeds. 

The fi nal component of trading infrastructure relates to the hardware 
and software used. Again, quants can choose to build or to buy various 
solutions. For example, it is easy 10 buy computers using extalll hardware 
(such as microchips, data storage, etc.), order management systems (which 
process and manage trades), or third-party execution algorithms. On the 
other hand, I know of several examples of quant fi rms that have developed 
their own microchips to perform specialized trading functions with greater 
speed than conventional, commercially available chips. Beyond this, quants 
attempt to make their a lgori thms, databases, and execut ion software leaner, 
10 reduce the internal latency of processing market da ta and sending an 
order OU t to the market. While WTiting this very chapter, by coincidence, I 
received a whi te paper rega rding programming methods that can optimize 
the computing performance of multicore processors. Even the mOSI fun
damenta l choices about computers-for example, the operating system of 
choicc-are considered. For instance, most quants usc either Linux o r UNIX 
opera ting systems because they arc more effic ient and the refore provide be t
ICr computing performance than a POWindows configura tion. 

IUMMARY 

We have detailed a variety of issues related to the execut ion of orders fo r a 
quan t trading stra tegy. T he very first choice the quan t must make is whether 
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10 build or buy a trad ing solUlion. The technical expen ise and COSt of build· 
ing a world·class e"ecUlion infrastructu re lead many quants, especia lI y those 
utilizing longer-term trading strato:gies or those trading smaller portfolios, 
to choose the route of buying these servi~s, either from brokers or exe' 
cution service providers. Botb brokers and execution vendors do, in faCl, 
charge for the serv i~ of providing execution algorithms and connectivity. 
This charge normally is made by increasing commission costs. It can often 
cost five or mo~ times as mucb per share 10 trade tbrough a tbird party's 
algorithms than to trade using one's own. On the other hand, for traders 
wbo bave expenise in this a~a and for tbose managing significant sums, it 
can ~ wonhwhile 10 build custom execution modd s and infrastructure. 

E"ecution is where the rub~r meets the road for a quan t system and 
how the quant interacts with the rest of the marketplace. This continues to 
be a fru itful a rea of research, as it has been for the past several years. It is, 
however, an arms race, and a player wbo is tbe best in the world today and 
spends millions per year to get that way can be IOppled by the next great 
technology or software innova tion. Nevertheless, this is clearly an importan t 
pan of the quant trading sys tem. 

This chapter condudes our stro ll through inside of the black box, as we 
can see from Exhibit 7.1. We turn our attention now to understanding the 
data that feeds quant tfading strategies. 
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Data 

f'd sell YO" my kids befoTe l'd sell you my dota, ilnd l'm not selling 
you my kids. 

- Anonymous quamitative futu res trader 

quants utilize some form of inpllt/olltPllt model, which is a term 
comes from computer science (and that has ~en borrowed by 

economerricians).1t refers ( 0 the way in which information processors (such 
as computas) communicate with the world a round them. One of the things 
we love ahout input/outpu t models is tha t if you provide tbe same input a 
million times, the output should be consistent every time. The process tbat 
transfo rms an input into an output is typically Ihe pari that ~ople call the 
black box in quant trading, and we ha'-c seen the inside of this box in the 
preceding chapters. In this chapta, wtc will examine the inputs of quant 
trading models, namely, the data they depend on. 

Alechanica lly, data reach the black box Ihrongh dala servers, which are 
connected 10 o ne o r more da ta sources. On receipt of Ihese data, Ihe black 
box processes Ihem for use by Ihe alpha, risk, IransaClion COSI, portfo lio 
construction, and execution models Ihat constitute Ihe imernal organs of 
Ihe quant trad ing machine. These da la ser'·ers usually process data using 
software some quams call data feed handlers, which are designed 10 converl 
Ihe da ta 10 a form in which they can be stored and uti lized Ihe modules of 
Ihe quam syslem. 

T"E IMPORTANCE OF DATA 

It is difficu lt to overstate the importance of dara, and it can be seen from 
many perspectives. First, da la, as we know, are the inputs to quant Irading 
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systems. It turns out {ha t the natu re of the inputs to a system dicta tes what 
you can do with the system itself. For example, if you were handed a lot of 
lenuce, tomatoes, aod cucumbers, it would be very difficu lt [0 build, say, 
a jet engine. Instead, you might dedde that these inputs are most suited 
for making a salad. To make a jet engine, you more or less need jCt engine 
parts, or at least materials that can handle high veloci ties and accderation, 
high a lt ilUde and a wide range of temperatures. The same is t rue with quant 
systems. To tbe extCnI that you are given daw tholl focus on macroeconomic 
activity, it isexlremdy difficult to build a useful model that doesn't somehow 
eeRect macroeconomic conceptS. 

Frequently, many detai ls of the modd itself are driven by characteristics 
of the inputs that a~ used. Refining our example, imagine that you are 
given slow-moving macroeconomic data, such as quarte rly U.S. GOP figures; 
furthermore, you receive them only a week after they a~ released to the 
public. In this situation, it is unlikely that you can build a very fast trading 
model that looks to hold positions for only a few minu tes. Furthermore, 
note that the U.S. data you gN might be useful for predicting bonds or 
currency relationships, bu t they might not be sufficient to bui ld a helpfu l 
model of equity markets. U.S. GOP data will also tdl you little abou t what 
is happening in Uruguay or Po land in any of their securit ies markets. 

The natu re of the data you a re using is also an important determinant 
of the datahase technology you would rationally choose for storage and 
retrieval, a su bject we wi ll discuss in grea ter detai l later in this chapter. Data 
sometimes even drive decisions about what types of hardware and software 
make the most sense. Again and again, we see that the nature of data-and 
even how they are ddivered--detennines a grea t dea l about wha t can be 
done and how one would actually go about doing it. 

Still anothe r perspective on the importance of data can be understood by 
examining the consequences of //0/ doing a good job of ga thering and han
dling da ta. Returning to the idea that quan t trading systems are input/output 
models, if you feed the model bad data, it has little hope of producing 
accurate or even usable results. A srunning example of th is concept can be 
seen in the Mars Climate Orbi ter (MCO). T he $200 mi llion sa tell ite was 
destroyed by atmospheric friction because one team of software engineers 
programmed the software that controlled the craft's thrusters ro expect 
metric units of force (Ne\o\'!:ons) while another team programmed the data 
delivered to the satellite to be in English units (pound-force). The software 
model that controlled the satellite's thrusters ran faithfully, but because the 
data were in the wrong units (causing them to be off by a factor of almost 
4 .5 t imes), the sa tell ite drifted off course, fe ll too dose ro J\lars' surface, and 
ended up being destroyed. In the aftennath, Nat ional Aeronautic and Space 
Administration (NASA) management did not blame the software error but 
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ratber tbe process used 10 check and recbeck tbe software and tbe data being 
fed IQ it. I 

Problems, however, can be easy 10 miss. After all, the resul ts frequently 
are numbers that can be Sttll 10 as many decimal places as you care to see. BUI 
this is falst; precision. This effect is ofren summarized succinctly as garbage 
in, garbage Ol/t. Because tbe kind of trad ing with which we are concerned 
is all abou t timing, time liness is critical. If yOu build a fantastic model 10 
forecast the price of a stock over the next day, but you don't provide it da ta 
until a w~k later, what good is the model? This is an extreme example, bUi 
it is almost exclusively Ihe case that the faster you call geT information into a 
good model, the better off you'll be, at least if succeeding is part of you r plan. 

Bad data can also lead to countless hours of squandered hours in re
search and, in extreme cases, even to inva lid theorization. Dam are gene ra lly 
requi~d to develop a theory about the markets or anything else in science. 
After all, scientists uti lize their observations of the world to generate their 
theories. So, if we provide the scientist with incorrect information without 
his knowledge, he is likely to develop theories that are incorrect when app lied 
to the real world. Bad data lead to bad outcomes. If the data have serious 
problems, it will be impossible to tell whether a system being tested, no mat
ter how sophisticated the testing nor how elegant the model, is good or bad. 

Alany quant trading firms ~cognize this point in their behavior. Most 
of the beSt firms co llect their own data fro m primary sources rather than 
purchasing it from data vendors. They also expend significant resou rces in 
the effort to spttd up their access to data, to dean data, and even to develop 
better ways of storing data. Some firms h:l'"e dozens or even hundreds of 
employees dedicated exclusively to capturing, cleaning, and storing da ta 
optimally. 

TYPES OF DATA 

There are basica lly two kinds of data : price data and fundamental data. Price 
data is actually not solely rela ted to the prices of instruments; it includes 
other informatiOn gOt or derived from exchanges or tranSactions. Other 
examples of price data arc the trad ing volumes for stocks or the time and size 
of each trade. I nd~d, the entire "order book," which shows a continuous 
series of all bids and offers for a given instrument throughout the course of a 
day as well as the amounts of each, would be considered price-related data. 
Furthermore, we would place anyth ing that can be derived from the levels 
of various indices (e.g., percent changes computed from the da ily values of 
the 5&1' 500 index) in the price·related data category, even if the index itself 
is not a traded instrument. 
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There is a rather broad variety of fundamenta l Jaw, which Can make 
it difficult 10 categorize effectively. In a sense, fundamental data rdate 10 

anything ~sides prices. How('vu, what all Iy~s of data have in common is 
that they a re e:<pected 10 hold some usefulness in help ing ( 0 determine the 
price of an instrument in the futu re, or at [cast to descri~ the instrumem 
in the present. Also, we can do a bit more [0 create a reasonable taxonomy 
of fundamental data. The most common kinds of fundamental da ta are 
financial health, financial performance, financial worth, and semiment. For 
single stocks, for example, a company's balance she<:t is mostly used 10 
indicate the financial health of the company. Meanwhile, for macr~co· 
nomic s~uritjes (e .g., gov~mm~nt bonds or currenci~s) , budget or trade 
deficits, or ~rsonal savings, data migbt serve to indicate tbe financia l bealtb 
of a nation. I'onions of tb~ income and casb-flow Stat~mentS (~ .g., IOtal n~t 
profits or free cash fl ow) are used 10 determine financial ~rformance; o ther 
portions are used 10 indicate financial healtb k .g., ratios of accrua ls to IOtal 
revenue or cash flow to ea rnings). Similarly, the U.S. GDP figu re might 
~ an example of macroeconomic fi nancia l performance data, wbereas tbe 
trade balances figu re is an exampl~ of macroeconomic fi nancial healtb data. 
The third type of fundamental data is about what a fin ancial instrument is 
wortb. Some common examples of tb is kind of data in tbe equities world 
are the hook value or the amount of cash on hand. T he last common type 
of fundamental data is sentiment. How ana lysts rate a stock or tbe buying 
and selling aCtivity of company insid~rs a re ~xamp l~s of sentiment data 
for stocks; economists' forecasts for GDP growth for next quarter are an 
example of macroeconomic sentiment data. 

We don 't want to oversimplify the matter. Cle"er researchers are con
stantly looking for new and innovative sources of information tbat might 
not ~ used by other players. Technology advances in I h~ broader market
place have greatly aided tbis kind of activity. For example, recently some 
firms (and nOw ~ven some data vendors) hav~ ~en quantitati vely analyzing 
news Slories wriuen in plain English. Quants can systematica lly parse these 
stories, extract quantifiable information, and build strategies around tbis 
type of dala. Howev~r. this remains largely an exercise in gelling fasler and 
more robust indica tors of sentiment (or otber types of fundamentals already 
descri~d). so w~ ~li~ve that sources such as th is are still fundamental in 
nature. In a still newer and more interesting development, we know of al 
least one company that is attempting to use aggregated global positioning 
SYSlem (GPS) data to determine the level of va rious types of economic 
activity more quickly and accurately tban is possible using government
reported statistics. But th is tOO ~ms 10 ~ a pot~nt ial improvem~nl (even 
a revolution) in tbe approacb to collecting such data; tbe narure of tbe. 
fundamental information ~ing sought is by no means different tban it was. 
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This is not to diminish the ingenuity of those who developed such ideas. We 
simply point out tha t, for better or wor~, our classification scheme seems 
to do a reasonable job of expla ining the ki nds of da ta that exist. 

An intnesting pa tlern has emerged in our discussion of data. r..l uch of 
wha t we saw in the p rice ca tegory of da ta tended to focus on shorter time 
scales. We spoke about daily va lues and even continuous intraday va lues. 
Meanwhile, in the funda mental ca tegory, we [('nd to see new information 
released on the scale of weeks, months, o r qua rters. One impl ication we 
can immediately disum from these differing JX' riodicities is thai , in gco
era l, trading st ra tegies uti lizing pr ice- re la ted information have the option 
10 be much faster than those utilizing primarily fundamen tal information. 
Again, this is simply because the information we have aoout the securities 
is refreshed more frequently with price·rela ted information than it usuaUy 
is with fundamental da ta . This statement is not universal, since some fun· 
damenta l stra tegies, especially those focused on changes in fundamenta ls o r 
sentiment, can be very short· term o riented. However, this statement holds 
most of the time and is a bandy rule of thumb to bear in mind when looking 
at a quan t strategy. 

IOURCES OF DATA 

O ne can get data from many sources. r. los t dire>:t, but a lso perhaps most 
challenging, is to get raw data fro m the primary sources. In other words, 
a quant would get price data for stocks traded On tbe New York Stock 
Exchange di rectly fro m the NYSE. This has the benefit of allowing the 
quant maximum control over the cleaning and storing of da ta, and it can 
a lso have significant benefi ts in terms of speed. However, the re is a lso a 
massive COSt to doing tbings tbis way. It would require building connectivity 
to every primary source, and if we are speaking about trading multiple 
types of instruments (e.g., stocks and furures) across multiple geographical 
markets and exchanges, the number of da ta sources can explode. With each, 
software must be built to trans late the primary sources' un ique formats in to 
samet bing usable by the quant's trading systems. 

Examples of the kinds of primary sources and dara types include these: 

• Exchanges. Prices, volumes, timestamps, open interest, shan interes t, 
o rder book data . 

• Regulatoni. Financia l statements from individual companies, filings reo 
lated to la rge owners of ind ividual stocks as well as ins ider buying and 
se lling activities. 
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• GovernmentS. Macr~onomic dolla, such as ~mploym('m, infl ;lIion, Or 
GDP da ta. 

• Corporations. Announcements of fi nancia l results and othu rdevam 
developments (e.g., changes in dividends). 

• News agencies. Press releases or news articles. 
• Proprietary data vendors (o r data generators). Hou~-<: realed data thai 

might be of interest. For example, brokerage fi rms frequen tly issue re
po rts about companies, and some fi rms track and liunsc investment 
funds-flow da ta. 

Because of {he scope of tbe work involved in accessing da ta directly 
from primary sources, many fi rms use secondary da ta vendors to solve some 
aspects of the da ta problem. For example, some da ta vendors lake financ ial 
stalemem data fro m regu latory filings around the world and c~ate quam i
fied da tabases that they then license to Quant traders. In this example, the 
data vendor is being paid for baving solved tbe problem of building a con
sistent framework 10 house and categorize da ta from many direct sources. 
But imagine tbat tbe Quant fi rm wants to collect botb price and fnndamenta l 
data abou t companies around the world . It is frequently the case tha t en· 
ti rely differen t companies provide each of these types of da ta. Fo r instance, 
for a given stock, the re may be one da ta vendor providing price data and 
a completely different one providing fundamental data. l bese da ta vendors 
may a lso differ in tbe way tbey identify stocks. One might use the ticke r; 
another might use a SEDOL code o r some other iden tifier.! Wi tb tWO or 
more differen t data sets rega rding the same security , the quan t will have 10 
find a way to ensnre tba t all tbe data nltima tely find tbei r way into the same 
company's record in its inte rna l da tabase. T he tool used to he lp with this is 
frequently called a security master in tbat it is tbe master file mapping the 
various ways tha t data vendors identify stocks to a single, unique identifier 
method that the Quant will use in her trad ing system. 

As you migbt bave guessed, still o tber fi rms bave cropped up to provide 
unified da tabases across many types of vendors and data types. These we 
can call tertiary data vendors, and they a re paid to make data easy to access 
for the quam. They establish connections wi th many primary and secondary 
data vendors, bu ild and mainta in security masters, and even perform some 
data·cleaning activi ties ja subject we will discuss in more detail presentlyl. As 
a result, they are immensely popular among many firms. However, we should 
make it clear tba t as much benefit as tbey offer in terms of ease, te rtiary da ta 
vendors do add anothe r layer be tween the quant and the o rigina l da ta. T his 
layer can result in loss of speed and poss ibly in less contro l o'·er the methods 
used to clean, store, o r access data on an ongoing basis. 
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CLEANING DATA 

Having es tablished Ibe ry~s and imporlance of data, we now turn to the 
kinds of problems quan ts face in managing these raw materia ls and how 
they handle such flaws . D.:spi te the efforts of primary, secondary, and some
rimes even len iary data vendors, data are often either missing Or incorrect in 
some way. If ignored, this problem can lead to disastrous consequences for 
Ihe quan t. This section add«sses some of the common problems found with 
errors and some of the be tter-known approaches used to dea l with these 
challenges. It's worth noting thai a[tbough some of tbe fo llowing da ta prob
lems seem egregious o r obvious to a human, il cao be challenging [0 nOlice 
such problems in a trading system that is processing millions of data points 
hourly (o r ~v~n within on~ minUl~, as in the case of high-frequency trad~rs ) . 

The tirst common type of data problem is missing data, as w~ alluded 
10. Missing da ta occur wh~n a pi~ce of information ~xis ted in reality but 
for some r~ason was nOt provided by th~ data supplier. l b is is obviously 
an issu~ because without data , the sys t~m has nothing to go on. Worse still, 
by withholding just some portion of the data, systems can make erroneous 
computations. Two common approaches are used to sol,'~ the probl~m 
of missing da ta . Th~ first is to build th~ system so that it "und~rs tands" 
that data can in fact go missing, in which case the system doesn't aCt 
rashly wh~n there are no data over some limited time period. For exampl~, 
many databases au tomatically assign a value of ze ro to a data point that is 
missing. After a ll, zero and nothing have a lot in common. H owever, the re 
is a very diff~rent implica tion 10 the model thinking t h~ price is now uro 
(for example, if we w~re long the i nstr um~nt. we'd be showing a 100 
percent loss on the position) versus thinking tha t the price is unknown at 
the moment. 

To fix this problem, many quants program th~ir da tabase and trading 
systems to recogniu the diff~rence betwe~n zero and blank. This frequently 
m~ans simply using the last known pric~ un til a new one is ava ilable. The 
second approach is to try to in terpo late wha t a reasonable valu~ might be 
in place of the missing data. l b is is particularly usefu l for historical data 
rather than rea l· time data, but a variation of th~ method described he("(O can 
be used for real·time data as well. 

Let's ta k~ an example of a semiconductor company in stocks. Imag· 
in~ that w~ know th~ price of a semiconductor stock immediately before 
and immedia tely after the missing data point (this is why this technique is 
mainly usefu l to back· fill missing da ta points in a da tabase) . We could simply 
interpolate the price of the stock as being midway beTween The price imme· 
diately before and immediately after the gap. Imagine furth~r tha t we know 
how the stock ind~x, th~ tech sector, the semiconductor industry, and some 
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close compNilOrs pt'rformed for the pt'riod that is missing. Ry combining 
information about the periods around the missing point aod the action of 
rela ted things during the missing period, i{ is possible (0 co mpute a sensible 
value fo r the stock's miss ing data point. T hough we a ren' t guaranr~d and 
in fact aren't terribly likely (0 gc t the number exactly righi, at least we have 
somNhing reasonable thai won', cause our systems problems. 

A second type of da ta problem is the presence of incorrec t va lues. For 
instance, decimal errors a re a common problem. To take tbe example of 
U.K. stocks, They arc sometimes quoted in pounds aod sometimes in pence. 
O bviously, if a system is expcCling (0 receive a figure in pounds and it 
recdves a number tha i d<xsn't adven ise itself as being anyth ing other than 
pounds, problems can abound. Instead of being quoted as, say, £10, it is 
quoted as 1000, i.e., 1000 ~nce . This can result in the model being told 
tha t the price has spiked dramatically upward, which can cause all son s of 
otber mayhem. Alternatively, a price might simply be wrong. Exchanges and 
otber sources of data frequently put ou t bad prints. whicb are data points 
tba t simply never bap~ned at a ll or a t least didn 't bap~n the way the data 
source indicates. 

By fa r the most common ty~ of tool used to he lp address this issue 
is something we call a spike {ilter. Spike fi lters look for abnorma lly large, 
sudden moves in prices and either smooth these out or eliminate them al to· 
gether. Further complica ting the ma tter, it should be noted that sometimes 
spikes really do hap~n. In these drcumstances, a spike fi lter may reject a 
va lue tha t is valid, either ignoring it or replacing it with an erroneous value. 
An interes ting example of tbis is sbo\o\'tl in Exhibit 8.1. In tbis case, during 
the trading day of July 15,2008, the U.S. do llar's exchange rate with the 
Mexican ~so quickly fell about 3 ~rcent, tben rega ined virtually all tbat 
ground in a mailer of seconds . 
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This behavior is not reserved for less commonly traded instruments, 
however. The W-rear ~rman bund, one of the more liquid futures 
contractS in the world, dropped about 1.4 percent in a few seconds 
during tbe day of March 28, 2008, only to recover immediately (sec 
Exhibit 8.2). 

A spike fi lter might we ll have ca lled this a bad print, hut it rea lly 
happened. To reduce the impact of this problem, some quants use spike 
filters IQ ale .. a human supervisor to look into the matter further, aod the 
human can tben decide, based on wbat he sees as tbe facls, on what 10 do 
about the strange price. Still another common approach, though usdu! only 
if there is more than onc source for a given piece of data, is to cross-che.:k a 
data set given by one provider againsl one provided by a second sourc~ . If 
th~y match, it is mor~ likely to be a corr~ct price. If th~y do not match, one 
or both of them must be wrong. Of course, what to do when two v~ndors 
don·t match ~ach other is a whole other ball of WaX. A final common 
approach to cleaning data problems is to utiliz~ the Same approach as 
described earlier in addr~ssing the problem of missing data hy looking 
ro th~ points before and after the ~badft data point andlor by looking 
to the behavior of related instruments to interpolate an approximate 
value. 

Another very common type of da ta error relates to corporate 
actions such as splits and dividends. Imagine a ticker that splits 3: I. 
~nerally, the price drops by about two-thi rds ro offset the th reefold 
increase in the number of shares.] Imagine that the data vendor d~sn't 
record th is as a spl it, and therefore doesn't adjust th~ back-history to refle>:t 
this corpora te action. In this scenario, the quant trader's system may be 
misled to believe that the stock simply dropped 67 percent overnight. This 
is generally handled by independently tracking corporate actions, together 
with the human-oversight version of a spike filter, described previously. 

EIINIBIT 8.Z June 2008 ~rrnall Bund Fumres Contract on March 28, 2008 
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AnOlbu frustrating problem is tbat I b~ data sometimes contain incorrect 
timestamps. T his is generally a problem with intraday or rcal-time data, bUi 
it bas been known to be an issue witb other data as well. This is also one of 
The tougher problems to solve. O bviously. Ihe path of a Time series is fai rly 
imponant, especially since tbe goal of tbe Quant trader focused on alpha is 
to figu re out when 10 be long, short, or out of a given security. As such, if 
the time series is shuffled because of an error in the da ta source, it can result 
in a ll SOriS of problems. A quant researcher could believe his system works 
when in reality it doesn't ,4 or he could believe his sys tem doesn't work when 
in reality it does.5 If tbe quant trading firm stores its own data in real time, 
it can track timestamps received versus the internal docks of the machines 
doing the storing and ensure that there a re correct timestamps, which is 
pt'rhaps the most dfective way of addressing this issue. But to do so requires 
storing one's own data reliably in real time and writing software to check the 
timestamp of each and every da ta point against a system clock in a way that 
doesn't slow the system down tOO much, making this a d ifficult problem to 
address. 

Finall y, a more subtle typt' of data challenge bears mentioning here. 
This is known as look·ahead bias and is a subject to wbich we will devote 
attention several times in tbis book. Look-ahead bias refers to tbe problem 
of wrongly assuming that you could have known something before it would 
have been possible to know it. Another way to pbrase tbis is ~getting yester
day 's news the day before yesterday." We will examine look-ahead bias in 
the chapter on research, bu t for now, let's examine a p<l rticular form of this 
bias that comes ftom the data . Spt'cifically, it derives from asynchronicity in 
the data. 

A common example of asynchronici ty can be found in tbe regu la tory 
filings of financial statements (known as 10·Qs) made by companies each 
quarter in the United Sta tes. Companies re port their fi nancial statements as 
of each quarter end. However, these reports are usually released four to 
eight weeks after the end of the quarter. Let's imagine the first qua rter of 
2010 has just ended. On May 1,2010, Acme Concrete Inc. reports tbat its 
first-quaner earnings were $1 pt'r share as of March 3 1 and furthermore that 
the genera l ana lyst community was expecting only $0.50 per share, making 
the result a strongly positive surprise. Once the data point is ava ilable, most 
data vendors will re port that Acme's earnings pt'r share were $ 1 per share 
as of Marcb 31, even though the number wasn't released until May I. 

Three years la ter, a quant is testing a Strategy that uses earnings data 
from tbis vendor. The data indicate tbat tbat Acme's earnings were $1 per 
share fo r the quarter ending March 31, and his model assumes this to be 
true, even though in rea lity he would never have been ab le to know this 
until the estimate was released a montb later, on r-.-la y 1. In tbe back-test, he 
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sees , hat his model buys Acme ill April because its PIE ra tio looks appealing 
from April I onward, given the Sloper-share earnings result, even though 
the model would not have known about the $ 1 earnings figure until 1o.Iay I 
if he had been Irading hack tben. Suddenly the strategy makes a huge profit 
On the posit ion in urly J..lay, when the world, aod his model, actua lly 
would have found out aboUi the earnings surprise. T his kind of problem 
also happens with macfexconomic data jsuch as the unemployment rate), 
which frequently get revised some months afrer their in it ial release. Without 
careful tracking of tbe ~vision history for such data, tbe quant can be left 
wilh the same issue as demonstt,lted in the equiry example, believing that 
he could have had revised data in the IXlst when in fact he would only have 
had the less accurate in it ial data release. 

If the Quant ignores this data error, he can end up making a Type I error 
again: be lieving that his strategy is profitable and sound, even though it may 
in fact only look that way because he's made a substantial data error. To 
address look-ahead bias in the data, quants can record the da te at which new 
information is actually made available and only make the data availab le for 
testing at the appropria te time. In addition. quants can put an artificial lag 
on the data they are concerned about so that the model's awareness of this 
information is delayed sufficiently to overcome the look-ahead bias issues. 
Note that look-ahead issnes with regard to data are specific to research, 
which we ,,~11 discuss further in the next chapter. In live trading, thcre is no 
such thing as look-ahead bias. and in fact quan ts would want all re levant 
data 10 bc available to their systems as immediately as possible. 

Another type of look-ahead bias stemming from asynchronicity in the 
data is a resu lt of the various dosing times of markets aronnd the world. 
The SPY (the ETF tracking the S&I' 5(0) trades until 4: 15 P.M., whereas the 
stocks that comprise the S&P 500 index stop trad ing at 4:00 P.M. European 
stock markets dose from 11:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M., New York time. Asian 
markets are already dosed on a given day by the t ime New York opens. In 
many cases, the considerable impact tbat U.S. news and trading activity have 
on European or Asian markets cannot be felt until the next trading day. 

On Friday, o.:tobcr 10, 2008, for example, tbe Nikkei 225 fell more 
than 9 percent for the day. But it was already closed hy the time New York 
opened. European markets dosed down bctwecn 7 and 10 percent for the 
same day. At tbe t ime of Enrope's closing, tbe S&P 500 was down about 
6 percent for the day. Suddenly, however, just after 2:00 P.M. EST On the 
10tb, witb two bours remaining in U.S. trad ing but tbe rest of tbe world 
already gone for the weekend, the S&P 500 rallied, closing down just over 
I percent. ~ Ionday the 13tb was a market ho liday in Japan. Europe tri ed 
10 make up ground that Monday, with the key markets closing up over II 
percent but the U.S. market up ~only" abou t 6 perCent by midday in New 
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York. However, by the end of the trading day, the U.S. market dosed up 
over II percent as wel l, leaving the European markets behind again. The 
Nikkei reopened on tbe 14th and ended up 14 percent. European markets 
closed up about 3 perCent, whereas the U.S. market was down slightly by 
tbe end of its own trading day. Ignoring this kind of asynchron icity can 
be extremely problematic for analyses of d osing price data because these 
dosing prices occur at different times on the same day. 

These a~ hut a few examples of the many subtle ways in which [ook
ahead bias ~ps into the process of research and money management, even 
for discretionary traders. A key cha llenge for the quan t is de.:iding how 10 
manage this problem in its myriad forms . 

ITORING DATA 

Databases are used to StOre collected data for later use, and they come in 
several varieties. The tirst type of database is known as the flat file . Flat tiles 
an~ two-dimensional databases, much like an ordinary spreadsheet. Flat tile 
databases are loved for their leanness, because there is ve ry little baggage 
or overhead to slow them down. It is a simpk tile structure thai can be 
searched very easil y, usually in a sequential manner (i.e., from the first row 
of dala onward to the lasl) . However, you can easily imagine Ihat searching 
for a data point near the bottom row of a very large fla l fi k ,,~th millions 
of rows may take rather a long time. To he lp with this problem, many 
quants use indexed flat files, which add an ext ra step but which can make 
searching large files easier. The index gives the computer a SOrt of "cheat 
sheet," providing an algorithm to search large sets of data more intelligently 
Ihan a sequential search. 

A second importan t type of data storage is a relational database. 
Relational databases a llow for more complex relationships among the data 
set. For example, imagine that we want to keep track of stocks not just on 
their own but a lso as pari of industry groups, as pari of sectors, as part 
of broader indices for the countries of their domicile, and as part of the 
uni'·erse of stocks o'·era ll . This is a fa irly routine th ing to want to do. With 
flal fi les, we would have to conslruct these groups each as separate tables. 
This is fine if noth ing e'·er changes wi th the constituents of each table. But 
in rea lity, every time there is a corporate action, a merger, or any other 
event Ihat would cause us to want to modify the te<:ord for a single stock in 
anyone of these. tables, we have to remember to upda te a ll of them. Instead, 
in the world of relalional databases, we can simply create a dalabase lable 
that contains attributes of each slock-for example, the industry, sector, 
markel, and universe il is in. Given th is tabk, we can simply manage the 
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table of informatiOn for (he sTock itself and for its aurihutes. From the re, 
the database will take care of the rest based on the established relationship. 
Though rdational databases allow for powerful searches, they can also ~ 
slow and cumbersome because their searches can span many tab les as well 
as the me ta tables tha i establish the relationships among the da ta tables . 

An important IyI'C' of relational database is known as a dora ,ube, a 
label I have borrowed from Sudhir Chhikara, the former head of quanti tative 
trading a l Stark Investments. Data cubes fo rce consistency into a rdational 
database by keeping all the va lues for ail ihe attributes of a ll instruments in a 
single, thru-dimensional table. Fo r a given dale, then, all inslrumems would 
~ listed in one axis of this table . A s('(:ond axis would StOre all the va lues for 
a given attribu te (e.g., dosing price for that da te) across the various instru
ments. The third axis would Store other attributes (e.g., ea rnings per share as 
of that da te). T his method has the ~ndit of simpli fy ing the relationships in 
a way that is rather usefu l. In other words, it hard wires certain rciationships; 
fu rthermore, by keeping a ll a ttri bu tes of each instrument ava ilable every day, 
there is no need 10 search for the last availab le dala point for a given attribute 
and security. For every day, a data cu~ is crea ted to Sto re a ll the relevant 
data. This approach, too, has its potential d isadvantages. Hardwi ring the 
rdationships leads to inflexibility, so if the nature of the rdat ionships o r the 
method of querying the data changes, it Can ~ problematic. 

Each of these data storage approaches has advantages and disadvan
tages. It would ~ easy 10 make some assumptions and declare one the 
M~st," but the reality is that the best technique is dependen t on the problem 
tha t needs to be solved. Here, as in so many other parts of the black box, 
the quant's judgment determines success or fai lure. 

--, 
Alpha Model Risk Model Transaction Cost Model 

Data ~ L 
I'Ilrtlol", Construction Model 

Research 

Execution Model 

EXHIBIT B.I &hcmatic of the Blac k Box 
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IUMMARY 

In this chapter, wt:: explained some of the basic concepts of da ta for use by 
quan t trading systems. T hough da ta a re scarcely the most exci ti ng part of a 
Quant strategy, they are so integral and cri tical to everything quants do and 
inform so much of how to think about a given quant system thou they are 
well worth understanding. 

Next we will dive imo the research proc~s as our final stop in the 
exploration of the black OOX (Exhibit 8.3), 
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Everything 5hvuld be made as simple as pV5Sibie, but 1Iof simpler. 
-Allxrt Einstein 

Research is the heart ofquanr trading. It is in large part because of a well
designed, rigorous, and tireless research program thai the best quants 

carn their laurels. This chapter gives an overview of what research really 
means for black-box traders. It focuses mostly on research targeted at de
veloping the alpha models of Trading strategies. Research is also done with 
regard to risk mode ls, transaction cost models, portfolio construction mod
ds, execution algorithms, and monitoring 100[S . Relevant research topics in 
these other areas will be mCn(ioned as necessary, hu t the general principles 
from this section bold true throughout tbe black box. 

The purpose of research is [0 scrutinize a we ll ·conceived investment 
strategy. A strategy is a long·term course of action designed to achieve 
an object ive, usually success or victory. In most app lied settings, strategies 
are chosen from a limitless number of a lterna ti '-es. One can find in teresting 
examples in nearly every field: curing cancer, a baseball game, a war, a COU ri 

case, or financial planning. In each case, one has many choices of Strategy; 
so how is one chosen? In the case of qnant trading, a strategy is chosen based 
on research, which has its roots in the natural sciences. 

BLUEPRINT FOR RESEARCH: 
THE ICIENTIFIC METHOO 

A charaCteristi c shared among well·behaved quants is their adherence to the 
scimtific method in conduCting research, which is of course the way science 
is done in every other field of study. This is critical because it forces rigor 

125 
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and discipline in to the single most judgment-driven portion of tbe entire 
quam trading process. Without such rigor, quants could easily ~ led as tray 
by wishful thinking and emotion ra ther than the logic and consistency that 
make scientists useful to the world in so many other disciplines. 

The scient ific method begins wi th the scien tist observing something in 
tbe world thai might be explainable. Put differently, the scientist sees a pat
tern in her observations. For example, in most circumstances, if something 
is above the ground and is left unsupported, it fa ll s towards the ground. 
~cond, the scientist forms a theory 10 expla in the observations. Sticking 
with the same theme in our examples, the scien tist can theorize that there is 
sometbing inberent in a ll tbings tbat cause tbem to move toward eacb otber. 
Tbis is btlTer known as tbe theory o( gTil"ity. l b ird, the scientist mUSt deduce 
consequences of tbe tbeory. If gravity exists, tbe orbits of planets sbould bt 
p«dictable using the consequences of the theory of gravity. Fourth comes 
the a ll ·im portant testing of the theory. 8U1 ra ther than looking to "prove" a 
theory, pro~rl y done science seeks 10 find the opposite of the consequences 
deduced, which would therefore dispro!le the theory. In the case of gravity, 
Ney,'ton's tbeory was used to predict tbe existence of Nepnme, based on 
motions in the orhit of Uranus that could not bt explained by other then
known cdestia l bodies. But this success could at bes t provide support for 
Newton's theory and could never actually prove it. Karl Pop~r, the eminent 
philosopher of science, labtled this technique (alsification . A theory that has 
not yet be.:n disproved can bt accepted as true fo r tbe moment. BUI we 
can never be certain that the next observation we make of the theory will 
not falsify it. Indeed, Newton's theory of grav ity has never been ~proven" 
and in fact was su~rseded by Einstein's general relativity theory. The lat
ter a lso has not be.:n pro'·en, and al ternat ives have be.:n proposed to help 
explain problems (sucb as tbe accelerating expansion of tbe universe or tbe 
unex~ctedly high velocities of stars in the outSkirts of galaxies) that neither 
Ney,'ton's laws nor Eins tein 's relativity address in tbeir current form. 

Looking at the markets, it is easy to see the parallels with the way 
quan ts conduct researcb. First, let 's imagine that a quan t researcher observes 
tbat tbe various markets go tbrongb pbases in wbicb tbey tend to risc for 
extended ~riods, followed by phases in which they tend 10 fall for awhile. 
Sbe tbeorizes tbat a pbenomenon called a trend exists, wbicb, for wbatever 
«ason, causes the futu re ~rformance of a market 10 bt in the same direction 
as its recent historical ~rformance. T he consequence of this theory would 
be that she should bt able to achieve a better-than-random forecast of bow 
markets will ~rform, given only information On how these marketS have 
~rformed btfore. So, sbe sets ou t to test tbe tbeory, and 10 and bebold, sbe 
finds that the evidence does no t contradict her theory. Using some metric to 
define the historica l trend (such as the moving average crosso'·er example 
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we used in Chapler 3), she sees Ihal she can indeed forecaSI marketS belfer 
Ihan random chance is likely to allow. BUI she. can never be sure. AI best, 
she can have enough confidence Ihat her tests were rigorous that she finds it 
worth risking some Capi lal on Ihe va lidity of this theory. 

One importam distinelion, however, existS between quants and scien
lisis. x ientisls conduel research for many purposes, including learning the 
lruth Ihat drives the natura l world. In science, a good theory, one thaI is 
well suppon ed by Ibe evidence and is ,,~dely useful in a variety of pracli
cal app lica tions (e.g., Einstein's reialivity), does not requ ire modifica tion to 
continue 10 be valid . Quant researchers, by comrasl, bave no choice but to 
conduct ongoing researcb and to take every measure to ensu re thaI Ibeir 
research OUlput is prolific. This is because, though nature is reiatively sta
ble, tbe markets are not . Whetber from regulatory changes, tbe cbanging 
whims of the aggregale psychology of investors and Iraders, the cons tant 
competition for alpba among traders, or wbalever other pbenomena, the 
markelS are in fact highly dynamic processes. For Ihis reason, quanl traders 
must constantly research so that they can evolve with as much rigor and 
foretbought as Ihey used in developing their original strategies. 

IDEA GENERATION 

Ideally, quants fo llow the scientific melhod in their research. In this regard 
Ihe developmenl of theories (or theoretically sound approaches to data min
ing) is tbe first key slep in tbe research process. We find four COmmOn sources 
of ideas to be observations of Ihe marketS, academic literature, migralion, 
and lessons from tbe aelivil ies of discret ionary Iraders. 

The main way that quants come up with their own ideas is by walChing 
Ihe markets. This approach most embodies Ihe spirit of the scientific method. 
An excellent example comes from Ibe history of Ibe oldesl of quam trading 
stralegies; trend following in futures contracts. Richard Donchian is the 
fatberof trend fo llowing. He originally traded stocks, bUi in 1948, he created 
FUlUres, Inc., the firsl publicly held commodify fund. In December 1960, 
he published his philosophy toward trading in his newsletter, Commodity 
Trend Timing.l He observed that Ihere are sweeping moves in many markets 
that folks tend to ca ll bull or hea r markels; he postulaled thaI one could 
build a system tbat would dew:t Ihat these trends had begun and tben ride 
the wave. He Iransiated his phi losophy into Ihe following stra tegy: If a given 
market's price is above tbe highest closing price over Ibe past 1\\"0 weeks, 
buy Ihat market. If itS price goes below Ihe lowest closing price over the pasl 
two weeks, sell Ihat market short. In Ihe mealllime, hold whalever position 
you have in tbat market . Using this incredibly simple system, from 195010 
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1970 he built a successful t rack record and slXlWTlcd an industry {hat now 
manages tens of billions of dolla rs of diem capi tal. 

The academic literatu re in quanrilatjvc finance, and finance more gen
erally, is replete with papers on a massive array of topics of interest to Quant 
re~archers . For example, many fi nance papers have ~en written On clever 
ways in which corporate chief fi nance officers (CFOs) attempt to "fudge~ 
thdr companies' earnings and OIher financial figures 10 retain the confi dence 
of shareholders. Quant fi rms have taken note, and several nOw have strate
gies in their a rsenal tbat look for the kinds of behaviors described in the 
academic litera ture for trading opportunities. Many quam firms spend sig
nificant time scouring academic journals, working papers, and conference 
p«semations 10 glean ideas that can ~ tested using the sciemific method. 
Such a quant could find papers on topics such as the management of financia l 
statements and could test ideas learned from these papers. Perhaps the most 
classic example of an academic paper that made massive waves in the quam 
trad ing community is Harry Markowitz's paper, modestly en titled Portfolio 
Se/ectioll. Asdiscussed in Chapter6, in ~ Portfo lio Sdection, ~ Dr. Markowitz 
proposed an a lgorithm to compute the ~optima l ~ portfolio using a technique 
called mean variance optimiwtion. For all the research that has bc.:n done 
On port folio construction over the decades since Dr. Markowitz's paper was 
published, his technique and variants of it remain key tools in the toolbox 
of quant trading. Aside from the literatu« in fi nance, quants a lso frequently 
utilize the lite rature from o ther scientific fields-such as astronomy, physics, 
or psychology- forideas that might ~ applicable to quant finance problems. 

Another common source of new ideas is via the migration of are' 
searcher or portfolio manager from one quant shop to the next. Though 
many fi rms attempt to make th is more d ifficult via noncompete and nondis· 
closure agreements, at some point the quan t can usua lly take ideas from 
one place 10 another, and this is to ~ expected. Any rational quant would 
want to know wha t the competition are doing, particularly those who are 
successful. At least parr of the attrac tion of a potentia l new hire who has 
worked elsewhere mUSt ~ the prospeCt of learn ing abou t the ac tivities, and 
may~ e'"en some secrets, of competitors. There arc countless examples of 
this SOrt of th ing. Gold man Sachs gave birth to AQR's quantitative a pproach 
10 global tactica l asset allocation and global equ ity market·neutral trad ing. 
Richard D.:nnis trained a group of new traders called the Turtles, none of 
whom had any trading experience, in trend fo llowing as a socia l experiment 
and to settle a bet with his rriend William Eckhardt. D. E. Shaw was created 
arrer its founder cut his teeth at Morgan Stanley'S statistical arbitrage prop 
trading desk and has itself spawned seve ra l successful alumni , including Two 
Sigma and Highbridge's quantitative equity manager. In a fascinat ing case, 
Renaissance Technologies, famous for its ab ility to retain talent partly by 
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having its ~~archers sign iron-clad noncompete agreemems, once lost two 
of its researchers to r.,·lillennium Parfflers. Renaissance sued Millennium over 
the incident, and it turned out that the researchers had somehow managed 
not to sign the noncompete agreements while at Renaissance. Nonetheless, 
the traders were ultimately terminated by Millennium, who simply decided 
that retaining them was mo~ trouble than it was worth. Sometimes, in
vestors who have pecked behind the curtains as part of their assessment of 
a given quant shop, and then shared what they've seen with others, act as 
the carriers of ideas from one quant shop to the next. 

Fina ll y, quants learn lessons from the behavior of successful discre
tionary traders. For example, an old adage among successful traders is, 
~Ride winners and cut lo~rs. ~ This idea can easily be forma lized and tested 
and has come to be known as a slop·loss policy, which involves systemati
cally realizing l os~s on positions that are nOt working out. There are many 
examples of qnants working closely with snccessful discretionary traders 
in an attempt to codify aspects of the latter's behavior into a trading sys
tem. Not all arc necessarily bound for success. Technical tmder is the label 
applied to a trader who subjectively analyzes graphs of market prices and 
makes decisions based on "rules" about the implications of various shapes 
of snch graphs. These shapes are given names snch as a head and shoulders 
pattern Or an upward triangle pattern. Many quam funds have come (and 
mostly gone) that have attempted to recreate such patterns into systematic 
trading rules. This could be because the idea itself is not based on valid the
ory, or it might be because the human version is ul timately less rule ba~d, 

as one might like to believe, condemning a truly systematic implementation 
to be unsuccessful. However, even here valuable lessons can be learned: Not 
all successful traders have skill, and a helpful way to begin riguring OU t what 
really works and doesn't is to put an idea through the grinder of a research 
process and see if it's still alive at the end. 

TElliNG 

The process of testing is central 10 research. At first glance, the most common 
version of this process looks fai rly simple. First, build a model and tra in it 
on some subset of the data available (the in-sample period) . Then test it on 
another subset of the data to s~ if it is profitab le (the out-or-sample period). 
However, research is an activ ity that is fraught with peril. The researcher is 
constantly offered opportunities 10 forego rigor in favor of wishful thinking. 
In this seerion, we address some of the work and challenges inherent in the 
research process. 
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In quan! Ira ding, models ar~ approximations of I h~ world. T hey are u~d to 
predict the fu ture using data as inputs. T he first part of the testing process is 
10 "train" a model by find ing optimal parameters over an in-sample period. 
That sounds rather like a mouthful of marbles, 50 Jet's walk through it tcrm 
by term. 

Let's imagine thai we wam to test the idea tbat cbeap stocks out~rform 
expensive stocks. We even theorize tha t the metric we wi ll use to define 
cheapness is the earnings yield (earnings/price), such that a higher earnings 
yield implies a cheaper stock. But what level of yield is sufficiently low to 
cause us 10 think that lhe stock will outperform? And whatlevd of earnings 
yield is sufficiemly high 10 imply that a slOck is eXpt'nsive and is likely to 
underpt' rform? These levels a re parameters. In genera l the parameters of 
a model a re quantities that define some aspt'ct of a model and can affect 
its pt'rforman~. l bese are variab les that can be set at whatever level one 
chooses, and by varying these levels, the model itself is altered and will 
provide different results. 

Imagine that you hi re a consultant to he lp you buy the ideal "optimal" 
house. The consultant lists all the relevant variables that might factor into 
your decis ion, things like the size of the house, its condition at the time 
of purchase, and the location and school district. If you do not te ll him the 
"pt'rfect" levels for each of these variables, he can deduce them by observing 
your reaction to various houses. A big house in a poor neighborhood might 
generate a lukewarm reaction, whereas a smaller house in a good neighbor
hood might generate a higher degree of interest for you. In this way, the 
consultant can deduce that you dislike the first neighborhood and prefer the 
second, and furthermore that the neighborhood might be more important 
to you than the size of the house. If he is able 10 repeat these "experiments," 
he can continue to fine-tune the choices he presents 10 you until he finds the 
house that matches your desires optimally. To the extent he succe<:ds in this 
endeavor, he has pt'rformed well. 

In th is way, optimal parameters in a quant model are those that lead 
to the best pt'rformance based on whatever metrics one chooses to use 
10 measure goodness. Train ing a model involves simply finding the opt imal 
parameter set, which is usually accomplished by try inga number o f them and 
hoping tha t at least one set comes oUI looking appt'aling. What constitutes 
appt'al is a maner we will discuss in some detail forthwith, but first we 
consider some other aspt'cts of in-sample research. 

In-sample research is, in a sense, fun for a quant. In the real world, the 
quan t's model is constantly buffeted by new information and unpredictable 
events. But the hislOrical data from the in-sample period are known to the 
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modd in thdr ent irety, and nothing aboUl them needs to Ix predicted. The 
in-sample period is like the answer key to a test in grade school. It is the 
model's best cbance to work, because it doesn't bave to p("("d ict anything. 
The model simply has to do a reasonable job of explaining the in·sample 
period after the fact, witb tbe whole picture. This is the one parr of the 
«search process in which the« is a high degree of hope. 

An important de.:ision li es in the process of in-sample testing: What 
exactly constitntes tbe sample cbosen for filling tbe model? A sample is 
characterized by twO things: irs breadth and its length. Imagine that a re
searcher plans to build a strategy to trade tbe approximately 5000 listed 
U.S. stocks and that she has at her disposal data starring in 199{1 and ending 
now. As far as breadth, the researcher must choose how many of the stocks 
10 use and decide how to choose the ones that 01« used. Should she use a 
broad cross-section of stocks across seCtors and capitali1.ation levels? Should 
sbe use a narrower cross-section, or sbonld sbe cboose a ll tbe stocks? As to 
length of time, the researcher must cnnsider what window of data will Ix 
avai lable 10 usc for fining the model. Wi ll it be the most recent dala or the 
oldest data? Will it be a random set of smaller time windows or the entire 
set of data from 1990 nnward? The most common preference among quants 
wonld be to use all the instruments for some snbset of tbe time, but tbis is 
by no means universal, since there is a tradeoff here 10 consider. 

By using more data, the quant has a broader array of scenarios and 
market events that the modd has to fit itself 10, which can help make it 
more robust. By the time it has to succeed in real conditions, it has already 
Msecn" and been adapted to tbe scenarios and environments fonnd in the 
large in-sample period. On the orher hand, the more data the model is 
allowed to see wbile it is being tuned, tbe g«ater tbe risk of creating a 
modd that is noth ing more than a good explanation of the past. For this 
reason, many quan ts utili1.e a reasonable cross-section of the data for the 
purpose of in-sample testing and modd filling. 

Wllit Consmltll I RGlod" MldiiT 

Quants Ulilize a ,,~de variety of met ria to determine the "goodness" of a 
model. This is true for ooth the in-sample part of , he process and the out
of-sample part of tbe process, tbe laller of wbich we will discuss in the next 
secrion. I include here a number of statistics (and other nutput) , hat quants 
may use. I ill ustrate these metrics using a strategy for forecasting tbe S& P 
500. It has a one-day horizon for its forecast, and it uses an adjustment to 
a we ll-known idea known as , he equity risk premium, which is calculated 
by taking tbe difference between tbe earnings yield of tbe S&P 500 and the 
10-}"ear T reasur}" note each day. If the S&P's yield is higher than the bond's, 
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Ihis is viewed as a signa l to be long stocks. If the S&P's yield is lower than 
Ihe bond's, this is a signal to be sho rt stocks. I built th is stra tegy back in the 
mid- 1990s for tact ica l asse t a lloca tion purposes, bul I have never traded it , 
for reasons tha t will be obvious after we assess it using these metrics . The 
resultS 1 show fo r the strategy a rc based on daily closing prices from June 
19 82 through December 2000. 

GPlII_ II , •• ClllllatlVl PPlIIt. OViP 11.. A graph ind ica ting the cumu
la tive profits over lime is one of the most powerfu l pieces of output in a 
tesling process because, as Ihey say, one picture is worth a thousand wo rds. 
Fro m a graph of cumula tive profits, you can see whe ther the strategy would 
have made money, how smoothly, and wilh what SOrt of downside risk, 
just to name a few things. As you can sec in Exhibit 9.1, the S&P st ra t· 
egy sho ws as being p rofi table over the test period, bUi it is a very ~ Iumpy" 
return strea m, characte ri zed by lo ng periods o f inactivity (severa l yea rs, in 
some cases), some sharp losses, and some very steep gains. Immedia tely a 
researcher can see that this strategy has some rea l pro blems. Is it rea listic 
to want to sit on the sidelines making a lmost no t rades, and certainly no 
profits, from late 1989 un til ear ly 1995? 

hlrlgl Rltl II Rlt l " The average rate of return indicates how well the 
strategy actually wo rked (i. e., how much it might have made) in the paSt. 
If it didn't work in tbe testing phase, it's very unlikely to work in rea l life. 
As we will see la ter, testing offers many opportunities for the researcher 
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to be lieve tba t making money in trad ing is a trivially easy exercise. Sadly, 
this misperception is mainly due to a wide variety of deadly traps . In our 
S&P 500 e:<ample, the tota l cumula ti"e profits in the simula tion were 746 
percent, which comes to an average annual rate of return of 12. 1 percent 
before any transac tion cos ts or fees. 

Varl ... llIlr .1 RII,rll OWir filii l be variability of returns over time, 
which describes the uncerta inty around the average returns, is helpfu l in 
deciding whether the strategy is worth owning. In general, the less the vari· 
ability for a given level of returns, the better a strategy is considered to be. 
For example, if a strategy averages 20 percent returns per yea r, witb an an· 
nual standa rd deviation of 2 percent (i.e., 67 percent of the time, the annual 
ra te of return should fa ll witbin +/- 2 percent of tbe average 20 percent 
figure , or betw~n 18 and 22 percent), this would be a beller outcome than 
if the Same 20 percent average annual return Carne with 20 percent annua l 
standard devia tion (i.e ., 67 percent of the time, returns a rc wi thin 0 and 40 
percent). T he idea is tha t one can have more confi dence in a given return if 
tbe uncertain ty a round it is low, and more confidence is a good thing. 

At my shop, we look at a statistic we duhbed IlImpiness , which is the 
portion of a strategy's tota l return tha t comes from periods tha t a rc sig· 
nifican tly above average. T his is another way of measuring consistency of 
returns. Despite the importance of this me tric, it is not always the case tha t 
consistency should be a primary goa l. Nevertheless, it is good to know wba t 
to expect as an investor in o r practitioner of a strategy, if for no o ther rea
son than to d iscern when the stra tegy's behavior is changing, In our S&P 
500 stra tegy, the annualized standard devia tion of its daily returns over the 
entire test period was 2 1.2 percent. 

W.ral P .. '-I.-VaIlIY Dl'lwlllwn(1I This me tric measures the maximum 
decline fro m any cumulative peak in the profit curve. If a strategy makes 
10 percent, then decl ines 15 percent, then makes ano ther 15 percent, the 
tota l compounded return for this period is about +7,5 percent. However, 
the peak-to-valley d rawdown is -1 5 percent. Another way of stating this 
is tha t the investor had to risk 15 percent to make 7.5 percent. The lower 
tbe drawdown of a stra tegy, tbe beller. Alany quan ts meaSUre not just 
one d rawdown but several, to get a sense of both the extreme and more 
rourine downs ide historical ri sks of their stra tegies, It is also typ ical to mea' 
SUfe recovery times afte r drawdowns, which give the researche r a sense of 
the model's behavior after it 's done poor ly. Long recovery times a rc gen· 
era lly disliked because they imply tba t the stra tegy will remain in negative 
territory for qu ite a while if il does go into a la rge drawdown a t some point. 
Tbe S&P 500 strategy's worst peak-to-va lley drawdown in tbe back-test was 
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-39.7 perC~nI. and it Came from being shOrt , he 5&1' 500 in Ihe summer of 
19S7, before the crash in October actua lly made thai trade look good. 

Prllllclivl POWIr A statistic known as the R-squt1red (R2) shows how 
much of tbe variability of tbe thing being predicted can be accounted for 
by the thing you'« using to predict ii , or, in other words, how much of the 
variabi lity in the ta rget is e xplained by the signal. li s value ranges fro m 0 
10 I, and in general it can be compuud simply by squaring the corrdation 
coefficient. A value of 1 implies thaI the prediCtor is explaining 100 percent 
of tbe va riability of the thing being predicted. 10 case it's not already clear, 
when we (alk about "the thing bdng predicted," we are of course rderring 
10 a slOd, or a futures contract or some o ther financial instrument that 
we wam to trade. In quant finance, since we're literally trying 10 predict 
the future prices of such instruments, a value of I is never seen unless 
methodological errors a~ being made. In fact, an excitingly high Rl in our 
industry is usua lly 0.05 (out of sample, to be discussed later in this chapter). 
A former employee: of mine once said, " If you see an R l above 0. 15 and it's 
not because you made a mistake, run the other way, because the SEC will 
arrest you for insider trading if you use it. ~ Note that an R2 of 0.15 impl ies 
that some predictor describes 15 percent of the futllre volatility of the th ing 
being forecast. As another quant trader put it, "I>eo ple have gotten rich off 
a 0.02 R2." Exhibit 9.2 shows that the R2 of the S&P 500 strategy was less 
than 0.01 from 1982 through 2000. 
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Quants freqnently ntilize an additional approach to ascertaining predic
tive power. This approach involves bucketing the returns of the instrumentS 
included in the test by the deciles (or any OIher quan tile preferred by the 
researcher) of the underlying forecasts. In general, a modd with rdiable 
predictive power is one that demonstrates tha t the worst returns are found 
in the bncket for which the worst returns are expected, with each snccessive 
bucket of improving expeered returns in faer performing bener than the 
prior bucket. If the returns of the instruments being fore.:ast are not mono· 
tonically improving ,,~th the forecast of them, it could be an indication that 
the strategy is working purely by acciden t. 

A bar chart showing the quintile study for the S& P 500 Strategy is 
shown in Exhibit 9.3. As you can see, in this study at least, the strategy 
looks reasonable. The leftmost bucket of signals averages -2.35 percent, 
and indeed, the S&P's average return on the day after such a signal is 
re.:ei'·ed is the worst of any of the buckets. The second bucket from the left 
shows tha t the S& P 500 strategy's second most bearish group of forecasts for 
the S&P a.-erages - 0.19 percent. As we move to increasingly bullish signals, 
the S&P's returns continue to improve in accordance with the bullish ness 
of the forecasts, which is what one would hope for. The fact that each 
bucket's a.-erage retu rn is better than the one previous to it is sa id to imply 
a monotonic rdationship between our alpha signal (the modified equity risk 
premium signal described earlier) and the ta rget of our forecasts (the S&I' 
500 index's return over the next day). 

~:::t======= 
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Strategy Slgnlll (negative" shorl, polltlve" long) 

EJHIBIT B. ' Quint ile Study of S&P SOO Strategy's Signals vs. S&P SOO 
RetUrns 
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Plruol111 Wllnll, Trdll .r Wlnlll, fl •• Plrlolll This perc~ntage is 
anOlber measure of consistency. It tells tbe researcher whetber tbe system 
tends to make its profits from a small portion of the trades that happened to 
do very well or from a la rge number of trades, each of which rnigh t COlltrihute 
only modes tl y to the bottom line. Similarl y, one can easily measure the IOtal 
number of winning (pos itive) periods versus the to tal number of periods. 
(This is most often measured by percentage winning, or profitable, days.) 
In both cases, one tends to have more conridenu in stra tegies with greater 
consistency. In the S&P strategy, the results of this study are somewhat 
unusual in that the strategy is not designed to produu a signal every day but 
instead only when the modd perceives that the opportunity is sufficiently 
altractive to warrant trading at all . As such, the model produces a zero signal 
65 perCent of the time. II produces winning trades about 19 perCent of the 
time and losing trades about 16 percent of the time. Of the days it actua lly 
has a nonuro signal, it wins approximately 54 perunt of the time. This, 
too, is not a terrible outcome for a strategy. 

Varlo .. RlIII1 II Rltlrn Vlrlll Rid: A grea t many statistics have been 
proposed as useful measures of risk-adjusted retllTn, wbich are generally 
all attempts 10 measure the "COSt " (in terms of risk) of acbieving some 
return. T he canonical exarnple is the Sharpe ratio, narned aner Will iarn 
Sharpe (mentioned earlier in connection with the Nobd Prize in Economics 
he shared with Harry Markowitz in 1990). l be Sharpe ratio is computed 
by taking the average periodic return above tbe risk-free rate and dividing 
this quantity by the periodic variability of returns. The higher the Sharpe 
ratio, the better. Quan ts (and rnany in the investrnent rnanagernent business) 
have shortened this moniker by dropping the word ratio . A stra tegy with a 1 
Sharpe is a strategy tha t delivers two percentage points of return (above the 
risk-free rate) for eacb point of va riability (and this is a rather good Sbarpe, 
if you can get it ). 

A dose cousin of the Sbarpe ratio is tbe informatioll ratio, whicb is dif
ferent fro m the Sbarpe only in that it dimina tes the risk-free rate from the 
formula. T he information ratio of the S&P 500 strategy is a rnere 0.57 rnean
ing tbat the investor receives 0.57 percent in return for evety I percent in 
risk taken (again, before transaction cOSts and before any other fees or COS ts 
of implementing tbe strategy). T be Sterling ratio (average return/variability 
of below-average returns ), the Calmar ratio (average retu rn/worst peak-to
va lley drawdown), and the Omega ratio (the sum of all positive returns/the 
sum of all negat ive returns) are also ,,~ddy used among a number of other 
risk-adjusted return metrics. The 5&1' 500 strategy from 1982 through 2000 
displayed a Sterling ratio of 0.87, a Calmar ratio of 0.31, and an Omega 
ratio of 1.26. Of these ratios, the most discouraging is the low Calmar ratio, 
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wbicb indicates tbat tbe strategy generated only 0.3 1 percent in returns for 
every 1 perCent of drawdown it experienced. 

Rilitiollhi. willi one, " .. tllIllI r..lany quants ut iliu ~vera l kinds of 
strategies at once. As such, the quant is effective ly managing a portfolio of 
strategies, whicb can be tbougbt of mucb like any other kind of portfolio in 
that d iversification is desirable. As a result, the quant frequently measures 
how a proposed new idea will fi t in wi th other, already utilized, ideas, 
10 ensure tha t the new strategy is in fact adding value. After all, a good 
idea that doesn't improve a portfolio is not ultimately usefu l. T bough it 
is common to compUie a correlation coefficient between the new idea and 
the existing portfolio of strategies, many quants measure the value-added 
of a new strategy by comparing tbe results of the existing StralCgy witb and 
without the new idea. A significant improvement in the results indicates 
tha t there is a synergistic rela tionship between the new idea and the existing 
strategy. 

TI.I OIUY In testing a strategy, one interesting question to ask is, bow 
sensitive is this strategy to getting information in a timely manner, and 
for how long is the forecast effect sustained in the marketplace? Many 
quants ,,~ll seck to understand wha t their st rategies' returns would be if 
they must ini ti ate trades on a lagged basis after they receive a trading signal. 
In other words, if a stra tegy initiated a signal to sell Microsoft (MSFf) on 
April 28, 2006, the quant can see what the performance of his strategy 
would be in }"ISFf if it was not allowed to .sell MSFf for one day, two 
days, three days, and so on. In th is way, he can determine his strategy's 
sensitivity to the timeliness wi th which information is received, and he can 
also gain some information about how crowded the strategy is (because 
more crowding would mean sharper movements to a new equilibrium, i.e., 
faster degrada tion of profit potential). Imagine tbat a researcher develops a 
strategy to trade stocks in response to changes in recommendations by Wall 
Street ana lysts. Increases in the level of analysts' consensus recommendations 
for a company lead to a targeted long position in that company, whereas a 
deterioration in the aggregate recommendation level would lead to a targeted 
sbort position in the company. This strategy is popular and followed by 
many quants (and discretionary traders). However, its effects are very short
lived and are "ery .sensitive to the timing of the information received. 

An example of this phenomenon is shown in Exhibit 9.4, using 
MSFf from April through <ktober 2006. As you can sec, there were five 
downgrades on April 28, wbich caused MSFf to underperform tbe S& P 
500 by about 11 .4 percent On the day the downgrades were announced. 
In fact, the opellillg price of MSFf on the 28 th was already down abou t 
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11.1 percent because the downgrades a ll took place before the market 
opt'ncd. As such, the quan! trader must be careful not 10 allow his 
simula tion to assume , bal be WaS able [0 transaCt in Ms~¥r ea rly enough [0 
capture any of the Il. l percent change. Inslead, 10 be conservative, he can 
('St what his, say, two-week performance on the trade would have b«n if 
he initiated the trade on va rious days after the in itia l ratings change. 

If he did this, what he would find is that if he sold MSFT at allY time 
after the close of April 27 (the night before the recommendation changes 
were announced), his trade would have acrually been pretty mediocre. He 
would have made money sell ing M$Fr On at the dose on April 28, May I 
(the next business day), or !\lay 2, but from !\lay J through May 12 the 
trade would have been unprofitable. This ill ustrates the importance of stress
testing a strategy·s dependence on time ly informa tion, which might not 
always be availab le. 

Interestingly, delaying the signal's implementation does nOt a lways 
resu lt in a nega tive OUlCome. For example, our S&P strategy tends to be 
"early" on its trades, that is, it tends to be short too early and long too 
early, even though the market subsequen tly does mo'·e in the direction fore
cast, on average. As such, delaying its entry by merely one day dramatically 
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improves the total return of the strategy, from 746 percent tota l (12.1 per
cent annualized) to 870 percent total 02.9 percem annualized). This d~s 
not necessarily bode well for the use of such a strategy. In general, it is not 
comfoning to know that you get a signal from your trading strategy that 
you not only Uln go without implementing for a little while (which would 
be the better result ) but that you actua lly arc better off ignoring for at least 
a full day after you get the signal. 

SII.ltlwlly II '.Icille "rlilltirl It was mentioned ear lier tbat paramo 
eters can be va ried, and by varying tbem, differing outcomes are likely. But 
mucb can be learned about tbe qua lity of a stra tegy based on how much the 
outcomes vary based on small changes in the parameters. Let's use our PIE· 
based stra tegy from earlier as an example. Imagine that we think that any 
PIE ra tio tbat is either above 50 or negative (because of negative earnings) 
should be considered expensive.lo.leanwhile, we presume that any PIE ratio 
below 12 is cbeap. Assume we test the stra tegy according to the previously 
discussed metrics and fi nd that a low PIE st rategy with these parameters 
(::=. 50 implies expensive, == 12 implies cheap) delivers a 10 percent annual 
return and 15 percent annual va riability. 

Now imagine that we vary the parameterS only sligh tly so that any 
stock witb a PIE ratio below 11 is cheap and any witb a PIE ra tio that is 
negat ive or above 49 is expensive. If this version of the st rategy, with slightly 
differing parameters, resul ts in a signi fi cantly different outcome than the first 
example, we should mistrust both results and use neither in our model. This 
is because the model has proven to be overly sensitive to a small change in 
tbe values of the parameters, whicb makes little real· world sense. Sbould 
there be any great difference between a 10 PIE and an II PIE, or between a 
50 PIE and a 49 PIE? What many researchers look for is smoothness of the 
goodness of outcomes ,,~th respect to parameter values. Ncar-neighboring 
sets of parameters should resu lt in fa irly similar resul ts, and if they don't, a 
researcber should be a bit suspicious about them, because such results may 
indicate overfitting. 

Dverllttlng 

Consider Exhibit 9.5. 
Which of these points would you guess is the best choice for a parameter 

value? Choice A doesn't look so good, because the stra tegy seems to do 
poorly wben using such a parameter value. Choice C looks enticing because 
it is the highest point of a broad pla teau. But it is so near a cliff's edge 
tbat we cannot be sure whetber we're at risk of picking unwisely. Choice 
D seems to have the best outcome, but it is also fairly unreliable, since its 
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near neighbors are universally poor. T his leaves Choice B as the beST. [ven 
though we haven't picked the highest point on {he plateau, we've picked 
one with a margin of safety around it on both sides. It bears discussing a bit 
abom wby Ihis margin of safely is so importan t. 

When we see a londy pt'ak [ike the one represented by Point D in Exhibit 
9.5, it is likely , ha t our testing has uncovered some spurious coincidence in 
tbe filling period {hal makes it especia lly favora ble for tbal single parameter 
value. Unfortunately, it is likely that this coincidence will not persist into the 
fu ture. By select ing Point D, in o ther words, we are implicitly betting tha t the 
futu re will look exactly like the past. You might be familiar with the standard 
performan~ disclaimer: " PaSt performance is not an indication of futu re 
resu lts." Yet we all tend to judge the success of a trader at least partly by 
performance, which is a way of saying that we th ink the past might actually 
be 50me indica tion of the future. Similarly, and based on the premises of 
scientific research in general, all quant t rading (and indeed, all science) 
assumes implicitly that the past can have some value in helping us understand 
the future. This is why the scientific method sta rts with observations of the 
world that can be generalized into a theory. But the appropriate way to 
think about the past is as a general guide to the future, not as an exact copy. 
Quants would refer 10 Point B as being more "robust" than Point D because 
Point B has a be tter chance of being good, bu t not solely a s a resul t o f some 
accident of the sample data used to fi nd it. Any model that explains the past 
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well but is so closely modeled to it that it might be useless for prediCiing 
the futu re has a problem known as overfitting, an issue tha t we will d iscuss 
further in Chapter II . 

The previously described metrks represent a sampling of the kinds that 
quan ts use to determine whether a given model is good. These metrics are 
used to judge the quali ty of a model, both while it is being created and when 
it is being used. Indeed, many hedge fund investors look at the majority of 
these metrics as ways of gauging the performance of va rious traders. 

There remains, however, one more extremely important guid ing prin
ciple in determining the goodness of a quant strategy, and this is known as 
parsimony. Parsimony is derived from the Latin word parsimonia, meaning 
sparingne5$ and frugality. Among quants, parsimony implies caution in ar
riving at a hypothesis. T his concept is abso lutely central to the research pro
cess in quam trading. Models that are parsimonious utilize as few assump
tions and as much simplicity as possible in attempting to explain the future. 
As such, models with la rge numbers of parameters or trad ing signals are gen
erally to be viewed with skepticism, especia lly given the risks of overfitting. 

Parsimony has its roots in a famous principle of a Franciscan friar and 
logician, William of Occam, known as OC("(.Im's '(.Izor. Occam's razor is 
roughly trans lated from the original Latin as follows: Entities must not be 
multiplied beyond necessity. In science, this has been understood to mean 
that it is beller to use as few assumptions, and as simple a theory, as possible 
to explain the observat ions. Karl Popper pointed out in 1992 that simpler 
theories are better be.:ause they are more eas ily tested, which means tha t they 
contain more empirical value. All around, scientists agree that parsimony, 
the stripping away of unnecessary assumptions and complexi ty, is simply 
better science. Einstein's saying, quoted at the beginning of this chapter, 
adds an important caveat, which is that oversimplifying an explanation is 
not helpful ei ther. Looking again at our example of the consultant hired 
to help you buy a house, if he adds a large number of factors to the mix, 
such as the color of the guest bathroom tiles or the type of roofing materia l, 
given that there is no reason to believe ex ante that such factors are top 
priorities for you as his cliem, his analysis would be.:ome muddled and 
confused. But if he uses only tWO factors, the size of the house and its school 
distriCl, though both of these may be important, this model might not do 
a good job of predicting your preferences. Similarly, an important part of 
the quant researcher's job is balancing on the tightrope between trying to 
explain the past too perfectly and trying 10 explain it too litt le. To one side 
is failure due to overcomplicating the model and to the other is fa ilu re due 
to oversimplifying it. 

Quant researchers must evaluate the theories they are testing. This is 
done using a wide array of measurements and techniques, but ultimately, 
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a significant amount of discretion is used. It is unquestionably the case 
that what separates a successful researcher rrom the rest is good judgment 
abou t tbe kinds of issues raised in tbis chapter. As a general principle, 
we may note that good researchers must possess sufficient confidence 
and skill to believe that theories can be developed or improved on. At 
leasl as importam, researchers must also be skeptical and humble enough 
10 know, and be en ti rely a t peace wi th the fact, tha t most ideas simply 
don '{ work. 

Ollf-of-sample testing, the second half of the testing process, is designed to 
tell the researcher whether her forma lized theory actually works in rcallife, 
without the benefit of seeing the Mehea! sheet" provided during in-sample 
testing. The model'S parameters have by now been fixed using a different 
set of da ta (from the in-sample testing period), and iI's simply a question of 
whether the parameters really work in an environment that the model has 
nOt seen before or, in other words, in a new, ~out-of-sample ~ data set. Many 
of the same kinds of sta tistics as described in in this chapter are utilized to 
make th is judgment. 

One additional statistic many quants use is the ratio of the R2 in the 
out-of-sample test to the RI in the in-sample test. This ratio is another way 
for the researcher to obtain a sense of the robusfOess of the modeL If the 
out-of-sample RI is relatively d ose to the in-sample RZ (i.e., if the ratio is 
about half Or bener), that is considered a good th ing. If it is significantly 
smaller, the researcher must be suspicious about the prospects for his model's 
success. 

There arc many approoches to out-of-sample testing. The simplest 
utilizes all the da ta that was set aside from the in-sample test. Some re
searchers utilize a rolling out-of-sample technique in which the single oldest 
data poin t is discarded and one new data point is added to both the fining 
jin-sample) and testing (oUl-of-sample) period. This process is repeated 
through the enti re availab le sample of data. The ro lling out-of-sample 
technique is thought to help refresh the model over time so that it docs 
not depend on a single set of tests that might have been run some years 
previously. However, depending on the circumstances, this approach can 
have the weakness of giving the model the benefit of constant knowledge of 
the re>:ent past, which could reduce its robustness. This tradeoff is extremely 
subtle and can be debated in any individnal instance, rendering impractical 
any general judgment about irs effectiveness. Still another approach utilizes 
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an ever-growing window nf data for ongoing out-of-sample testing as time 
passes and more data is co llected. 

Though the objective of out-of-sample testing is clearly a va lid and 
necessary component of research, it turns OUT to be a rather tricky thing to 
do correctly. Imagine a researcher who completes the model lilting over the 
in-sample data. Then, having a model that seems robust, the researcher tests 
it over tbe our-of-sample data. But tbe model fails 10 deliver a good res nit 
on this new data set . The researcher, already having invested a lot of time on 
the model, decides to examine the reasons for the mode!"s fa ilu re over the 
oUl-of-sample period and discovers that the environment changed between 
the in- and out-of- sample periods in such a way that the model was making 
losing trades during the latter. Having learned a nsdullesson, tbe researcber 
goes back to the model and alters it to account for this new information. 
He refits the model in sample, and then retests it out of sample. And, 10 and 
behold, it works much belter. 

Before we break our the champagne, however, we should consider what 
tbe researcber bas just done. By learning from the out-of-sample data and 
using that information 10 train the model anew, he has effectively used up 
his out-of-sample data and has caused them effectively to become part of 
the in-sample data set. In general, going hack and forth between the in- and 
our-of-sample data is a terrible idea. This brings up a sti ll more subtle issue, 
but one that is closely related. 

Often we know enough about that happens in the capital markets during 
tbe out-of-sample period that we tend to build models and select parameter 
sets that we believe are likely 10 work OUI of sample anyway. This sullies the 
purpose of an out-of-sample test because we are, in many respects, looking 
ahead. For example, we can look hack on the Internet huhhle of the late 
1990s and know that the world and the economy in fact d id not change 
and tbat negative earnings sbould not be wildly rewarded in tbe long rUn. 
If we build a strategy today, we can know that it is possible for the internet 
bubble to happen but tha t it C"entua lly bursts. HowC"er, we could not have 
known this with certainty in 1999. 

The world finds new and interesting ways to confound our understand
ing. As such, to test our current best thinking against competition tbat existed 
in the paSt is a form of wishful thinking. This is a subtle and nefarious form 
of look-ahead bias, which is a critical problem in research. As researchers 
become more and more familiar with the out-of-sample periods they use 
to test their ideas' va lidity, it becomes more likely that they are implicitly 
assuming tbey would bave known more about tbe futu re than in fact they 
would have known had they been asking the same questions historically. 
Tbis practice is called bumillg data by some quants. 
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To mitigate tbe data-burning form of look-ahead bias, some quant shops 
take reasonably drastic measures, separating the strategy research function 
from the strategy selection function and wi thholding a sign ificant portion 
of the entire database from the researchers. In this way, the ~archer, in 
theory, cannot even see what data he has and doesn't have. making it much 
more difficult for him 10 engage in look-ahead activities. Less draconian, 
the researcher might simply not ~ allowed to know or see what data arc 
used for the onr-of-sample period, or the portions of data used for in
and out-oi-sample tesling might Ix varied randomly o r without informing 
the researcher. Regardless, as you can eas ily se<:, the problem of doing 
testing is tricky and requires great forethought if there is to be any hope of 
suc~ss. 

IIllUllptlUI 01 Tlltllg 

Another componelll in the testing process revolves around the assumptions 
one makes about trading a strategy that is being tested historically. We 
discuss two examples here: transaction costs and (for equity market-neutra l 
Or long/short strategies) short availability. 

We have already discussed transaction costs, of which there are several 
components: commissions and fees, slippage, and market impact. Interest
ingly, during the research process there is no empirical evidence of what a 
trad ing strategy would acrually have cost to implement in the past. This is 
because the trading stra tegy wasn't actually active in the past but is being 
researched in the present using historical market data. T herefore, the re
searcher must make some assumption(s) about how much his order would 
really have cos t in te rms of market impact. 

These assumptions can prove critical in determining whether a strategy 
is good or bad. Let's again look at an extreme case to understand why. 
Imagine that we assume that transactions are entirely costless. This might 
make a very high-frequency trading strategy extremely appealing because, 
as long as it accurately predicts any movement in price, no matter how 
small , it will seem 10 have been worthwhile 10 trade. Imagine that a model 
is correct 55 percent of the time and makes SO.OI per share when it is 
correct. It loses 45 percent of the time and loses $0.01 per share when it is 
wrong. $0, for every t OO shares it trades, it could be expected to generate 
$0.10. But when it is implemented, it turns out tha t transactions actua lly 
cost $0.0 1 per share across all the components of cost, on average. This 
would imply that the stra tegy is actua lly breakeven on 55 percent of its 
trades (theoretical profit of $0.01 per share, less the cost of transacting 
each share of SO.OI) and loses $0.02 per share on 45 percent of its trades. 
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As a reSUII, rather Ihan making $0.10 per 100 shares, it is in facl losing 
$0.90, which is obviously a poor OUlcome. Slaled genera ll y, overestimating 
Iransact ion costs will cause a quant to hold positions for longer Ihan is 
likely optimal, whereas underestimating transaction cos!s will cause a quant 
10 tum over his portfolio too qu ickly and therdore to bl~d from the excess 
COSIS of tranSaClions. If we have 10 err in Ihis regard, il makes more sense 
10 overestimate COSI than 10 underestimate, bUI il is always preferable to get 
Ihe cost~stimation approximaldy right . 

The second kind of assumplion a quant must make in testing a market
neutral or long/shon slrategy in equities rdales to Ihe availability of sbort 
posilions. Imagine a U.S. markel-neulral quaOl lrader who, by design, holds 
a shorl porlfolio that is roughly equal in size to the long portfolio. Over time, 
Ihe sborr porrfolio adds a significaOl amounl of value by finding overpriced 
stocks and by making money when the slock markel tumbles, the reby reduc
ing tbe risk inberent in tbe strategy. However, it turns out tbat the names the 
stralegy wanlS 10 short, and in particular, the most successful short picks, 
arc on hard-to-borrow lists. Hard-to-borrow lists are those stocks that are 
generally reSlricted from shorting by Ibe broker, because Ihe broker can
nOI mechanically locale shares 10 borrow, which is requ ired in the act of 
sborling. If Ibe sbares cannot be located, the trade would be considered a 
naked short sale, which is illegal in Ihe Uni lcd Slates. Therefore, the trade 
wouldn't have heen execuled as expected by the. back-test. If the model is 
ignoranl of hard-Io·borrow issues (and making a model aware of Ihis issue 
in the past is nOI trivial, since such hislorical data is ha rd 10 come by), the 
researcber can easily be fooled imo Ihinking Ibat tbe sbon portfolio ,,~II be 
able 10 deliver value that is, in reali!)', nonexiSlent. T his is because when 
he goes 10 implement tbe live pon folio, he finds that be is unable 10 pUl on 
Ihe best shorr Ira des and is forced 10 replace Ihese wilb inferior shon Ira des 
instead. 

IUMMARY 

We have only scratched Ihe surface of the work that a quam mUSI do in re
search, and must do we ll, to succeed over time. Research is a highly sensilive 
area with in Ihe quant's process. It is where her judgment is most obviously 
and significantly impactful. Researchers must Iberefore go about Iheir re
search with greal care because Ihis is the fOrmalive stage of a strategy's li fe. 
Mislakcs made during research become baked inlO a stra legy for its lifetime, 
and Iben the systematic implemeOlation of this error can become devas
lating. ~ Ioreove r, the research efforl is not a one-lime affa ir. Ralher, the 
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fIIN111Y 8.1 5.:hemati, of the Black Box 

quant must continually conduct a vigorous and prolific research program to 
produce profits consisten tly over lime. 

We have now completed our lOur through the black box (see 
Exhibit 9.6), both its component modds and the key dcmenls--dala and 
research-that drive it . T he coming chapters will focus on the evaluation of 
quant traders and their strategies. 
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Quant Strategies 

Torture /lumbers, and tiley'/! confess to anything. 
--Gregg Easterbrook 

have defined two broad classes of exposures: those [boll generate 
~"""'~ in {he long run (a lpha and beta) and are intentionally accepted 

and those that do not generate long-term returns (risks) or are incidentalw 
the strategy. For the kind of quant traders that are the subject of this book, 
beta exposures are generally avoided (because they can be easily obtained by 
generic, [ow-CO$[ index instruments), aod Iherdore we Can focus on alpha 
and risk exposures. 

As we have already str~sed, Ihe kinds of alpha exposures quants seek 
to capture afC genera lly exactly {he Same as those {hal arc sought by 
discretionary managers. However, wilh any strategy there is always the 
possibili ty that the exposure from which returns are generated is nOt bt
ing ('(Owarded by the marketplace at a given point in time. This risk of 
"out-ni-favor ·' exposure is shared by both quants and discretinnary traders 
a li ke . 

This chapter will help an investor understand the types of risks that a('(O 
ei ther unique to quan t trading or a t least more applicab le to quan t trading. 
In a sense, we also a('(O providing a framework for investors to design their 
own risk models that can bt used to help determine how to use quant trading 
as part of a pou folio of strategies. The la tter is a topic we will address again 
in Chapter 12. 

148 
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MODEL RIBK 

Model risk is the most basic form of risk any quant system brings to an 
inveslQr. Models are approximations of the real world. If {he researcher 
does a poor job of mode li ng a particular phenomenon- for example, 
momemum-(he strategy might not N profitable, even in a ~nign environ
ment for momentum in general. In other words, model risk is the risk tbat 
tbe strategy does not accurately describe, match, or predict tbe real -world 
phenomenon it is auempting [0 exploit. Worse still, modd risk need not 
be eviden t right away. Sometimes small errors in spe.:ificat ion or software 
engineering lead to problems that accumulate very slowly ovu time, then 
suddenly explode on a busy trading day. Addi tiona lly, modd risk can come 
from several sources. T he most common are the inapplicability of modeling, 
model misspecifkation, and implementation errors. It ~ars mentioning that 
all types of model risk can occur not only in the alpha model but also from 
errors in any of the other parts of the strategy. Back-testing software, data 
feed handlers, alpha models, risk models, transaction cost models, portfo lio 
construct ion models, and execution algorithms can a ll have model risk 
in them. 

Iniullnbllltw ., Mollellnl 

Inapplicability of modeling is a fundamental error that comes in two forms. 
The tirst is the mistaken use of quantitat ive mode ling 10 a gi'·en problem. 
For example, trying to model the quality of a musician is simply the wrong 
idea from the start. One could conceive of some relevant faCtors that corre
late with skill in musicianship, such as the source and dura tion of training. 
But ultimately, the goodness of a musician is not a question that can hi' an
swered wi th mathematics or computer models. It is an inherently subjective 
question, and to apply computer models to it is an error. 

Mathematical models can lull praCtitioners into feeling safe because of 
the precision of their computa tions. But this feeling is ill usory. Indeed, one 
of the most important tasks of any quant is to sort out what quest ions he 
can actually ask using historical data and computer models. T he global mar
ket turmoil in 2008, which was fueled in part by the securitized mortgage 
business, could hi' an example of the problem of the inapp licability of quan
titative modeling to a problem. Though these securitized mortgages were 
not in any way like quam trading strategies, part of their rise to prominence 
owed 10 the quantitati ve mode ling work done by various structu red prod
ucts desks at a wide vanNy of banks a round the world. T hey modeled what 
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would happt'n in various scenarios, and on the back of the comfort gained 
in the output of these models, they issued AAA·ra ted bonds backed by 
instruments that, each on its 0\0\'11, were toxic. It appears that a fundamenta l 
error was made (or ignored IQ rationaliu mass ive greed) in the conceptual· 
ization of the problem. 

A second typt' of inapplicahility is subtler and, prohably because of this 
subtlety, more common among quant traders. It is the error of misapplica· 
tion of an otherwise va lid technique to a given problem. One example of 
this typt' of error, which we have already touched on io the sectioo on risk 
modeling, is the widespread use of valuc at risk (VaR). VaR uses correlation 
matrices and historical volatility to determine the amoulll of risk in a given 
portfolio at a poin t in time. However, there are many assumptions inherent 
in the use of VaR that are invalid. For example, the use of both correla· 
tion matrices and historical volatili ty (defined as the standard deviation of 
returns) assumes that the underlying distributions tha t describe the various 
elemellls in a portfolio are normal. But in fact, market data often exhibits 
fat tails. In other words, there are significantly more observations of ex· 
treme values than one would eXpt'ct from a normal bell ·curve distribution. 
A spt'cific example of this situatinn can be seen with data on the S&P 500. 
Based on the da ily historical index da ta (excluding dividends) from January 
3, 2000 th rough November 30, 2008, a - 4 standard deviation day is one 
on which the S&P posts a return worse than - 5.35 percent. A 4 standard 
deviation event should occur once every 33,333 trading days (approximately 
every 128 years, assuming 260 trading days per year) if the S&P's returns 
are normally distributed. In fact, the S&P has posted a return this poor on 
average once per 13 months, or 119 times more frequently than you'd be 
led to believe from a normal distribution. 

Furthermore, correlation c~fficients (a key ingredient in the computa· 
tion of VaR measurements) should be used only when a linear re lationship 
exists between the two things being correlated. Instead, many instruments 
are not linearly related to each other. Exhibit 10.1 shows an interesting 
contrast between two relationships. 

As you can see from the charts, the relationship between XO}"I and 
JAVA is not linear. Note that the best day for XOM is actua lly a fairly poor 
day (-5 PUCClll or so) for JAVA. Likewise, the best day for JAVA is also 
a nearly - 5 pt'rcenr loss for XOM. A line that beSt fits this relationship 
would look more like the Gateway Arch in SI. Louis than a stra ight line. 
By comraSt, the relationship between XOM and CVX does appt'a r to be 
reasonably linear. A researcher using correlation to examine the relationship 
between JAVA and XOM would likely be making a model inapplicahility 
error because the relationship is nonlinear in the first place. 
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Millel Millpeclllniloh 

Th~ second kind of model risk is mi •• peci{ication. Model misspecification 
basically means tbattbe researcber bas built a model tbat badly describes the 
«al world. Practica lly speaking, a model that doesn't fit the real world at all 
is unlikely ever to make money and therefore is unlikely to be observable for 
very long before being shut down. A!. such, the mo« prevalent misspecifica
tion errors relate to ~v~ntS that ar~ uncommon. Th~se models work fin~ most 
of the time, but tbey fa il wben an extreme event occurs. A ro::elll example 
of this situation can be seen in the aftermath of August 2007, when many 
quan ts concluded that they had done a bad job of modeling liquidity risk 
in la rge capitalization U.S. stocks. This is because they looked at only the 
liquidiTy risk associated with their own holdings in these nam~s . What th~y 
learned, bowever, was thai if many large traders liquidate similar boldings 
at th~ same time, the aggregate size of these positions matters more than the 
size any individual Trader holds. 

As a di«cl result of this event, some quants discovered risk model 
or transaction cost model misspeci ficaTions and have begun to aHempt to 
corro::t these flaws. But again, the rarity and unique narure of sucb events 
makes them extremely diffi cult to model. 

IlIpl •• lllllioh Ernrs 

Th~ th ird and perhaps mOSt common variety of model risk is from errors in 
implementation. All quant trading strategies ultimately a« pieces of software 
«siding in hardware and network architectures . Implementat ion errors, or 
errors in programming or archito::ti ng systems, can cause serious risk for 
the quant trader. For example, imagine that a quant means to have his 
execution software buy the bid and sell the offer price using limit orders. 
But be programs his execntion software with the signs reversed so tbal it 
buys at the offer and sells at the bid. Bl>cause of this error, he is now paying 
the bid/offer spread on every trade-the exact reverse of his intention. This 
is an example of a programming error. 

Qr, for instanc~, one successful quam trading firm made an archite<:"
rura l error. The firm bas separate servers for alpba models and tbe exo::u
tion engine (we·1l ignore the other pieces, such as risk models and portfo lio 
construction models, h«ause they are irrelevant at the moment). As we dis
cussed earlier, the portfo lio const ruction model looks 10 the alpha model for 
information on what positions it should exeCUTe on both the long and short 
sides. At some point during one trad ing day, there was a need to reboot 
the serv~rs for the system. But when the .servers wer~ restarted, the execu
tion se,,·er came online first, and a few minutes later, the a lpha model WaS 
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r('sto ted [ 0 service. l be execution model, ~e ing that it had nO signals what
s~ver from the alpha model, rapidly and aUiomalicaHy began liquidating 
the portfo lio of positions in order to eliminate risk. In the few moments 
before the alpha server came back online, 80 percent of the firm's portfo lio 
was sold off and then had to be reacquired aga in. T here was no warn ing 
thaI Ihis error existed until it manifested itself in th is unfortunate manner. 
The strategy was making perfectly good returns hUI suddenly broke down 
due to a combinat ion of a specific qu irky error and the circumSlanus of the 
situation. Given the mass ive quant ities of code that go into a quant trading 
st rategy, such software and architectural errors a re unfortunately the most 
common, but usually leaSt painfu l, types of errors. 

REGIME eH.NIIIE Rill 

Most quan t models are based on historica l data. Even those using ana lysts' 
forecasts o r other "sentiment" signals tu rn out to depend heavily on the 
past because sentiment usually is biased in the direction of historical trends. 
Regardless of the type of model, quants use past relationships and behavior 
to develop theories and build models to help predict the futun~ . If markets 
have behaved in a p<l rticular way for awhile, quants will come to depend on 
that behavior persist ing. If there is a regime change, the quant ,,~lI typically 
suffer because the relationships and behavior he is counting on are altered, 
at least temporarily. 

Dependence on the paSt is certainly one of the more interesting problems 
to conside r in analyzing quan t stra tegies and determin ing how to use them. 
In some cases, dependence on the persistence of historical behavior is hla tant, 
as in the case of trend-following strategies. Note that this isn't necessarily 
an indictment of these strategies. Indeed, such strategies have made money 
for decades and have exhibited better risk-adjusted returns than the stock 
market by fa r. However, if an established trend reverses, the trend fo llower 
will almost certa inly lose money. Ironically, mean reversion-focused quants 
may also suffer during a large trend reversa l, particularly if they arc engaged 
in a relative mean reversion strategy. We might expect that if a reversa l 
of trend occurs, this should be good for the mean reversion trader, since 
he bets against trends. However, if the reversal is also associated with the 
breakdown of established relationships, this can be qu ite painful because of 
the relative part of the strategy. Exhibit 10.2 illustrates this point. 

As you can see, there a re four distinct phases in the relationship between 
Charles Schwab (SCHW) and 1o.lerrill Lynch (MER). From early 1996 until 
the end of 1997, the stocks were reasonably correlated and showed similar 
trends. From early 1998 until early 20tH, on the other hand, the stocks 
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behaved .. ery differently from One another, and SCHW in pau icular began 
to exhibit substantially greater volatilily than it had ear lier or than it would 
again la ter. The Imernet bubble appt"ars to be the cause of this shih, during 
which investors began to trea t SCHWas an online broker, and its shares 
ro~ and fell ,,~th the likes of Ameritrade and E' Trade instead of its more 
traditional peer, MER. Upon the bursting of the Internet bubble, SCHW 
revened uncannily to MER's level and tracked it very closely for some time, 
from early 200 1 until ea rly 2007. Then, in early 2007, you Can ~ another 
sharp change in the relationship, with MER dramatica lly underpt"rforming 
SCHW. This, of course, is due to the banking and credit crisis that traces its 
roots to ea rl y 2007. 

A Quant belting on this relationship's pt"rsistence would have suffered 
through twO reasonably significant pt"riods in the paSt 10 years in which the 
relationship did not hold up at all. Whether these stocks have permanently 
decoupled or ,,~ IJ reven again at some poim in the fu ture is a mailer tha t is 
beyond my abilily to forecast. But this is precisely what regime change risk 
is about: A structural shih in the markets cau~s historica l behavior of an 
instrument or the relationships be tween instruments to change dramatically 
and qu ickly. 
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Anothe r example of this kind of StruClUral shih can be seen in Ihe rela
tionship between "va [ue~ stocks and ~grow{h ~ stocks, as measured by the 
IVE and IVW ETFs, which repr<=m S&P 500 Value and S& P 500 Growth, 
respectively. T he histor ical spread between these two ETFs is ill us trated in 
Exhib it 10.3. 

This figure shows that Ihe s&r Value index outperfo rmed Ihe S&I' 
Growth index by some 29 percent from tbe stan of 2004 until mid-May 
2007. T he spread then m nded a bi t lo wer un til mid-J uly and then ra pidly k ll 
as quan ts unwound their portfo li os, which d ea rl y had been bett ing on Va lue 
to outjxrform Growth. T his um.vind, combined with the macr~conomic 
environment, ' $('[ off a massive rebound in Growth relative [0 Value. 

Note tha t the re are two substantial, short-term reversals of this more 
recem trend, one in January 2008 and one in July Ihrough September 2008, 
both of which are circled in Ihe figure. These moves a re incredibly sharp, 
actually representing Ihe biggesl and faslest moves in this spread in a very 
long time (certainly going back further Ihan Ihis analysis) . In 16 Irading 
days, from January 9 through 3 1 of 2008, Ihe Value index recovered more 
than ha lf the underpt"riormance it had eXpt"rienced in the 160 trad ing days 
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prior to that poin t. In other words, the ~versal was five times faster than 
the trend that preceded it. This was another rather painfu l experience for 
quan ts, though not on the order of wha t was felt in the summer of 2007. 
Over the sub~quent 11 5 trading days, the ValudGrowth spread reversed 
over 22 percent, a ll the way back to breakeven, until mid-July 2008. At 
that point, another brief bnt violent six-trad ing-day period saw the spread 
recover almost 40 percent of the lost ground. In other words, the reversal 
WaS almost eigh t times faster than the trend tha t preceded it. From late 
August through early Septem~r, the sp~ad ~cove~d another 36 percent 
of its lost ground, and over the 39-day period fro m mid-July through early 
Septem~r the ~covery was mo~ than 50 percent in total. 

What's worse, such sharp reversals frequently cause many other types 
of relationships to falter. For example, the sectors that had been nnder
performing jsuch as fi nancia l companies or homehuilders) ~come the new 
outperformers, whi le those that had ~en outperforming (such as technol
ogy companies) tend to become the new laggards. Cur~ncies and bonds 
also lend to reverse, as do commodities (especially over the past fi ve years). 
An ill ustration of this last point is shown in Exhibit lOA. 

Note that the OIL ETF moves as almost the mirror image of the 
ValucfGrowth spread, experiencing mirroring reversals in early January 
and mid-July 2008 (again, indicated by the circled periods on the graph) 
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and mirroring I r~nds in ~tween. It is for this reason that «gim.: changes 
are especia ll y painful for quan ts; They tend to occur across many levels 
simultaneously. 

EXOGENOUS IHOel RISI 

The third in the family of quant-specific risks comes from exogenous shocks. 
I refer to them as exoge"ous because they are ty pica lly dri ven by informa tion 
tha t is nOI internal to Ihe market. Terrorist a tlacks, the beginning of a new 
war, and regulatory intervention arc all examples of exogenous shocks. 
Because Quant models utilize market data to generate their forecasts, when 
nonmarkN information begins 10 drive prices, quan t strategies Iypically 
suffer. This is especia ll y true because such shocks usua ll y a lso resu lt in larger
Iban-norma l moves. So, in silualions ofexogenolls sbock, we bave hig moves 
Ibat a ren' t explainable by a reasonable model using markel dala bUI rather 
by informalion Ibal is enlirely eXlerna! lo Ibe markels (see Exbibil 10.5). 

The first circled period in Ihe S&P 500 chart in Exhibit t o.5 represen ts 
Ihe terrorist attacks on New York and Wash ington, I).c., on September 11, 
200 1. T he market was closed for almosl a week, and when il reopened, it 

". 
fIIN111Y 10,5 S&P 500 Price Index, D<=mbu 1999-D""emb.r 200S 
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dropped precipitously, only to recover much of that ground rather quickly. 
Ignoring the obviously horrible natu re of the attack on civilians, the down
ward move in markets was actually a cominuation of the downward trend 
in stocks that had begun in r..Ia rch 2000 and therefore benefited trend
following strategies. However, many mean reversion strategies and relative
alpha strategies suffered in September 200] as nonmarket information dra
matica lly and briefly changed the way markets behaved. 

A similarly difficult situation was observable with the starr of the Iraq 
war in early 2003, which is the second circled period. Suddenly global stock, 
bond, currency, and commodify markets began moving in lockstep with each 
other, a ll driven by news reports of the U.S. armed forces' progress th rough 
Iraq_ This, too, resulted in losses for many quants, including trend fo llowers, 
since the move resulted in a reversal of the prior trend across se"eral asset 
classes simultaneously. 

The third circled period follows the bailout of Bear Stearns in mid
March 200S. This period was negative for many quant stra tegies becanse it 
was a sharp trend reversal that was caused by information that could not 
be anticipated by machines. Indeed, even the collapse of Bear might we ll 
have been the result of non market ~ information," and as of this writing, the 
SEC is supposed to be investigating potemial wrongdoing in the rumors that 
were spread about Bear just in advance of (and which likely contributed to) 
its collapse. 

The final circled period represents another ra lly in the financial sec
lOr in equities, th is one set off by the SEC's change in short ing ru les, 
which made it much harder 10 shorr baltered financial stocks. Though 
one can argue about whether an SEC intervention or a rumor- based col
lapse and governmem-brokered buyout of a major financial institution are 
endogenous or exogenous to the market, it is unassailably true that the 
kind of information these events presented to market participants was both 
unquan tifiable and unusual. As such. exogenous shock risk is a significant 
byprodnct of quant investing, one that it is difficult to do anything about 
(other than with discretionary overrides). 

CONTAGION, OR COMMON INVESTOR, RISI 

The newest member of the quam-spc<:ific risk family is contagion, or com
mon investor, risk. By this we mean that we experience risk not becanse of 
the strategy itself but bccause other investors hold the same strategies. In 
many cases the other investors hold these strategies as part of a portfolio that 
contains other investments that tend to blow up periodically_ The fi rst part 
of this risk faCior relates to how crowded the quam Strategy in question is. 
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A second pari rdates to what else is held by OIher inveslOrs that could force 
them 10 exit tbe quan t strategy in a p<ln ic, sometimes called the A TM effed. 
In an AT}"I effect, significant losses in one strategy cause liquidation of a dif
f('ren!, totally unrelated Slrategy. T his happens because inveSlOts who have 
exposures to both, espedally if highly levered, reduce their liquid holdings in 
the face of financial dism~ss and margin calls, since their illiqu id holdings are 
usua lly impossible to sell at such times. In essence, the good, liquid stra tegy 
is exiled 10 raise cash to cover the losses of tbe bad, illiquid strategy. 

This is a particularly cha llenging type of risk that is certainly not exclu
sive 10 quants. However, the clarity with which this risk expressed itself in 
bOlh August 1998 (easily argued not to be a quam event) and August 2007 
(dearly a quant e,"ent ) demands specific a ttention. In Augus t 1998, it was not 
quam t rading that suffered but other strategies such as merger arbitrage. We 
will discuss both of these evems in greater detail later, but for the moment, 
it bears mentioning that there is one striking similarity between the two: In 
both cases, a credit crisis leading to illiquidity in credit instruments sparked a 
forced sale of more liquid assets tha t had nothing to do with the credi t crisis. 

In 1998, many relat ive value equity arbitrage posit ions, which bet on 
convergence of share prices between stocks that are either dua ll y listed or 
else are merging, snffered drama tica lly as an indirect res nIt of the Russian 
government's defaulting on irs debt obligations. T he fa mous example used 
by Lowenstein in When Genius Failed was Royal Dutch and Shell, a dua l· 
listed company. Royal Dutch had been trading at an 8 to 10 percent premium 
10 Shell, and the bet was that the two stocks should eventually converge, 
eliminating the premium. In hopes o f this, Long Term Capital Management, 
or L TCM, (and many others) had long pos itions in Shell and short positions 
in Royal Dutch. After all, there was no rational economic reason that a 
European listing of a given company should outperform a U.S. list ing of the 
same company. Yet because LT CM had to vacate this posit ion a t a time 
when there was Iittie liquidity, the spread widened from 8 to 10 percent 
10 over 20 percent by the time LTCM was trading out of it. The reason 
that this position had to be sold is thai L TC~I also had massive losses on 
its positions in Russian debt. T he Russian bond holdings were pan of a 
relative yield trade tha t pai red a long position in high·yield Russian debt 
and a short position inlower·yielding U.S. debt (which was a hedge against 
interest rates moving higher globally and which financed the long Russian 
position). When Russia defaulted, no one particula rly wanted to buy the 
billions of dollars of their debt that LTCM was stuck with. And so, L TCM 
was forced to liquidate equity positions such a s Royal Dutch and Shell to 
raise cash in a panic.2 

It is inaccurate to ca ll the L T C1.1 crisis a quant blowup. To be sure, some 
of those who worked at LTCM were qu ite good al math. But ultimately, 
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the strategies in which they were engaged, in panicular the ones that caused 
Ihe most trouble, were nOI quant trading strategies. They we~ engaged in 
a very broad, cross-border and cross-aSSet class yield game in which they 
constandy sought 10 own risky assets and sell safer ones against them. It 
was, in most respeCts, a highly leveraged, one-way btl on ongoing stability 
and improvement in emerging markets and the markets in genera l. 

Augusl 2007 was a far diffe~nt affair and much doser 10 home for most 
quant funds . Several drivers coincided, leading 10 disastrous performance 
among relalive value-orien ted quam strategies. The causes were the size 
and popularity of certa in quant stra tegies, the somewhat poor performance 
of these strategies for the period leading up to August 2007, the cross
ownership of these slfategies wilh far less liquid ones by many players, and 
the widespread use of VaR-like models to targetconsrant volatility. 

The first driver of the quam liquidation crisis of 2007 was Ihe size and 
popularity of quanlitative long/short trading strategies. From 2004 to 2007, 
many blue-chip managers launched quant [onglshort strategies targe ted at 
altract ing la rge pools of investor capital, either large inslilUt ions or individ
ual rera il investors. The firms launching these products were attrac ted by 
Ihe [ow turnover and [onger-term investment horizons of long/short strate
gies, both of which are necessary for the placement of large sums of capital. 
Investors were also a ttracted by the posilive returns in quant long/short 
products from 2004 through the early part of 2007 and by the blue-chip 
brand-name managers launching the products. In aggregate, it is likely that 
hund~ds of hillions in cash was invested in quantitative longlshon funds and 
bank proprietary trading desks, and wilh leverage, quant long-shari traders 
likely contro lled abOUI $1 trillion in gross positions (the value of longs and 
absolute value of shorls added together). The vast majority of these posi
tions were held in Ia rger-capi ta liza tion U.S. sc.:urities because the large num
bers of deeply liquid stocks a llowed for sufficient divcrsificalion and size of 
assets under management to accommodate both the managers' and in
vestors' needs. Even though there was actually a greal deal of diversity 
in the underlying models of the various firms launching these produCI>, 
enough of them had suffic ient O"eriap to make individual trades get very 
crowded. 

The second driver of the debacle was tha t many of these operators 
had already begun 10 suffer subpar ~turns for a period leading up to the 
summer of 2007. Many big-name funds with a U.S. focus were fl at Or 
negative year to date befo~ August. This is panly because ~va[ue~ had 
underperformed ~growth ~ since at least the end of May 2007, after several 
years of outperforming growth, as discussed earli er in this chapter. Many 
mullislfategy and ptop-Irading desks also tend to chase recent performance, 
adding capital to wha tever has been doing well and reducing whatever 
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has bun doing poorl y. T his t~ndency, coupled wilh the weak «suits of 
quan t longfshort trading st rategies for the few months leading up to summer 
2007, is likely to have contributed to especially itchy trigger lingers for risk 
managers who already felt the necd [0 reduce risk in their broader portfolios. 

A third cause, and in my view a critically important one, was the 
widespread practice, especially among banks' proprietary trading desks 
and multistrategy hedge funds, of ei ther explicidy or impl ici tly cross· 
co llateralizing many strategies against each other. The buge profits enjoyed 
by hedge funds and prop-trading desks before this summer anest [0 their 
exposure to credit spreads that kepi narrowing in early 2008. These credil
based st ralegies have hislOrically proven 10 be far less liquid in a crisis Ihan 
Ihey appear during "normal market condi lions," and in July 2007 some 
credit managers experienced spe<:lacular and sudden losses. This, in rum, 
drove them 10 seek to raise cash by selling whalever slrategies were still 
liquid. This ATM effect is the main similari!}' between the 2007 meltdO\oI'll 
and the 1998 siruation described earlier. 

T he fourth faCiOr leading up to the liquidation was risk targeting (which 
we discussed in Chapter 7 ), whereby risk managers target a specific level of 
volatility for their funds or Strategies. T hey hope to achieve this "constant 
risk~ by adjusting leverage inversely wilh the amount of risk their portfolios 
are taking. l be mOSt common tool for measuring the amounl of risk in a 
portfolio is VaR. As already discussed, VaR measures the risk of individual 
instrumellls (using the va riabilily of their returns over l ime) and combines 
Ihis with how simila rly they are trading to each o ther (a correlalion rna
Irix). With models such as these, risk is compuled to be higher when market 
volatility is higher and/or when correlalions among individual instruments 
are higher. However, note that these two phenomena can be causally linked 
in thai markets tend can become more yolalile precisely because Ihey are 
being dri'·en by a risk factor that also leads to higher-than-normal correia
lion among individual inslruments. In other words, both inputs to a VaR 
risk model can rise simultaneously, and these increases can be driven by the 
same unde rlying causes. As a consequence of using such risk measurement 
lOllIs, Ihe amount of leverage in a wide variety of strategies had risen dra
ma tica lly in Ihe few years prior 10 2007, since markel vola tility had fallen 
10 historic lows over that same period. However, in summer 2007, partic
ula rly in late July, volatility began to sp ike dramalically as Ihe credit crisis 
began in earnest. This led 10 a requ irement for many players to reduce lever
age simultaneously because their VaR models reaCied very negatively 10 the 
simultaneous jumps in correlations and volatility. 

To rev iew, Ihere were four main drivers of Ihe crisis quants faced in 
Augusl 2007: ( I) large sums of money invested in value-based quan t strate
gies with at least some simila rity to each OIher, in other words, Ihe "crowded 
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trade" effect; (2) poor year-to-date perfo rmance in quant long/short trading 
in the United States; (3) cross-ownership of illiquid credi t-based stra tegies 
that were experiencing large losses alongside more liquid quant st rategies, 
causing the latter to be used as an ATr.'1 in a time of crisis; and (4) the 
use of VaR-hased volatility targeting and leverage adjustments. It appears 
that the crisis started when several large multistrategy hedge funds andlor 
proprietary trad ing desks began to deleverage their portfolios in response to 
poor performance in c~dit-oriented strategies. In addition, ma rket vo latility 
was rising, leading to higher VaR leve ls and therefore lower le'·erage targets. 
The deleveraging began with quantllonglshort trading in the United States, 
the most liquid stra tegy at hand, which also happened to have been under
performing. Managers sold off their longs and covered their shorts, causing 
subs tantial market impact. The stocks that had been long posi tions experi
enced substantia l, funda menta lly inexplicable price dedines whi le the stocks 
that had been short positions experienced similarly violent price increases. 
This meant that anyone ho lding any of those stocks in the same dir«tion as 
the,y had been held by the liquidators saw large, adverse performance as a 
result. In many cases, stocks were moving at incredib le speed on massively 
increased vo lume as quanrs had to unwind their holdings. 

For example, one crowded short t rade was in Pulte Homes (NYSE: 
PHM). Exhibi t 10.6 illustrates the issue . 

This table contains several fascinating pieces of data . Note tha t PHM 
was dedin ing through the ea rly part of the summer On an average volume 
of 3.5 million sha~s per day. Then, on July 24, which a ppears to have been 
the earliest days of large-scale liquidation, the volume spiked to 7.2 million. 
However, this doub ling in volume d id not cause the stock price to change 
direction. In fact, it accelerated a bit. It is likely tha t the short-covering hy 
quantlong/short traders was being offset in the initial days of the liquida tion 
by the short-selling of the exact same shares by mean reversion-oriented 
Strategies such as statistical arbitrage. Over the next fou r trading days, vol
umes increased another 50 percent, but in this case there was a huge reversa l 
in the stock, which recovered a bout half its 44-day dedine in four days 

EIHIBIT 10.' Pulte Homes, Inc. (NYSE: PHM), May 31-AuguSI 31,2007 

I'HM, Summer 2007 

May 31-July 23 
July 24-Augus! 3 
AuguS! 6-AuguS!" 
Augus! 100Augus! 31 

Incc Change (%) 

- 22.0 
- 12.5 
+15.6 
- 22.6 

A,·erage Daily Volume 

3.5 million 
7.2 million 

I DA million 
5.7 million 
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(i .e., the stock was moving about 20 times faster tban it bad been previously), 
This also happens to be an imeresting ilJ USl r;lIion of the quadra tiC nature of 
market impact. T he hrst 100 percent increase in volume WaS absorbed by 
the marketplace ,,~thout a mcasurabk change in the stock 's behavior. But 
the next 50 percent increase seemed ( 0 be on the wrong side of a tipping 
poin t in tbe market's supply of buyers, and indeed, a trader covering a shorl 
position On August 9 was paying as much as 15 percent in market impaCt, 
many hundreds of t imes the average cost 10 liqu idate. As soon as the liqui
dation pressure subsided, which by all accounts was during the afternoon of 
August 9, the stock resumed its downward march, fa lling a lmost 23 percent 
on volumes much closer to the average prior to the quan t liquidation. 

We menrioned that other types of quant traders, such as statistical arbi
t rageurs, seemed to provide the necessary liquid ity to quant long/short play
ers in late July . Statistical arbitrageurs usuall y feast on environments like this, 
and no doubt many were happy to provide liqu idity as they bet tha t prices 
would eventuall y converge. Ahny long positions ,,~th relat ively attractive 
valuation charac teristics were being sold at extremely depressed levels while 
expensive, poorer-quality short positions were reaching ever higher prices 
as a result of the quam long/short liquida tions. These stocks had diverged 
from their peers so significantly tha t they must have appea red to be e:<cel
lent trading opportunit ies to the avnage stat arb t rade r, who bets that such 
stocks will converge aga in to a ~fair " relative value. But at some point, the 
stat arb traders had their fill and could not continue providing liquid ity, 
whereas the quant long/shorr traders still had much more to cover. Indeed, 
as stat arb traders began to experience losses fro m having acquired these 
positions, they, too, became anxious 10 go to cash, adding fuel to the fire . 

This was li kely the tipping point just mentioned, and suddenly both 
stat arb traders and quant long/short traders began to experience significant 
losses that weren' t explained at all by fundamentals but purely by a lack 
of sufficient liquidity. Thus, by August 7 the situation was starting to get 
ve ry t roubling. A broader set of strategies, such as statist ical a rbitrage, was 
losing money at breakned speed and beginning to liquida te a longside the 
quant long/short t raders. Finally, the dam broke on August 8, with huge 
losses across many types of strategies and with these st rategies responding 
by suddenly liquida ting in an effort to preserve capita l. Losses began to 
spread fro m US. strategies 10 internat ional strategies, especia ll y those im
plemented in Japan (the most popular non-U.S. market for quant long/short 
and stat istica l arbitrage t rading). 

A wide range of fundamental signals began to lose money as the 
overlap be tween the aggrega te of all liquida ting managers began to over
whelm virtuall y any level of differentia tion between managers. For the first 
time during th is crisis, even growth-based and momentum-oriented factors 
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began to lose money rapidly. Note that these Strategies usually hold opposite 
positions from the value-oriented and mean reversion-oriented stra tegies. 
Thursday, August 9, was pure bedlam in quant·land. An enormous cross· 
section of strategies, many of which were extremely fa r removed from the 
original losers, began to hleed money. Imraday P&L chan s stan ed negative 
in {he morning and literally every minute of the day ticked lower and lower 
as a hnge variety and number of quant equ ity funds liqnidated positions. 
Whereas a few signals had still been working on the August 8, in quant 
equity trading it was ha rd to find anything excep t cash that made money on 
August 9. It appears tha t any stock that was attractive for any reason was 
being sold down, whereas any stock that was unattraCtive for any reason 
was running up. In sbort, most quant equity traders bad tbe worst day in 
their history, and a great many reduced leverage to ex tremely low levels, 
wi th many shops going completely to cash. 

A bit more should be ment ioned ahou t why so many managers reacted 
in the same way, namely by deleveraging and liquidating positions. Early 
August was a period of exceedingly perverse behavior. Not only were tried
and-true faCtors not working, they were actually working negatively. And he
cause the primary discretion employed by a great many quan t managers is the 
decision to un,,~nd positions in the event tha t the models are behaving badly, 
quan t managers did exaClly tha t, leading other managers wi th any overlap 
experiencing losses and doing exactly tbe same tbing in response. The losses 
incurred, it is important to note, were solely the resu lt of market impact. 

One of the clearest proofs of this point is tbat one large, well-known 
quam fi rm was suffering like everyone else in early August. On August 9, in a 
panic, the firm tried to convene its in"estment committee to determine what 
10 do. But several members of the committee were on their summer ho lidays, 
so a meeting was scheduled for Monday, August 13, and in the meantime {he 
lieutenants managing tbe portfolio day to day kept the fund fully invested. 
As shown earlier in Exhibit 10.6, prices returned to their previous trends 
fairly quickly when the liquidations stopped. (PHM, for example, WaS down 
aboUl 12.3 percem by the dose of business on Monday, August 13, merely 
twO trading days later.) As such, by the time the investment committee met, 
its fund had recovered a huge proportion of its losses, and tbe committee 
elected 10 hold the course. 

Perhaps the greatest irony of the broader situation in August 2007 WaS 
that smaller, more boutique quant traders, engaged in less commonplace 
strategies tba t had minimal overlap with the more con"entional and larger· 
scale institu tional quants, ended up experiencing losses and liquidating tbeir 
portfolios only very late in the game. As alluded to earlier, managers whose 
losses began to accumulate only in tbe middle of tbe second week of August 
ended up needing liquidity at the tail end of an already massive deleveraging. 
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This forced them to pay incredible transaction costs (all from market impact) 
IQ reduce their leverage. Reports of losses at extremely prestigious funds 
abounded. The range of losses was wide, from - 5 percent to - 45 percent, 
bUI few equity traders emerged unscathed from th is event . 

What separated August 2007 from prior market CTises, even from the 
great crash of 1987, was that there was no genera l market panic during this 
period. U.S. stocks werc approximately Rat for the ficst 10 days of August, 
whereas stocks internationally were down in the small single digits. What 
we witnessed in th is pc:riod was noth ing short of a liquidity crisis in the 
most liquid stocks in the world, driven by market-neutra l investors whose 
hundreds of billions of dolla rs of position se lling led not to a market collapse 
but toa lmost no change at all in equity index values. T his situation illustrated 
for the first time that contagion/common investor risk can appear in liquid 
quam strategies almost as much as in illiqu id or discretionary stra tegies. For 
the first time, crowding became a risk of quan t trading strategies. 

"OW qUANTI MONITOR RIIK 

Any discussion of quan t-specific risks also merits a discussion of quant
specific tools used to ta rget those risks. Chapter 7 described risk models at 
some length as models that seek to eliminate or comrol the size of exposures 
in a ponfolio. But quants also utilize various pieces of software to monitor 
these exposures, their systemS, and the kinds of "quant-specific» risks we 
have discussed in this chapter. There arc several types of monitoring tools, 
most notably exposure monitoring, profit and loss monitoring, execution 
monitoring, and systems performance monitoring. 

Exposure monitoring tools are straightforward enough. They start with 
the current positions he ld and then group andlor analyze these positions for 
whatever exposures the manager is concerned about. For example, in a 
futu res ponfolio, if the manager wants to see how much of his portfolio he 
has invested in the various asset classes (equities, bonds, currencies, and com
modities), this is something he can do with exposure monitoring software. 
Similarly, one can group instruments by any other sets of characteristics 
that arc of interest, such as their valuation, the level of momentum they 
have exhibited, their volatility, and so on. Many equity traders (using either 
proprietary tools or off-the-shelf software such as BARRA or Northfield) 
monitor their gross and net exposure to various sectors and industries, to 
various buckets of market capitalizations, and to various style factors such 
as value and growth. The tools arc stra ightforward, but the an is in how 
to use them. Experieoced managers can discern from the exposures in their 
portfolios whe ther the model is behaving as it should be. If exposures arc out 
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of line based on either limits or expect.Uions, this can be an early warning 
that there is a problem with tbe model or else problematic market conditions. 

Profit and loss monitors are similarly straigbtforward. Tbey also start 
wi tb the current portfolio, but they then look at the prices at which the port
folio's positions closed the previous day and compa~ those to the current 
market prices for the same instruments.lo.l any managers look at charts of the 
intraday performance of tbeir strategies to determine quickly and visually 
how the day is going. These tools a re also important in watching out for 
se"eral types of model risk. If the strategy appears to be performing in an 
unexpected manner, either making money when it should be losing or vice 
versa, the manager can check into the reasons for this anomalous behavior. 
Or alternatively, tbe manager can see patterns in bis performance tbat can 
alert him to problems. We a lluded to this idea in discussing the performance 
of va rious quan t strategies during August 2007, when the intraday perfor
manCe charts were showing deterioration in the performance with nea rly 
every passing tick. We know of at least one manager who noticed th is in tra
day pattern and, as a result, quickly conducted ~searcb that enabled bim to 
reduce his risk much earlier than most, thereby saving him much of the loss 
e:<perienccd by other traders who only sold late r. 

Other types of profit and loss monitors look at how money is being 
made or lost rather than whether money is being made or lost. For example, 
quants can analyze the realized and un~alized gains and losses of their 
strategies. Many strategies are constructed to cut losing positions quickly 
and ride winning positions longer. But if a quant sees tbat her strategy is 
holding losers for longer than usual or se lling winners mo~ quickly than 
usual, this can be an indicator that someth ing is wTOng and needs to be 
corrected. This kind of tool also f~quently tracks a hit rate, which is the 
percentage of the time that the strategy makes money On a given position. 
Again, the designer of a strategy usua lly understands wbat the hit rate of a 
trading strategy should look like, and substantial deviations from the norm 
in this metric can be important indicators of problems. 

Execution monitorillg tools a~ usually designed to show the quant 
trader the progress of his executions. They typiCally show what orders are 
currently being worked and wbicb ones recently were completed, along witb 
the si2('S of the transactions and prices. Fill rates for limit orders are also 
tracked to help monitor the execution algorithms' performance, particula rly 
for more passive execution strategies. Some managers specifically measure 
and monitor slippage and market impact in their order exe.:ution moni toring 
software, wbich allows tbem to sec whetber tbey a~ getting tbe kinds of 
resu lts from their execution strategies that they would expect. 

Fina ll y, systems performance monitors a~ used largely to check for 
software and infrastructu~ errors. Quam traders can monitor any aspect 
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of their technology, from the performance of CPUs or the sp«'d of various 
stages of their automated proccs~s to latency in the communication of 
messages to and from the exchanges. l b is kind of monitoring is IJ<'rhaps the 
most imporlant for sniffing OU I systems errors and some types of model risk. 

IUMMARY 

Quant trading offers many potential benefits to investors and practitioners. 
The discip line, computing power, and scientific rigor brought to bear on the 
cha llenge of making money in a high ly competitive marketplace certainly 
pay dividends overall. However, quants have their own sets of problems 
10 deal with. Some of these problems afC unique to quants (e .g., modd 
risk), but most are simply more significant for a Quant stra tegy tban for 
a discretionary one (e.g., common investor or contagion risk, exogenous 
shock risk, and regime change risk). Quants utili ze various types of tools 
10 monitor their systems and risk, which can help mitigate the dm'mside 
associa ted with the risks of Quant trading. 

Having discussed at lengtb tbe cba llenges facing a quantt rader and bow 
the Quant faces these challenges, we tum our auention to various criticisms 
of Quant trading that arc widely espoused in tbe marketplace. 
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Setting the Record Straight 

Computers aTe useless. They am Dilly give YOII answers. 
- Pablo Picasso 

Recently, and pt'riodicalJ y in the past, pt'opk have loved to hatt quams. In 
1987, a quant st rategy known as portfolio insuTlJII,e was blamed for the 

crash that occurred tha t October. In 1998, people blamed quant models for 
the L TCM crisis and the near-collapse of financial markets. In the summer 
of 2007, though, it might well be that the tide of public opinion turned 
from J~ry and suspicious to overtly negative. Thc~ could be many and 
various reasons for this sentiment. Some of the predi lection is likely owed 
to widespread haired of math classes in grade school, some of it to fear of 
the unknown, and some to occasional and sensational blowups by ooc Or 

several black boxes. But as is the case with many things that are not widely 
understood, the arguments against quant trading range fro m enti~ly valid 
10 utterly ridiculous, It is worth noting that a lmost e'"cry type of trading 
in capital markets faces valid criticisms. In other words, Quant trading, like 
any other type of trading, has its pluses and minuses. 

This chapter add~sses many of the most common criticisms of Quant 
trading and some of my own. Where relevant, I also present counterpoints 
in defense of quants. 

TRADING II AN ART, NOT A ICIENCE 

The markets are la rgely dri'-en by humans' responses to the information 
they receive. Not all this information is understandahle systematicall y. 

'88 
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Fu rthermore, the process by which different people interpret the same p ie>:c 
of information is not systematic. If the CEO of a company is fi red, is tha t 
good news or bad news? One Trade r might a rgue tha t it shows inSlabilify at 
the highest levels of office and is therefore terrible news. Another might say 
,ha t the CEO dese rved to have ~n fin~d, it was a si(Uation well handled 
by the hoa rd of directors, and the company is far bettc r off now. Neither 
can ~ proven right ex allle. 5.0, cri tics of quan! trading claim, how can 
anyone believe that r ou can rea lly mooel the markets? Their critique is that 
markets are ultimately driven by humans, and human behavior can '{ be 
modeled. 

This criticism of quan t trading is ra ther backward, reminiscent of 
the persecution of scientists such as Galileo and Copernicus for p ropos
ing ideas that cha ll enged human au thority. H umans have successfu lly 
au tomated and systematized many processes tha t used to be done by 
hand, fro m manufacturing au to mobiles and fly ing planes to making 
markets in stocks. Yes, of course there is still room for humans to make 
or do va rious products o r services by hand, but when commerce is the 
ma in objecti ve, we ty pica lly se<: that the effi ciency and cons istency of 
au tomated processes outweigh the benefit and cachet of doing things 
manuall y. 

The idea that human behavior cannot be modeled is a bit less easily 
dismissed , bu t it is also un likely to be t rue . Consider that quant ita tive tech
niques a re extraordina ril y successfu l for determining wha t hooks you might 
like a t Amazon.com, in mining da ta in customer rela tionship management 
software, and in human resources departments seeking to determine which 
universi ties produce the best employees_ O bviously, as we have a lready dis
cussed, the re is always the risk of trying to get comp uters to answer q uest ions 
tha t shouldn ·t have been asked of them and of bu ilding models that a rc not 
good representat ions of the rea l world. Rut in many cases, quant trading 
included, it is ent ire ly feasible to demons trate tha t something humans do 
with mixed resu lts can be done just as well by computers: to profi t from 
trading the markets. 

Indeed, when done we ll , computerized trad ing strategies have tended to 
be exceptional performers over very long periods, as demonstrated by the 
examples we've used so far (Ed Scykota, Renaissance, Prince ton-Newport 
Partners, D. E. Shaw, and T wo Sigma) . In the best cases, models a re merely 
simulations of the real wo rld, not replicat ions. So we cannot expe.:t a quant's 
models to be perfect, just as we cannot expect Amazon.com to recommend 
exactly the right book every time. However, over time, a well -designed 
quan t strategy can p redict enough of the behavior of the markets to genera te 
substant ial profit for pract it ioners, as evidenced by the results of some of 
the quam firms we high ligh ted in Chapter 2. 
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QUANTI CAUIE MORE MARKET VOLATILITY BY 
UNDEREITlMATlNG Rill 

This criticism contains components of truth and of falsehood. Many man
agers, quants included, are subjeCt to a fundamenra l ty~ of model risk 
we discussed in the last chapter, namely asking the wrong questions and 
using the wrong techniques. Techniques such as VaR, for example, make 
numerous wrong assumptions about the market in an effort to distill the 
concept of risk down to a single number, which is a goal that seems mostly 
poin tless. Furthermore, as illustrated by the August 2007 quant liquidation 
crisis, quants have underestimated the downside risk of being invoh·ed in 
large-scale, crowded trading strategies. This, too, stems from a fundamen
tal flaw of quan titative trading. Computers can be gi'·en a problem that is 
badly framed or makes too many assumptions, and they can come up with 
an answer that is both highly precise and entirely wrong. For example, I 
can drum up a model of my wealth that assumes that this book will se ll 
50 million copies, that I will recdve 50 percent of the proceeds, and that I 
can then invest the proceeds into a vehicle that will earn ]00 percent per 
year, compounded, forever. With th is model I can get precise answers to the 
question of my earnings as far into the futu re as I want. However, all my 
assumptions are highly suspect, at best. 

The computer's job is not to judge my assumptions, so this kind of u ror 
is ultimately attributable to my poor judgment. Similarly, some quants can 
be blamed for using quantitative models tbat are eitber inappropr iate or 
badly designed to measure risk. That said, they arc scarcely alone in making 
these errors. Indeed, VaR itself was developed to appease risk managers 
and banking regu lators who were inrerested in having a single number to 
summarize downside risk, rather than do the diffi cult and nuanced work 
of understanding risk from many perspectives. So, tbougb we accept the 
cri ticism that quan ts can underestimate risk or measure it wrongly, it is 
worth understanding that they are not alone. Decision makers in almost 
every fie ld cnmmonly manage to underestimate worSt-case scenarios, and 
when they do not, it is usually to overestimate risk in the aftermath of a 
disastrous event. This is largely because extreme risks arc so rare tbat it is 
very difficul t to ascertain their probability or the damage they can cause. So, 
we find that the statement that quants underestimate risk is likely to be true, 
but we also find th is to be due more to human nature and the circumStances 
of rare events than to something specific in quant trad ing. 

Tbe idea that this underestima tion of risk on the part of quants is some
how responsible for an increase in market volatility is, however, plainly 
ridiculous. First, we have already shown in Chapter 2 that quants tend to 
reduce market volatility and inefficieocy during normal times. Rega rdless 
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of what happens in abnormal, chaotic times, this fact should not be simply 
discoumed. ~cond, extreme events have been happening since people could 
trade with each other. Preliminarily, we can look at extreme evems in stocks 
and other asset classes. There were five distinct drawdowns in the Dow Jones 
Industrial Avuage that were worse than 40 percem before quam trading ex
isted (inde<:d, before there were computers in general use). The worst of these 
occurred during the Great Depression, which brought with it a drawdown 
of almost 90 percem in the Dow and which took until 1954 to recnver. The 
last drawdo\o\'ll in stocks before quant trad ing became a significant force 
began in January 1973, reached a nadir of - 45 percent in December 1974, 
and was not fully recovered until November 1982. The next severe draw
down in stocks since then was the bear market of March 2000 th rough 
October 2002, which was set off by the bursting of the dot-com bubble. It 
is rid iculous to claim that a single one of tbese events of extreme volatility 
Or prolonged pain were owed to quant traders. The same analys is ho lds for 
otber asset classes. The worst event in recent bistory in bonds was Russia's 
defau lt in 1998. Tbis impacted some "quam" firms (though, as ment ioned in 
tbe last chapter, I reject wbolesa le the idea tba t L TCr.! was actua lly a quant 
trad ing firm) but was certainly not caused by quants . The currency problems 
in Mexico and Asia in 1995 and 1997, respectively, were also not the result 
of quants' activities. In fact, at the time a ratber famous discretiollary macro 
trader, George Soros, was widely (though not necessarily correctly) blamed 
by Asian governments for triggering the latte r event. 

We can also look at the broader question of how quants are related 
to market crises from the opposite perspective. How d~s a crisis in quam 
trad ing relate to changes in or levels of market volatility? Since we so far 
have only one example to work from, we will focus on the evems of August 
2007. The Dow Jones Industria l Average 's historical volatility did mo,'e up 
during the two-we<:k period in which quants were experiencing pain that 
summer. However, the Dow's rea lized volatility moved from a significantly 
below-average level to a level tbat is equal to tbe average volatility since 
1900. From the dose of trading on August 3 through August 9, 2007, 
certainly the worst part of the quant liqu idation crisis, the Dow was actua lly 
up an estimated 1.1 percent-scarceJy cause for alarm. Implied volatility, 
as measured by the VIX index, moved up during this period, from 25.16 to 
26.48, but tbis is by no means a significant cbange in its level over a fonr-day 
period. It would be an impressive stretch of the imagination to attribute any 
change in market volatility to quant traders. Indeed, of infinitely greater 
importance to dO\\'llside risk in markets and upside swings in vo latility 
levels are policymakers ' decisions, exogenous shocks (e.g., wars or terrorist 
attacks), basic economic cycles, and run-of-the-mill manias and panics. 
With that, 1 believe that the extraordina ry events of 200S bear discussion. 
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The Market T ..... II 01 2008 

As I wri te this book, the financial world is suffering through irs most chal
lenging environment since the Great Depression. Stocks have endured their 
second distinct 40-plus ]X"rcent decline in a singk decade, and dozens of 
banks around the world have eithe r gone bankrupt or have been na tion
alized, including two of the five la rgest U.S. investment banks. Real estate 
prices have crashed in many pans of the world. Several money-market funds 
have lost all or most of their value. Several of the largest insurance and mort
gage companies in the United States were nationalized or required rescuing. 
The nation of Iceland was effecti,·ely bankrupted and actua lly went to Russia 
10 seek a loan. Record-setting bailout packages and unprecedented, multi
natiooal government-backing measures have been enacted in an attempt to 
stabilize the financia l system, which U.S. Secretary of the Treasury Henry 
Paulsoo reportedly told the U.S. Congress was "days from a complete melt
down." ~ Iost forms of financial activity, in particular credit, were frozen 
almost entirely. I raise this contemporary exampk of market turmoil for 
tWO reasons: (1) to evaluate whether quanrs can be blamed for it and (2) to 
discuss how quants have fa red. 

It remains 10 be seen whether the market declines that began in October 
2007 and accelera ted in the fa ll of 2008 will ultimately rival those of the 
Great Depression. Regardless, we can understand a fair amount about what 
brought us to this position: It was caused by irresponsible banks that lent 
money without proper diligence to unqualified consumers who acted with 
total disregard to reality; enabled by ratings agencies that had lost all sense 
of independence and objectivity; and then the siruation was ignored andlor 
exacerbated by regulators. Dodgy accounting practices, incredibk amounts 
of leverage, eXtreme greed and reck lessness among people who should know 
better, skewed com]X"nsation pract ices, and lofty egos also played significant 
roles. 

Short sellers and hedge funds were widely blamed for causing the crisis, 
and indeed, it does ap]X"ar possible that irresponsible rumor mongering 
on the Internet might have been p<lrtia Jl y to blame. (Though I have not 
seen anyone propose banning the Internet or the kinds of sites that give 
rumors such wide audiences.) There is nO acceptab le excuse for those who 
spread such rumors. But let us be. clear and explicit: This was an equally 
irresponsible auempt to divert attention from the real causes and culprits, 
many of whom were loudly lobbying for banning short sales and hedge 
funds. 

The facts are unchanged, despi te the attempted smokescreen: :"bny 
banks did in fact have toxic balance sheets, uncounted and untold billions 
in losses, and no way 10 solve the problem. The bailout package passed 
by Congress in 2008 approved $700 billion of rescue money, which IS, 
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aCCQrding TO most experts, on ly big enough TO solve one-third of the problem. 
In other words, this is one hell of a very real mess, not just a rumor-driven 
illusion. To appea~ Iho~ railing against hedge funds and short sellers, the 
U.S. SEC banned a ll short sa les of 799 flnancia l stocks from September 
1910 October 8, 2008. During Ihis time, the Financial Sdeci SeclOr SPDR 
(AMEX, XLF), an ETF tracking the financial sector, fe ll another 23 percent 
(slightly worse, if we exclude a roughly 1 percent dividend issued during 
Ihis period). Ry comraSI, one week after the ban was lifted and financia l 
companies were again allowed to be sold short, XI.F gained slightly versus 
its d osing price on October 8. 

How have quams fan~d through Ihis marker trauma? Better than most. 
In 2008 many quantitative equity firms struggled, posting losses in the 
- 10 percenl range for the year. But a great many quanrs, using statistical 
arbitrage, short term trading and e'·en some longer-term trading strategies, 
actually made substantial gains. And in other fields of quant trading, 2008 
WaS a banner year. Quantitative eTAs and short term traders in various 
asset classes, in particular, have done ra ther we ll through the crisis. But even 
if - 10 percent was the norm, why should this considered a particularly bad 
outcome, especially compared to the al ternati,·es? Stocks have cut investors' 
money in half twice in the past decade. Ahny large, storied money market 
funds have gone bust. To my way of th inking, the5e are examples of 
extremely risky investments, not quant hedge funds. And as just mentioned, 
it is Categorically unrrue that quants in general struggled in 2008. 

This is also not the first time that quants have demonstrated good per
formance in IlIrbulent times. In the last two severe market di slocations, in 
the summer of 1998 and in the bear market of 2000 to 2002, quants aga in 
proved to be outperformers. Both periods, in fact, were qu ite good for a great 
many quanrs, with some having the beSt results in their histories during these 
times. Even in the crash of October 1987, most quantitative trend-following 
eTAs posted tremendously strong returns. This isn't 10 say that they are 
immune from losses or unaffe.;ted by market turmoi l. T he point is that there 
seems to be an immense douhle standard applied 10 quants compared with 
more traditional markets and even other hedge funds in terms of what is 
considered risky. 

QUANTS CANNOT HANDLE UNUIUAL EVENTS DR 
RAPID eHANSEllN MARIET CONDITION I 

This is perhaps the mOSt valid criticism of quant trading so far. QuantS 
must rely on historical data to make predictions about the futu re. As a 
resu lt of this dependency, it is likely that quants will suffer any time there 
is a significan t and sudden change in the way marke ts behave. It bears 
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repeating and emphasizing that, in order for the event to be of importance 
to a quant, the regime change must be both large and without much warning. 
Perhaps the most cha llenging time for quant trading in its known history 
has been the period fro m late July 2007 through August 2008. Over this 
roughly 13-month window, quan ts faced the liqu idity crisis and at least three 
separate episodes of substantial pain. You can see this illustra ted in part in 
Exhihit IL L 

As you can see from this figure, Value outperformed Growth fro m mid-
2004 through early 2007. There was a reversal of this trend beginning in 
mid-May 2007, which accelera ted aggressively in late July 2007 and was 
a likely cause of the poor performance among quan ts tha t contributed to 
the ir liquidation. The trend favo ring growth over value fro m May 2007 to 
January 2008 is easily seen to be sharper than tha t which favored value 
before May 2007. Ahny quant strategies had adapted to this new regime 
by the middle of the fall of 2007, leading to strong performance in the later 
part of that year. But tWO other periods catch the eye: one in January 2008, 
and the o ther in July 2008, both of which are circled in the chart . These two 
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events were rather vio lent reversals of , he Slt(mg treod favoring growth that 
began in r-.Iay 2007. These ~versa[s were among tbe sharpest in Ihe history 
of this spread, and both were subslantial pt'riods of downside risk fo r many 
quan t traders, particular ly those in equ ities. T his is because the prevailing 
paltem of behavior, on which Ihe quant bases fo recasts of fUlute behavior, 
becomes inv(,rled 011 such limes. 

II is worth mentioning tbal a lthough tbe significant majority of Quant 
st rategies are negativdy impacted by regime changes, a small minority are 
able to successfu lly nav igate these periods. Some shorter-term stra tegies 
specifically seek 10 profit from shon rnusals of longer-term trends and the 
resumption of such longer-term trends. T hese cnumer-trend traders have 
been able to profit in many of tbe most difficult periods for quants (but 
certainly nOt all of them). O tbers sit on tbe sidelines during normal times, 
waiting for large dislocations to signaltbe beginning of a potentia lly prof
itable trading period. This kind of trading is known as breakout trading. 
Both of these styles can be found in any asse t class or ins trument class but 
are most genera lly done witb futures instruments in tbe most liquid markets. 

QUANTS ARE ALL THE SAME 

Tbis a rgument, 100, has been widely held to be true, particularly in the wake 
of the disastrous performance of many quants in August 2007. However, 
it is a patently false claim, and tbis I can sta te witb both vebemence and 
certainty. We will focus again on both theoretical and empirical evidence of 
tbis trutb, starting witb tbe former. 

This book has oullined many of the kinds of decisions each quant must 
make in the process of building a quan t strategy. These decisions include 
tbe kinds of instruments and asset classes to trade, tbe sources of da ta one 
will use and how these should be cleaned, ways to research and develop 
trad ing stra tegies, the kinds of phenomena a re being traded, how tbese 
phenomena are specified, ways in whicb various forecasts are combined, 
how far into the fu ture forecasts a re being made, how bets arc structu red, 
ways in which risk is defined and managed, how transactions costs are 
modeled, how portfolios are constructed, and how trades are executed. The 
number of degrees of freedom for a quant in building a trad ing strategy is, 
in o ther words, very large. Though the kinds of phenomena are not very 
numerous, all the o ther considera tions are ways the quant can differentiate 
his approach from those of others wbo are ostensibly looking for the same 
Types of anomalies. Depending on the time horizon of the strategy and 
number of posi tions it takes, tbe number of trades per year can easily get 
into the millions.! know many traders who execute ! O,OOO to !OO,OOO trades 
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eacb trading day. As you can imagine, small differences in bow one arrives 
at a single trade are ampli fied when millions of trades are made in a year. 

The empirical evidence is abundant and covers both posi tion da ta and 
«turn information. At my firm, we have ~para tdy managed accounts "'~th 
both quan t and discret ionary equity firms. On an average day, 30 percent 
of tbe quants' posi tions are held in opposite directioll5 on tbe exact same 
names. This be lies the premise that quants are all the same, especially since 
only abou t 75 percent of their posi tions are e,'en in the same country. In o ther 
words, of the positions held in the same country, about 40 percent are beld 
in opposite directions by various quan t traders. As the number of traders 
is increased, tbis ratio natu rally also inc«ases. This has been confirmed 
by ~veral studies. In 2008 J..lauhew Rothman, then of Lehman Brothers 
(and now of Bardays Capital), produced a study of 25 of tbe la rgest quant 
equity market neut ral traders and found that approximately 30 percent of 
thei r posi tions were held in directions opposi te those of someone else in the 
group, on average, using portfolio data spanning over a yea r. Among smaller 
firms, The differences are even more noticeable. With a third to ha lf of all 
potentially overlapping positions held in opposite directions, it is difficul t to 
accept an argument tbat quants a re all tbe same. If tbey were, one quant's 
long would not be SO likely to be another quant's short. 

RelUm data confirm wbat we see in the position data. I have a sample of 
a couple of dozen quant managers' daily returns (some going back as far as 
1997), and tbe average correlation of tbese managers to eacb otber is 0.03. 
There are only nine pairs of correlations that exceed 0.20, out of 252 pairs in 
tota l. And during the heart of the crisis, from September through November 
200&, tbis correlation was me«ly 0.05. By contrast, tbe eigbt HFRX bedge 
fund indices that have daily returns (i.e., ranging from convertibles to risk 
arb and macro stra tegies) correla te a t an average of 0.21 to each o tber, and 
II of the 2& pairs correlate at greater than 0.20. Five of the 28 cOfr<~la te at 
grea ter than 0.40, and tbe maximnm correlation is 0.81, between tbe eqnity 
hedge and event-driven styles. 

The same hasic story is told by monthly return da ta. J\leasuring the 
correla tions of some 53 quant eqnity market neu tral traders witb a t least 25 
months of relUrn bistory, we find that the average correlation among them is 
0.13. Note tbat we did not even include quantitative fu tnres trading, wbich 
would «duce the correlation still furtber. By contrast, 22 HFRI hedge fund
style indices (excluding the broader HFRI hedge fund and fund of funds 
indices and excluding the short-selling managers) correlate at an average of 
0.48 to each other, and the~ span styles as diver~ as macro and distressed 
debt. The da ta are strongly in opposition to tbe idea tha t all quants are the 
same, confirming what we would expect, given a hasic understanding of 
how quant trading stra tegies are ac tua lly developed. 
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ONLY A FEW LARGE QUANTI CAN 
THRIVE IN THE LONG RUN 

I've heard this criticism repeared cOllndess limes by various observers of {he 
quam trading world. The argumem is reasonable enough at first glance, and 
it goes something like th is: T he largeSI and best-funded qua nts can throw 
the mosl and best resourus at every aSlX'cl of the black box, from data 
10 cXel:ution algori thms, and can negotiate bette r terms wi lh their se rvice 
providers. Based on this premise, it is reasonable 10 expect thai, in the long 
run, they will outperform their smaller cousins. UJrim;lIely, smaller quant 
firms will fa ll by the wayside due 10 either underperforrnance or investor 
an citino. The best shops, furthermore, are so good that they ultimatdy 
replace their investors' capi tal with their OWTI, leaving the investor who 
desires to invest in quant trading in a quandary: Should she select smaller, 
inferior shops and ~ ab le 10 keep money with them until they go out of 
business? Is it bener to invest in a handfu l of the biggest quants while that 
is still possible, and if they kick oUi their inveslOrs later, so be it? Or is it 
bes t to simply avoid this space al together, since the two o ther options are 
unattractive? 

This crit icism and its coro llaries are interesting theoretically bu t ignore 
many important facts about quant trad ing and therefore draw an incorrect 
conclusion. First, as ev idenud very dearly in August 2007 and throughout 
2008, having a large amoun t of money 10 manage is not a lways good, 
because readjustments to such large portfo lios can be extremely costly in 
t imes of Stress. In other words, one sacrifices nimbleness while gaining siu. 

Seco nd, whole classes of very appealing stra tegies are made impossible 
or impractical for the largest quantS because the a mount of money that can 
be effecti,·dy managed in those stra tegies is too small to be worth the effort. 
For example, large quants rard y engage in stat istical arbitrage in markets 
such as Austra lia or Hong Kong because they cannot put enough money to 
work there . High-frequency trading in any market has very limited capacity 
and is Therefore a very uncommon component of a la rge quant trader's 
portfolio. 

Third, there is reasonable evidenu that smaller hedge funds actually OIlt

perform larger funds. I Some observers be lieve this is partly because smaller 
shops arc headed by entrepreneurs who a re hungry to succeed rather than 
already successful managers who can become complacent or uninvolved. 
Regardless, the re isn·t a p<l rticularly good reason to believe that the lack 
of resources any small trader faces, relative to those who are much larger 
and trade similar Strategies, is any more an impediment for quants than for 
discretionary traders. As one small discretionary trader put it, ~Ifs not like 
I'm going to get the first call when a broker has usefu l information about a 
company. I just have to work ha rder and find things on my OWTI. ~ In o ther 
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words, though the re is evidence that smaller managers OUlperform larger 
ones, there is no reason to distinguish smaller quants from smallu discre
tionary shops. Both face challenges that larger shops don't, and both must 
find ways to cope with them. 

Fourth, smaller managers tend 10 focus On the kinds of things they 
know and understand best, whereas larger managers need to di"ersify into 
areas that a rc increasingly far from their core expertise in order to grow 
to such la rge size. 1o.Iost very successful trad ing strategies have somewhat 
limited capacity for capital under management. As such, to build on success, 
a larger trader must incorporate other strategies, which might not be at all 
similar to the ones in which the original success was achieved. This was 
certainly the case ,,~th L TCM and Amaranth; it is also the case ,,~th more 
succcssful la rge hedge funds such as D. E. Shaw, Cuton. and Ci tadel. Some 
of these have managed a wide diversity of strategies better than others, but 
the evidence in favor of la rge multistrategy hedge funds is mixed at best. 

Fiftb and fina ll y, tbe vast ma jority of the qua lity of a quant strategy is 
detumined by the good judgment and sound research process of the people 
in cbarge. Therefore, it is ahsolUlcly the case that one good quan t, with 
significant applied science and/or trading experience and sonnd jndgment, 
is worth dozens of Ph.D.s who lack these tra its. This is a topic we will save 
for tbe next cbapter. 

I have certainly seen firsthand reasonably compelling evidence that a 
portfolio of bOUlique quant traders can be buil t that is productive and 
competes favorably with a single, larger quant manager. There are also a 
large numher of quants who arc not among the largest hut who certainly 
have snfficient resources to tackle many of the same advanced problems 
that the largest shops can consider. For example, the smallest firms almost 
always rely on data vendors, bUl some bOUliques actua lly collect and clean 
their own data, something that it is widely assumed that only the largest 
firms can do. Both theoretically and empirically, there is little evidence to 
snpport tbe idea that tbere are only the largest quants can survive. 

This is not 10 say that the largest firms are without their advantages. 
Those pluses outl ined at the beginning of this scction are certainly va lid, 
for example. But the case in favor of larger quants is far from airtight, and 
equa lly strong arguments can be made for boutiques. The good news is that 
there are many bundreds of tbem from wbich to cboose. 

QUANTS ARE GUILTY OF DATA MINING 

Data mining is given a fai rly had name in financial circles. It is used in ter
changeably ,,~th another term that is actually deserving of such negative 
judgment: overfirting. Data mining is an empirical science, to borrow again 
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from th~ fram~work of the two major kinds of science we discussed in 
Chapter 6. Data-mining techniques a re genera lly understood to use la rge 
sets of data for the purpose of deriving information about what happens 
wilhout worrying about why it happens. This is Ihe biggest difference 
between data mining and theory-driven science: Theorists are interested 
in understanding wily something happens in order to bdieve thai they 
can correctly fore.:ast what will happen. However, as we a lready learned, 
theorists, too, look to historical data for cues about what kinds of theories 
might explain what has happened. This is a fine line-fine enough that it is 
not entirely clear that there is a va lid difference between well-done empirica l 
science and well-done theoretical science. The only discernable difference 
is tha t, in theoretical science, a human is expected to de rive an explanation 
that seems reasonable 10 other ~ople, whereas in empirical science, the 
method of anal}"1.ing data is the primary subject of scrutiny. In other words, 
nearly everyone mines data, even if only loosely. This is not problematic. We 
would not have heard that cheap stocks outperform expensive ones unless 
someone had some data to suppon the idea. If the data were overwhelmingly 
opposed to such a statement, no one would espouse it as a valid approach to 
mvestmg. 

Data mining is very successfully used in many industries in the broader 
economy and society. In the defense industry, data mining is widely used in 
terrorism prevention. No doubt you have heard of the U.S. government's 
efforts to scan millions of phone calls and e-mails for information to help 
predict and therefo re help stop terrorist anacks. The government does not 
have individuals sitting on phones listening into each conversation or at 
computer terminals reading e-mails. Rather, computer algorithms are used 
to discern defined patterns that are expected to be fru itful in rooting out 
potential terrorist aClivities. 

We ha"e already given severa l other examples of successful data min ing 
in this chapter. Amazon.com uses data mining 10 advise you of what kinds of 
books you might like, given what you've purchased and viewed. Analytica l 
CRJ..! software packages help businesses maximize profit per contact by 
mining data on these contacts, to allow sales personnel to focus on the most 
lucrative clients and spend less time on less lucrative pros~cts. Human 
resou rces departments use data-mining tools 10 discern which universities 
produce the beSt employees (the ~goodness" of an employee is based on 
measures of her productivity and quality). Scientists, 100, are heavy users of 
data-mining techniques. This is particularly evidem in the field of genomics, 
where patterns of genetic information lead to linkages between specific genes 
and human health and behavior. So, it might not be entirely fair to claim 
Ihat data-mining techniques cannot be used on market dara,gi"en their wide 
use and success in so many social and hard sciences. 
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Overfitting is another story entirely. Overfitting a model implies that 
the researcher has attempted to extract too much information from the 
data. With a sufficiently complex model, it is possible to explain the past 
perfectly. But what is the likelihood that a perfect explanation of the past, 
using an overly complex model, will have any relevan~ to the futu re? It 
turns out that the answer is, not bloody likely. Imagine that we fi nd out 
that the S&P 500 dropped an average of 1 percent anytime the Federal 
Reserve announced a decis ion during some period. But we have only a 
handfnl of observations of the Fed making announcements, and all their 
announcements du ring the historica l period were of the Fed announcing 
rate hikes. We could, if we were overfitti ng, draw a conclusion that Fed 
announcements are always bad, and this conclusion would ~ successful 
so long as fu ture Fed announcements are met with the same reaction as 
past announcements. But what happens if the next Fed announcement 
is of a lowering of interest rates? It 's very likely the Strategy would lose 
money because it was fitted to a sample that primarily included rate hikes. 
Therefore, we should be con~rned ahout overfiuing the data . 

As an experiment, I set up a new Amazon,com account and idly 
clicked on a handfu l of books of interest to me. The recommendations 
that came back were nOt nearly as good as those that I'm given from my 
main Amazon.com account, since my main account is based on a lot of real 
data, whereas the new account is based on information from fewer than 20 
observations of my cl icking on various titles. The recommendations in my 
new account are likely to ~ overfitted, whereas those in myoid account 
are less likely to be overfirred. 

To estimate a given parameter of a model, one needs rather a lot of 
data. Overfirring ignores this basic fact and burdens a limited supply of data 
too much, asking it to explain more than is realistic, given the amount of 
data. These models are finely tuned to the past, but the moment that the 
future is out of step with the past, the model breaks doWTl. In quan t finance, 
the inevitab le outcome of overfilling is losing money. There is no question 
that, when it is found, overfiuing should be eliminated. But it is a gross 
and incorrect genera lization that a ll quants overfit their models. Those most 
likely to ~ guilty of overfilling are data-mining quants. And among data
mining strategies, I find that a useful rule of thumb is that shorter time scales 
tend to be more amenable to data mining than longer time scales. 

First, this might be due to the fact that there are so many more obser
vations of trades at shon time horizons, and therdore the amount of da ta 
available for analysis arc increased. If a strategy holds positions for a year, 
on average, it would take hundreds of years to be comfortable with any 
substantial stat istical analysis of the strategy's returns, ~cause the num~r 
of ~tling periods is so small. If, by ContraSt, a strategy trading U.S. stocks 
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holds its positions for on~ minUlt, the~ a~ 390 trading ~riods pu day 
(because the re arc 390 minutes per trading day) and aoout 100,000 trading 
periods per yea r (because there are 250 (0 260 trading days per year and 
390 minutes per trading day) per stock. If 1000 stocks are traded, there 
ar<o about t OO million trading periods per year (0 observe, yidding a great 
deal more da la tha i can ~ mined. Remem~r, the problem of ovurilting 
arises when the modd is too complica ted for the amount of data available. 
The more data are made ava ilable, the less likely it is that overfin ing has 
occurred for a given level of model complexity. 

Second, at very short time scales it is not clear that theoretical scientists 
have yet come up with u~ful explanations of behavior. A practical guideline 
is that, for strategies wi th holding periods of less than a day, data-mining 
st rategies might be fai rl y u~fuL For strategies with holding periods on the 
order of a w~k, a hybrid approach that combines data-mining techniques 
and sound market theory can be usefu l. Fina lly, stra tegies that expect to 
hold positions for months or years arc not likely to work if they rely on 
data-mining techniques. 

Over-fitting models is not only possible, it actually happens among some 
quant traders. But JUSt as we do not rejeCt analysis because some people are 
prone to overanalyzing things, we should not so quickly dismiss quantita tive 
modeling (even data mining) JUSt because it is poss ible (or even easy) for some 
people to do it badly. 

SUMMARY 

Quant trading is no dixir, and certainly there arc quants who arc guilty 
of each or all of the criticisms discussed in this chapter. Some do bad sci
ence, underestimate risk, and lose money when market conditions change 
suddenly. Some implement strategies that arc commonplace and crowded, 
and some o,·erll t thei r mode ls to limited amounts of data. But most of these 
criticisms arc equally applicable to discretionary traders. Done well, quant 
trading can produce superior risk-adjusted returns and substantial divers ifi
cation benell ts. 

So, what dexs it mean to do quant trading well? Wtc will cover this 
topic in depth in the ne ):t chapter, but let's recap some sa li ent points from 
tbis chapter: Quants must be concerned with falling prey to the temptation 
of false precision, particularly in risk management. A printout with a risk 
number on it docs not imply that the number is accurate or bas been properly 
derived. Quants must also remain aware of relationships with in the market 
and must have a detailed understanding of the kinds of bets they arc making 
and how they arc expressing these betS in their portfolios, allowing them to 
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navigate violent regime changes. Quants must conduct innovative research 
io alpha modeling and across the entire spectrum of the black box, to reduce 
the risk that there is substantial overlap between their models and those of 
their peers. Finally, to the extent that data mining is expl ici tly utilized, it 
should be done in a manner that does not exp«ss overconfidence in the 
amount and predictive power of historical data. 
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Quant Strategies 

The allocation of assessing the failures of better men um be turned 
illto a comfortable livelihood, providing YOII can back it up with a 
Ph.D. 

- Nelson Aigren 

I" this chapter we discuss methods of assessing Quant strategies and praC
titioners to separate tbe good from the mediocre and the mediocre from 

the poor. As I have said th roughout this book, a greal deal of the work that 
quall ts do has '-cry natu Tal analogues in discretionary trading. There a re also 
significant parallels in the work of a quant trader 10 the work of a corporate 
CEO or any other person invo lved in the allocation of resources. In Ihis 
rega rd, tbe framework presented in this cbapter can ~ used successfully to 
judge the work of such decision makers. Indeed, one pusan I tra ined in this 
method of assessing quants has adapted it for trading credi t markets and 
now uses the same method to provide a framework for judging the merit of 
various corporate bond offerings and the companies behind them. 

The Il rst challenge an evaluator of quants faces is to pierce the walls of 
secrecy that quaots build around their methods. Though it is fair to say that 
quan ts are often secretive, I have had a ra ther diffe rent e:<perience. The vast 
majority of quams I have evaluated-and there have hun many hundreds of 
them-have been wi lling to answer most or all of my innumerable questions. 
Tbe difference is due, at least in part, 10 tbe questions we ask at my Il rm. It 
also owes to how we ask these questions and how we handle the information 
we learn from quan ts. In the next section I describe the principles of my 
approach to interviewing quams. 

'86 
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Armed wi th tbe techniques described in tbis chapter, tbe evalua tor of a 
quam has two goals. The first is to understand the Slfateg)' itself, including 
the kinds of risks it is taking and fro m what sources its returns are gen
erated. This is important because it tdls the investor wha t she owns when 
she is investing in a given quan t strategy. T he second goal in the evalua
tion of a quanl is to judge how good tbe practit ioners themselves arc:. In 
many respectS, a quam trading learn is much like an engineering learn at all 
automobile manufacturer. II is fi ne for the learn to build one great engine, 
but over rime, that engine must be improved. As times change, the engine 
might even need to be redesigned entire ly, or OIher types of engines migh t 
need to ~ designed for OIher vehicles. It is crit ical to ascertain whether the 
quam team is skilled at designing engines, evolving them, and designing new 
types of engines over time. All these components of the analysis of a quant 
ultimately serve to help the evaluator answer perhaps the most cent ral ques
tion in the evaluation of any kind of trader: Why should I believe that this 
particular team, utilizing this particular strategy, is actually likely to make 
money in the future? In hedge fund parlance, what is this managers ~edgeH? 

Assnming that the investor finds a team and strategy worthy of invest
ment, he must ascertain the integrity of the people involved. After a ll , skill is 
a good th ing only if it is in the hands of good people. He re I briefly address 
some thoughts on how to judge the integrity of a trader, although th is is 
not central to quantitative trading. Fina lly, I provide a few brief thoughts 
on portfolio construction using the frameworks provided in this book. 

GATHERING INFORMATION 

How does one actually go a bout finding out what a particular quant does? 
Quants are notorious for their secrecy and paranoia. And this is not with
out reason. Much of the skill of quant trading comes from experience and 
knowhow, not fro m raw mathematical superiority. There is an excellent 
book called The Interrogator. by Raymond Toliver, from which many usefu l 
lessons can be learned on how to get information from a quant .1 T he book's 
subject is Hanns Joachim Scharff, a former World War II Luftwaffe in ter
rogator who succeeded at gathering information from dO\o\'tled Allied pilots 
without the use of any physical force or psychologically sl ressful lechniques. 
Instead, Scharff used three ma jor tools: trust building, domain knowledge, 
and an o rganized system for tracking and retrieving information. 

Before detailing Scharff's techniques, I wan t to stress that I am no fan 
of wars or interrogations, nor does the relationship between investor and 
quam manager closely resemble the relationship be tween interrogator and 
prisoner. But there is one similarity, I ~lieve, that a llows lessons from the 
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lauer 10 be useful in the former: In both cases, information that one party is 
rduClant to provide is needed by Ihe olher. 

The first technique Scharff used is also the most obvious: He built tlUst 
wi lh the pilots he was interviewing. In fact, Scharff remained friends with a 
great many of them after the war, and they seemed universa lly to respect and 
like him. Turning to the quant, tlUSt comes in part from build ing relation
ships, but a big chunk of it relates to the behavior of the interviewer. If an 
investor asks a quant for sensitive information and has either a reputat ion 
for talking, or an actual propensity 10 talk abou t what other quants do, it is 
less likely that the quant will or should tlUSt this investor. After all, whatever 
the quant tells him is likely to get spread around the industry. At my firm, 
we hold quant managers' strategies in the strictest confidence. Often a Quant 
will ask us what some other quant does. Our answer is universally and al 
ways tha t we will not discuss what others do, just as we do no t discuss what 
the quant who asked us does. However, we 've heard numerous stories and 
wi tnessed numerous firsthand e:<amples of investorS or managers passing 
along even reasonably proprietary bits and pieces of a quant's strategy to 
the industry. l bis is an ugly practice. 

The second lesson fro m The Interrogator is that it is hard to feel par· 
ticnlarly justified in being secretive ,,~th information if the person asking 
questions a lready knows most of the possible answers. For example, Scharff 
knew the name of the pet dog at the home base of one pilot and the names of 
most of the pilot's colleagues. His goal in a given interview was to learn JUSt 
a linle bit more about his prisoners and their activities. They were frequently 
lulled imo thinking tha t there was no point in keeping secrets, since their 
caplOr knew so much already. Though this ne'"er led 10 blatan t ~tell ·a ll ~ 

behavior, it certainly a llowed the interrogator to amass huge amoums of 
value from the interviews, a little at a time. It is possible to learn a simi
la rly voluminous amount abou t quant trading without asking any particular 
quant to teach it to you in a meeting. l bis is helped along by the fact that 
most of what an investor needs to understand abou t a quant can be learned 
without compromising proprietary information. In th is book, for example, 
we have outlined a great majority of the kinds of approaches quams use. 
None of this information is especia lly proprietary to any trader. A Quant 
with any hope of being successful knows most of the material in this book 
already. In a sense, this book provides you with a grea t portion of the menu 
availahle to a quam. There aren't many dishes he can choose that aren't on 
this menu, which obvia tes the need for most of the secrecy. The investor 
can, in this way, learn about the specific items on the menu that the Quant 
being interviewed has chosen and why these choices were made. For in
stance, understanding the kinds of alpha models the quant is using, whether 
they are relative or intrinsic, how fast he trades, and in what instruments 
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and geographies te lls {he in'-CSlOr a great deal aoout what risks arc being 
taken. T his information is neussa ry for building a diversified pon folio and 
is largely sufficient for tha t exercise. 

The tbird and final lesson of The Illterrogator is to be organized in 
the management of information when it is gathered. This greatly suppOrts 
efforts to ge t new information but is a lso useful in ongoing evaluations of 
the quality of a given practitionu. Scharff's group devdo~d a sophist icated, 
almost relational database system us ing index cards and a card C;lIa logue 
file. (Remember, Ihis was before tbe computer was inven ted.) As they got 
new information, they would organizt it by linking il lO other relevant cards 
in the file. For example, if they found out the name of a nother pi lOT from a 
given American base, they would tag that card wiTh rderences 10 all the other 
informat ion, including o ther pi lots, from that base. T his way, as they were 
in terviewing a given pilOT, They had a dossier thaT contained an impressive 
and eXTensive array of deTa ils, well organized and easy 10 access. These days 
we have powerfnl computers and da tabases to rdy on, making snch a job 
easIe r. 

Keeping information organized fu rl hers the goal of developing deep 
domain knowledge, but it is also qni te usefu l in ascerlaining the "goodness~ 
of a quant team over Time. If every Three momhs you ask a quant, for 
example, wha t types of research projects he is working on and what new 
pieces he has added to the model over the past three months, you should see 
a rat ional life cycle that repea tedly takes a robust research pipeline and turns 
it into implemented improvemems to the st rategy over time. If the quant has 
a process wherein modu les that were not part of the research list from the 
past suddenly appea r in production, this could be evidence of sloppiness in 
the research process. When visiting a quam'S office, it is usefu l to ask to 
see firsthand some of the various tools and software that the quan t claimed 
ro use or have developed in previous discussions. But, to be aware that 
you should be ask ing 10 ~ something specific, you had to have ca re fu lly 
managed the information about the nature of these tools and software to 
begin with. 

EVALUATING A QUANTITATIVE TRADING STRATEn 

In my years of evaluating and creating quan t trading strategies, I have noted 
an extraord inarily imeresting faCT: The work That a quam does is, in most 
ways, identical 10 the work that any portfo lio manager, any CEO, or any 
other allocator of resources must perform. After all, these resources je.g., 
time or money) are limited and must be invested in a way that results in 
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maxImum Ixndit . Th~ process used to invest «sources-the investment 
proc~ss--con tains six major components: 

I. Research and Strategy development 
2. Data sourcing, gath~r ing, cleaning, and management 
3. Investment selection and structuring 
4. Portfo lio construction 
5. Execution 
6. Risk management and monilOring 

You may note that these aCliv ities a« closely parallel to the modules of 
the black box and the activities in and around its construction and manage
ment. This is because a ll these areas must Ix addressed in order for a quant 
trading program 10 function properly over time. One fact about computers, 
which w~'ve addr~ssed a lr~ady, is that they do not do a good job of think
ing ahout things you might have missed. As quant trading programs have 
evolv~d over time, they hav~ had to addr~ss the myriad decisions that any 
portfolio manager must address. Too often, in discretionary managem~nt 
activ ities, important aspectS of this process are left withou t sufficient analy
sis, and an ad hoc approach is tak~n _ I've int~r vi~wed scores of discretionary 
stock pickers who can spin tremendous yarns about why they are long this 
stock or short another. But when ask~d how they de.:ide how to sil,~ these 
positions in th~ir portfolios, the answers a« often vacuous, given without 
deep thought or analysis. 

Those charged with ~valuating manag~rs must thoroughly examine ~ach 
nf these areas. And quants, in general, should be willing to answer questions 
about ~ach . A few ~xamples of the kinds of qnestions I ask a qnant follow: 

• Research and strategy development 
• How do you come up ,,~th new ideas for trading strategies? 
• How do you test these ideas? 
• What kinds of things are you looking for to d~termin~ whether a 

strategy works Or not? 
• Data sourcing, gathering, clean ing, and management 

• What data are you using? 
• How do you store the data, and why that way? 
• How do you clean the data? 

• Investment selection and structuring 
• Are your alpha models theory driven or data driven? 
• Which alpha strategies are you using k .g., trend, «verSIon, 

valud yield, growth, or qua lity)? 
• Are you making relative bets or a bunch of individual bets? 
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• If relat ive, wha t does relative mean, exactly? 
• Over whal time horizon, and in what inveslmem universe? 
• How arc YOli mixing your various alpha models? 

• Portfo lio construct ion 
• How do you do portfolio construction? 
• What arc your limits, and why did you set them there? 
• What are Ihe inputs to you r portfolio construct ion? 
• What are you trying (0 achieve with port folio construct ion (i. e., what 

is your "objective funct ion ~)? 

• I:'.xeclilion 
• What kind of t ransaction cost model are you using, and why did you 

choose 10 model transaction costs the way you did? 
• How are you executing t rades- manually or algori thmically? 
• Tell me about your order execution algorithms: What kinds of things 

did you build inlO them (e.g., hidden vs. visible, or aCtive vs. passive)? 
• Risk management and monilOring 

• What d~s your risk modd account for, and why tho~ things? 
• What are your va rious risk limits, and why did you ~t them where 

you did? 
• Under what circumstances would you ever intervene with your model? 
• What a~ you monitoring on an ongoing basis? 

This is but a small sampling of the hnnd~ds of qnestions I ask a 
quam. If he claims that the answers 10 such questions are proprietary, 
I do not simply accept that response. Rather, I try to ascertain why he 
thinks the answers are proprietary and try to make him understand why 
I need to know. Most quants I have met are sympathetic to the goals 
of an investor trying to understand a portfo lio's exposures and whether 
the quant is skilled at his work. It comes back to building trust, hav
ing domain knowledge, and being organized in terms of the management 
of infomlation. As I've said, the menu of things that quants can choose 
to do is reasonably easy to know. It is la rgdy laid out in this book, 
and I am certain I've revealed nothing proprietary. A quant generally 
should nOt claim that he cannOt disclo~ which items he has chosen from 
this menu. 

The investor has one more tool available for understanding a quant 
strategy, and that is the footprin t left behind by the stra tegy: its return 
history. Imagine that an investor learns, by asking many questions such as 
those I've listed, that a quam is using a trend·following strategy on various 
individual instruments, with a six-month average holding period. When 
long-term trends are present, the st rategy should do well. When longer
term trends reverse, the investor should see the strategy do poorly. In other 
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words, the stra tegy's return pattern should corrohorate the fundamenta l 
understanding that the investor has gained by ask ing many questions. 

EVALUATING THE ACUMEN OF 
QUANTITATIVE TRAOERI 

If I have tried to stress anyth ing in th is hook, it is that the judgment of 
a quant trader pervades the stra tegy she builds. So, an evaluation of the 
quanl's skill and experience in the fields relevant to the trading strategy 
is obviously important, but it is also easier said than done. This seCtion 
oudines a few tools that can be used to determine the skill level of Quant 
traders. 

The people de"eloping and managing Quant stra tegies should be we ll 
trained in the methods they use. At least some members of the team should 
have substantial live experience in areas of quant trading relevant to the 
stra tegy they are currently pnrsuing. Experience helps drive good jndgment, 
especia lly in light of the massive array of subtleties and traps inherem in 
the process of research and trading. From a dispositional standpoint, quants 
should be careful and cautious in their analysis, and they must be humble 
abou t their ability to predict the future. There are considerable hurd les to 
doing quant trading well, such as polluted data and constantly improving 
competition. A good quam does nor underestimate such challenges. The 
rea lity is, howe"er, that evaluating whether scientists know what they are 
talking about at a deep level is not the easiest task for someone who is not 
technically proficient. As such, to make a judgment, one may have to rely 
on the quant's qua lifications and experience, reputation, history of snccess, 
and analyses of the investment process. Although this is a lot of work, the 
task is doable for those who wan t to undertake it. 

One of the handiest tricks I know of to evaluate a quanl's skill is 10 dig 
deeply into the details in a few areas of he r process. Why? The difference 
between snccess and failnre is very commonly fonnd in a large nnmber of 
highly detailed decisions. If the mechanism used to make these decisions 
is nawed, the manager has litde hope of success in the long run. Thus, an 
analysis of the investment process, and by extension its six ma jor compo
nents, is focused on understanding what a quant does and, just as important, 
why the quam does it. As we discussed throughout this book, a number of 
approaches to quant trading can work. Momentum and mean reversion 
strategies can hoth work, even thongh they are opposites. Both intrinsic 
alphas and relative alphas can work. So it is important to understand what 
a trader does, hut why she does it tells you abou t her judgment, her process, 
and her potemial for future success. 
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Each de.:ision a quant makes in how she builds a strategy represen ts a 
source of potent ial differentiation from OIher Iraders, but also of potemial 
success or fa ilure. And it makes senst that this is the case. Many quants have 
large numbers of posit ions, frequently in the thousands, and most engage 
in strategies that turn these posit ions over relatively frequendy- from once 
c'"cry few rninUiCS to once every few mon ths. If 5000 posi t ions a re turned 
over once a week, for example, Ibis represents about 260,000 individual 
bets per yur. Now imagine two equity traders, Trader A and Trader B. 
They bave remarkab ly similar stra legies, even in the details, and tbey eacb 
manage 5500 million. For each dollar managed, they put On $2 of long 
posi t ions and $2 of short positions so that each trader has a portfo lio of $2 
billion. Each turns over about 20 ptrcent of her pon folio ptr day, or $400 
mill ion in dollar vo lume each day. They each average 10 ptrcent returns ptr 
year. If T rader A is later ab le to optimize her executions such that she makes 
0 .0 1 ptrcenr more ptr dollar trades than she used to, either by being faster 
or improving transaction costs or the alpha modd, this results in T rader 
A's annual return improving to 12 ptrcent ptr year. This is 20 ptrcent, or 
$10 mi llion ptr year in profi ts, better than the result generated by T rader 
B, which is an enormous difference when compounded over time. Though 
sornt quanrs certainly do things that are pla inly incorrect at a high level, 
the judgmttlt of the quality of a given quant most often comes down to his 
decisions at a fa irly detailed levd. 

Another reason tha t the dera ils ma tter so much is tha t the re is rea lly 
only a tiny amount of predictability in all the movements of the market . 
Quants usuall y deptnd on being right only slightly more ohen than they are 
wrong andlor on making only slightly more on winning trades than they 
lose on losing trades in order to generate profits. As such, small d('("isions 
that affect the probability of winning only slightly or those that skew the 
size of winn ing trades versus losing trades sligh tl y can dramatica ll y impact 
the outcome over t ime. 

Finally, if the quant has given deep and we ll-grounded thought to the 
details of the few areas that you spot-check, it is more likely that she has 
given dt<:p though t ro other areas of the quan t trading process. T his, too, 
improves her probability of success in the fUlure, since we have shown that 
rigor is a key component of success in quan t trading. Though it is likdy 
obvious enough already, I want to make it dear that the fact that a quant 
has a Ph.D. in phys ics (or anything else) is nO ind icat ion of quality or skill. 
Some of the brightest and most successful quants have no advanced degrees, 
and some of the biggest failures in quant trading have won Nobel Prizes. 

The flaw in focusing on the details of a quan t st rategy is that such 
details are less likely to be revealed to an investor du ring due diligence. 
Though the higher-level topics d iscussed in the section entitled ~ E.valuat ing a 
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Q uan titative Trading Strategy" migbt be rela tively uncon troversial to dis
cuss, the deta ils are not. As I mentioned earlier, it is frequently the de tails 
tba t separa te the best traders from the mediocre ones, and these deta ils often 
boil down 10 knowhow more than, say, beller math skills. So, quants are and 
probably should be somewhat more reticent to provide such de tail s. Even if 
tbey were to provide details, tbe investor would bave to be knowledgeable 
and proficient enough to pass judgment on them. In othe r words, to try to 
divine the qua lity of a quan t's system from d ues about such de tails requires 
significan t experience on the part of the quam investor. Afte r all , JUSt as I 
require e:<pe rience in my traders. I a lso benefit from experience in judging 
tbem. A great many tbings that seem plausible enougb at first glance simply 
don't work. For example, JUSt because a quant pays a lot of money to a 
da ta vendor for deao da ta, it doesn 't mean tbat the quan t sbould actually 
re ly on the cleanliness of tha t data. The saving grace for the nonquan titative 
in,·estor seek ing to evalua te a quant is thoroughness and strong information 
management in the assessment and due-d iligence process. 

THE EDGE 

In assessing a portfolio manager, including a quan t, a key issue to focus on 
is the idea of an edge. We defi ne an edge as that which puts the odds in 
favor of the portfo lio manager succeeding. An edge can come from tb ree 
sources. listed here in order of commonness: the investment process. a lack 
of competition or something structura l. In investing and trading, an edge is 
not the same thing as a competitive edge. A trader might have absolutely no 
competitors, yet still manage to lose money. I've seen it more than once. An 
investment edge is tbus more intrinsic tban comparative. Still, competition 
docs matter: A valid idea with a va lid implementa tion might make little or no 
money if tbere is too mucb competition, wbereas a mediocre stra tegy migbt 
make money if there is none. As such, one must ascertain the sustainability 
of a given trader's edge. Tbe odds migh t be in the trader's favor today hut 
against him tomorrow as the world changes or as competition increases, if 
the trader docs not evolve. 

An investment process edge must come from one or more of tbe six 
components of the inves tment process we just outlined. Too ohen, when 
aski ng a d iscretionary stock picker wha t his edge is, we hear him say, " Stock 
picking. ~ But this is merely a description of the activity, not evidence tha t the 
trader is any good at it. O ne mus t dig further into the ret1son tha t the trader 
claims to bave an edge in any of tbese activities. Forquan t traders, most often 
an investment edge comes from experience and skill in conducting research 
and/or the acquisition or clean ing of da ta. This is because the goodness of 
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, he mooels for investment selection and Structuring, portfolio construction, 
execution, and risk management is usua lly determined by the quality of 
the research and development process that c~ated them. If some modules 
have not been particularly well researched, there is almost no chance that 
the trader ,,~[] have an edge in these areas. An edge in research can derive 
from superiority in ta lent or process, hu t aetual experience in conducting 
successfu l research in tbe financial markels is usua ll y critical. In other words, 
one must have better pt'opk andlor a better proc~s 10 put around these 
people, hut in either case experience is oe<:ded. 

I have already described a bit about how to assess the people a l a 
quam shop, but one more point bears mentioning. How a quant deals witb 
adversity is critical to understanding bis edge and its sustainabiJity. There 
are times wben the model simply doesn't make money. Knowing bow and 
when to react to these episodes is cri tical. Too often quants react in a subop
timal manner to losses in tbeir funds, and a knee-jerk react ion can often ru in 
whatever edge the strategy itself has. A sound approach to managing adver
sity stans with good monitoring tools, which allow the Quant to pinpoint 
problems and work to solve them rarher than panicking. It is unlikely that 
a trader has an edge because of monitoring, hut it is easy to throwaway a 
potential edge tbrougb insufficient or badly conceived monitoring processes. 

In terms of research, the re arc several ha llmarks of a high-quality pro
cess. The process should be vigorous and prolific, and there must be an 
ability to translate models efficiently from research into production. This is 
because most Quant models eventually decay into mediocrity, and success
ful ongoing research must be implemented in live trading strategies to stay 
ahead of th is decay. The research process should also deal with issues such as 
overfitling and look-abead bias, and tbe evaluator sbould ascertain exactly 
how the quant th inks about and deals with these critical issues. Finally, the 
process should at least la rgely follow the scientific method. In evaluating a 
Quant trader, it is useful to ask many questions about how and why various 
elements of their strategy arc the way they are. If a manager says he will 
dose a position if it bas moved 10 ~rcent against bim, ask bim how and 
why he decided on 10 ~rCent rather tban 5 ~rcent or 50 ~rCent. If the 
Quant says he is running a trend-following strategy in certain markets, find 
out wby he picked a trend·following strategy, how he defines the strategy, 
and why he is using the markets he·s using rather than other or simply more 
markets. T bese kinds of details will give you insigbt into tbe care with wbich 
a manager has developed the entirety of an investment stra tegy. 

A data edge can come ftom having proprietary aCcess to some son 
of data. Earlier in the book we gave tbe example of a company that uses 
geolocational data derived from GPS signals on cell phones to aggregate 
more rea l-time macroeconomic indicators. If, in fact, these data prove useful, 
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they migh t be able to trade using this information, and they might then have 
a data edge. But in this era of technology and regulation, it is diffi cu lt to 
fi nd sustaina ble data advantages. It is a lso possible to build a data edge 
through sUpt" rior data ga thering, cleaning, and storage techniques. Again, 
an interviewer should ask questions about where a trader ge ts his data , 
wha t work is done to clean the data, and how and why the da ta are stored 
in a certa in way. Some answers will be though tful; othe rs could indica te 
ca re lessness. 

This kind of da ta edge is qui te similar 10 a lack-of-competition edge. 
But lack of compt" tition is not a long-term plan. It is a truism in economics 
tha t, if higher-than-average profit margins can be had in some activi ty, more 
and more playe rs will compete umil the margins compress and normalize 
at levels more typical in the broader marketplace. This is likely to have 
happt"ned a lready in at leas t two quant trading spaces: Quant longlshort and 
sta tistical arbitrage. However, once they become more compt"ti tive they a lso 
become more cyclical, and thu e are pt" riods when players vacate the space 
because it offers tOO little reward, leaving more of the pie (and therefore 
beller margins again) for the fe.wer players who remain. It is also importan t 
to ascerta in why there is a lack of compt"tition, when this is found . Some 
strategies are inheren tly more difficult for new entran ts; othe rs simply have 
not ye t a ttracted the a tten tion of new entrams. An example of the fo rmer, at 
least histo rically, can be found in pu rely quantitative options trad ing. This is 
not widely pursued because there arc significan t challenges associa ted wi th 
acquiring and cleaning da ta, structuring trades, and modeling the liquidity of 
options contracts. But this by no means impl ies that it cannot later become a 
crowded stra tegy with many compt"ting firms chasing an ever-shrinking pie. 

As an example of the second option, I re member an expt"rienccd team 
tha t formed a hedge fund to trade corpora te credit in Asia back in 2002. 
They had successfully carried out this stra tegy as proprieta ry traders a t a 
bank fo r severa l yea rs previous ly. They had few, if any, competitors, and 
their early years were ve ry strong. Then, as time passed and more entran ts to 
their niche crowded the fi eld, they had to branch into othe r areas that were 
less appt"a ling. Over time their edge, which was largely re lated to a lack of 
competition, was eroded. Ultimately the new areas into which competition 
fo rced them to participa te caused a massive drawdown in their fund . The 
lack of competi tion was really due to a lack of discovery of their niche, and 
these arc among the most Rccting ki nds of edges. 

Structllral edges generally re late to something in the market structure 
tha t pu tS the wind in the sails of a market participant. These are usually 
caused and removed by regu lation. I once knew a trader in the pits of the 
New York 1o.lercamile Exchange who ran a hedge fund that relied on his 
short-term discretionary trad ing. Because of his sta tus on the exchange, he 
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was ablt IQ supplement a reasonable ioveSlmem edge with a StruCTu ral edge 
tbal allowed him 10 transact very cheaply and extremely quickly. Over t ime, 
however, his markets went from bdng pit-traded to electronic, and his struc
tura l edge vanished. In quan t trad ing, the most common sort of st ructura l 
edge comes from liquidity provision, or the rehate, on EeNs. EeNs actually 
pay market panicipallrs for marker-making activities by providing commis
sion rebates. In certain cases I have seen (he aCI of transacting become a 
profitable exercise for the Irader, and this 100 is a structu ral edge. It is pos
sible that, over time, payments by EeNs for order flow will dwindle, aod 
Ihis edge, 100, ,,~ll hi' ~radicat~d. 

EVALUATING INTEGRITY 

Most quants, and most trad~rs in g~n~ral, ar~ hon~st and eth ical. Therdor~, 
it is enti rely reasonable to work with them on a ~trust, but v~rify~ basis. In 
otber words, for most of the ~valuation process it is reasonable to assume 
that th~ trader went to school where she claims, gOt whatever degree(s) she 
cla ims, and is generally not a criminal. But before making an inv~stment, 
most observ~rs would agre<c that to th~ ~xtent possible , it's worth verify ing 
a quant's ethics. 

H~re we bave. a few tools at our disposal. First, do background checks, 
education verificaTions, and reference checks. In the case of backgrounds 
and education verifications, serious problems in a trader's personal or pro· 
fessional history should probahly serve as a r~d flag . Of course, th is is a 
t ricky proposi tion. Th~ investor must determine whether the mistakes or 
misdeeds in a quant's past served to ~t~ach her a l~sson,~ or whether they 
indicate a likely pa ttern of hl'havior that will repeat, even if not in exactly 
tbe same way. That judgment cannot be mad~ universally for all cases. But I 
encourage the investor to consider this question only from one specific angle, 
which might help drive the answer; T he job of the investor is not to judge 
t b~ qnant as a person but rat b~r as a pot~ntial fiduciary, acting on hl'haJf 
of the investor. Fiduciaries are hound to act in their clients' hl'st interest 
and to be v~ry open and up front about any potential conflicts of interest 
Or anything else that could impede their fu lfilling their du t ies to investors. 
Using the mentality of the fiduciary as a compass is something I have found 
helpful in a great many difficult circumstances. 

When performing reference checks, I find it useful ro request references 
from existing investors wben~ver possible and to ask them not only wby 
they like the manager but also what they th ink her weaknesses are. More 
helpful still is to seek out rcfer~nces tbat tbe manager did not provide herself. 
It is rdatively easy for any t rader to find a f~w people to say something nice 
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abou t her. But it is much better if the trader is kno\o\'ll by others, and those 
others are likely to provide much more useful input than the references a 
trader provides for herself. If you cannot locate such references in your own 
network, it sometimes helps 10 ask the references provided by the manager 
whether they know anyone else you Can contact. 

It turns out that getting into details with quants helps demonstrate their 
integrity as well. Though even less skilled quants might have answers at hand 
for higher·level questions about their strategies and process, even someone 
intent on deceiving rare ly thinks through low-level details sufficiently 10 be 
facile in answering questions abou t them. This is a common and successful 
interrogation technique. in law enforcement. If you ask a suspected criminal 
where he was last night, it's not surprising to hear him quickly and convinc
ingly provide an alibi, such as ~at my girlfriend's house. ~ But if you folJowup 
by asking what time he arrived, how long he stayed, what movie he watched, 
what he a te and drank while he was the re, and so on, he will have to make 
up answers to these questions he likely has not rehea rsed beforehand. 

A quant who is lying to cover up a lack of skill would have to be an 
expert at making up answers to questions about details on the fl y to keep up 
with questions about the details of her strategy. And some people are very 
good liars, to be sure. However, these answers also have to be able to stand 
up on their own. Answers that reveal a lack of understanding of the subject 
matter or answers that are internally inconsistent or are deficiem in other 
ways should not be ignored. They might not lead you to conclude that the 
manager lacks integrity, hut they should be sufficient to conclude that she 
isn't very good, which is itself suffi cient for the purpose of avoiding hiring 
her. What's more, you can use the same technique of looking for details in 
assessing a quan t's background as in assessing her strategy. If a quan t says 
she completed her Ph.D. at Harvard, you can follow up by asking where 
she lived while she was there, what her favorite restau rantS were, who her 
disserta tioo committe.: included, what her dissertation's title was, how many 
pages it ended up being, and so on. And again, many of these details should 
be veri fi able wi th her alma mater. 

It is worth mentioning one more point abou t selecting managers, 
whether quant or not' Almost no trader is so special that it is worth invest
ing in her strategy without gaining a reasonably de.:p understanding of it. It 
should not take much to say ~no," in other words, whereas it should take an 
incredible amount of confi dence to say ~yes. ~ Seeing a long and attractive 
track record should never be sufficient. In fact, I would put forth that it is sig
nificantly more important to get good answers to good questions than to see 
a long track record. If Bernie Madoff and the other scandals that have been 
announced On a nearly weekly basis since late 2008 provide any sort of les
son to investors, it must be that reputation and track record arc not enough. 
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No investor can validly claim that they understood how Aladoff 
could ha"c made such consistently positive returns based on the strategy 
he is sa id 10 bave employed. Aladoff never addressed questions, main
ta ining that his strategy (which was d iscretionary, not systematic) was 
too proprietary. Though insufficient (0 uncover all potentially fraudu
km (or simply unprofitable) investments, the lools provided in this chap
ter can certainly he lp eliminate a great majority of them. These tech
niques should ~ used in conjunction with an equa lly rigorous opera
tional due d iligence process to funher reduce the poss ibility of being 
victimized by fraud, malfeasance, or OIb.:r misbehavior on the part of 
traders. 

HOW qUANTI FIT INTO A PORTFOLIO 

Assuming that you find a quam that is worth hiring or investing in, you have 
to decide how to allocate to this trader. To make this determination, you 
have to understand how the strategy fits in with the rest of your port folio. 
This is largely a question of balancing the levels of various types of expo· 
sures. This section details some of the more important kinds of exposures 
associated with quant investing. 

II PlrUOIII 111111111 •• 

First, it is worth remembering that portfolio construction is about allocating 
to exposures. A portfolio that contains more kinds of exposures is more 
di'-ersi fied than one that is concentrated among a smaller number of e :<po' 
sun~s . Inv~lOrs must seek out the appropriate balance of trend, reversion, 
valudyield, growth, and quality to achieve optimal diversification. A quant 
doing trend following is not likely to be so incredibly different, from a port· 
folio construction viewpoint, than a discretionary trader who is seeking to 
identify trends. To be sure, the tireless vigilance of a computerized trad ing 
st rategy might find opportunities that the human trader misses. In addi· 
t ion, the human trader might avoid some bad trades that a rc taken on by 
tbe computerized strategy out of naivete. But, as trend following in genera l 
goes, so it is likely that the human and computerized trader both go. So, at 
a primary level, tbe investor must diversify among various a lpha exposures. 
In the evaluation process, the investor should be able to ascertain at least 
roughly the underlying alpha c:<posurcs of the various strategies in a port· 
folio . Using this informat ion, the investor can allocate capital such that the 
blended allOCations to various types of alpha are in line with the levels that 
tbe investor bas determined are desirab le . 
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Bet Urlctur .. 

Th~ second consid~rat ion rd evant to pon iolio const ruction is bet St rUClUr~, 
as described in Chapter 3. Relativ~ bets can behave very differ~n t ly from 
single-instrument bets, particula rly wh~n these bet struclUres ar~ used with 
different types of alpha models. When a quam strategy makes rdative betS, 
it is inher~ntly counting on the stability of the relationships among the 
instrum~nts that ar~ grouped togNhu_ T his makes bet structure ilSdf a 
sourc~ of risk in such strategies, and th is risk becomes evident when the 
relationship betw~en th~ instrum~nts chang~s . In snch ~nvironmen ts, for 
example, relative mean reversion Strategies are prone to losses. On the other 
hand,single-instrument mean r~version freqnently benefits from large r~gime 
changes_ This is because this strategy t~nds to bet against th~ prevailing 
trend while remaining indiffe ren t to the destabilizing effects of a large trend 
rev~rsal on th~ relationships dq~nd~d on by a rdat ive alpha strategy. T his 
is bu t one example of how bet Structures can impact results and, as a resu lt, 
the investor's portfolio. In shon, it is wonhwhile to diversify across various 
bet Structures as well , even within the same domain of alpha exposure (e.g., 
rdative and intrinsic mean reversion). 

TIIII Horizon DIVlrllllcltlll 

Finally, the investor must balance her exposure across time horizons. In 
genera l, it is my experience that longer-horizon quam strategies- those that 
hold positions for more than a week or so--tend to go through longer and 
streakier performance cycles. They can outperform or underperform for 
sev~ral quarters on ~nd, and it can take sev~ral y~ars 10 evaluat~ wheth~r 

there is rea lly a problem with the manager. Some longer-term strategies a lso 
demonstrated conclusively that th~y ar~ subject 10 crowding risk, as se~n so 
vividly in August 1998 and August 2007. While this might make them a bit 
less desirable, one can manage significantly more money in such strategies, 
which is sometimes a practical n~essity. 

Short-term strategies, by contrast, tend to be very consistent performers, 
but th~y cannot handle much capital. Th~y are thudor~ v~ry desirable but 
also not always practical. Furthermore, when one does fi nd a good short
term trader to invest in, it is not clear that the trader will remain small 
enough to be effeerive On short time scales. Many traders are tempted to 
grow their assets when assets are available, and this demands attention on 
t h~ pan of th~ inv~stor. 

I ...... y or PorUllio Con.lller.tI.n. 
Quants can be valuable componenlS of a pon iolio_ Th~ inv~slOr must 
realize that quan ts a re u ltimately not so differen t than their discretionary 
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countaparts and therdore tha i the list of things that ma tter to building 
a portfolio that includes quants isn't much d ifferent than it would be 
without quanls. As with all things rdated 10 portfolios, the key is to build 
a diversified portfo lio thai consider, three imporlant elemenlS: 

1. Various ty~s of alpha exposures 
2. Various bet structu res 
3. Various time horizons 

It is interesting to note that these considerations closely rni rro r the taxon
omy of theory-driven alphas, presented here again as Exhibit 12.1. Equally 
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interesting, I do not believe that the investment universe (asset class, instru· 
ment dass, o r geography) nor various other subdeties about the models je.g., 
model specifica tion or run frequency) are particularly impaCiful in portfo lio 
construction. These va riations add a great deal of diversity when markets 
are behaving normally, but in Stressful times they simply matter a lot less 
than distinctions along the lines of the three portfolio considerations listed 
here. 

IUMMARY 

To assess a quant trader and a quam st rategy, one must understand the 
strategy being implemented and the qua lity and vigor of the process that 
generates strategies. To do this, the investor has three weapons at her dis· 
posal: building trUSt, gain ing as much knowledge as possible about quam 
trad ing, and keeping information he learns as organized as possible. These 
lOols can be used 10 extract and piece together information on a given quant, 
and on quan t trading genera ll y. 

Ultimately, an investor bas to determine wbether a quam bas an edge, 
wbat tbe sources of this edge are, bow sustainable the edge is, and what could 
tbreaten it in the future. Edges come from people and/or processes, and it 
is in these areas that the evaluation of a quant must focus . Once quants 
have been "eued, they should be thoughtfully included in a portfolio. It 
is important to diversify across different approaches to alpha generation, 
different time horizons, and het structures to complement beSt the other 
components of tbe investor's portfolio. 

I remember once interviewing a senior employee at one of the beSt quant 
shops in the world. I asked him how on earth they had done so well, which 
of course was a sort of stupid question. His answer, however, was both 
concise and seemingly on target. To quote him, loosely: ~There is nO secret 
sauce, We are constantly working to improve every area of our strategy. 
Our data is constandy being improved, Our execution models are constantly 
being imprO"ed, our portfolio cons truction algorithms are constantly being 
improved ... everything can a lways be better. We hire the right kinds of 
people, and we give them an environment in which they can relentlessly 
work to improve everytbing we do, little by little.~ 
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to the 01 

Quant Trading 

All evolution in thought and conduct must at fi rst appellr as heresy 
and misconduct. 

-George Ikrna rd Shaw 

The black-box trading stra tegy has existed fo r over three decades. This 
hook has provided you with the tools necessary to unde rsland this niche 

of tbe investment community, pe rhaps for the first time. From its earliest 
days in trend-fo llowing applica tio ns [ 0 the mOSt recenl and statt -of-che-a rt 
high-frequency machine learning strategies, tbe field of Quant trading has 
evolved conside rab ly since its early days . Ye t recen tl y it is hard to ignore 
the t rava ils the Quant trading field, p<lrticu la rly in equ ity market-neutra l 
strategies, has undergone. Starting in July 2007 and sporadically again in 
2008, la rge swaths of The quant trading universe have delivered poor resulls, 
unprecedenled downside risk, and easy headlines for Ihose who love to ha te 
Ihem. 

Regard less, o the r niches within the domain of quant t rading-and even 
some of the ty~s of quants whose ~rs have done poorly-have thrived. 
Asse ts have fl owed vigorously into systematic futures t rading strategies, 
which outperformed during Ihe aforementioned tumult of mid-2007 through 
la te-200S, hav ing benefited fro m Ihe price trends thai formed the bea r mar
ket in equities. High-frequency equity t raders have profi ted from increased 
vo la tili ty and liqu idi ty in Ihe markets. Even some that share a labd ",ilh 
Ihe slatistica l arbitrage and quantitati ve long/short praCl il ionecs who have 
suffered the most still, nonelheless, have managed to deliver solid retu rns 
with limited risk. Overall, it is safe to say tha t q uants, whelher in fu tures, 
equities, or options, are among the sta r ~rformers of Ihe 200S credil c ri sis . 

... 
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Yet, the need for Quant traders to evolve remains as great as ever. In 
fact, given {he speed with which technology and markets acc changing, 
it is likely that the need to evolve has never been greater. r.,'losl quants 
s~nd a disproportionate amount of time on their alpha models. This is 
understandable; these models arc indeed the engine of success for a quan t 
strategy. Yet so much of Ihe theory-dri\'cn alpha space is already so well 
understood that litde progress is likely IQ be made in this arena. Perhaps for 
a short while, the applica tion of .e lali.-ely standard alpha models 10 new 
markets, such as the smaller develo~d markets in Asia and EnrolX', or even 
to developing markets around the world, can bear frui t. Rut there are few 
barriers to entry to running a strategy in another country or asset class. 
Some interesting research is being done in pockets around the industry 10 

uncover new and untapped approaches to alpha generation. Perhaps new 
forms of alpha can be invented and exploited. But these, too, are likely 10 

be somewhat readily accessible to others. 
The rest of the black box, bowever, bas been comparatively neglected 

by mOSt resea rchers in the industry. Relatively naive, frequently ineffective 
approaches a re used to blend alpha models together, to size positions cor
rectly and to manage risk. These are fields of researcb in wbich little usefu l 
literature has been published, and the landscape is currently wide open for 
innovation. And some fields of study within tbe quam trading indust ry have 
been ignored almost entirely. Analysis of self'generated data-such as trans
action da la thai caplUres Ihe behavior of markets just before, dnring, and 
jusl afler one trades-<an be fruitful but is very rarely done. it is possible 10 

learn a grea t deal about whal works and what doesn't by objectively analyz
ing one 's own track record. Alodels tbat predict wbether certain strategies 
arc like ly to perform well or poorly in the future are also somewhal uncom
mon, outside of very naive performance-chasing algorithms that increase 
allocations to Strategies that have done we ll recently. In sbort, all the myr
iad decisions a quant must make in building a system should be made with 
tbe benefit of more research and study than has been done by most firms 
so far. 

The manner in which quant trading systems are used, too, can evolve. 
There are already examples of hybrid quant-discretionary strategies, which 
utilize quant systems to screen for opportunities while allowing discretion 
to ru le the rest of the process. But more work can be done to ascertain 
whether certain olhe r parts of the investment process can combine human 
subjectivity with the objectivity and consistency of machines. For example, 
it is easy to imagine analysts inputting their views into a computer system 
and allowing the system to determine the portfolio. In other words, instead 
of llsing machines to suPPOrt human decisions, human input could support 
syslematic decisions. 
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Finally, the StruCTUre of firms that utiliu quant trading strategies can 
e.volve. Historically, firms that have amassed working capital have provided 
a place for a Quant to interact with other quants in building trading strate
gies, to take orders from a secretive central officer on specific projects that 
hide the st rategy's fu ll scope even from the employees, or simply to use the 
firm's capita l to run a strategy that was developed previously and elsewhere. 
Aleanwhile, smaller boutiques have toiled away in small offices around the 
world, rardy having any comact ,,~th others. There appears to ~ room for 
a ~quant collective" structure, which would offer the economies of scale 
afforded by larger shops, such as clean data, fast and reliable market con
nectivity, and powerful and fast research tools. Meanwhile, such collectives 
in theory could offer more autonomy and upside potential for the individual 
quant than a more traditional Structure. l bis Structure also may align quantS 
sufficiently that they are encouraged to seek help from their fe llow members 
on subjects in which they may ~ less strong while keeping proprietary those 
elements of thei r own strategy tha t are most unique. 

In addition to the general requirement to evolve in order to survive, great 
challenges face the quant trader today. Regulations are ~coming increas
ingly hos tile as both quan t trading and hedge funds arc demonized in the 
popular press. Government interventions, rare events (such as the credit cri
sis that ~gan in mid-2007), and geopolitical events that impact the markets 
have all presented significant difficulties for many quants, since these events 
typically cause paSt ~havior to cease to explain future ~havior. Many 
alternative investment professionals are turning away from quant trading in 
disgust after more than a year of repeated ~once-in-a -lifeti me~ events. For 
quants, this may be a period of ~ na tu ral selec tion, ~ in which the weaker or 
less lucky firms are forced out of the business while the stronger or luckier 
firms can survive only if they evo lve. 

So, the need to evolve is clear. But given both the difficulty of the 
market environment over the paSt few years and the (absolu tely misplaced) 
nega tivity surrounding hedge funds in genera l and Quant funds in particular, 
there might never have been a time more critical than this in which 10 

d ifferentiate good quam traders from bad ones. The good news for those 
who are looking is that there are more than a few good ones out there to ~ 
found. With the framework provided in this book, the job of understanding 
what Quant traders do, discerning which ones are more likely to succeed, 
and ascertaining how 10 use them in a portfolio is hopefully a bit easier. 
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CHIIPTER 4 RIIII Modll. 

1. U"cmainty has broadly been adopted as being synonymous with risk. There is 
usually nO! much justifica tion for;1£ use, o ther than ""p"diency for th. purpose< 
of relatively easy computations to answer the question , How much risk is there? 
However, it seems dear tha t variability is more than ac.;eptabl e when it is 
positive, thougb not desirable when it is negative. Some have therefore proposed 
to U$e the negative del'iation, which computes the volatility only of the negative 
returns in a time series, but this strikes me as plainly silly. Standard deviations 
should be used only when the distribution of the values is expected to be normal, 
or at least symmetric around the mean. Negative return, almost never m.,.,t thi, 
'riterion. Furthermore, the variability of negative returnS is not the same thing 
a$ negative variability, and it is only the la!1er thai really characterizes ri$k. 
Focusing on the measurement of the variability of negative returns, for example, 
could lead an investor to love a strategy that loscs 100 percent of your money 
any time it loses at all. Yes, there is nO variability among the losers in such a 
system. Bnt how is that helpful? Instead, Ihe li kelihood of losing significant sums 
(what 1 called negative variJbiliry) of money actually manens, whether Ihe losses 
are spuad across a wide spectrum or levels or are co""'"ntraced a t a particularly 
unappetizinillevel with no variability. 

To address Ihis point, there are various meaSures of downside risk, such as 
maximum peak· lo·valley drawdo'''', bUI these meaSUres have "'eaknesses too. 
Finst, they are not defined by fixed periods and therefore do not work well in most 
linear statistical frameworks. Some strat'llies can have ,'ery sharp df3wdowns 
that occur over a small number of days. Others can haye protracted period. 
of losses, where Ihe amount losl on any day might not be large, but over the 
coutile of a year the losses add up 10 a large number. This implies that they are 
Ie .. convenient to use in a grea t many computational exercises, ha:ause most 
analyses of data series are based on the presumption that each point in the data 
series represents the same amount of time as each o ther data point . There are 
only a few techniques thai allow an analYSllO compare a single day with an enlire 
year, for example. Second, having a valid and useful drawdown statistic depends 
on having enough of a data set that you are confident you have seen the outer 
limits of the strategy's risk. 

2. This concept Was formalized in the Kelly criterion, in a paper by John L. Kelly, 
Jr., in the 8e11 System Technical Journal in 1956. The Kelly criterion provides a 
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systemati~ way of sizing the risk taken on ea~h of a series of bets based 011 the 
benor's edge, which maxirnius the eXp«1ed gains by the end of the series of 
bets, The edge is delin"" as a combination of the payoff for winning and the odds 
of winning. This concept has bttn widdy applied in gambling and somewha t 
in investing, The noted quan t Edward Thorp i, cr..di tM with first applying the 
Kelly criterion to trading stra tegies, However, some criti", of the Kelly benillg 
strategy point Out that a critical aSliumption of this criterion is that each bet is 
expected to be independent of the next, which is trne in many forms of gambling, 
for example, Howtver, in investing, be" can be ..,rially corrdated, which is to 
say that returns to ill\'estmenr strategies tend to be streaky, As such, in general 
many investors who believe in the concept of the Kelly criterion u'" a derivative 
version of the strategy, such as ~half Kelly," to bet less than Kelly suggeSts, Useful 
background on Kelly and the criterion can be fonnd on William Ponndstone's 
web site or in hi, book aoom Kelly, call..d Fonuue's Farmu!J. 

3, This phenomenon exists, if for no other reason, be.:au.., the value investor 
tends to buy stocks that have fallen in price, wh ich tend therefore to have 
expetienc"" a shrinkage in their market capitalization, A market-neutral value 
investor would also tend to sell expensive stocks, which are likdy to have 
ralli..d and therdore will have experiencM market capitaliza tion apprrciation 
as welL 

4, Principal compo"""rs analysis (PCA) is a sratisticaltechnique used to reduce the 
compleXity of a ..,t of instruments down to a ma nageable set of "risk factors, ~ 
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systematic risk among the instruments and is derivM by analyzing the historical 
relationships amollg all the instruments in the set, 
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exchanges prora te executions amollg 3U option orders a t the ,"-me price and 
give better priority to .ustomers versus marht makers-although the.., rules 
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arc undergoing review for poiiiihk change. Furthermore, quants rardy tran~t 
in sncb markets, and if they do, it d"". not usually involve utilizing systematic 
execution (ngin ... such as thos<: described in this book. 
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when in fact it is false. 
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when in fact it is rrue. 
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